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Abstract
A chemical plant was theoretically designed to produce approximately 100 MMlbs/yr of linear alpha olefins
(LAOs). 1-hexene and 1-octene were the products of the trimerization and tetramerization reactions as
mentioned in the patent (US 8,076,523 B2). Based on the patent, a continuous homogeneous liquid reaction
was carried out in a 30,000 gallon CSTR using a chromium based catalyst, with an activator and varying
ligands for both the trimerization and tetramerization reactions. Plant calculations were performed, and the
plant design simulation was completed on ASPEN PLUS®.
The designed plant had the flexibility to switch between a 40:60% and 60:40% 1-hexene:1- octene by varying
the amount of catalyst fed to the system. Product purity was 99.9% for 1- hexene and 99.0% for 1-octene, as
required by the market. The plant despite its significant upfront capital investments ($43M) was estimated to
be a profitable business venture with an IRR of 19%, greater than the return on investment (ROI) of 15.5%,
as well as producing a positive net present value of $7.8M, assuming the plant is in operation for 15 years.
Based on the economic potential of this process, the design group recommends construction of this plant with
recommendations.
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Dr. Matthew Lazzara 
Prof. Leonard Fabiano 
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering 
University of Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia, PA 19104. 
 
Dear Dr. Lazzara and Prof. Fabiano: 
 
Enclosed in this report is the completed design and economic analysis of our proposed chemical plant. 
This plant is designed to produce one hundred million pounds per year of combined 1-hexene and 1-
octene product. U.S. patent US 8,076,523 B2 provided the developed catalyst technology and necessary 
data needed for the scale-up of laboratory experiments to the desired production specifications. 
The plant was designed and simulated using ASPEN PLUS®. Once the simulation was finalized, its 
economic analysis was performed using information from ASPEN PLUS® and costing correlations from 
the textbook, Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation, 
Third Ed., Wiley, 2009. The plant design estimated an IRR of 19% based on a $43,000,000 initial capital 
investment with a net present value of $7,800,000. The group recommends the implementation of the 
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A chemical plant was theoretically designed to produce approximately 100 MMlbs/yr of linear 
alpha olefins (LAOs). 1-hexene and 1-octene were the products of the trimerization and 
tetramerization reactions as mentioned in the patent (US 8,076,523 B2). Based on the patent, a 
continuous homogeneous liquid reaction was carried out in a 30,000 gallon CSTR using a 
chromium based catalyst, with an activator and varying ligands for both the trimerization and 
tetramerization reactions. Plant calculations were performed, and the plant design simulation was 
completed on  ASPEN PLUS®. 
The designed plant had the flexibility to switch between a 40:60% and 60:40% 1-hexene:1-
octene by varying the amount of catalyst fed to the system. Product purity was 99.9% for 1-
hexene and 99.0% for 1-octene, as required by the market. The plant despite its significant 
upfront capital investments ($43M) was estimated to be a profitable business venture with an 
IRR of 19%, greater than the return on investment (ROI) of 15.5%, as well as producing a 
positive net present value of $7.8M, assuming the plant is in operation for 15 years. Based on the 
economic potential of this process, the design group recommends construction of this plant with 
recommendations.  
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Linear alpha olefins (LAOs) have a variety of uses in industry and are usually used as starting 
materials in the production of plastics. ‘Olefin’  is  simply  a  common  name  for  the  alkene  family  of  organic 
compounds, which all share the common double-bond functional group. Linear alpha olefins refer to the 
family of un-branched alkenes that have their double –bonds  on  the  first  or  ‘alpha’  Carbon  atom  in  their  
Carbon chain. The objective of this project was to design a chemical plant that would manufacture LAOs 
commercially, making use of procedures and conditions mentioned in our assigned patent (US 8,076,523 
B2). The desired product LAOs from our designed chemical plant are 1-hexene and 1-octene and 
combined would amount to approximately 100 MMlb per year of marketable product. 
1-hexene and 1-octene are mainly used in polyethylene production, manufacturing of surfactants 
and lubricants and alcohol production. Demand for these compounds is very high in North America, 
Western Europe and Asia and there are several current industrial processes which produce linear alpha-
olefins. Notable ways are the Shell Higher Olefin Process (SHOP), which employs a combination of 
oligomerization and olefin metathesis to produce a variety of LAOs. 1 INEOS, a global manufacturer of 
petrochemicals has also developed a proprietary process for synthesizing a wide range of LAOs with the 
flexibility  to  change  distributions  of  products  to  meet  demand.  There  are  also  “on-purpose”  technologies 
that produce specific olefins in large yields. Examples are the butadiene telomerization (Dow Chemical 
Company) and ethylene trimerization (Chevron Phillips).2  
The patent being used for this design project details a catalytic system that is designed to 
selectively oligomerize ethylene to produce 1-hexene and 1-octene. Oligomerization refers to the process 
of creating ling chain polymers by addition of multiple monomer compounds also called repeat units. In 
this reaction, ethylene (𝐶ଶ𝐻ସ) reacts with itself over a transition metal co-catalyst system to produce 
longer chain olefins, in this case 1-hexene and 1-octene. Trimerization refers to the combination of three 
ethylene molecules to create 1-hexene, while tetramerization involves the reaction of four ethylene 
molecules to form 1-octene. 
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Our patent mentioned that there would be considerable market demand for both 1-hexene and 1-
octene  and  that  this  demand  may  fluctuate  over  the  course  of  the  design  plant’s  useful  life.  With  that  in  
mind, the plant was constructed to have the flexibility to alter the fractions of the products created. The 
product  range  vary  between  a  ‘C6  heavy’  setting  with  60%  1-hexene and the makeup of 1-octene and a 
‘C8  heavy’  setting  with  60%  1-octene and the makeup of 1-hexene. The mass fractions of the desired 
olefins in the reactor effluent differ with the amounts of catalysts used. In order to achieve the desired 
flexibility mentioned above, the amount of catalyst fed to the reactor varied to illustrate either a 1-hexene 
heavy production or a 1-octene heavy production. 
Our project illustrates a continuous process to produce 1-hexene and 1-octene with the 
aforementioned flexibility at a rate of 100 MMlb per year. This is achieved by implementing a   
homogenous reaction in a CSTR reactor, according to the patent, with the ethylene dissolved in cumene 
as a solvent. Excess ethylene and cumene were recycled to the greatest possible extent, and the desired 
products were purified in order to meet market grade specifications. 
MARKET ANALYSIS 
LAOs are highly versatile feedstock for several commodity and end-user products.  The most 
common uses of these compounds are as co-monomers in production of various polymers, in surfactant 
production, and in synthetic lubricant manufacturing. These uses account for approximately 84% of 
alpha-olefin consumption worldwide. 4 Other uses of the olefins include drilling applications, alcohols, 
plasticizing agents, lubricants, synthetic acids, pulp and paper. 
The uses of alpha olefins heavily depend on the length of the carbon chain as this greatly impacts 
the physical properties. 1-hexene and 1-octene are primarily used as co-monomers in the manufacture of 
plastics such as polythene. According to the ICIS (Independent Chemical Information Service), 46% of 1-
octene consumption can be attributed to polythene production. 51-butene competes with 1-hexene and 1-
octene in the market since it also can be used as a co-monomer in polythene production. 
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The worldwide production for LAOs was estimated to be at about estimated at 3.4 Million tons in 
2006.  According to ASDReports, there seems to be about a 3.4% Compound Annual Growth Rate 
(CAGR)  for  the  Americas’  olefin  market  and  as  well  as  slightly  lower  growth  for  the  global  olefin  market.    
Despite slow growth in demand in 2008 due to the faltering economic landscape, the market has picked 
up again its demand has been annually growing faster than the supply. Worldwide ethylene production 
capacity is projected to increase at a rate of about 4.8% per year until 2025 making it the fastest growing 
source for linear alpha-olefins.1 Based on these market statistics, we believe that there will be significant 
demand now and in the future for the 46,000 tons per year LAO production capacity being designed for 
this plant. 
In addition to the increased demand for 1-hexene and 1-octene, olefin production costs may be 
reduced due to developments in fracking technology in the U.S. Fracking refers to a recent industrial 
technology that fractures rock by injecting fluid, exposing oil and shale gas reserves to be mined. Due to 
fracking, the supply of ethylene in the U.S. would be significantly increased, which would reduce the 
material costs for the LAO plants such as this one being discussed. These reduced material costs show 
promising prospects for the future profitability of the plant.  
There are currently several major technologies implemented for producing 1-octene and 1-
hexene. These include some full-range technologies such as the SHOP (185,500 tons/yr of 1-octene in 
20065) and INEOS processes, as well as some single-fraction technologies like ethylene trimerization for 
1-hexene and extraction from Fischer-Tro1psch. Manufacturers using these technologies would be direct 
competitors for the plant designed in this report.6 
In order to compete with the existing 1-hexene and 1-octene manufacturers, products produced in 
the designed process were purified to meet the market specifications of 99.9% and 99.0% purity levels of 
1-hexene9 and 1-octene10 respectively. 
                                                          
1 “Olefins  Market  Report”,  www.chemsystems.com/reports/search/docs/abstracts/2011s11_abs.pdf 





In the patent analyzed (US 8,076,523 B2), the co-catalyst system needed for the reaction must be 
dissolved in a suitable solvent. The parts of the catalyst are as follows: (1) Chromium (III) acetyl 
acetonate (Cr(acac) ), (2) ligating compounds for both the trimerization and the tetramerization reactions 
required and (3) an activator compound such as methylaluminoxane (MAO) . Although, the patent 
highlighted that toluene could be a suitable solvent for the reaction, we used cumene instead to act as the 
solvent for this plant. The solvent was necessary in order to dissolve not only the ethylene feed and the 
co-catalyst system, but also the organic LAO products formed from the oligomerization reactions. The 
entire system (reactants, products and catalyst system) were non-polar and therefore would be soluble in a 
similar solvent. Both toluene and cumene are non-polar solvents and could perform the functions required 
for this process but cumene was selected based on preferable physical qualities that are explained further 
later in the section. 
 While there was no one particular trimerization or tetramerization ligand specified by the patent, 
general structures were given. The general structure of the tetramerization ligand is shown in Figure 1, 
where X1 or X2 is an electron donor for coordination with Cr, such as Phosporous, Y is taken from the list 













Figure 1: General Structure of Tetramerization Catalyst 





The trimerization catalyst general structure is given in Figure 2. In this figure L is the 
coordinating polydentate phosphine, arsine or stibine ligand, X is an anion of charge -2 to -4, Z is 









The oligomerization generally follows the mechanism illustrated in Figure 3 below. The generation of an 
alpha olefin begins by the addition of two molecules of ethylene to form 1-butene. Further addition of 
ethylene molecules causes elongation of the olefin chain until the desired product is made and a 







Figure 2: General Structure of Trimerization Catalyst 




Figure 3: General Oligomerization Mechanism 
Differences in boiling points between products, reactants and catalysts encouraged the use of 
fractional distillation for separation. Initially, the plant was designed to use toluene as the solvent but 
there were issues with the separation of 1-octene and toluene the reactor effluent. The separation of 
toluene, with a b.p. of 110°C, and 1-octene, with a b.p. of 121°C was not possible by just fractional 
distillation. Extractive distillation with large quantities of furfural (2-furaldehyde) was needed to remove 
99% of 1-octene from the toluene in the reactor effluent. The addition of furfural as an input cost, and a 
furfural separation tower for recycle purposes, gave this approach a considerable associated cost. Based 
on the potential economic losses, a new solvent was required to facilitate not only the reaction but also the 
separation of the products. 
 The solvent chosen to replace toluene was cumene (𝐶ଽ𝐻ଵଶ) due to its structural similarities with 
toluene and a significantly higher boiling point of 155°C .  Figure 4 shows the structure of toluene and 
Figure 5 shows the structure of cumene. 






Figure 5: Cumene 
 
 
 ASPEN was not able to generate the solubility data for the catalyst in cumene, so instead cumene 
and toluene were compared based on solubility parameters. ProPred was the software used to estimate the 
solubility parameters of the two molecules. The Hildebrand Solubility parameters of these compounds are 
18.00 Mpa1/2 and 17.27 Mpa1/2. As these values are fairly close, we deemed it reasonable to assume that 
the catalyst would dissolve as readily in cumene as toluene. 
 The properties of the catalyst ligands were also unknown and were estimated by analyzing group 
contributions using ProPred. ProPred did not contain phosphate groups, so nitrogen groups were used and 
they were assumed to reflect similar properties as phosphorus since they had the same valence 
configuration. The relevant results for both ligands are shown below in Table 1. 
 
 
Figure 4: Toluene 
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Table 1: Properties of Catalysts 
 Tetramerization Ligand Trimerization Ligand 
Tm (K) 413.40 495.35 
Tb (K) 733.11 800.86 
Tc (K) 990.40 1082.46 




Innovation Map for Proposed Plant 
The innovation map in Figure 6 below provides an overview of the decisions that were  made to meet 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The feed materials needed for the reactor consists of ethylene, cumene, the catalyst 
system, which consists of a trimerization and tetramerization ligand, Chromium acetyl acetonate 
and methylaluminoxane (MAO).  
The ethylene feed to the plant is obtained in a pipeline at 100 bar and a ground temperature of 
about 300C. The pressure of the feed ethylene is adjusted to 47 bar to ensure that it flows to the 
reactor at a high enough pressure. It is mixed with recycled ethylene from the reactor effluent in 
a mixing tank prior to entering the reactor.  
The main solvent for the process is cumene, a benzene derivative that is described in the 
introduction section. The cumene feed is obtained from a storage tank which holds 
approximately 4 days worth of cumene feed at a time. It is pumped to a pressure of 45 psi and 
fed to a mixing tank in which it is combined with recycled cumene. It is also mixed with 
recycled cumene from the reactor effluent. Ultimately, the cumene is fed at a rate of 380,000 
lb/hr to the reactor, in order to solubilize all the ethylene needed for the reaction.  
The catalyst mixes are stored in separate tanks that contain the appropriate proportions of 
species needed to obtain a 40/60 and 60/40 by mass split of the products from the reactor. The 
catalyst is directly fed into the reactor to ensure that the reaction only occurs in the reactor. The 
catalyst feed compositions for each split are displayed in Table 20 and Table 21  below. To ensure 
that the catalyst components are in the liquid phase, the tanks contain some cumene to solubilize 
the stream. 1000 lb/hr of cumene flows in with 68 lb/hr of the catalyst components for the 1-
hexene-dominant product composition and 50 lb/hr of catalyst components for the 1-octene-
dominant product composition.  




Table 20: Flow rates of Catalyst Components for 60% 1-octene Split 








Table 21: Flow rates of Catalyst Components for 60% 1-hexene split 










The reactor is a 30,000 gallon continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) that operates at 113°F 
and 45 bar, as specified in the patent for this process (US Patent 8076523). In the CSTR, a 
homogenous liquid phase oligomerization reaction takes place in the presence of a flexible 
catalyst system. The chromium based catalyst allows for the Trimerization and Tetramerization 
of ethylene to give high yields 1-octene and 1-hexene products.  
Though the catalyst gives high yield of the desired olefins, the 1-hexene and 1-octene 
product compositions provided in the patent do not account for 100% of the product. There is no 
explicit information on the composition of other products formed. A patent (US 5523508 A) 
outlines the formation of wax in an oligomerization  reaction carried out at conditions that differ 
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from those in the proposed reactor. Due to the nature of the oligomerization  mechanism, it can 
be assumed that all other unwanted products are olefins with more than eight carbons. Based on 
oligomerization data provided in similar patents, it is estimated that 2% of the ethylene fed to the 
reactor is converted to 1-decene and 1-dodecene. Specifically, each heavy hydrocarbon uses up 
1% of the ethylene feed.  
The reaction is highly exothermic and has a heat generation rate of 1016 Btu/lb of 
ethylene. This requires heat removal at a rate of 13 MM Btu/hr from the reactor. A 473,000 lb/hr 
stream is pumped out of the reactor and through a heat exchanger containing ethylene that acts as 
a refrigerant before returning the fluid to the reactor at 113°F. The choice to use a refrigerant for 
this large heat exchanger is based on the large amount of heat that must be removed and the 
closeness of temperature of the reactor contents to that of cooling water and chilled water. The 
use of refrigerant allows for the use of a reasonably-sized heat exchanger. The reactor is highly 
agitated to ensure that there is little variation in the temperature inside it.  
The distribution of products in the reactor effluent is controlled by the amounts of 
catalyst system components that are directly fed to the CSTR. The patent provides examples of 
reactions and the component amounts therein that give particular 1-octene and 1-hexene splits. 
Due to a lack of information related to kinetics and reaction selectivity, the design group 
assumed that linear combinations of the catalyst amounts in the examples could be used to obtain 
the desired splits. The storage tanks contain the premixed catalyst system for the extreme product 
splits. To vary between the extremes it is again assumed that linear combinations of flow from 
the different tanks can be used to obtain product compositions between the extreme compositions 
(1-octene-heavy and 1-hexene-heavy splits).  




CSTR vs. PFR  
In analyzing the reactor configuration to be used in the continuous process, the benefits 
of the plug flow tubular reactor (PFTR) and the continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) were 
taken into account. The decision to use a CSTR with a homogeneous catalyst is based on the 
identified customer need for flexibility for the product composition.  Varying catalyst 
compositions in a homogeneous catalytic reaction can effectively achieve the product flexibility 
required for this project. A PFTR would have required installation of two reactors with different 
catalyst loading, to ensure that different compositions of product are made. Furthermore, renewal 
and reloading of catalysts in the heterogeneous PFTR would have required large amounts of 
down time for each vessel, further restricting flexibility to produce different product splits.  
In the case of the Trimerization and Tetramerization of Ethylene described in the patent, 
conversion specifications indicate that flow rates must be high, in order to avoid long chain 
oligomerization. With a CSTR, the variable that will require control is the relatively low flow 
rate of catalysts from the two storage tanks on site. The PFTR configuration would have required 
more difficult control on the large stream flow rates to both reactors. As such, in the absence of 
information of the process catalyst at different temperatures of conditions, the CSTR system 
proves to be the better choice.  
In the PFR configuration, the advantages that would be seen include a well-defined 
residence time distribution of catalyst molecules, and higher selectivity, which will ultimately 
minimize ethylene loss. Alternatively, the CSTR configuration presents a lower probability of 
blockage due to fouling and thus reduce the maintenance costs associated with defouling.  




The residence time used to model and size the reactor is based on the 12 minute period 
that the equivalent batch reactor in the patent took to produce the given products. It is assumed 
that the residence time required to make the desired products will be closely related to this length 
of time required for this continuous process. Further information on the kinetics of the reaction 
will be required to make a better estimate of the reactor size for this process. 
Conversion 
The patent is not explicit on the overall conversion of ethylene in the process. Based on 
information from another paper2 a 20 % conversion of ethylene is assumed for the overall 
process. This implies that the ethylene content of the reactor is very high and will help stabilize 
the temperature of the system for this exothermic reaction.  
 
STATIC ETHYLENE MIXER 
As stated in the introduction, toluene was replaced with cumene in order to reduce costs 
associated with separation from desired olefins later in the process. At the advice of industry 
consultants, a static mixer was used to combine gaseous ethylene with liquid toluene. Initially the 
cumene flow rate for this mix2ing was based on proportions from the patent. This resulted in a 
900,000 lb/hr flow rate of cumene to the reactor which required very large distillation columns 
later in the process. The design group decided to determine the limits of solubility of ethylene in 
the cumene in order to reduce the level of cumene in the process to a reasonable level. 
Using a simulation in ASPEN it was determined that for the 64000 lb/hr of ethylene 
flowing to the reactor, a 380,000 lb/hr flow of ethylene will be enough to solubilize the ethylene 
                                                          
2 Kuhlman et al. “Chromium  catalyzed  tetramerization  of  ethylene  in  a  continuous  tube  reactor  – Proof of concept and kinetic aspects 
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before being fed into the reactor. The results and set up for the simulation are shown in Figure 6 
below. The mixing tank shown does not carry out any thermodynamic process and only serves to 
add the ethylene to the cumene with good contact time. Ethylene and cumene are each fed to the 
vessel at 45 bar in this simulation, and the mixing avoids the need for any extra compression to 
reach the liquid phase. 
Unit Overview: 
 
Figure 25: Ethylene-Cumene Dissolution Flowsheet from ASPEN PLUS ® 




Figure 26: Liquid mass fraction of mixer effluent against cumene mass flow rate into mixer. The Ethylene flow rate into the 
mixer is fixed at 63970 lb/hr. 
As  Figure 22 above shows, the liquid fraction of the Output stream stabilizes at 1 above a 
Cumene flow rate of about 370,000 lb/hr of cumene. The extra 10,000 lb/hr of cumene was 
added to ensure that no little disturbance to the cumene feed will cause vaporization in the 




While the patent was not explicit in the deactivation kinetics of the catalyst, similar 
catalysts used by competitors have time-degradation profiles that indicate second order 





























Cumene Mass Flow Rate (lb/hr) 
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possible to estimate the required catalyst purge and the required fresh catalyst feed into the 
reaction. However, due to the low costs incurred from the catalyst (which will be explained 
below), no catalyst will be recycled back into the reaction. Thus, there is no need to further 
investigate catalyst time-degradation profiles, and all of the spent catalyst will be purged.  
In a similar patent (IPC8 Class: AC07C224FI), it is outlined that the excess amounts of 
MAO used to activate the catalyst in the form of a co-catalyst will avoid catalyst poisoning and 
prevent deactivation. This is because the activator serves as a scavenger for vestiges of catalyst 
poisons or deactivating impurities.  
Additionally, due to extremely high catalyst activities, the chromium based Trimerization 
and Tetramerization catalyst can be used in very low amounts. This leads to a low overall cost of 
the catalyst per pound of product. As no data is available on catalyst degradation, and due to the 
need for heavy hydrocarbon removal to avoid bi-product buildup, the decision was made to 
remove the catalyst with these hydrocarbons and pay the relatively cost of the additional catalyst 




 The separation train in this process is used to isolate the 1-hexene and 1-octene at purities 
of 99.9% and 99.0% by mass respectively, while also recycling cumene and unreacted ethylene 
to the reactor. All separation units used are distillation columns, and detailed descriptions of each 
unit may be found in the Unit Descriptions section of this report. 
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 Due to the low conversion of ethylene, the reactor effluent has a high ethylene 
concentration and must be recycled in order to render the process profitable. Due to the high 
volatility of ethylene, condensing ethylene has a high associated energy cost. As such, it was 
initially suggested that ethylene be removed first from the reactor effluent. While a flash 
separation was initially attempted, this could not produce the desired level of ethylene removal, 
and was abandoned in favor of a distillation column. A column was designed for this separation 
with a partial vapor condenser and a fully vapor overhead product. However, industry 
consultants raised the concern that the catalyst may still be active at the conditions present in the 
bottom of a column, causing further polymerization of the desired products. In the absence of 
data for catalyst performance at the operating conditions of this column, this separation approach 
was abandoned in favor of catalyst removal as the first separation. By having this separation 
first, there would be minimal contact between the catalyst and desired products after the reactor. 
 As the catalyst ligands are dissolved in the cumene and have boiling points higher than 
that of 1-octene, the first tower was designed to remove long chain hydrocarbons, cumene, and 
ligands. This left ethylene, MAO, and the two products in the overhead stream. It was suggested 
that, in order to reduce compressor duty, a partial compressor was used in order to remove some 
ethylene in the gas phase. To further minimize the compressor duty, the tower was run at 27 bar 
as this was the highest pressure possible without surpassing the critical pressure of any of the 
components. The second tower was then designed to remove the remaining ethylene for recycle. 
This tower produces a 100% vapor phase overhead as there is no need to condense the ethylene, 
and operates at the highest possible non-supercritical pressure. A third tower was used to 
separate 1-hexene to the desired 99.9% purity by mass, while a fourth tower separated 1-octene 
from MAO to 99.0% purity by mass. 
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 Advice from industry consultants indicated that our initial three towers were operating at 
excessively high reboiler temperatures. Temperatures in excess of 450°F are avoided due to the 
possible breakdown of compounds or polymerization of hydrocarbons. As such, pressures were 
reduced at the expense of higher condenser duties in the first three towers, and cumene removal 
in the first tower was slightly lowered. The final two towers remained at near atmospheric 
pressure. As a result of the lessened cumene removal, an additional tower was required after the 
1-hexene removal in order to separate the remaining cumene from the 1-octene and MAO if the 
desired purity was to be attained. Despite the cumene increase in the streams with the 1-hexene 
and 1-octene after the first tower, this amount is relatively low compared to the reactor and 
pressure is significantly lower. As such, it is assumed that any further polymerization is 
negligible, if it occurs at all during the separation train. 
 As the flow rate of cumene is very high, it is desirable to recycle cumene in order to 
reduce the amount that must be purchased. The bottoms product from the 1-octene purification 
tower is recycled directly to a cumene storage tank, while the bottoms stream from the initial 
cumene removal tower must pass through a column to remove the long-chain hydrocarbons first. 
The initial design was to have the entirety of the bottoms stream from T-100 fed to a distillation 
column to recover approximately 80 % of the cumene being fed. Cost analysis of this scheme 
showed that a tower capable of doing such a separation had a high fixed capital cost and 
impacted utility costs greatly. Furthermore, the amount of cumene that could be recovered from 
this already large tower was not enough. This and a combination of the high utility costs made 
the plant unprofitable.  
To get around this, it was decided that most of the bottoms stream from the T-100 tower was 
going to be recycled directly to a cumene mixing tank without distillation. Only a 17,000 lb/hr 
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fraction of this bottoms stream would then be fed to a distillation column that would recover a 
good amount of cumene, while removing enough heavy hydrocarbons to prevent a buildup in the 
process. The 17,000 lb/hr flow rate was determined by repeated adjusting the split fraction of this 
stream until the process simulation in ASPEN® con3verged. This new T-105 tower was 
considerably cheaper from both a fixed cost and utility cost perspective, due to the mass flow 
rate into it. In effect, this tower prevents a buildup of long hydrocarbons which, if recycled 
excessively through the reactor, would eventually form waxy compounds, preventing operation 
of the plant.  
The long hydrocarbons, catalyst ligands, and chromium present in the bottoms stream of 
this tower cannot be sold due to chromium contamination. Chromium removal via precipitation 
with sodium hydroxide was initially considered1. This method of catalyst removal is dependent 
on the formation of Cr(OH)3 salts upon reaction of chromium ion with a metal hydroxide. This 
precipitation reaction is used in several wastewater treatment plants to remove chromium 
content. Due to the usually low chromium content found in the water, the residence times used 
are normally on the order of 3 hours in batch systems. Such a system will require the use of 
multiple large reactors in order to reach the required residence time, as well as the removal of 
solid deposits from the plant, and the filtration of the effluent from these reactors. Due to the 
high residence times and challenge of having solids present within the system, this process was 
abandoned. An alternate possibility explored was removal of chromium acetylacetonate via 
adsorption onto silica according to the protocol available in patent EP 0594716. This process 
required the distillation of the initial stream to produce a high chromium content stream, before 
vaporizing this mixture and flowing it over water treated silica. This process was abandoned due 
                                                          
3 Piero  M.  Armenante,  “Precipitation of Heavy Metals from Wastewaters, 
http://cpe.njit.edu/dlnotes/CHE685/Cls06-2.pdf 
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to the low levels of chromium present in the stream, which would not produce a high enough 
amount for silica adsorption to be worth the high capital cost. Direct burning of the long chains 
and catalyst for their energy value was considered, though it required an expensive bag-house to 
recover chromium particles produced. Upon the advice of industry consultants, this was also 
deemed to not be worth the initial investment. As such, this stream will initially be sold to rotary 
kilns as cheap fuel. 
 Due to the flexibility of the process between octene-heavy and hexene-heavy operation, 
all towers were sized to function in both. Reflux ratios and distillate rates of the towers will, 
however, vary depending on the operation mode. This is further explained in the dynamic control 
section of this report. 
 
HEAT EXCHANGER NETWORK 
It was initially decided that all heat exchangers would have heat duty requirements met by 
passing steam, cooling water, chilled water and heating oil through them. The choice of utility 
was made depending on the temperature of the process-side stream that needs heat added or 
removed from it. Considerations were made to have the smallest heat exchangers possible. After 
initially incorporating utility costs for such a design into the economic analysis, it was seen that 
the utility costs were very high and will greatly impact the profitability of this process.  
To reduce utility costs, a heat integration scheme between process streams was designed with a 
min approach temperature of 100C in all cases. This heat integration scheme reduced utility costs 
significantly. Any heat duties that could not be achieved in the heat integration network was met 
with utilities. (See Appendix F) 
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MAIN DYNAMIC CONTROL OBJECTIVES 
There are 2 main reasons for incorporating controllers into this process. Firstly, it is 
necessary to ensure that the steady state values required for a particular split of product to be 
produced is maintained in case of any disturbances. Secondly, set points for different process 
variables will have to be changed in order to keep production flexible enough to meet demand. A 
variety of controller schemes are employed to do this.  
VARYING PRODUCT COMPOSITION 
When a different product composition is required, the distillate rates and reflux ratios for 
all the distillation towers will have to be changed to satisfy this change. Furthermore, the flow of 
liquid from the storage tanks that hold the catalyst components will have to be altered to get the 
right composition of catalysts to give the desired product from the reactor.  
As mentioned earlier, the required flow rates from both catalyst-holding tanks are 
obtained by linearly interpolating between the pure flows from only one of each holding tank to 
obtain extremes of the olefin mass compositions. As such, valves are required on both feeds from 
each storage tank to regulate the flow rates. To achieve a desired olefin split, the set points for 
the controllers on each valve are modified, to achieve the desired flow rates at steady state. Flow 
rates of catalyst components for different product compositions are shown in Figure 5. 
To model the required set points for the distillate flow rates and reflux ratios, discrete 
values of reflux ratios and distillate rates for different compositions were obtained from design 
process specifications for different compositions in ASPEN®. Based on the values obtained, the 
values for the manipulated variables required for each split can be obtained. The data for the 
selection of set points for the distillation tower variables are shown in Appendix F (Page 315). 





The main energy control aspects of this process have to do with the heat exchangers in 
the system. The heat exchangers ensure that all streams are at the right temperatures to meet the 
correct plant requirements. All the heat exchangers have control valves that regulate the flow rate 
of coolant or heating stream to obtain the right process temperatures.  
The oligomerization process in the reactor is exothermic and causes the reactor to 
produce a lot of heat. A heat exchanger is connected to the CSTR to ensure that it remains at the 
same temperature, by removing the heat from the reactor contents.  
CONTROL OF RECYCLE AND EFFLUENT RATES 
The recycle streams and effluent rates from the process units must be controlled to ensure 
that the right amounts of product are made and to prevent any loss of valuable material in the 
reactor during recycle. 
This control objective is mostly achieved by monitoring the distillation columns in the 
separation sequence as these units control the composition and flow rate of recycle streams as 
well as final output of product from the whole process. 
CONTROL OF INDIVIDUAL PROCESS UNITS 
Reactor  
The main properties of the reactor that have to be controlled are the temperature and 
pressure. The temperature is kept at 113°F using a heat exchanger system. The system removes 
about 14 million Btu of energy every hour. The controller monitors temperature of the reactor 
and by manipulating a valve, ensures that the right amount of refrigerant is being used to remove 
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the necessary heat from the reactor contents that are looped out.  It is necessary to ensure that the 
heat exchanger removing the heat from the reactor is properly functioning. This high heat of 
reaction, if not properly monitored, could lead to excessively high temperatures in the reactor 
that could degrade the ethylene as well as the products. Furthermore, the high temperature 
changes the selectivity and rate of conversion of ethylene, eliminating the control operators have 
over the final composition of the desired products. 
Ethylene Feed 
It is important to ensure that the ethylene fed to the plant is closely monitored by a 
controller. Disturbances in the required amount of ethylene would cause changes in the product 
composition, as it is very dependent on little changes in the concentration of the catalyst. The 
flow rate of ethylene to the plant is constant at about 12,734 lb/hr for all desired product 
compositions and as such, the goal of control here is to monitor the flow rate in this stream and 
making necessary adjustments with a valve to keep the flow rate at the desired level.  
Cumene Feed 
The cumene feed, like the ethylene feed needs to be maintained at a constant flow rate of 
47259 lb/hr to ensure that after combination with the recycle streams, there is 380,000 lb/hr of 
ethylene entering the reactor. A disturbance, specifically a reduction in the cumene feed flow 
rate, poses the risk of vaporizing the feed and contents of the reactor due to the high volatility of 
ethylene. A high vapor fraction of ethylene will result and the reaction will produce less olefins 
since the catalyst will remain in the liquid phase. A valve will ensure that disturbances to this 
feed stream are rectified and the flow rate of cumene to the reactor is kept constant. 




For all distillation towers operating at steady-state, the reflux ratios, distillate vapor 
fractions, distillate flow rates and reboiler ratios must be monitored for proper functioning. This 
dynamic control must be properly implemented as disturbances to steady-state operation can 
cause loss of product, especially with towers that recycle material back to the reactor.  
The reflux ratios and distillate vapor fractions can be controlled by monitoring the 
amount of cooling water or refrigerant flowed to the condensers, as well as the flow of the reflux 
streams. This determines the amount of distillate that is condensed and hence sent off as reflux or 
liquid distillate. A valve on the reflux stream also controls the flow back into the tower to 
maintain the right reflux ratio.  
Reboiler  rates are also similarly manipulated by controlling the amount of hot fluid that 
is supplied to the reboiler. This controls how much of the bottoms stream is vaporized and sent 
back to into the tower.  
The catalyst removal tower, T-100 has a very cold partial vapor-liquid condenser that 
needs to be closely monitored to prevent the recycling of any product back to the reactor. The 
reflux ratio from in the tower is low enough to control the concentration by monitoring the reflux 
stream with a valve. To control the pressure in the condenser, the refrigerant flow rate can be 
varied to control the level how much of the distillate leaves as vapor and how much leaves as 
liquid, setting the pressure in the condenser as a result. The liquid level in the tower is regulated 
by using a valve to adjust the flow rate of the bottoms stream.  
The T-101 tower is controlled in a similar manner to the T-100 tower as it also has a low 
reflux ratio. The concentration and pressure in the condenser is controlled with the reflux rate 
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and rate of refrigerant flow, while the bottoms concentration and liquid level in the tower are 
controlled with the bottoms flow rate and rate of steam flow to the reboiler. 
Unlike the other towers, the distillation column named T-102 has a high reflux ration that 
ranges from about 3.3 to 5. The high reflux rate implies that control with the reflux stream may 
be difficult to achieve since the control valve must be tight. The liquid distillate flow rate is used 
to control the concentration in the condenser, while the cooling water stream to the condenser is 
used to control the condenser pressure.  
The T-105 column is controlled in a similar fashion to the previous tower, since it has a 
considerably high reflux ratio of about 2.91 with a distillate flow rate close to 380,000 lb/hr. A 
very strong valve will have to be used to monitor the distillate flow rate. The flow rate of cooling 
water to the condenser will be easier to control in this case since it operates at a high temperature 
of 395 F. The bottoms flow rate and reboiler steam flow are controlled in a similar fashion the 
other distillation columns.  
The remaining two towers are both controlled in a manner similar to T-102 as they have 
high reflux ratios of around 5. 
CONTROLLER TYPES 
For each desired product composition, it is important the variables being controlled 
operate just as specified as any deviations relinquish all control over meeting the demand. All 
changes in set-points must be such that the manipulated variables have no offsets after the set-
point change is made. This eliminates Proportional controllers from the types of controllers that 
can be used. 
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To determine whether Proportional-Integral or Proportional-Integral-Derivative 
controllers will be needed to for control, actual controller tuning based on the different streams 
will have to be done and simulated to check for proper operation. The design team did not 
undertake this task. It is however necessary that before startup of this plant, such controller 
tuning must be done as controllers are necessary for proper operation of the plant.  
  















The cooling water to the plant is provided at a temperature of 80 F and leaves the equipment at a 
temperature of 110 F. It is used to in the cold side of the the E-105, E-107, E-108 and E-112 heat 
exchangers for the non-cryogenic distillation tower condensers. It is also used to cool the hot-
side streams for the E-100 heat exchanger. The plant requires a total 460000 lb/hr of cooling 
water for a total cost of $33,000/yr. This cost is based on the $0.02/m3 cooling water utility cost 
(Seider 471, Table 18.1). It is assumed that the process water is provided by pipeline due to the 
availability of such utility supplies in the Gulf Coast area.  
PROPYLENE REFRIGERANT 
Propylene to the plant comes in at a temperature of -150 F and vaporizes in the process 
equipment to cool other streams by absorbing latent heat. (Seider 471, Table 18.1)The plant 
requires propylene refrigerant for the E-101 and E-103 condensers that condense the cold 
distillate in the condensers on the T-100 and T-101 that condense a large amount of ethylene and 
operate at cryogenic temperatures as a result. The refrigerant is also used for the E-118 reactor 
heat exchanger that has to remove a large amount of heat with a stream that of a similar flow rate 
to the reactor output. The amount of refrigerant needed is estimated by energy costs quoted from 
Seider, 471, Table 18.1.  The plant has yearly refrigeration costs of $296,000/yr. The 135,000 
lb/hr propylene for such a plant will have to be provided by a multistage cascade refrigeration 
system suggested by Professor Fabiano. 




Figure 27: Example of Cascade Refrigeration System 
The refrigeration system in Figure 27 above, is a cascade system that uses propylene in one 
refrigeration cycle, to cool ethylene that can be used on the cold side of process equipment that 
require cryogenic cooling. In summary, the propylene is cooled in its cycle and used to cool 
ethylene in the B14 heat exchanger. The compressors in the process will typically be mounted on 
one shaft from which piping will flow both fluids to the rest of the equipment. Though the design 
team did not build this refrigeration unit, it is necessary to acknowledge that for the amounts of 
refrigeration needed, such a unit will save costs related to buying refrigeration utilities. 
 
CHILLED WATER 
The chilled water to the plant is provided at a temperature of 45 F and leaves at a temperature of 
90F after absorbing sensible heat. The chilled water is used to in the cold side of the E-114 heat 
exchanger in the for the T-105 distillation column and on the hot-side of the E-117 heat 
exchanger for the reboiler of the T-103 distillation tower. The plant requires 594,000 lb/hr of 
chilled water for a total cost of $161,000/yr.  This cost is based on an average cost of $4/GJ of 
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cooling water energy quoted from the afore-mentioned source. It is assumed that this chilled 
water can be obtained as a utility from pipelines available in the Gulf Coast area.  
 
HEATING OIL 
Heating oil is provided to the plant at a temperature of 600 F and reduces in temperature to 460 F 
after energy is removed from it by the process equipment. Heating oils are required because of 
the 450 F reboiler temperatures of the T-100, T-101 and T-102 distillation towers. The cost of 
the heating oil is based on quotes found at the Official Website of the Energy and Environmental 




Electricity powers the pumps, and compressors on the plant. The amounts of electric energy 
consumed by these units are estimated using the horsepower requirements consumed in 
simulation of the process in ASPEN ®.  The total electricity costs come up to a value of 
$19,132,000/yr. This estimated was based of a $0.04/KWh cost. (Seider, 289.) 
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UTILITY CONSUMPTION BY UNIT 
 
Table 22: Electricity Consumption by Unit 
UNIT Horsepower Energy 
Required(kWh) 
Electricity cost ($/yr) 
C-101 2603.90 1941.73 $15,378,484.94 
C-100 61.71 46.02 $364,479.37 
P-100 488.19 338.06 $2,677,400.19 
P-102 16.20 12.08 $95,676.28 
P-103 1.41 1.05 $8,327.38 
P-101 25.02 18.66 $147,766.69 
CP-100 2.00 1.49 $9,449.51 
RP-100 0.90 0.67 $62,839.23 
CP-101 1.91 1.42 $28,230.41 
RP-101 14.60 10.89 $7,146.19 
CP-102 0.66 0.49 $10,394.46 
RP-102 2.51 1.87 $5,374.41 
CP-103 1.49 1.11 $14,351.44 
RP-103 43.39 32.36 $3,956.98 
CP-104 4.85 3.62 $2,834.85 
RP-104 22.69 16.92 $302,384.28 
CP-105 0.65 0.48 $6,555.60 
RP-105 0.53 0.40 $3,130.15 
TOTAL COST/YR $19,132,680.28 
 
Table 23: Cooling Water Usage  
Unit Utility Cost per year ($/yr) 
E-100  $3,518.22 
E-115   $115.06 
E-116  $8,416.99 
E-105   $3,660.57 
E-107   $6,262.45 
E-108   $500.89 
E-112  $10,621.82 
TOTAL $33,096.00 
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Table 24 : Chilled Water Usage 







Table 25: Heating Oil Usage 







Table 26: Propylene Usage 















Table 27: Total Utility Costs 
Utility Yearly Cost ($/yr) 
Cooling Water $33,096.00 
Chilled Water $161,063.00 
Heating Oil $10,612,304.00 
Propylene $295,505.00 
Electricity $19,132,680.28 





















The reactor is a 30,000 gallon carbon-steel CSTR that is designed to operate at a high 
pressure of 45 bar. It is 20 ft tall with a 16 ft diameter. Based on the 444,000 lb/hr flow rate of 
feed components, it has a residence time of 12 minutes derived from the patent information. It is 
connected to a heat exchanger system through which ethylene refrigerant cools a looped stream 
from the reactor to maintain it at 450C. Since the reaction generates 13 MM Btu/hr, the stream 
looped through the heat exchanger has a large flow rate. 
  The reactor has two feeds connected to it. The first feed contains 380,000 lb/hr of cumene 
with 63690 lb/hr of cumene and trace amounts of olefins at a pressure of 43.2 bar and a 
temperature of 113 F. The catalyst feed to the system contains the desired mix of relatively small 
amounts of catalyst components accompanied by 1000 lb/hr of cumene at 45 bar and 113 F. The 
output from the reactor has a 444,000 lb/hr flow rate that varies in product composition 
depending on the desired composition of the olefin product streams at the end of the process. 
Flow rates for these streams are displayed in the material balance section.  
An ethylene conversion of 20% is achieved in the vessel with 18 % conversion to the 
desired 1-hexene and 1-octene. The reactor is estimated to cost $2,289,000. (See Page 103 and 
Appendix A) 
DISTILLATION COLUMNS 
For each distillation column there were several considerations that were made to ensure 
proper functioning for all desired product specifications. Firstly it was important that in any 
tower, the reboiler temperature did not reach a temperature above 450 F as this presents the risk 
of olefins polymerizing to produce undesirable hydrocarbons in the distillation columns. This 
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caused optimization problems as it would have been ideal to keep the tower pressures at a high 
enough level to prevent cryogenic temperatures in the condensers and the need for refrigeration.  
After many considerations, it was decided that the cryogenic temperatures in some tower 
condensers were unavoidable as the integrity of the olefin products was most important in the 
process, making polymerization at temperatures higher than 450 F unacceptable.  
All columns have carbon-steel sieve trays on all stages within the tower with a tray 
spacing of 2 ft. All towers are of diameters of 22 ft or less. All towers are also made of carbon-
steel since there are no particularly corrosive materials flowing through the process equipment.  
T-100 
The catalyst tower mainly separates cumene and the chromium acetyl acetonate from the 
olefin products and ethylene. It is a 59-tray carbon-steel tower that receives the reactor effluent 
on the 4th stage at a flow rate of about 472,000 lb/hr at 113 F and 653 psi. This feed is partially 
vaporized by a valve just prior to entering the tower so that it has a vapor fraction of 0.288 upon 
entry. The feed stream is separated to produce an approximately 398,000 lb/hr bottoms stream at 
78 psi and 450 F which consists of mainly cumene.  
The condenser on this tower is a partial vapor-liquid condenser that removes mostly 
ethylene in a vapor distillate stream and some ethylene with most of the olefin products in a 
liquid distillate stream. The top stage of the tower is at a temperature of -40 F and a pressure of 
67 psi to prevent the bottoms temperature from rising above 450 F. The column requires 
refrigerant to operate its condenser due to the low temperature. The tower also operates at an 
approximately constant molar reflux ratio of 0.11 for all product specifications. It is estimated to 
have a cost of $1,354,000. (See Page 104 and Appendix A) 




This tower is a 4 ft diameter and 96 ft height tower with 42 sieve trays. It separates the 
remaining ethylene in the liquid distillate from the T-100 tower from the desired 1-hexene and 1-
octene product as a pure vapor to reduce the high cost of condensing ethylene. The feed rate is at 
approximately 26,000 lb/hr onto the 5th stage at a temperature of 7.6 F and 210 psia. The vapor 
distillate stream leaving the tower flows at a rate that varies between 3049 lb/hr to 3337 lb/hr 
with almost 100 % of it being ethylene. The bottoms product consists of about 50 % olefins with 
the remaining portion being made up of cumene that was not removed in the catalyst tower. The 
bottoms flow rate varies for this stream between 23121 lb/hr for the highest 1-hexene product 
mass and 23110 lb/hr for the lowest 1-hexene product mass.  
The top stage of the tower is at pressures between 203 psi and 168 psi, and temperatures 
of – 42.1 oF and – 53.0 oF   due to the high ethylene content in the distillate. This requires 
refrigerant to remove the heat in the condenser. The bottom of the tower is at a temperatures 
between 209.6 oF and  450 oF and pressures between 175.4 psi and 174.6 psi. The tower has a 
relatively constant molar reflux ratio of 0.3 for all product compositions. Its cost is calculated to 
be $219,400. (See Page 105 and Appendix A) 
T-102 
The T-102 is a 43 tray, 3 ft diameter and 98 ft height tower with the feed entering on the 
16th stage. The main purpose of this tower is to obtain a 99.9 mass % purity of 1-hexene in the 
liquid distillate stream to be sent to a storage tank for distribution. The feed stream to this tower 
is the bottoms stream from the T-101 tower that comes in at a varying flow rate as mentioned 
above. The distillate and bottoms flow rates also vary depending on the amounts of 1-hexene and 
1-octene leaving the reactor. The distillate always has a 99.9 % mass purity of 1-hexene and the 
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bottoms stream always takes of the rest of the cumene with the accompanying 
methylaluminoxane and cumene.  
The top stage of the tower is at a higher temperature than the afore-mentioned towers and 
is at temperatures between 279°F and 283°F and a pressures between 98 psi and 104 psi. This 
allows for the use of cooling water in the condenser of this tower, unlike the first two towers 
with ethylene content. The bottom stage of the tower is always at a temperature 450°F and a 
pressure varying between 107 psi and 113 psi. It must be noted that these conditions vary based 
on the amount of 1-hexene and 1-octene being produced in the reactor. The reflux ratio varies 
between 2.6 for the highest hexene production rate and 4.5 for the lowest hexene production rate. 
Its cost is calculated to be $ $169,000. (See Page 106 and Appendix A) 
T-103 
This is a 59-tray, 4 ft diameter, 130 ft tower with the feed stream entering on the 23rd  
stage. This tower separates most of the cumene from the entering octene into the bottoms stream 
to be recycled back to the reactor. The feed stream to this tower varies in condition depending on 
the amount of octene that leaves the bottoms of the T-102 tower. The reflux ratio and distillate 
rate of this tower vary to achieve a 99.9 % mole recovery of 1-octene in the distillate stream.  
The conditions of the top and bottom stages of this distillation tower vary depending on 
production rates of each olefin as well. The top of the tower has temperatures varying between 
328°F and 330°F and a fixed pressure of 45 psia. The bottom stage is at conditions of about 414 
F and 55 psia. The relatively high temperature of the condenser allows for the use of cheaper 
cooling water to condense the distillate. The bottom stage is at temperatures ranging between 
175 psi and 414 psi. The reflux ratio varies between 5.0 and 6.2. Its cost is calculated to be 
$257,200. (See Page 107 and Appendix A) 




This tower has a 2 ft diameter, a 158 ft height and 73 sieve trays. The feed enters the 
tower on the 23rd stage. This tower separates enough methylaluminoxane on the out of the 1-
octene heavy stream to get a 99 % purity of 1-octene. The conditions on the feed are similarly 
dependent on the amount of 1-octene produced in the reactor. 
The top stage of this tower is maintained at a pressure of 45 psi with temperatures 
between 291°F and 318°F.The bottom of the tower reaches an relatively constant temperature of 
340°F  and pressure of 50.14 psi. The mass reflux ratio of this tower varies between 6.8 for the 
lowest 1-hexene production rate and 3.2 for the highest 1-hexene production rate. Its cost is 
calculated to be $328,000. (See Page 108 and Appendix A) 
 
T-105: 
This 154 ft tall tower has a large diameter of 5 ft. It has 71 trays with the feed stream 
entering on the 45th stage. This tower mainly receives a 17,000 lb/hr fraction of the bottoms 
stream from T-100. The main purpose of the tower is to purge enough of this bottoms stream to 
prevent the accumulation of heavy unwanted olefins in the  reactor. 
The distillate from this tower remains relatively constant for all product compositions at 
10,009 lb/hr with most of this stream consisting of cumene. The bottoms stream from this tower 
has a constant flow rate of 6991.5 lb/hr with a about 1,200 lb/hr being 1-decene and 1-dodecene. 
The remaining portion of this stream is cumene. This bottoms stream is fed to a rotary kiln tank 
for collection.  
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The top stage of the tower has a pressure of 45 psi and a temperature of 395 F r. The 
bottom of the tower has a temperature of 412 F and a pressure of 50 psi with the requirement for 
heat addition at the rate of 150,000,000 Btu/hr. These heat duties can be achieved with large 
amounts of process steam and cooling water. The reflux ratio remains constant at 2.91. The 
tower cost is calculated as $357,000. (See Page 109 and Appendix A) 
PUMPS 
P-100 
P-100 raises the pressure of the combined stream of recycled cumene and newly fed 
cumene containing 379,000 lb/hr of cumene from 45 psi to 682 psi. There is a negligible 3°F 
temperature drop from 87°F to 90°F after the pumps action. The net work required for operation 
of this pump is 527 hp with an efficiency of 76 %. It has a purchase cost of $642,000 and is a 2 
Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split, cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. (See 
Page 110 and Appendix A) 
P-101 
 P-101 pumps fluid out of the reactor and through E-118 in order to keep the reactor at 
113°F. The net work of this pump is 25 hp with an efficiency of 78%. It has a purchase cost of 
$57,000 and is a 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split, cast steel centrifugal pump with an 
explosion proof motor. (See Page 111 and Appendix A) 
P-102 
This pump raises the pressure of the 26,000 lb/hr liquid distillate from the T-100 tower, 
and raises its pressure from 69 psi to 240 psi. The temperature of the stream rises from -40 F to 
about -38 F in the process. The pump does net work of 16.2 hp with an efficiency of 49 %. It has 
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a cost of $41,000 and is a 1 Stage, 1800 rpm, HSC case-split, cast steel centrifugal pump with an 
explosion proof motor. (See Page 112 and Appendix A) 
P-103 
P-103 raises the pressure of the liquid distillate from stream from the T-103 tower, from 
45 psi to 75 psi so as to enable the stream to flow into the T-104 tower. The temperature of the 
stream only rises by 1 F from 327 F to 328 F in the process. It has a power requirement of 1.41 
hp with an efficiency of 28%. This pump costs $15,000 and is a 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-
split, cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. (See Page 113 and Appendix A) 
 
CP-100 
 CP-100 is a reflux pump which moves liquid product from ACC-100 to T-100 in order to 
provide a liquid reflux. The pressure rise on this pump is assumed to be 15psi. The power 
requirement of the pump is 1.6 hp, with an efficiency of 53%. This pump costs $18,000 and is a 
1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split, cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. 
(See Page 114 and Appendix A) 
CP-101 
 CP-101 is a reflux pump which moves liquid product from ACC-101 to T-101 in order to 
provide a liquid reflux. The pressure rise on this pump is assumed to be 15psi. The power 
requirement of the pump is 4.78 hp, with an efficiency of 67%. This pump costs $79,000 and is a 
2 Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split, cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. 
(See Page 115 and Appendix A) 




 CP-102 is a reflux pump which moves liquid product from ACC-102 to T-102 in order to 
provide a liquid reflux. The pressure rise on this pump is assumed to be 15psi. The power 
requirement of the pump is 1.8 hp, with an efficiency of 54%. This pump costs $18,000 and is a 
1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split, cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. 
(See Page 116 and Appendix A) 
CP-103 
 CP-103 is a reflux pump which moves liquid product from ACC-103 to T-103 in order to 
provide a liquid reflux. The pressure rise on this pump is assumed to be 15psi. The power 
requirement of the pump is 2.4 hp, with an efficiency of 66%. This pump costs $18,000 and is a 
1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split, cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. 
(See Page 117 and Appendix A) 
CP-104 
 CP-104 is a reflux pump which moves liquid product from ACC-104 to T-104 in order to 
provide a liquid reflux. The pressure rise on this pump is assumed to be 15psi. The power 
requirement of the pump is 0.66 hp, with an efficiency of 17%. This pump costs $19,000 and is a 
1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split, cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. 
(See Page 118 and Appendix A) 
CP-105 
 CP-105 is a reflux pump which moves liquid product from ACC-105 to T-105 in order to 
provide a liquid reflux. The pressure rise on this pump is assumed to be 15psi. The power 
requirement of the pump is 43.4 hp, with an efficiency of 61%. This pump costs $7,000 and is a 
Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split, cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. 




 RP-100 is a reboiler pump which moves liquid from the base of tower T-100 to REB-100. 
The pressure rise is assumed to be 10 psi through the pump. The resultant power requirement of 
the pump is 10.6 hp, with an efficiency of 86%. The pump cost is estimated to be $42,000 for a 1 
Stage, 1800 rpm, VSC case-split cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. (See 
Page 120 and Appendix A) 
RP-101 
 RP-101 is a reboiler pump which moves liquid from the base of tower T-101 to REB-101. 
The pressure rise is assumed to be 10 psi through the pump. The resultant power requirement of 
the pump is 1.21 hp, with an efficiency of 80%. The pump cost is estimated to be $17,000 for a 1 
Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. (See 
Page 121 and Appendix A) 
RP-102 
 RP-102 is a reboiler pump which moves liquid from the base of tower T-102 to REB-102. 
The pressure rise is assumed to be 10 psi through the pump. The resultant power requirement of 
the pump is 0.91 hp, with an efficiency of 46%. The pump cost is estimated to be $17,000 for a 1 
Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. (See 
Page 122 and Appendix A) 
RP-103 
 RP-103 is a reboiler pump which moves liquid from the base of tower T-103 to REB-103. 
The pressure rise is assumed to be 10 psi through the pump. The resultant power requirement of 
the pump is 0.67 hp, with an efficiency of 38%. The pump cost is estimated to be $17,000 for a 1 
Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. (See 
Page 123 and Appendix A) 




 RP-104 is a reboiler pump which moves liquid from the base of tower T-104 to REB-104. 
The pressure rise is assumed to be 10 psi through the pump. The resultant power requirement of 
the pump is 0.48 hp, with an efficiency of 27%. The pump cost is estimated to be $18,000 for a 1 
Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. (See 
Page 124 and Appendix A) 
RP-105 
 RP-105 is a reboiler pump which moves liquid from the base of tower T-100 to REB-105. 
The pressure rise is assumed to be 10 psi through the pump. The resultant power requirement of 
the pump is 0.53 hp, with an efficiency of 31%. The pump cost is estimated to be $18,000 for a 1 
Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split cast steel centrifugal pump with an explosion proof motor. (See 




C-100 is a carbon-steel centrifugal compressor that receives the gaseous ethylene product 
from T-101 at 69 psi and -48 F and compresses it into a stream with a pressure of 738 psi and a 
temperature of 148 F. The volumetric flow rate into the compressor is normally 2177 ft3/hr. The 
net work required for this compressor is 60.6 hp with an efficiency of 75 %. It has a purchase 
cost of $ 52,000. (See Page 126 and Appendix A) 
C-101 
C-101 is a centrifugal compressor that raises the pressure of the ethylene vapor distillate 
from the T-100 tower from 42 psi to 738 psi with a significant temperature rise from – 46 F to 
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346oF. The compressor has a horsepower requirement of 2666 hp with an efficiency of 75%. It 
has a purchase cost of $ 2,646,000. (See Page 127 and Appendix A) 
STORAGE TANKS 
V-105  
This tank stores a 4-day supply of cumene to the plant. It is a 63,000 gallon tank and is 
estimated to cost $74,000.00. (See Page 131 and Appendix A) 
V-101 and V-107 
These tanks each hold a 10-day supply of the catalyst components to the plant. There are 
each 5,000 gallon tanks that store the components at 45 psi. They are estimated to cost $20,000 
each. (See Page 129 and Appendix A) 
V-102 and V-102B 
These are each 500,000 gallon tanks that store the 1-hexene product from the tank. For a 
maximum 1-hexene production rate, these tanks store a 30-day supply of 1-hexene. These tanks 
are estimated to cost $214,000 each. (See Page 130 and Appendix A) 
V-104 
This is a 120,000 gallon tank that holds a 4-day supply of the bottoms product from the 
T-105 tower. The contents of this tank will be purged every few days by trucks to be delivered to 
rotary kilns as fuel. The tank is estimated to cost $103,000. (See Page 132 and Appendix A) 
 
V-103 and V-103B 
These are each 500,000 gallon tanks that store the 1-octene product from the tank. For a 
maximum 1-octene production rate, these tanks store a 27-day supply of 1-octene. These tanks 
are estimated to cost $214,000 each. (See Page 130 and Appendix A) 
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ACC-100 through ACC-105 
 ACC-100, ACC-101, ACC-102, ACC-103, ACC-104 and ACC-105 are horizontal 
carbon steel vessels. All six tanks store 5 minutes overhead condensed liquid from their 
respective towers in order to provide a steady reflux liquid flow in each case. Tank volumes are 
4028 gal, 240 gal, 675 gal, 1042 gal, 74 gal, and 1492 gal respectively. The purchase costs are 





This mixing tank combines the recycled cumene from the separation sequence with the 
Cumene feed (S4) to the plant. It is a 13,500 gallon tank with a hold up time of 15 minutes for 
the flow rates into the tank. It is estimated to have a purchase cost of $219,000. (See Page 128 
and Appendix A) 
MIXER 
M-100 
This is the ethylene-cumene static mixer which operates at a high pressure to dissolve the 
ethylene into the cumene solvent. The operating pressure will be 682 psi. (See Page 63) 
HEAT EXHANGERS 
E-100 
E-100 serves to cool the effluent from mixer M-100 to the temperature of 113°F required for the 
reaction. This is necessary due to a considerable heat release upon the dissolving ethylene in 
cumene. The overall heat transfer coefficient is calculated to be 121.87 BTU/hr ft2 R. The 
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exchanger requires 1100 ft2 of heat transfer area in order to satisfy a heat duty of −2.64 × 10଺ 
BTU/hr. Cooling water is used to cool the stream. The cooling water enters at 80°F, and leaves at 
100°F. This exchanger is estimated to cost $100,000. (See Page 136 and Appendix A) 
E-101 
E-101 is the condenser for T-100. The top product from the tower is cooled from 237 °F to -
40.6°F using ethylene refrigerant at -150 °F. The overall heat transfer coefficient was estimated 
to be 40 BTU/hr ft2 °R. The area of the exchanger is 1617 ft2 and the cost is estimated to be 
$103,000. (See Page 137 and Appendix A) 
E-102 
E-102 serves to heat the overhead product stream from T-100 from -38°F to 8°F before it enters 
T-101. This is accomplished using heat from the T-105 distillate stream. The overall heat transfer 
coefficient is estimated to be 40 BTU/hr ft2 °R. The exchanger requires 92 ft2 of heat transfer 
area in order to satisfy a heat duty of 5.00 × 10ହ BTU/hr. The heating stream enters at 149°F, 
and leaves at 86°F. This exchanger is estimated to cost $18,200. (See Page 138 and Appendix A) 
E-103 
E-103 is the condenser for T-100. The top product from the tower is cooled from -40.7 °F to -
42.1°F using ethylene refrigerant at -150 °F. The overall heat transfer coefficient was estimated 
to be 40 BTU/hr ft2 °R. The area of the exchanger is 33 ft2 and the cost is estimated to be 
$39,000. (See Page 139 and Appendix A) 
E-104 
E-103 is the reboiler from T-101. It raises the temperature of the overhead product from 415°F to 
424°F with the T-105 distillate, then from 424°F to 450°F in order to vaporize it. This latter step 
is accomplished using heating oil at 600°F. The initial temperature rise takes place in a 1700 ft2 
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exchanger with an estimated heat transfer coefficient of 40 BTU/hr ft2 °R. The associated heat 
duty is 1.60 × 10଺ BTU/hr, and the cost of this exchanger is estimated to be $77,500. The 
second temperature rise occurs in a heat exchanger of size 1127 ft2 with an estimated heat 
transfer coefficient of 50 BTU/hr ft2 °R. The heating oil is cooled from 600°F to 460°F. The 
estimated cost of this exchanger is $63,000. (See Page 140-141 and Appendix A) 
E-105 
E-105 is the condenser for T-102. The top product from the  tower  is  cooled  from  284˚F  to  279˚F,  
by  cooling  water  warming  up  to  80˚F  from  110˚F.  The  overall  heat  transfer  coefficient  for  this  
exchanger is estimated to be 120 BTU/hr ft2 °R, and the heat transfer area is 11ft2. The heat duty 
of this exchanger is 2.75 × 10଺ BTU/hr, and the estimated cost is $33,600. (See Page 142 and 
Appendix A) 
E-106 
E-106 is the T-102  reboiler.  Heating  oil  is  cooled  from  600˚F  to  460˚F  in  order  to  heat  the  
bottom  product  from  the  tower  from  443˚F  to  450˚F.  The  overall  heat  transfer  coefficient  is  
estimated to be 50 BTU/hr ft2 °R, resulting in a heat transfer area of 647 ft2. The duty of the exchanger 
is 1.97 × 10଺ BTU/hr, and the estimated cost is $50,000. (See Page 143 and Appendix A) 
E-107 
E-107 is the condenser for T-103, and uses cooling water to reduce the temperature of the stream 
from  339˚F  to  328˚F.  As  a  result,  the  cooling  water  is  heated  from  80˚F  to  110˚F.  The  overall  
heat transfer coefficient is estimated to be 120 BTU/hr ft2 °R, resulting in a heat transfer area of 11 
ft2. The duty of the exchanger is 4.71 × 10଺ BTU/hr, and the estimated cost is $34,000. (See Page 
144 and Appendix A) 




E-108 is the condenser for T-104, and uses cooling water to reduce the temperature of the stream 
from  322˚F  to  291˚F.  As  a  result,  the  cooling  water  is  heated  from  80˚F  to  110˚F.  The  overall  
heat transfer coefficient is estimated to be 120 BTU/hr ft2 °R, resulting in a heat transfer area of 15 
ft2. The duty of the exchanger is 3.76 × 10଺ BTU/hr, and the estimated cost is $49,000. (See Page 
145 and Appendix A) 
E-109 
E-109 is the T-104 reboiler. The T-105  distillate  is  cooled  from  422.46˚F  to  422.45˚F  in  order  to  
heat  the  bottom  product  from  the  tower  from  339.85˚F  to  339.94˚F.  The  overall  heat  transfer  
coefficient is estimated to be 40 BTU/hr ft2 °R, resulting in a heat transfer area of 120 ft2. The duty of 
the exchanger is 4.05 × 10ହ BTU/hr, and the estimated cost is $37,000. (See Page 146 and 
Appendix A) 
E-110 
E-110 is the T-104 reboiler. The T-105  distillate  is  cooled  from  437.0˚F  to  436.6˚F  in  order  to  
heat the bottom  product  from  the  tower  from  414.1˚F  to  414.4˚F.  The  overall  heat  transfer  
coefficient is estimated to be 40 BTU/hr ft2 °R, resulting in a heat transfer area of 4430 ft2. The duty of 
the exchanger is 4.01 × 10଺ BTU/hr, and the estimated cost is $144,000. (See Page 147 and 
Appendix A) 
E-111 
E-111 is the T-100  reboiler.  Heating  oil  is  cooled  from  600˚F  to  460˚F  in  order  to  heat  the  
bottom  product  from  the  tower  from  449˚F  to  450˚F.  The  overall  heat  transfer  coefficient  is  
estimated to be 50 BTU/hr ft2 °R, resulting in a heat transfer area of 32,000 ft2. The duty of the 
exchanger is 8.52 × 10଻ BTU/hr, and the estimated cost is $870,000. (See Page 148 and 
Appendix A) 




E-108 is the condenser for T-105, and uses cooling water to reduce the temperature of the stream 
from  405˚F  to  395˚F.  As  a  result,  the  cooling  water  is  heated  from  80˚F  to  110˚F.  The  overall  
heat transfer coefficient is estimated to be 120 BTU/hr ft2 °R, resulting in a heat transfer area of 218 
ft2. The duty of the exchanger is 7.98 × 10଺ BTU/hr, and the estimated cost is $35,000. (See Page 
149 and Appendix A) 
E-113 
E-113 is the T-105 reboiler. The T-105  distillate  is  cooled  from  436.6˚F  to  422.5˚F  in  order  to  
heat  the  bottom  product  from  the  tower  from  408˚F  to  412˚F.  The  overall  heat  transfer  
coefficient is estimated to be 40 BTU/hr ft2 °R, resulting in a heat transfer area of 9870 ft2. The duty of 
the exchanger is 7.49 × 10଺ BTU/hr, and the estimated cost is $270,000. (See Page 150 and 
Appendix A) 
E-114 
E-114 cools the T-105  distillate  tube  from  422˚F  to  149˚F,  by  warming  chilled  water  to  90˚F  
from  45˚F.  This  is  necessary in order to maintain a low temperature in the cumene storage vessel. 
The overall heat transfer coefficient is estimated to be 120 120 BTU/hr ft2 °R, resulting in a heat 
transfer area of 2234 ft2. The duty of the exchanger is 5.28 × 10଻ BTU/hr, and the estimated cost is 
$137,000. (See Page 151 and Appendix A) 
E-115 
E-115 cools the effluent from C-100, in order to maintain the appropriate reactor temperature 
with  recycled  ethylene  in  use.  The  stream  is  from  146˚F  to  95˚F,  by  cooling  water  warming  up  to  
80˚F  from  110˚F.  The  overall  heat  transfer  coefficient  is  estimated to be 120 BTU/hr ft2 °R, 
resulting in a heat transfer area of 30 ft2. The duty of the exchanger is 8.65 × 10ସ BTU/hr, and 
the estimated cost is $83,500. (See Page 152 and Appendix A) 




E-115 cools the effluent from C-101, in order to maintain the appropriate reactor temperature 
with  recycled  ethylene  in  use.  The  stream  is  from  334˚F  to  95˚F,  by  cooling  water  warming  up  to  
80˚F  from  110˚F.  The  overall  heat  transfer  coefficient  is  estimated  to  be 120 BTU/hr ft2 °R, 
resulting in a heat transfer area of 661 ft2. The duty of the exchanger is 6.33 × 10଺ BTU/hr, and 
the estimated cost is $89,000. (See Page 153 and Appendix A) 
E-117 
E-117 cools the bottoms product from T-103  to  86˚F  from  361˚F  using  chilled  water.  As  a  result,  
the  chilled  water  rises  from  45˚F  to  90˚F.  This  is  necessary  in  order  to  maintain  a  low  
temperature in the cumene storage tank. The overall heat transfer coefficient is estimated to be 
120 BTU/hr ft2 °R, resulting in a heat transfer area of 127 ft2. The duty of the exchanger is 
1.86 × 10଺ BTU/hr, and the estimated cost is $67,000. (See Page 154 and Appendix A) 
E-118 
E-118 maintains a constant reactor temperature by removing 1.37 × 10଻ BTU/hr from a loop off 
of the reactor. This is accomplished by using ethylene at -150 ˚F  to  chill  the  process  stream  from  
113 ˚F  to  37 ˚F  before  returning  it  to  the  reactor.  This  exchanger  has  a  heat  transfer  area  of  1537  
ft2 with an assumed overall heat transfer coefficient of 40 BTU/hr ft2 °R. The estimated cost of 
the exchanger is $67,000. (See Page 155 and Appendix A) 
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Function: Converts ethylene to 1-hexene and 1-octene using a Cr based catalyst. 
Type: Liquid only Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) 
Materials: 
Characteristics: 
 Diameter: 14 feet 
 Height: 25 feet 
 Capacity: 30000 gallons 
 Material: Carbon-steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure: 45 bar 
 Temperature: 113 °F 
 Liquid Flow Rate Out: 380,000 lb/hr 
 Recirculation rate: 380,000 lb/hr 
Purchase Cost: $ $2,289,000 
References: Page 87, Appendix A 
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Distillation Column (T-100) 
Function: To remove the catalyst from the reactor effluent so that the reaction does not proceed 
later on in the separation train. 
Type: Sieve Tray Column 
Materials: Ethylene, 1-Hexene, 1-Octene,  Catalyst,  Cumene,  ‘Heavies’,  MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Diameter:     18 feet 
 Height:     130 feet 
 Tray Type:     Sieve 
 No. of Trays:    59 Trays 
 Tray Spacing:    2 feet 
 Feed Stage:    6 
 Mass Reflux Ratio:   0.11  
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Top Stage Pressure:    67.30 psia 
 Bottom Stage Pressure:  77.58 psia 
 Top Stage Temperature:  -40.64 °F 
 Bottom Stage Temperature:  450 °F 
 Liquid Feed Flow:   472,895 lb/hr 
 Distillate Liquid Flow Rate:  26,169.46 lb/hr 
 Distillate Vapor Flow Rate:  47,969.30 
 Bottoms Flow Rate:   398,710 lb/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $1,354,000 
References: Page 88, Appendix A 
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Distillation Column (T-101) 
Function: To separate the unreacted Ethylene to be recycled. 
Type: Sieve Tray Column 
Materials: Ethylene, 1-Hexene, 1-Octene,  Catalyst,  Cumene,  MAO,  ‘Heavies’. 
Characteristics: 
 Diameter:     4 feet 
 Height:     96 feet 
 Tray Type:     Sieve 
 No. of Trays:    42 Trays 
 Tray Spacing:    2 feet 
 Feed Stage:    23 
 Mass Reflux Ratio:   0.3  
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Top Stage Pressure:    203.3 psiaH – 168.4 psiaOC 
 Bottom Stage Pressure:  175.4 psiaH – 174.6 psiaOC 
 Top Stage Temperature:  -42.1 °FH - 53.0 oFOC 
 Bottom Stage Temperature:  209.6 °FH – 450.0 oFOC 
 Liquid Feed Flow:   26169.26 lb/hrH – 26116.7 lb/hrOC 
 Vapor Feed Flow:   N/A 
 Distillate Flow Rate:   3048.78 lb/hrH – 3337.089 lb/hrOC 
 Bottoms Flow Rate:   23121.68 lb/hrH – 23109.6 lb/hrOC 
Purchase Cost:     $219,400 
References: Page 88, Appendix A 
4  
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Distillation Column (T-102) 
Function: To separate 1-hexene from the 1-octene. 
Type: Sieve Tray Column 
Materials: 1-Hexene, 1-Octene, Cumene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Diameter:     3 feet 
 Height:     98 feet 
 Tray Type:     Sieve 
 No. of Trays:    43 Trays 
 Tray Spacing:    2 feet 
 Feed Stage:    43 
 Mass Reflux Ratio:   2.61H- 4.53OC  
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Top Stage Pressure:    97.7 psiaH – 104.0 psiaOC 
 Bottom Stage Pressure:  106.6 psia H – 113.0 psiaOC 
 Top Stage Temperature:  278.6 °FH – 283.2oFOC 
 Bottom Stage Temperature:  450.0 °F  
 Liquid Feed Flow:   23121.68 lb/hrH – 23109.6 lb/hrOC 
 Vapor Feed Flow:  5 N/A 
 Distillate Liquid Rate:  6811.6 lb/hrH – 3787.0 lb/hrOC 
 Bottoms Flow Rate:   16810.1 lb/hrH – 19322.6 lb/hrOC 
Purchase Cost:     $169,000 
References: Page 89, Appendix A 
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Distillation Column (T-103) 
Function: To separate the residual Cumene from the 1-Octene product. 
Type: Sieve Tray Column 
Materials: 1-Octene, Catalyst, Cumene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Diameter:     4 feet 
 Height:     130 feet 
 Tray Type:     Sieve 
 No. of Trays:    59 Trays 
 Tray Spacing:    2 feet 
 Feed Stage:    33 
 Molar Reflux Ratio:   6.2H -  5.0OC 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Top Stage Pressure:    45 psia 
 Bottom Stage Pressure:  414.4 psiaH – 174.6 psiaOC 
 Top Stage Temperature:  327.8 °FH – 329.8 oFOC 
 Bottom Stage Temperature:  414.4 °FH – 414.3 oFOC 
 Liquid Feed Flow:   16810.1 lb/hrH – 19322.6 lb/hrOC 
 Vapor Feed Flow:   N/A 
 Distillate Flow Rate:   5221.3 lb/hrH – 7745.9 lb/hrOC 
 Bottoms Flow Rate:   11588.8 lb/hrH – 11576.7 lb/hrOC 
Purchase Cost:  6   $257,000 
References: Page 90, Appendix A 
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Distillation Column (T-104) 
Function: To separate obtain 99 % product purity 1-Octene to be sold to vendors. 
Type: Sieve Tray Column 
Materials: 1-Octene, MAO. 
Characteristics: 
 Diameter:     2 feet 
 Height:     158 feet 
 Tray Type:     Sieve 
 No. of Trays:    73 Trays 
 Tray Spacing:    2 feet 
 Feed Stage:    31 
 Mass Reflux Ratio:   3.2H – 6.8OC  
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Top Stage Pressure:    45 psia 
 Bottom Stage Pressure:  50.1 psia 
 Top Stage Temperature:  317.5 °FH – 290.5 oFOC 
 Bottom Stage Temperature:  339.5 °FH – 339.9 oFOC 
 Liquid Feed Flow:   5221.3 lb/hrH – 7745.9 lb/hrOC 
 Vapor Feed Flow:   N/A 
 Distillate Flow Rate:   413.0 lb/hrH – 7745.9 lb/hrOC 
 Bottoms Flow Rate:   7332.9 lb/hrH – 11576.7 lb/hrOC 
Purchase Cost:     7$328,000 
References: Page 91, Appendix A 
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Distillation Column (T-105) 
Function: To separate and recycle the Cumene solvent from the heavier unwanted products. 
Type: Sieve Tray Column 
Materials: Catalyst,  Cumene,  ‘Heavies’. 
Characteristics: 
 Diameter:     5 feet 
 Height:     154 feet 
 Tray Type:     Sieve 
 No. of Trays:    71 Trays 
 Tray Spacing:    2 feet 
 Feed Stage:    64 
 Molar Reflux Ratio:   5.41  
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Top Stage Pressure:    45 psia 
 Bottom Stage Pressure:  50.1 psia 
 Top Stage Temperature:  395.2 °F 
 Bottom Stage Temperature:  411.7 °F 
 Liquid Feed Flow:   17,000 lb/hr 
 Vapor Feed Flow:   N/A 
 Distillate Flow 8Rate:   10008.5 lb/hrH – 10009.6 lb/hrOC 
 Bottoms Flow Rate:   6991.5 lb/hrH – 6990.4 lb/hrOC 
Purchase Cost:     $357,000 
References: Page 91, Appendix A 
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Function: To increase the pressure of the cumene leaving the mixing tank from 45 psi to 682 psi 
Type: 2 Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split 
Materials Handled: Cumene 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     45 psia 
 Pressure out:    681.6 psia 
 Temperature In:   86.5 °F 
 Temperature Out:   89.4 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  7762 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.76 
 Power Required:   527.2 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $2,677,000 
Purchase Cost:     $642,000 
References: Page 92, Appendix A 
  




Function: To move fluid out of the reactor, through E-118, and back to the reactor 
Type: 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split 
Materials Handled: 1-Hexene, 1-Octene,  MAO,  Cumene,  Catalyst,  Ethylene,  “Heavies”. 
Characteristics:  
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     652.7 psia 
 Pressure out:    677.7 psia 
 Temperature In:   113 °F 
 Temperature Out:   113 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  9502 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.78 
 Power Required:   25 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $148,000 
Purchase Cost:     $57,000 
References: Page 92, Appendix A 
  




Function: To raise the pressure of the liquid distillate from T-100 from 69psi to 240 psi in order 
for it to enter T-101 
Type: 1 Stage, 1800 rpm, HSC case-split 
Materials Handled: 1-Hexene, 1-Octene, MAO, Cumene, Ethylene 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     69 psia 
 Pressure out:    240 psia 
 Temperature In:   -40 °F 
 Temperature Out:   -38 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  555 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.49 
 Power Required:   16.2 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $96,000 
Purchase Cost:     $41,000 
References: Page 92, Appendix A 
  




Function: To raise the pressure of the liquid distillate from T-103 to 75 psia in order to enter T-
104. 
Type: 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
Materials Handled: 1-Octene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     45 psia 
 Pressure out:    75 psia 
 Temperature In:   327 °F 
 Temperature Out:   328 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  145 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.28 
 Power Required:   1.41 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $8,000 
Purchase Cost:     $17,000 
References: Page 93, Appendix A 
  




Function: To move liquid from ACC-100 to T-100 for reflux 
Type: 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
Materials Handled: 1-Hexene, 1-Octene,  Ethylene,  MAO,  Cumene,  Catalyst,  “Heavies” 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     69.30 psia 
 Pressure out:    84.30 psia 
 Temperature In:   -40.86 °F 
 Temperature Out:   -40.86 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  553 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.53 
 Power Required:   1.6 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $9,000 
Purchase Cost:     $18,000 
References: Page 93, Appendix A 
 
  




Function: To move liquid from ACC-101 to T-101 for reflux 
Type: 2 Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split 
Materials Handled: 1-Hexene, 1-Octene, Ethylene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     169.2 psia 
 Pressure out:    184.2 psia 
 Temperature In:   -52.75 °F 
 Temperature Out:   -52.75 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  1889 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.67 
 Power Required:   4.78 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $28,000 
Purchase Cost:     $79,000 
References: Page 93, Appendix A 
  




Function: To move liquid from ACC-102 to T-102 for reflux 
Type: 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
Materials Handled: 1-Hexene, 1-Octene, Cumene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     105 psia 
 Pressure out:    120 psia 
 Temperature In:   283.6 °F 
 Temperature Out:   283.6 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  185.5 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.54 
 Power Required:   1.8 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $11,000 
Purchase Cost:     $18,000 
References: Page 93, Appendix A 
 
  




Function: To move liquid from ACC-103 to T-103 for reflux 
Type: 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
Materials Handled: 1-Octene, Cumene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     45 psia 
 Pressure out:    60 psia 
 Temperature In:   329.8 °F 
 Temperature Out:   329.8 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  145 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.66 
 Power Required:   2.4 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $14,000 
Purchase Cost:     $18,000 
References: Page 94, Appendix A 
 
  




Function: To move liquid from ACC-104 to T-104 for reflux 
Type: 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
Materials Handled: 1-Octene, Cumene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Material:     Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     45 psia 
 Pressure out:    60 psia 
 Temperature In:   317.3 °F 
 Temperature Out:   317.3 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  9.02 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.17 
 Power Required:   0.66 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $4,000 
Purchase Cost:     $19,000 
References: Page 94, Appendix A 
  




Function: To move liquid from ACC-105 to T-105 for reflux 
Type: 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
Materials Handled: Catalyst,  Cumene,  ‘Heavies’ 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     45 psia 
 Pressure out:    60 psia 
 Temperature In:   395.2 °F 
 Temperature Out:   395.2 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  232.3 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.61 
 Power Required:   43.4 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $256,000 
Purchase Cost:     $7,000 
References: Page 94, Appendix A 
  




Function: To move liquid from the bottom of T-100 to REB-100 
Type: 1 Stage, 1800 rpm, VSC case-split 
Materials Handled: Ethylene, 1-Hexene, 1-Octene,  Catalyst,  Cumene,  ‘Heavies’,  MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     79.62 psia 
 Pressure out:    89.62 psia 
 Temperature In:   450 °F 
 Temperature Out:   450 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  9913.0 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.86 
 Power Required:   10.6 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $63,000 
Purchase Cost:     $42,000 
References: Page 94, Appendix A 
  




Function: To move liquid from the bottom of T-101 to REB-101 
Type: 1 Stag, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
Materials Handled: Ethylene, 1-Hexene, 1-Octene,  Catalyst,  Cumene,  ‘Heavies’,  MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     175.4 psia 
 Pressure out:    185.4 psia 
 Temperature In:   450 °F 
 Temperature Out:   450 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  687 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.80 
 Power Required:   1.21 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $7,000 
Purchase Cost:     $17,000 
References: Page 94, Appendix A 
 
  




Function: To move liquid from the bottom of T-102 to REB-102 
Type: 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
Materials Handled: 1-Hexene, 1-Octene,  Cumene,  ‘Heavies’,  MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     113 psia 
 Pressure out:    123 psia 
 Temperature In:   450 °F 
 Temperature Out:   450 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  451 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.46 
 Power Required:   0.91 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $5,000 
Purchase Cost:     $17,000 
References: Page 95, Appendix A 
  




Function: To move liquid from the bottom of T-103 to REB-103 
Type: 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
Materials Handled: 1-Hexene, 1-Octene,  Cumene,  ‘Heavies’,  MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     113 psia 
 Pressure out:    123 psia 
 Temperature In:   450 °F 
 Temperature Out:   450 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  274.7 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.38 
 Power Required:   0.67 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $4,000 
Purchase Cost:     $17,000 
References: Page 95, Appendix A 
  




Function: To move liquid from the bottom of T-104 to REB-104 
Type: 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
Materials Handled: 1-Octene, Cumene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     50.14 psia 
 Pressure out:    60.14 psia 
 Temperature In:   339.5°F 
 Temperature Out:   339.5 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  137 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.27 
 Power Required:   0.48 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $30,000 
Purchase Cost:     $18,000 
References: Page 95, Appendix A 
  




Function: To move liquid from the bottom of T-105 to REB-105 
Type: 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split 
Materials Handled: Catalyst,  Cumene,  “Heavies” 
Characteristics: 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     58.12 psia 
 Pressure out:    68.12 psia 
 Temperature In:   420°F 
 Temperature Out:   420 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  170.6 ft3/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.31 
 Power Required:   0.53 hp 
 Utility cost/yr:    $3,000 
Purchase Cost:     $18,000 
References: Page 95, Appendix A 
  




Function: To increase the pressure of the vapor distillate product stream from the tower at 69.3 
psia to 737.78 psia. 
Type: Centrifugal Compressor with Electric Motor 
Materials Handled: Ethylene. 
Characteristics: 
 Power Requirements:    60.6 Hp 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     69.30 psia 
 Pressure out:    737.78 psia 
 Temperature In:   -48.7 °F 
 Temperature Out:   148.2 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  2177.0 cuft/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.75 
 Utility cost/yr:    $364,000 
Purchase Cost:     $52,000 
References: Page 96, Appendix A 
  




Function: To increase the pressure of the combined distillate product stream from T-101 from at 
42.3 psia to 737.78 psia. 
Type: Centrifugal Compressor with electric motor 
Materials Handled: Ethylene. 
Characteristics: 
 Power Requirements:    2666 Hp 
 Material:    Cast Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure in:     42.3 psia 
 Pressure out:    737.8 psia 
 Temperature In:   -46.4 °F 
 Temperature Out:   345.5 °F 
 Volumetric Flow Rate:  172,182 cuft/hr 
 Pump Efficiency:   0.75 
 Utility cost/yr:    $15,378,000 
Purchase Cost:     $2,646,000 
References: Page 96, Appendix A 
 
  








Components: Cumene, Trace amounts of 1-decene, Trace amounts of 1-dodecene. 
Characteristics 
 Capacity: 13,500 gallons 
 Material: Carbon-steel 
 Retention Time: 15 minutes 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure: 661.5 
 Temperature: 86.9 0F 
Purchase Cost Per Tank: $ 219,000 
References: Page 98, Appendix A 
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STORAGE TANKS V-101, V-107 
Function: Stores a 10-day supply of catalyst components mixed with cumene. 
Type: Cone Roof Storage tank 
Materials: Carbon-steel 
Components: Chromium acetylacetonate, Methylaluminoxane, Ligands, Cumene 
Characteristics 
 Capacity: 5,000 gallons 
 Material: Carbon-steel 
 Retention Time: 10 days 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure: 45 psi 
 Temperature: 86.0 0F 
Purchase Cost Per Tank: $ 20,000 
References: Page 96, Appendix A 
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STORAGE TANKS V-102, V-102B, V-103, V-103B 
Function: Stores either a 30-day supply of 1-hexene or a 27-day supply of 1-octene 




 Capacity: 500,000 gallons 
 Material: Carbon-steel 
 Retention Time: 30 days (1-hexene)/27 days (1-octene) 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure: 14.7 psi 
 Temperature: 86.0 0F 
Purchase Cost Per Tank: $ 214,000 
References: Page 97, Appendix A 
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STORAGE TANKS V-105 
Function: Stores a 4-day supply of cumene to the plant. 




 Diameter: 21 feet 
 Height: 25 feet 
 Capacity: 63,000 gallons 
 Material: Carbon-steel 
 Retention Time: 4 days 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure: 45 bar 
 Temperature: 113 °F 
Purchase Cost per tank: $ 74,000 
References: Page96, Appendix A 
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STORAGE TANK V-104 
Function: Stores a 4-day supply of the bottoms product from T-105 that is sold to rotary kilns as 
cheap fuel.  
Type: Cone Roof Storage tank 
Materials: Carbon-steel 
Components: Chromium acetylacetonate, Ligands, Cumene 
Characteristics 
 Capacity: 120,000 gallons 
 Material: Carbon-steel 
 Retention Time: 4 days 
Operating Conditions: 
 Pressure: 14.7 psi 
 Temperature: 86.0 0F 
Purchase Cost Per Tank: $ 103,000 
References: Page 97, Appendix A   
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ACCUMULATORS: ACC-100, ACC-101, ACC-102, ACC-103, ACC-104, ACC-
105 
Function: Accumulate condensates in the condensers of the distillation towers.  
Type: Horizontal 
Materials: Carbon-steel 
Components: Chromium acetylacetonate, Ligands, Cumene, 1-hexene, 1-octene, 
Methylaluminoxane, 1-dodecene, 1-decene, ethylene. 
 
Characteristics 
Unit ACC-100 ACC-101 ACC-102 ACC-103 ACC-104 ACC-105 
Length 14.1 ft 5.5 ft 7.7 ft 8.9 ft 3.7 ft 10.0 ft 
Diameter 7.0 ft  2.7 ft 3.9 ft 4.5 ft 1.8 ft 5.0 ft 
Capacity 4028 gal 240 gal 675 gal 1042 gal 74 gal 1492 gal 
Retention 
Time 
10 min 10 min 10 min 10 min 10 min 10 min 
Purchase 
cost 
$37,000 $15,000 $19,000 $22,000 12,000 $25,000 
Reference 
Pages 
      
 
Operating Conditions: 
Unit ACC-100 ACC-101 ACC-102 ACC-103 ACC-104 ACC-105 
Temperature -40.6oF -42.1 oF  278.6 oF 327.8 oF 290.5 oF 395.2 oF 




826 ft3 44.2 ft3 271 ft3 835 ft3 59 ft3 1190 ft3 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E100) 
Function: To  decrease  the  temperature  of  the  reactor  feed  from  125˚F  to  113˚F. 
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: Cumene, Ethylene, 1-Hexene, 1-Octene, MAO, Cooling Water 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  121.87 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   1100 ft2 
 No. of Tube Passes:   4 
 No. of Shell Passes:   1 
 Number of Tubes:   212 
 Nominal Outside Diameter:  1 in. 
 Pitch:     1 in. Square 
 Number of Baffles:   3 
 Baffle Spacing:   30in 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side 
 Pressure drop:     0.004 psi 
 Temperature In:   80 °F 
 Temperature Out:   110 °F 
Tube Side 
 Pressure drop:    2.65psi 
 Temperature In:   125.5 °F 
 Temperature Out:   113 °F 
 Heat Duty:    −2.64 × 10଺ Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $100,000 
References: Page 98, Appendix A 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E101) 
Function: This is the T-100 condenser, with process side stream (tube side) and is cooled from 
237˚F  to  -40.6˚F,  with  ethylene  refrigerant  vaporizing  at  a  constant  temperature  staying  at  -150˚F  
(shell side).  
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Cumene, Ethylene, 1-Hexene, 1-Octene, C10+ 
 COLD SIDE:  Ethylene Refrigerant 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  40 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   1617 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   -150˚F 
 Temperature Out:   -150˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   237°F 
 Temperature Out:   -40°F 
 Heat Duty:    -1.42E+07 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 28,500 
References: Page 98, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E-102) 
Function: The distillate from T-100 (tube side) is heated from -38˚F   to   8˚F,   from   the   heat  
generated from the distillate from T-105 (shell side). The distillate from T-105 is stream matched 
to  provide  5E05  Btu/hr,  by  cooling  from  149˚F  to  86˚F.   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Cumene, Ethylene, 1-Hexene, 1-Octene, MAO, C10+ 
 COLD SIDE:  Heavies (C10+), and Cumene 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  40 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   92 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   149˚F 
 Temperature Out:   86˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   -38 °F 
 Temperature Out:   8 °F 
 Heat Duty:    5.00E+05 Btu/hr 
 Steam Required    None, completed heat integration 
Purchase Cost:     $ 66,000 
References: Page 99, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E103) 
Function: This is the T-101 condenser, with process side stream (tube side) and is cooled from -
40.7˚F   to   -42.1˚F,   with   ethylene   refrigerant   vaporizing   at   a   constant   temperature   staying   at   -
150˚F  (shell  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Cumene, Ethylene, 1-Hexene, 1-Octene, MAO 
 COLD SIDE:  Ethylene Refrigerant 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  40 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   33 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   -150˚F 
 Temperature Out:   -150˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   -40.7°F 
 Temperature Out:   -42.1°F 
 Heat Duty:    -1.43E+05 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 39,000 
References: Page 99, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E104A) 
Function: This is the T-101 reboiler, with process side stream (shell side) and is heated from 
415˚F  to  424˚F,  with  T-114 stream cooling from  450˚F  to  437˚F  (tube  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Cumene 
 COLD SIDE:  1-Hexene, 1-Octene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  40 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   1700 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   415˚F 
 Temperature Out:   424˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   450°F 
 Temperature Out:   437°F 
 Heat Duty:    1.60E+06 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 77,500 
References: Page 99, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E104B) 
Function: This is the T-101 reboiler, with process side stream (shell side) and is heated from 
424˚F  to  450˚F,  with  heating  oil  cooling  from  600˚F  to  460˚F  (shell  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Heating Oil 
 COLD SIDE:  1-Hexene, 1-Octene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  50 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   1127 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   424˚F 
 Temperature Out:   450˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   600°F 
 Temperature Out:   460°F 
 Heat Duty:    4.49E+06 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 63,000 
References: Page 99, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E105) 
Function: This is the T-102 condenser, with process side stream (tube side) and is cooled from 
284˚F  to  279˚F,  by  cooling  water  warming  up  to  80˚F  from  110˚F  (shell  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: 1-hexene 
 COLD SIDE:  Cooling Water 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  120 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   11 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   80˚F 
 Temperature Out:   110˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   284°F 
 Temperature Out:   279°F 
 Heat Duty:    -2.75E+06 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 33,600 
References: Page 99, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E-106) 
Function: This is the T-102 reboiler, with process side stream (shell side) and is heated from 
443˚F  to  450˚F,  with  heating  oil  cooling  from  600˚F  to  460˚F  (shell  side).  
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Heating Oil 
 COLD SIDE:  1-Hexene, 1-Octene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  50 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   647 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   443˚F 
 Temperature Out:   450˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   600°F 
 Temperature Out:   460°F 
 Heat Duty:    1.97E+06 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 50,000 
References: Page 100, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E-107) 
Function: This is the T-103 condenser, with process side stream (tube side) and is cooled from 
339˚F  to  328˚F,  by cooling  water  warming  up  to  80˚F  from  110˚F  (shell  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Cumene, 1-Octene, heavies 
 COLD SIDE:  Cooling Water 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  120 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   11 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   80˚F 
 Temperature Out:   110˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   339°F 
 Temperature Out:   328°F 
 Heat Duty:    4.71E+06 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 34,000 
References: Page 100, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E108) 
Function: This is the T-104 condenser, with process side stream (tube side) and is cooled from 
322˚F  to  291˚F,  by  cooling  water  warming  up  to  80˚F  from  110˚F  (shell  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: MAO 
 COLD SIDE:  Cooling Water 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  120 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   15 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   80˚F 
 Temperature Out:   110˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   322°F 
 Temperature Out:   291°F 
 Heat Duty:    3.76E+05 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $49,000 
References: Page 100, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E109) 
Function: This is the T-104 reboiler, with process side stream (shell side) and is heated from 
339.85˚F  to  339.94˚F,  with  the  T-105  distillate  stream  cooling  from  422.46˚F  to  422.45˚F  (tube  
side).  
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Cumene 
 COLD SIDE:  1-Hexene, 1-Octene 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  40 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   120 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   339.85˚F 
 Temperature Out:   339.94˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   422.46°F 
 Temperature Out:   422.45°F 
 Heat Duty:    4.05E+05 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 37,000 
References: Page 100, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E110) 
Function: This is the T-103 reboiler, with process side stream (shell side) and is heated from 
414.1˚F  to  414.4˚F,  with  E-114 stream cooling from  437.0˚F  to  436.6˚F  (tube  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Cumene 
 COLD SIDE:  1-Hexene, 1-Octene, Cumene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  40 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   4430 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   414.1˚F 
 Temperature Out:   414.4˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   437.0°F 
 Temperature Out:   436.6°F 
 Heat Duty:    4.01E+06 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 144,000 
References: Page 101, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E111) 
Function: This is the T-100 reboiler, with process side stream (shell side) and is heated from 
449˚F  to  450˚F,  with  heating  oil  cooling  from  600˚F  to  460˚F  (shell  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Heating Oil 
 COLD SIDE:  1-Hexene, 1-Octene, MAO 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  50 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   32,000 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   449˚F 
 Temperature Out:   450˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   600°F 
 Temperature Out:   460°F 
 Heat Duty:    8.52E+07 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 870,000 
References: Page 101, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E112) 
Function: This is the T-105 condenser, with process side stream (tube side) and is cooled from 
405˚F  to  395˚F,  by  cooling  water  warming  up  to  80˚F  from  110˚F  (shell  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Cumene 
 COLD SIDE:  Cooling Water 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  120 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   218 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   80˚F 
 Temperature Out:   110˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   405°F 
 Temperature Out:   395°F 
 Heat Duty:    7.98E+06 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 35,000 
References: Page 101, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E113) 
Function: This is the T-105 reboiler, with process side stream (shell side) and is heated from 
408˚F  to  412˚F,  with  T-114  stream  cooling  from  436.6˚F  to  422.5˚F  (tube  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Cumene 
 COLD SIDE:  Cumene, 1-Decene, 1-Dodecene 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  40 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   9870 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   408˚F 
 Temperature Out:   412˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   436.6°F 
 Temperature Out:   422.5°F 
 Heat Duty:    7.49E+06 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 270,000 
References: Page 101, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E114) 
Function: The distillate from T-105  (tube  side)  is  cooled  from  422˚F  to  149˚F,  by  chilled  water  
warming  up  to  90˚F  from  45˚F  (shell  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Cumene, C10+ 
 COLD SIDE:  Chilled Water 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  120 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   2234 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   45˚F 
 Temperature Out:   90˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   422 °F 
 Temperature Out:   149 °F 
 Heat Duty:    1.55E+04 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 137,000 
References: Page 101, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E115) 
Function: The stream from C-100   (tube   side)   is   cooled   from  146˚F   to   95˚F,   by   cooling  water  
warming  up  to  80˚F  from  110˚F  (shell  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Ethylene 
 COLD SIDE:  Cooling Water 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  120 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   30 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   80˚F 
 Temperature Out:   110˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   146°F 
 Temperature Out:   95°F 
 Heat Duty:    8.65E+04 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 83,500 
References: Page 102, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E116) 
Function: The stream from C-101   (tube   side)   is   cooled   from  344˚F   to   95˚F,   by   cooling  water  
warming  up  to  80˚F  from  110˚F  (shell  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Ethylene 
 COLD SIDE:  Cooling Water 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  120 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   661 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   80˚F 
 Temperature Out:   110˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   344°F 
 Temperature Out:   95°F 
 Heat Duty:    6.33E+06 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 89,000 
References: Page 102, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E117) 
Function: The bottoms from T-103   (tube   side)   is   cooled   from  361˚F   to  86˚F,  by  chilled  water  
warming  up  to  45˚F  from  90˚F  (shell  side).   
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Ethylene 
 COLD SIDE:  Chilled Water 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  120 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   127 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   45˚F 
 Temperature Out:   90˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   361°F 
 Temperature Out:   86°F 
 Heat Duty:    1.86+06 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 67,000 
References: Page 102, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
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Unit: Heat Exchanger (E118) 
Function: This is the R-100 intercooler that removes the heat from the reactor, due to the highly 
exothermic  reaction.  The  reactor  contents  are  pumped  out  (tube  side)  and  is  cooled  from  113˚F  to  
37˚F,   with   ethylene   refrigerant   vaporizing   at   a   constant   temperature   staying at -150˚F   (shell  
side).  
Type: Floating Head | Shell and Tube  
Materials Handled: 
 HOT SIDE: Cumene, Ethylene, 1-Hexene, 1-Octene, C10+ 
 COLD SIDE:  Ethylene Refrigerant 
Characteristics: 
 Heat Transfer Coefficient:  40 BTU/hr ft2 °R 
 Heat Transfer Area:   1537 ft2 
 Flow Direction:   Countercurrent 
 Material:    Carbon Steel 
Operating Conditions: 
Shell Side  
 Temperature In:   -150˚F 
 Temperature Out:   -150˚F 
Tube Side 
 Temperature In:   113°F 
 Temperature Out:   37°F 
 Heat Duty:    1.37E+07 Btu/hr 
Purchase Cost:     $ 67,000 
References: Page 102, Appendix A 
Seider et al., Product and Process Design Principles: Synthesis, Analysis, and Evaluation. 3rd 
Ed, Wiley, 2009. 
  


















Equipment Cost Summary 
 The total equipment costs for the process are outlined below. The purchase cost and the 
bare-module cost is provided for each unit. In order to use the costing correlations, equipment 
was sized manually to provide tower heights, heat exchanger areas, and storage tank volumes, 
and then the purchase costs were determined using costing correlations. In comparing these two 
methods, costing correlations provided the most flexibility and customizability for the different 
types of equipment. These costs were then adjusted with the Chemical Engineering Cost Index 
for 2012. In 2006, the CE index was equivalent to 500, compared to the 2012 CE index of 570.8. 
Once these costs were adjusted, bare-module factors were used to determine the bare-module 
costs1.  
 The total equipment costs is the investment necessary for equipment units to handle the 
flexibility to switch between the 40:60 and 60:40 mass ratio for 1-Hexene : 1-Octene splits. In 
order to sell these two products to maximize profit, equipment units must be able to handle both 
conditions. With this capability, the plant can produce products with the highest profitability 
margins based on the market demand. The distillation columns account for the most significant 
portion of the up-front investment at about 54% of the total capital investment for equipment. 
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Table 28: Equipment Costs 
Equipment Description Type Purchase Cost Bare Module Cost 
Storage Vessels    
Cumene Mixing Tank Storage $218,925 $762,270 
Hexene storage tank 1 Storage $213,659 $243,913 
Hexene Storage tank 2 Storage $213,659 $243,914 
Cumene storage tank Storage $74,286 $84,805 
Catlyst Storage tank 1 Storage $20,404 $23,293 
Catlyst Storage tank 2 Storage $20,404 $23,293 
Octene Storage tank 2 Storage $213,659 $243,913 
Octene Storage tank 2 Storage $213,659 $243,914 
Rotary Kiln Tank Storage $103,188 $117,799 
R-100 Process Machinery $481,979 $2,288,941 
T-100 CATALYST-tower Process Machinery $1,354,190 $6,431,124 
T-101 ETHOFF-tower Process Machinery $219,100 $1,040,518 
T-102 C6 TOWER-tower Process Machinery $168,725 $801,284 
T-103 C8TOWERA-tower Process Machinery $257,209 $1,221,501 
T-104 C8TOWERB-tower Process Machinery $327,927 $1,557,343 
T-105 RECOVCU-tower Process Machinery $356,766 $1,694,301 
T-100 CATALYST-cond acc Fabricated Equipment $36,546 $127,249 
T-101 ETHOFF-cond acc Fabricated Equipment $14,775 $51,444 
T-102 C6 TOWER-cond acc Fabricated Equipment $18,817 $65,519 
T-103 C8TOWERA-cond acc Fabricated Equipment $22,440 $78,134 
T-104 C8TOWERB-cond acc Fabricated Equipment $11,756 $40,934 
T-105 RECOVCU-cond acc Fabricated Equipment $24,840 $86,492 
 
Table 29: Equipment Costs (continued) 
Pumps and Compressors    
C-100 Fabricated Equipment $52,231 $128,198 
C-101 Fabricated Equipment $1,078,131 $2,646,208 
P-100 Cumene  Pump  Fabricated Equipment $116,547 $641,559 
P-101  Reactor Cooling  Fabricated Equipment $15,213 $57,310 
P-102  Protduct from T-100 Fabricated Equipment $8,889 $41,003 
P-103  C8TOWERA Distillate Fabricated Equipment $3,916 $17,259 
T-100 CATALYST-reflux pump Fabricated Equipment $3,946 $17,344 
T-101 ETHOFF-reflux pump Fabricated Equipment $20,138 $79,380 
T-102 C6 TOWER-reflux pump Fabricated Equipment $4,015 $17,654 
T-103 C8TOWERA-reflux pump Fabricated Equipment $4,172 $18,456 
T-104 C8TOWERB-reflux pump Fabricated Equipment $4,462 $19,000 
T-105 RECOVCU-reflux pump Fabricated Equipment $4,057 $17,618 
T-100 CATALYST-reboiler pump Fabricated Equipment $9,969 $42,048 
T-101 ETHOFF-reboiler pump Fabricated Equipment $3,971 $17,333 
T-102 C6 TOWER-reboiler pump Fabricated Equipment $3,914 $17,015 
T-103 C8TOWERA-reboiler pump Fabricated Equipment $4,551 $17,144 
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Table 30: Equipment Costs (continued) 
Heat Exchangers    
E-100 Process-Steam Fabricated Equipment $26,054 $99,826 
E-102  Process heated by E114 Fabricated Equipment $18,163 $66,339 
E-114 Distillate from T-105 (Chilled Water) Process Machinery $37,959 $137,370 
E-115  From C-100 Compressor Process Machinery $21,657 $83,567 
E-116 From C-101 Compressor Process Machinery $23,086 $89,082 
E-117 From T-103 Bottoms Process Machinery $18,602 $67,319 
E-118 R-100 Intercooler Process Machinery $18,603 $67,323 
E-101   T-100 Condenser Process Machinery $28,468 $103,021 
E-103 T-101 Condenser Process Machinery $10,643 $38,857 
E-105  T-102 C6 Tower Condenser Process Machinery $9,280 $33,612 
E-107  T-103 C8A Condenser Process Machinery $9,430 $34,125 
E-108  T-104 C8B Condenser Process Machinery $13,640 $49,363 
E-112 T-105 Recovcu Condenser Process Machinery $9,730 $35,213 
E-104  T-101 ETHOFF (heating oil) Process Machinery $17,411 $63,195 
Cooling from E114 Process Machinery $21,367 $77,552 
E-106 T-102 C6 Reboiler Process Machinery $13,872 $50,202 
E-109 T-104 C8B Reboiler (cooled by E114 ) Process Machinery $10,216 $37,002 
E-110 T-103 C8A Reboiler (cooled by E114) Process Machinery $39,105 $143,546 
E-111 T-100 Catalyst Reboiler Process Machinery $240,148 $869,064 
E-113 T-105 Recovcu Reboiler (cooled by 114) Process Machinery $74,459 $269,457 
Total   23,700,000* 
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FIXED COST SUMMARY: 
Total fixed costs included costs of operations, insurance, taxes and operating overhead. The 
results are summarized below. The total fixed cost estimate obtained was $ 5 Million. Fixed 
costs  are  shown  to  be  an  annual  cost  that  doesn’t  vary  throughout  the  life  of  the  plant. 
Table 31 
Operations      
 Direct Wages and Benefits    $364,000  
 Direct Salaries and 
Benefits 
   $54,600  
 Operating Supplies and Services   $21,840  
 Technical Assistance to Manufacturing   -    
 Control Laboratory    -    
      
 Total Operations    $440,440  
      
Maintenance     
 Wages and Benefits    $1,446,109  
 Salaries and Benefits    $361,527  
 Materials and Services    $1,446,109  
 Maintenance Overhead    $72,305  
      
 Total Maintenance    $3,326,050  
      
Operating Overhead     
 General Plant Overhead:    $158,063  
 Mechanical Department Services:   $53,430  
 Employee Relations Department:   $131,348  
 Business Services:    $164,741  
      
 Total Operating Overhead    $507,582  
      
Property Taxes and Insurance    
 Property Taxes and Insurance:   $642,715  
      
Other Annual Expenses     
 Rental Fees (Office and Laboratory Space):  -    
 Licensing Fees:    -    
 Miscellaneous:    -    
      
 Total Other Annual Expenses   -    
 
Total Fixed Costs   *rounded   $4,900,000*  
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The fixed cost calculations are made using the estimates and assumptions summarized below. 
Table 32 
Operations       
  Operators per Shift: 1 (assuming   
  Direct Wages and Benefits: $35  /operator hour  
  Direct Salaries and Benefits: 15% of Direct Wages and Benefits 
  Operating Supplies and Services: 6% of Direct Wages and Benefits 
  Technical Assistance to Manufacturing: $0.00 per year, for each Operator per Shift 
  Control Laboratory: $0.00 per year, for each Operator per Shift 
       
Maintenance       
  Wages and Benefits: 4.50% of Total Depreciable Capital 
  Salaries and Benefits: 25.00% of Maintenance Wages and Benefits 
  Materials and Services: 100.00% of Maintenance Wages and Benefits 
  Maintenance Overhead: 5.00% of Maintenance Wages and Benefits 
       
Operating Overhead      
       
  General Plant Overhead: 7.10% of Maintenance and Operations Wages and Benefits 
  Mechanical Department Services: 2.40% of Maintenance and Operations Wages and Benefits 
  Employee Relations Department 5.90% of Maintenance and Operations Wages and Benefits 
  Business Services 7.40% of Maintenance and Operations Wages and Benefits 
       
       
Property Taxes and 
Insurance 
     
  Property Taxes and Insurance: 2.00% of Total Depreciable Capital 
 
Table 33 
Straight Line Depreciation    
Direct Plant: 8.00% of Total Depreciable Capital, less 1.18 times the Allocated Costs for 
Utility Plants and Related Facilities 
     
Allocated Plant: 6.00% of 1.18 times the Allocated Costs for 
Utility Plants and Related Facilities 
  
Other Annual Expenses    
  Rental Fees (Office and Laboratory 
Space): 
$0  
  Licensing Fees: $0  
  Miscellaneous: $0  
     
Depletion Allowance    
  Annual Depletion Allowance: $0  
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VARIABLE COST ANALYSIS 
The total variable cost is calculated from the general variable expenses, costs of the raw 
materials and utilities per annum, deducted by the net gain from any byproducts. In this plant, the 
utilities consist of heating oil, chilled water, cooling water, refrigerant, and electricity. Through 
process heat integrated streams (Appendix F), the need for high pressure steam is eliminated, 
saving up to $600K per annum. The raw materials required for this process are ethylene, cumene, 
and the catalyst components. As explained in the design description, the oligomerization of 
ethylene produces a heavies byproduct in addition to 1-hexene and 1-octene, which consists of 
long-chain hydrocarbons (10C+). In order to avoid the accumulation of these heavies, a mixture 
of long-chain hydrocarbons, cumene, and catalyst components will be sold as a fuel product for 
burning to a rotary kiln for $0.35/lb of this mixture, which is the market price for such a fuel 
product. With this additional revenue, total variable costs are estimated to be $65.1 million 
annually. These costs are tabulated below. 
Table 34 
Utility Cost ($/lb Product) Yearly Cost ($/yr) 
Cooling Water $6.591E-03 $237,000 
Chilled Water $1.076E-03 $171,000 
Steam $9.090E-06  $6,677,000  
Heating Oil $3.425E-05 $12,234,000 
Propylene $2.766E-04 $455,000 
Electricity $0.040 $19,233,000 
Utilities Total  ($39,008,000) 
Raw Materials Cost ($/lb Product) Yearly Cost ($/yr) 
Ethylene $0.40 $8,928,000 
Catalyst $10.00 $67,000 
Cumene $0.55  $97,023,000  
Raw Materials Total  ($106,018,000) 
Byproducts Cost ($/lb Product) Yearly Cost ($/yr) 
Fuel Mixture Total $0.35 $105,716,000 
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General Expenses Percentage of Sales* Yearly Cost ($/yr) 
Selling/Transfer Expenses 3.00%  $2,544,693  
Direct Research 4.80%  $4,071,510  
Allocated Research 0.50%  $424,116  
Admin Expense 2.00%  $1,696,462  
Management Compensation 1.25%  $1,060,289  
General Expenses Total  ($9,800,000) 
Total Variable Costs  $49,061,000 
*These values are suggested percentages of sales based on Product and Process Design 
Principles 
 
FIXED CAPITAL INVESTMENT SUMMARY 
To calculate the fixed capital investment for the plant, estimates of total bare module costs were 
made for all plant equipment using a Chemical Engineering Index of 570.8. With this the Total 
Bare Module cost, the Total Direct Permanent Investment and Total Capital Investment was 
calculated. The Total Capital Investment is estimated to be $ 43 Million.  
Bare Module Costs 
Table 35: Bare Module Cost Summary 
Fabricated Equipment     $4,410,467   
Process Machinery     $17,283,882   
Spares      -     
Storage      $1,987,114   
Other Equipment    -     
Catalysts     -     
Computers, Software, Etc.    -     
       
Total Bare Module Costs:      $23,700,000*  
 
  




Direct Permanent Investment 
Table 36: Direct Permanent Investment Summary 
Cost of Site Preparations:    $2,368,146   
Cost of Service Facilities:     $1,184,073   
Allocated Costs for utility plants and related facilities:  -     
       
Direct Permanent Investment    $27,000,000  
 
Total Depreciable Capital 
Table 37: Total Depreciable Capital Summary 
Cost of Contingencies & Contractor Fees   $4,902,063   
       
       
Total Depreciable 
Capital 
     $32,100,000  
 
 
Total Permanent Investment 
Table 38: Total Permanent Investment Summary 
Cost of Land:     $642,715   
Cost of Royalties:     -     
Cost of Plant Start-Up:     $3,213,575   
       
Total Permanent Investment - Unadjusted    $35,992,036  
Site Factor      1.00 
Total Permanent Investment     $36,000,000  
 
  





Table 39: Working Capital Summary 
   2015 2016 2017 
Accounts Receivable   $3,311,587   $1,655,794   $1,655,794  
Cash Reserves   $664,980   $332,490   $332,490  
Accounts Payable   $(2,917,641)  $(1,458,821)  $(1,458,821) 
1-Hexene and 1-Octene 
Inventory 
 $2,980,429   $1,490,214   $1,490,214  
Raw Materials   $162,975   $81,487   $81,487  
Total    $4,202,329   $2,101,164   $2,101,164  
      
Present Value at 15%   $3,654,199   $1,588,782   $1,381,550  
 
Table 40: Total Capital Investment 
Total Capital 
Investment 





Since this is a grass-roots plant, the site preparation cost was set at 10% of Total Bare Module 
Costs.  All utilities are bought from vendors and as such there was no cost for offsite utilities 
incorporated into the Total Capital Investment. The cost of service utilities was however set at 5 
% of Total Bare Module Costs due to the high rate of use of utilities on the plant.  The 
Contingency  and  Contractor’s  fee  is  calculated  as  18  %  of  the  Direct  Permanent  Investment.  
Land cost is evaluated at 2 % of Total Direct Capital while Plant Startup Cost is estimated as 10 
% of TDC. Since scientists associated with the design team developed the patent for the process 
reaction, there are no royalty costs included.  
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To estimate the working capital, it was assumed that there are 30 days of accounts receivable, 
cash reserves and accounts payable, as well as 27 days of olefin product inventory and 2 days of 
raw materials.  
Economic Analysis 
The economic analysis of this process takes into account a 15-year production life of the plant, 
with a 5-year MACRS depreciation schedule. The income tax rate used is set at 37%, and the 
Weighted Average Cost of Capital is determined to be 15%, based on the industry averages. This 
value will be used to calculate for the Net Present Value of the project. No inflation rate is 
assumed in the preliminary economic analysis. The plant construction and design is scheduled 
for 2014, and the production capacity for the end of year 1 (Operational EOY 1) will be 50%. 
Production will then ramp to 75% by EOY 2 of production, and will reach 95% production 
capacity by EOY 3 of production, for the rest of plant life.  
With a Return on Investment (ROI) of 15.5%, the venture promises a very efficient 
investment, with a break-even point after 7 years of production. The ROI is calculated below.  
𝑁𝑒𝑡  𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = (𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙  𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 − 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒  𝑇𝑎𝑥) 
𝑅𝑂𝐼 =
𝑁𝑒𝑡  𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 
Table 41 
ROI Analysis (Third Production Year) 
Annual Sales 80,581,960 
Annual Costs (66,808,660) 
Depreciation (2,879,363) 
Income Tax (4,030,757) 
Net Earnings 6,863,180 
Total Capital Investment 44,396,694 
ROI 15.46% 




In addition to the ROI, the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is another method to analyze the 
profitability of this project. The IRR for this process is 19%, and the Net Present Value of this 
project is $7,800,000. 
From these profitability measures, it can be deduced with a high level of certainty that this 
process is economically attractive. While the upfront capital investment may be large, the break-
even point, and return on investment, and the IRR suggest a profitable business venture that 
introduces a high level of flexibility for product split fractions to keep up with the market 
demand. Further profitability analysis is conducted below, including a sensitivity analysis on cost 
parameters. 
In a sensitivity analysis of the variable cost versus the price of the 1-hexene and 1-octene 
product, there are two trends to be noted. The price of product shows a positive correlation with 
the IRR, such that as the price of the products decrease, the IRR decreases, showing a less 
profitable venture. This relation is very intuitive, and can be seen in the figure below. 
 
Figure 28: Variation of IRR with Product Price 




Though market trends for the price of linear alpha olefins do not present any reason for concern, 
it is important to keep in mind that if the price of the weighted product goes below $0.48/lb, the 
project would no longer be profitable, and the IRR would reach 0%.  
Another intuitive relation is the sensitivity of the Variable Costs in relation to the IRR (and the 
profitability of the project). As shown below, an increase in the variable costs will reduce the 
profitability of the projects directly. In the case of variable costs, the maximum variable cost for 
a positive IRR is around $75,000. It is critical that the utility, material, and general expenses are 
minimized through optimizations such as performing sensitivities on tray towers to reduce 
condenser duties, and heat integration for heat exchangers. If variable costs go above the $75,000 
threshold, the venture is no longer profitable.   
 
Figure 29: Variation of IRR with Variable Cost 
 
 





Similar to the figures above, the results of the sensitivity analysis can be tabulated with a two-
variable approach, to compare the combined effects of two variables on the IRR. Based on the 
two sensitivity analyses, the most sensitive variables are that of the variable costs and the product 
price. For the variable costs, a 10% increase in variable costs incurs a 40% decrease in the IRR. 
Similarly, a 10% decrease in the market price of the products will incur a 45% decrease in the 
IRR. This shows that the profitability of the venture is most sensitive to the price of the product. 
The fixed costs seem to have a linear correlation with the IRR, and are only slightly sensitive in 
regard to the fixed costs variability for the plan. 
 
 
Figure 30: Variation of IRR with fixed costs 
  
 









$32,574,670 $39,089,604 $45,604,539 $52,119,473 $58,634,407 $65,149,341 $71,664,275 $78,179,209 $84,694,143 $91,209,077 $97,724,011
19.00% 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
$0.48 0.5 3.78% -22.95% Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR
$0.57 0.6 18.26% 7.68% -9.66% Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR
$0.67 0.7 28.98% 20.71% 10.99% -2.69% Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR
$0.77 0.8 38.23% 30.92% 22.98% 13.92% 2.20% Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR
$0.86 0.9 46.65% 39.88% 32.77% 25.12% 16.56% 6.10% -10.78% Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR
$0.96 1 54.50% 48.10% 41.48% 34.54% 27.14% 19.00% 9.41% -4.09% Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR
$1.05 1.1 61.92% 55.80% 49.51% 43.02% 36.24% 29.07% 21.26% 12.33% 0.75% Negative IRR Negative IRR
$1.15 1.2 69.01% 63.10% 57.07% 50.88% 44.51% 37.88% 30.90% 23.39% 14.96% 4.62% -11.69%
$1.24 1.3 75.81% 70.08% 64.25% 58.30% 52.22% 45.96% 39.47% 32.66% 25.40% 17.39% 7.92%
$1.34 1.4 82.37% 76.79% 71.13% 65.37% 59.51% 53.52% 47.36% 41.00% 34.36% 27.31% 19.64%








$2,458,393 $2,950,072 $3,441,750 $3,933,429 $4,425,108 $4,916,786 $5,408,465 $5,900,144 $6,391,822 $6,883,501 $7,375,180
19.00% 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
$0.48 0.5 Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR
$0.57 0.6 Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR
$0.67 0.7 Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR
$0.77 0.8 -8.57% -10.67% -13.00% -15.62% -18.58% Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR Negative IRR
$0.86 0.9 11.03% 10.08% 9.12% 8.13% 7.13% 6.10% 5.04% 3.95% 2.82% 1.65% 0.44%
$0.96 1 22.87% 22.10% 21.33% 20.56% 19.78% 19.00% 18.21% 17.41% 16.61% 15.80% 14.98%
$1.05 1.1 32.57% 31.87% 31.17% 30.47% 29.77% 29.07% 28.36% 27.66% 26.95% 26.24% 25.53%
$1.15 1.2 41.20% 40.54% 39.87% 39.21% 38.55% 37.88% 37.22% 36.55% 35.89% 35.23% 34.56%
$1.24 1.3 49.17% 48.53% 47.88% 47.24% 46.60% 45.96% 45.31% 44.67% 44.03% 43.39% 42.75%
$1.34 1.4 56.66% 56.03% 55.40% 54.77% 54.14% 53.52% 52.89% 52.26% 51.64% 51.01% 50.39%










Table 21: Sensitivity Analysis for effect of Product Price and Variable Cost in IRR 
Table 42 3: Sensitivity Analysis for effect of Product Price and FIxed Cost in IRR 













After analysis of the design requirements and profitability of the plant, the design team 
concludes that the construction and running of this plant is a viable idea. The design currently 
achieves approximately 80 MM lb/yr of linear alpha-olefins at competitive purities. The 
expected internal rate of return is 19.0 %, with a Return on Investment of 15.5 % and a Net 
Present Value of $ 7.8 million.  
The 99% purity of 1-octene and 99.9 % purity of 1-hexene obtained from the process allows the 
product to be competitive with the growing amount of olefin suppliers. 1-hexene and 1-octene 
continue to be very important compounds that are used mainly as copolymers in polymerization 
processes. The demand for these products are expected to increase over the lifespan of this plant, 
adding certainty to the positive profitability measures estimated. 
This growth in demand for linear-alpha olefins may be accompanied by increasing production 
activity by major suppliers such as Shell, INEOS and Chevron. It is recommended that prior to 
the undertaking of this project, possible price fluctuations based on such supply-side shocks be 
investigated, to ensure that the plant still remains profitable. With regards to ethylene, the main 
raw material for the plant, price is expected to remain relatively unchanged in the near future due 
to the large ethylene supply levels; thus increasing the profitability of the plant.  
It will also be beneficial to do more research about the catalyst used, to get more information 
about the effects of temperature and pressure on composition of products and the conversion of 
ethylene. Any information on the kinetics and thermodynamics of the reaction could prevent the 
need for a second catalyst storage tank as reactor conditions could be manipulated to change 
product compositions instead of feeding a different composition of catalysts to the same reactor 
for the same effect. Furthermore a compound that stops catalyst activity will be very beneficial 
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as this will prevent the need for a drastic fractional distillation separation to remove all catalysts 
and cumene as quickly as possible. This should greatly reduce distillation tower costs. 
On the whole, the design team recommends the construction of this ethylene to linear-alpha 
olefin plant due to its profitability and the positive market outlook for the products made.  
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Appendix A: Unit Sizing and Costing 
Table 44: C-100 
Equipment Category Fans, Blowers, Compressors 
Subtype 1 Compressors 
Subtype 2 Centrifugal Compressor 
Construction Material Cast Iron/Carbon-Steel 
Drive Electric Motor Drive 
   
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
   
Consumed Power, Hp 60.6 
Applicable Range 200 - 30,000 Hp 
   
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $52,231.23  
Material Factor 1.00 
Drive Factor 1.00 
   
Bare-Module Factor 2.15 
   
CE Index 500 
   
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $112,297.15  
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Table 45: C-101 
Equipment Category Fans, Blowers, Compressors 
Subtype 1 Compressors 
Subtype 2 Centrifugal Compressor 
Construction Material Cast Iron/Carbon-Steel 
Drive Electric Motor Drive 
   
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
   
Consumed Power, Hp 2666.24 
Applicable Range 200 - 30,000 Hp 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $1,078,131.08  
Material Factor 1.00 
Drive Factor 1.00 
   
Bare-Module Factor 2.15 
   
CE Index 500 
   
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $2,317,981.81  
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Table 46: P-100 
Bottoms Rate (ft3/hr) 7762.041  SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 0  2 Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 7762.041  Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 967.7349786   
Pressure Rise (psi) 666   
Ws (Hp) 375.8147146   
Bottoms Density (lb/ft3) 53.26   
Pump Head (ft) 1800.675929   
Size Factor 41065.22611   
FT 8.9   
FM 1.35   
CP, Pump $116,546.83   
    
FT 1.8  Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.768313264   
ηM 0.927750549   
Pc (Hp) 527.234996   
CP,Motor $53,750.77   
    
CBM $561,982.10   
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Table 47: P-101 
Bottoms Rate (ft3/hr) 9501.74  SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 0  1 Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 9501.74  Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 1184.632516   
Pressure Rise (psi) 25   
Ws (Hp) 17.26898332   
Bottoms Density (lb/ft3) 46.73   
Pump Head (ft) 77.03830516   
Size Factor 10397.69344   
FT 1.7   
FM 1.35   
CP, Pump $12,341.40   
    
FT 1.8  Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.783048477   
ηM 0.881265156   
Pc (Hp) 25.02485225   
CP,Motor $2,871.23   
    
CBM $50,201.69   
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Table 48: P-102 
Bottoms Rate (ft3/hr) 554.7678 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 0 1 Stage, 1800 rpm, HSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 554.7678 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 69.16585535  
Pressure Rise (psi) 170.53  
Ws (Hp) 6.87758009  
Bottoms Density (lb/ft3) 47.10  
Pump Head (ft) 521.3656051  
Size Factor 1579.293837  
FT 2  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $8,888.72  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.486200782  
ηM 0.871740707  
Pc (Hp) 16.2267923  
CP,Motor $1,995.34  
   
CBM $35,917.38  
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Table 49: P-103 
Bottoms Rate (ft3/hr) 215.2186  SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 0  1 Stage, 3600 rpm, vSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 215.2186  Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 26.83244874   
Pressure Rise (psi) 30   
Ws (Hp) 0.469380103   
Bottoms Density (lb/ft3) 36.10   
Pump Head (ft) 119.66759   
Size Factor 293.5273548   
FT 1   
FM 1.35   
CP, Pump $3,915.93   
    
FT 1.8  Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.344249961   
ηM 0.809715479   
Pc (Hp) 1.683907902   
CP,Motor $665.42   
    
CBM $15,118.44   
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Table 50: CP-100 
Distilate Rate (ft3/hr) 554.77 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 0.05047026 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 582.7693861 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 72.65696219  
Pressure Rise (psi) 15  
Ws (Hp) 0.635494224  
Distillate Density (lb/ft3) 47.17  
Pump Head (ft) 45.79181683  
Size Factor 491.6671283  
FT 1  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $3,945.65  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.492994595  
ηM 0.807982232  
Pc (Hp) 1.595392842  
CP,Motor $658.15  
   
CBM $15,192.56  
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Table 51: RP-100 
Bottoms Rate (ft3/hr) 9912.99664 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 0 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 9912.99664 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 1235.90607  
Pressure Rise (psi) 10  
Ws (Hp) 7.206569474  
Bottoms Density (lb/ft3) 40.22  
Pump Head (ft) 35.80223428  
Size Factor 7395.040051  
FT 1.5  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $9,696.49  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.786011575  
ηM 0.861747686  
Pc (Hp) 10.63945813  
CP,Motor $1,464.88  
   
CBM $36,832.52  
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Table 52: CP-101 
Distilate Rate (ft3/hr) 1889.12869 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 0.29999997 2 Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 2455.86724 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 306.1860445  
Pressure Rise (psi) 15  
Ws (Hp) 2.678056676  
Distillate Density (lb/ft3) 1.61  
Pump Head (ft) 1338.847526  
Size Factor 11203.42865  
FT 2.7  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $20,137.94  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.665795977  
ηM 0.840874586  
Pc (Hp) 4.783517532  
CP,Motor $932.87  
   
CBM $69,533.66  
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Table 53: RP-101 
Bottoms Rate (ft3/hr) 687.860495 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 0 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 687.860495 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 85.75923026  
Pressure Rise (psi) 10  
Ws (Hp) 0.500062153  
Bottoms Density (lb/ft3) 33.61  
Pump Head (ft) 42.8394169  
Size Factor 561.3098324  
FT 1  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $3,970.98  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.515441489  
ηM 0.799032034  
Pc (Hp) 1.214172584  
CP,Motor $627.28  
   
CBM $15,174.27  
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Table 54: CP-102 
Distilate Rate (ft3/hr) 185.501208 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 2.61262572 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 670.1464351 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 83.5507241  
Pressure Rise (psi) 15  
Ws (Hp) 0.730776528  
Distillate Density (lb/ft3) 34.02  
Pump Head (ft) 63.48322175  
Size Factor 665.7017483  
FT 1  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $4,014.59  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.511952897  
ηM 0.811121917  
Pc (Hp) 1.759820807  
CP,Motor $671.68  
   
CBM $15,464.69  
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Table 55: RP-102 
Bottoms Rate (ft3/hr) 450.905399 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 0 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 450.905399 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 56.21677683  
Pressure Rise (psi) 10  
Ws (Hp) 0.327800079  
Bottoms Density (lb/ft3) 37.28  
Pump Head (ft) 38.62593711  
Size Factor 349.385966  
FT 1  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $3,913.83  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.456963479  
ηM 0.789201985  
Pc (Hp) 0.908948742  
CP,Motor $602.81  
   
CBM $14,904.92  
CE Adjusted $17,015.45  
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Table 56: CP-103 
Distilate Rate (ft3/hr) 144.65457 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 6.17331133 2 Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 1037.652266 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 129.3696327  
Pressure Rise (psi) 15  
Ws (Hp) 1.131531677  
Distillate Density (lb/ft3) 36.09  
Pump Head (ft) 59.84268621  
Size Factor 1000.778312  
FT 1  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $4,171.51  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.568260396  
ηM 0.821107692  
Pc (Hp) 2.425041674  
CP,Motor $727.49  
   
CBM $16,166.69  
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Table 57: RP-103 
Bottoms Rate (ft3/hr) 274.732049 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 0 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 274.732049 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 34.25230729  
Pressure Rise (psi) 10  
Ws (Hp) 0.199725236  
Bottoms Density (lb/ft3) 42.18  
Pump Head (ft) 34.13765286  
Size Factor 200.1274495  
FT 1  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $3,964.20  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.382906878  
ηM 0.778466949  
Pc (Hp) 0.670038253  
CP,Motor $582.70  
   
CBM $15,004.78  
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Table 58: CP-104 
Distilate Rate (ft3/hr) 9.02076452 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 6.83594877 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 70.68624864 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 8.812830971  
Pressure Rise (psi) 15  
Ws (Hp) 0.077081439  
Distillate Density (lb/ft3) 37.05  
Pump Head (ft) 58.30508904  
Size Factor 67.29281125  
FT 1  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $4,461.51  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.149833271  
ηM 0.777993297  
Pc (Hp) 0.661250016  
CP,Motor $581.91  
   
CBM $16,643.28  
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Table 59: RP-104 
Bottoms Rate (ft3/hr) 137.076296 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 0 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 137.076296 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 17.09003165  
Pressure Rise (psi) 10  
Ws (Hp) 0.099651991  
Bottoms Density (lb/ft3) 35.65  
Pump Head (ft) 40.39025763  
Size Factor 108.6128422  
FT 1  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $4,171.98  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.269060559  
ηM 0.766519725  
Pc (Hp) 0.483184067  
CP,Motor $563.56  
   
CBM $15,627.27  
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Table 60: CP-105 
Distilate Rate (ft3/hr) 232.3 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 5.42 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, VSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 1491.366 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 185.9365396  
Pressure Rise (psi) 5  
Ws (Hp) 0.54209807  
Distillate Density (lb/ft3) 43.09  
Pump Head (ft) 16.70921327  
Size Factor 760.0510188  
FT 1  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $4,057.26  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.61149582  
ηM 0.796130878  
Pc (Hp) 1.113524816  
CP,Motor $619.22  
   
CBM $15,432.40  
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Table 61: RP-105 
Bottoms Rate (ft3/hr) 170.57 SPECS 
Reflux Ratio 0 1 Stage, 3600 rpm, HSC case-split 
vdrum,in (ft3/hr) 170.57 Cast Steel 
Q (gpm) 21.26587006  
Pressure Rise (psi) 10  
Ws (Hp) 0.124001309  
Bottoms Density (lb/ft3) 40.99  
Pump Head (ft) 35.13051964  
Size Factor 126.0449478  
FT 1  
FM 1.35  
CP, Pump $4,105.70  
   
FT 1.8 Explosion-proof motor 
ηP 0.306106273  
ηM 0.769687727  
Pc (Hp) 0.5263074  
CP,Motor $568.56  
   
CBM $15,425.07  
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Table 62: R-100 
Vessel Type Vertical   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 25      
Diameter (ft) 14   Vessel Cost - Eq. 
(22.54) 
 $457,188.77  
     Platforms & Ladders 
Cost - Eq. (22.56) 
 $24,789.33  
Operating Pressure (psig) 661.5      
Design Pressure (psig) 751   Tray/Packing? Neither 
        
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
    Sieve 
Design Temperature (F) -20 to 650     1 
Maximum Allowable  
Stress (psig) 
13750      
       Carbon Steel 
Minimum Wall Thickness       
Inside Diameter Range 10 - 12 ft      
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.5      
          
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness Range Over 1.25in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase 
Cost 
 $481,978.10  
 Efficiency 1      
     Bare-Module Factor 4.16 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
4.7513      
Corrosion Allowance 
(in.) 
0.125   Total Bare-Module 
Cost 
 $2,005,028.89  





Vessel Wall Thickness (in) - 
Eq. (22.60/22.62) 
4.876      
Enter Round Thickness 
(in.) 
      
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
326226      
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Table 63: M-100 
      
Vessel Type Horizontal Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
   Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 25    
Diameter (ft) 9.62 Vessel Cost - Eq. 
(22.53) 
 $215,750.52  
   Platforms & Ladders 
Cost - Eq. (22.55) 
 $3,174.24  
Operating Pressure (psig) 661.5    
Design Pressure (psig) 751 Tray/Packing? Neither 
      
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
   
Design Temperature (F) -20 to 650    
Maximum Allowable  
Stress (psig) 
13750    
Minimum Wall Thickness     
Inside Diameter 
Range 
8 - 10 ft    
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.4375    
        
Weld Efficiency     
Wall Thickness Range Over 1.25in. Total f.o.b. Purchase 
Cost 
 $218,924.76  
 Efficiency 1    
   Bare-Module Factor 3.05 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
3.2616    
Corrosion Allowance 
(in.) 
0.125 Total Bare-Module 
Cost 
 $667,720.52  





Vessel Wall Thickness (in) - 
Eq. (22.60) 
3.387    
Enter Round 
Thickness (in.) 
    
      
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
140654    
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Table 64 : T-100 
Vessel Type Tower   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 130      
Diameter (ft) 18   Vessel Cost - Eq. (22.57)  $629,620.21  
     Platforms & Ladders Cost - 
Eq. (22.58) 
 $92,847.17  
Operating Pressure (psig) 67.263      
Design Pressure 
(psig) 
89   Tray/Packing? Tray 
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
  Tray Type Sieve 




13750      
     Tray Material Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
     Number of Trays 59 
Minimum Wall Thickness    Tray Number Factor 59.0 
Inside Diameter 
Range 
10 - 12 ft      
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.5      
     Tray Cost - Eq. (22.67)  $631,722.66  
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness 
Range 
Up to 1.25 in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase Cost  $1,354,190.04  
 Efficiency 0.85      
     Bare-Module Factor 4.16 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
0.9246      
Corrosion 
Allowance (in.) 
0.125   Total Bare-Module Cost  $5,633,430.55  
     CE Index Adjusted 
 
              $6,431,124.32 
 
Vessel Wall Thickness 
(in) - Eq. (22.60/22.62) 
1.050      
Enter Round 
Thickness (in.) 
      
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
351660      
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Table 65: ACC-100 
Vessel Type Horizontal   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 14.06      
Diameter (ft) 7.03   Vessel Cost - Eq. 
(22.53) 
 $33,567.71  
     Platforms & Ladders 
Cost - Eq. (22.55) 
 $2,978.45  
Operating Pressure (psig) 45      
Design Pressure (psig) 61   Tray/Packing? Neither 
        
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-
285 Grade C) 
     
Design Temperature (F) -20 to 650      
Maximum Allowable  
Stress (psig) 
13750      
Minimum Wall Thickness       
Inside Diameter 
Range 
6 - 8 ft      
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.375      
          
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness Range Up to 1.25 in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase 
Cost 
 $36,546.16  
 Efficiency 0.85      
     Bare-Module Factor 3.05 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
0.2220      
Corrosion Allowance 
(in.) 
0.125   Total Bare-Module 
Cost 
 $111,465.78  
     CE Index Adjusted 
 
               $127,249.33 
 
Vessel Wall Thickness (in) - 
Eq. (22.60) 
0.500      
Enter Round 
Thickness (in.) 
      
        
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
8927      
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Table 66: T-101 
Vessel Type Tower   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 96      
Diameter (ft) 4   Vessel Cost - Eq. 
(22.57) 
 $151,596.41  
     Platforms & Ladders 
Cost - Eq. (22.58) 
 $28,095.12  
Operating Pressure (psig) 203.29      
Design Pressure (psig) 249   Tray/Packing? Tray 
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
  Tray Type Sieve 
Design Temperature (F) -20 to 650   Tray Type Factor 1 
Maximum Allowable  
Stress (psig) 
13750      
     Tray Material Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
     Number of Trays 42 
Minimum Wall Thickness    Tray Number 
Factor 
42.0 
Inside Diameter Range Up to 4 ft      
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.25      
     Tray Cost - Eq. 
(22.67) 
 $39,408.54  
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness Range Up to 1.25 in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase 
Cost 
 $219,100.07  
 Efficiency 0.85      
     Bare-Module Factor 4.16 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
0.8230      
Corrosion Allowance 
(in.) 
0.125   Total Bare-Module 
Cost 
 $911,456.30  




Vessel Wall Thickness (in) - 
Eq. (22.60/22.62) 
0.948      
Enter Round Thickness 
(in.) 
      
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
49210      
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Table 67: ACC-101 
Vessel Type Horizontal   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 5.46      
Diameter (ft) 2.73   Vessel Cost - Eq. 
(22.53) 
 $12,316.74  
     Platforms & Ladders 
Cost - Eq. (22.55) 
 $2,458.17  
Operating Pressure (psig) 45      
Design Pressure 
(psig) 
61   Tray/Packing? Neither 
        
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
     




13750      
Minimum Wall Thickness       
Inside Diameter 
Range 
Up to 4 ft      
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.25      
          
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness 
Range 
Up to 1.25 in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase 
Cost 
 $14,774.91  
 Efficiency 0.85      
     Bare-Module Factor 3.05 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
0.0862      
Corrosion 
Allowance (in.) 
0.125   Total Bare-Module 
Cost 
 $45,063.46  
     CE Index Adjusted 
 
                  $51,444.45 
 
Vessel Wall Thickness (in) 
- Eq. (22.60) 
0.375      
Enter Round 
Thickness (in.) 
      
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
1015      
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Table 68: T-102 
Vessel Type Tower   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 98      
Diameter (ft) 3   Vessel Cost - Eq. (22.57)  $111,011.29  
     Platforms & Ladders Cost 
- Eq. (22.58) 
 $23,806.91  
Operating Pressure (psig) 98      
Design Pressure (psig) 126   Tray/Packing? Tray 
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
  Tray Type Sieve 
Design Temperature (F) -20 to 650   Tray Type Factor 1 
Maximum Allowable  
Stress (psig) 
13750      
     Tray Material Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
     Number of Trays 43 
Minimum Wall Thickness    Tray Number Factor 43.0 
Inside Diameter Range Up to 4 ft      
Minimum Thickness (in.) 0.25      
     Tray Cost - Eq. (22.67)  $33,906.72  
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness Range Up to 1.25 in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase 
Cost 
 $168,724.92  
 Efficiency 0.85      
     Bare-Module Factor 4.16 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
0.6569      
Corrosion Allowance (in.) 0.125   Total Bare-Module Cost  $701,895.65  
     CE Index Adjusted 
 
          $801,284.07 
 
Vessel Wall Thickness (in) - Eq. 
(22.60/22.62) 
0.782      
Enter Round Thickness 
(in.) 
      
        
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
30869      
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Table 69: ACC-102 
Vessel Type Horizontal   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 7.71      
Diameter (ft) 3.86   Vessel Cost - Eq. (22.53)  $16,180.51  
     Platforms & Ladders Cost 
- Eq. (22.55) 
 $2,636.73  
Operating Pressure (psig) 45      
Design Pressure (psig) 61   Tray/Packing? Neither 
        
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
     
Design Temperature (F) -20 to 650      
Maximum Allowable  
Stress (psig) 
13750      
Minimum Wall Thickness       
Inside Diameter Range Up to 4 ft      
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.25      
          
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness Range Up to 1.25 in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase Cost  $18,817.25  
 Efficiency 0.85      
     Bare-Module Factor 3.05 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
0.1218      
Corrosion Allowance 
(in.) 
0.125   Total Bare-Module Cost  $57,392.61  
     CE Index Adjusted 
 
            $65,519.40 
 
Vessel Wall Thickness (in) - 
Eq. (22.60) 
0.375      
Enter Round Thickness 
(in.) 
      
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
2019      
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Table 70: T-103 
Vessel Type Tower   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 130      
Diameter (ft) 4   Vessel Cost - Eq. (22.57)  $166,024.98  
     Platforms & Ladders 
Cost - Eq. (22.58) 
 $35,824.54  
Operating Pressure (psig) 45      
Design Pressure (psig) 61   Tray/Packing? Tray 
        
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
  Tray Type Sieve 
Design Temperature (F) -20 to 650   Tray Type Factor 1 
Maximum Allowable  
Stress (psig) 
13750      
     Tray Material Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
     Number of Trays 59 
Minimum Wall Thickness    Tray Number Factor 59.0 
Inside Diameter Range Up to 4 ft      
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.25      
     Tray Cost - Eq. (22.67)  $55,359.62  
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness Range Up to 1.25 in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase 
Cost 
 $257,209.14  
 Efficiency 0.85      
     Bare-Module Factor 4.16 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
0.6840      
Corrosion Allowance 
(in.) 
0.125   Total Bare-Module Cost  $1,069,990.02  
     CE Index Adjusted 
 
  $1,221,500.61 
 
Vessel Wall Thickness (in) - 
Eq. (22.60/22.62) 
0.809      
Enter Round Thickness 
(in.) 
      
        
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
56228      
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Table 71: ACC-103 
Vessel Type Horizontal   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 8.92      
Diameter (ft) 4.46   Vessel Cost - Eq. (22.53)  $19,724.67  
     Platforms & Ladders 
Cost - Eq. (22.55) 
 $2,715.50  
Operating Pressure (psig) 45      
Design Pressure (psig) 61   Tray/Packing? Neither 
        
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
     
Design Temperature (F) -20 to 650      
Maximum Allowable  
Stress (psig) 
13750      
Minimum Wall Thickness       
Inside Diameter Range 4 - 6 ft      
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.3125      
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness Range Up to 1.25 in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase 
Cost 
 $22,440.17  
 Efficiency 0.85      
     Bare-Module Factor 3.05 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
0.1408      
Corrosion Allowance 
(in.) 
0.125   Total Bare-Module Cost  $68,442.52  
     CE Index Adjusted 
 
            $78,133.99 
 
Vessel Wall Thickness (in) - 
Eq. (22.60) 
0.438      
Enter Round Thickness 
(in.) 
      
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
3149      
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Table 72: T-104 
Vessel Type Tower   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 158      
Diameter (ft) 2   Vessel Cost - Eq. (22.57)  $252,544.73  
     Platforms & Ladders 
Cost - Eq. (22.58) 
 $27,007.72  
Operating Pressure (psig) 45      
Design Pressure (psig) 61   Tray/Packing? Tray 
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
  Tray Type Sieve 
Design Temperature (F) -20 to 650   Tray Type Factor 1 
Maximum Allowable  
Stress (psig) 
13750      
     Tray Material Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
     Number of Trays 73 
Minimum Wall Thickness    Tray Number 
Factor 
73.0 
Inside Diameter Range Up to 4 ft      
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.25      
     Tray Cost - Eq. (22.67)  $48,374.48  
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness Range Up to 1.25 in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase 
Cost 
 $327,926.92  
 Efficiency 0.85      
     Bare-Module Factor 4.16 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
2.1601      
Corrosion Allowance 
(in.) 
0.125   Total Bare-Module Cost  $1,364,176.01  
     CE Index Adjusted 
 
    $1,557,343.33 
 
Vessel Wall Thickness (in) - 
Eq. (22.60/22.62) 
2.285      
Enter Round Thickness 
(in.) 
      
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
102480      
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Table 73: ACC-104 
Vessel Type Horizontal   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 3.68      
Diameter (ft) 1.84   Vessel Cost - Eq. (22.53)  $9,487.42  
     Platforms & Ladders 
Cost - Eq. (22.55) 
 $2,268.96  
Operating Pressure (psig) 45      
Design Pressure (psig) 61   Tray/Packing? Neither 
        
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
     
Design Temperature (F) -20 to 650      
Maximum Allowable  
Stress (psig) 
13750      
Minimum Wall Thickness       
Inside Diameter Range Up to 4 ft      
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.25      
          
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness Range Up to 1.25 in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase 
Cost 
 $11,756.38  
 Efficiency 0.85      
     Bare-Module Factor 3.05 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
0.0581      
Corrosion Allowance 
(in.) 
0.125   Total Bare-Module Cost  $35,856.96  
     CE Index Adjusted 
 
           $40,934.31 
 
Vessel Wall Thickness (in) - 
Eq. (22.60) 
0.375      
Enter Round Thickness 
(in.) 
      
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
463      
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Table 74: T-105 
Vessel Type Tower   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 154      
Diameter (ft) 5   Vessel Cost - Eq. (22.57)  $230,230.32  
     Platforms & Ladders 
Cost - Eq. (22.58) 
 $47,262.92  
Operating Pressure (psig) 45      
Design Pressure (psig) 61   Tray/Packing? Tray 
        
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
  Tray Type Sieve 
Design Temperature (F) -20 to 650   Tray Type Factor 1 
Maximum Allowable  
Stress (psig) 
13750      
     Tray Material Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
     Number of Trays 71 
Minimum Wall Thickness    Tray Number 
Factor 
71.0 
Inside Diameter Range 4 - 6 ft      
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.3125      
     Tray Cost - Eq. (22.67)  $79,272.63  
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness Range Up to 1.25 in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase 
Cost 
 $356,765.87  
 Efficiency 0.85      
     Bare-Module Factor 4.16 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
0.7499      
Corrosion Allowance 
(in.) 
0.125   Total Bare-Module Cost  $1,484,146.01  
     CE Index Adjusted 
 
        $1,694,301.09 
 
Vessel Wall Thickness (in) - 
Eq. (22.60/22.62) 
0.875      
Enter Round Thickness 
(in.) 
      
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
89954      
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Table 75: ACC-105 
Vessel Type Horizontal   Vessel Material (Cost) Carbon Steel 
     Material Factor 1 
Height/Length (ft) 10.03      
Diameter (ft) 5.02   Vessel Cost - Eq. (22.53)  $22,059.10  
     Platforms & Ladders 
Cost - Eq. (22.55) 
 $2,781.39  
Operating Pressure (psig) 45      
Design Pressure (psig) 61   Tray/Packing? Neither 
        
Material (Stress) Carbon Steel (SA-285 
Grade C) 
     
Design Temperature (F) -20 to 650      
Maximum Allowable  
Stress (psig) 
13750      
Minimum Wall Thickness       
Inside Diameter 
Range 
4 - 6 ft      
Minimum Thickness 
(in.) 
0.3125      
Weld Efficiency       
Wall Thickness Range Up to 1.25 in.   Total f.o.b. Purchase 
Cost 
 $24,840.49  
 Efficiency 0.85      
     Bare-Module Factor 3.05 
Estimated Wall  
Thickness (in.) 
0.1585      
Corrosion Allowance 
(in.) 
0.125   Total Bare-Module Cost  $75,763.51  
     CE Index Adjusted 
 
       $86,491.62 
 
Vessel Wall Thickness (in) - 
Eq. (22.60) 
0.438      
Enter Round 
Thickness (in.) 
      
Vessel Weight (lbs) - Eq. 
(22.59) 
3984      
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Table 76: E-100 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Floating Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 951.75 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 691.981 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $26,053.94  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.19 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $99,825.81  
 
Table 77: E-101 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Fixed Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 1636.39 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 67 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $19,225.57  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.00 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $69,574.89  
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Table 78: E-102 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Floating Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 94.165 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 225.134 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $18,162.64  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.03 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $66,338.71  
 
Table 79: E-103 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Fixed Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 32.86 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 219.724 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $10,643.23  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.03 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $38,857.39  
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Table 80: E-104 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 U-Tube 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 1127.87 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 142.331 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $17,411.26  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.01 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $63,195.22  
 
Table 81: E-105 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Fixed Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 123.11 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 113.514 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $9,279.50  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.00 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $33,612.30  
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Table 82: E-106 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 U-Tube 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 641.04 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 73.2973 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $13,872.16  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.00 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $50,201.57  
 
Table 83: E-107 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Fixed Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 164.74 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 60.304 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $9,429.80  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.00 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $34,125.26  
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Table 84: E-108 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Fixed Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 14.85 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 60.304 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $13,640.36  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.00 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $49,362.70  
 
Table 85: E-109 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 U-Tube 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 122.66 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 111.971 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $10,216.35  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.00 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $37,001.83  
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Table 86: E-110 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 U-Tube 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 4430.04 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 285.304 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $39,104.78  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.05 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $143,546.06  
 
Table 87: E-111 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 U-Tube 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 31941 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 54.9544 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $240,147.97  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.00 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $869,064.78  
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Table 88: E-112 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Fixed Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 218.24 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 45 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $9,730.49  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.00 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $35,213.41  
 
Table 89: E-113 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 U-Tube 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 9871 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 50.14 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $74,458.94  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.00 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $269,457.36  
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Table 90: E-114 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Floating Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 2233.85 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 35.304 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $37,959.29  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.00 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $137,369.81  
 
Table 91: E-115 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Floating Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 30.2026 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 748.084 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $21,656.78  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.21 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $83,567.30  
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Table 92: E-116 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Floating Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 660.75 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 748.084 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $23,085.98  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.21 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $89,082.18  
 
Table 93: E-117 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Floating Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 127.104 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 35.304 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $18,025.19  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.00 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $65,230.85  
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Table 94: E-118 
Equipment Category Heat Exchangers 
Subtype 1 Shell & Tube 
Subtype 2 Fixed Head 
Shell/Tube Material Carbon Steel/Carbon Steel 
Tube Length 20 ft 
Pressure Select to use Pressure Factor 
Bare-Module Type Use Bare-Module Factor 
Surface Area, A, ft^2 1537.8 
Applicable Range 150 - 12,000 ft^2 
Shell-Side Pressure, psig 84.5996 
Applicable Range 0 - 2,000 psig 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $18,602.07  
Material Factor 1.00 
Tube Length Factor 1.00 
Pressure Factor 1.00 
Bare-Module Factor 3.17 
CE Index 570.8 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $67,318.53  
 
Table 95: V-105 
Equipment Category Storage Tanks 
Subtype 1 Cone Roof 
Volume, V, gal 63000 
Applicable Range 10,000 - 1,000,000 gal 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $74,286.44  
Bare-Module Factor 1 
CE Index 500 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $74,286.44  
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Table 96: V-101/V-107 
Equipment Category Storage Tanks 
Subtype 1 Cone Roof 
Volume, V, gal 5000 
Applicable Range 10,000 - 1,000,000 gal 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $20,404.25  
Bare-Module Factor 1 
CE Index 500 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $20,404.25  
Adjusted Bare-Module Cost  $23,293.49  
 
Table 97: V-102/V-102B/V-103/V-103B 
Equipment Category Storage Tanks 
Subtype 1 Cone Roof 
Volume, V, gal 500000 
Applicable Range 10,000 - 1,000,000 gal 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $213,658.70  
Bare-Module Factor 1 
CE Index 500 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $213,658.70  
Adjusted Bare-Module Cost  $243,912.77  
 
Table 98: V-104 
Equipment Category Storage Tanks 
Subtype 1 Cone Roof 
Volume, V, gal 120000 
Applicable Range 10,000 - 1,000,000 gal 
Equipment Base f.o.b. Cost  $103,187.79  
Bare-Module Factor 1 
CE Index 500 
Equipment Bare-Module Cost  $103,187.79  
Adjusted Bare-Module Cost  $117,799.18  
 
  




Table 99: Detailed Design for E-100 
Property To,in (80°F) To,out (110°F) To,avg (95°F) 
cp (BTU/lb-°F) 0.999 0.999 0.999 
k (BTU/hr-ft-°F) 0.335 0.335 0.335 
density (lb/ft3) 62.241 61.810 62.026 
µ (cP) 0.890 0.596 0.658 
 
Table 100: Detailed Design for E-100 (b) 
Ti,in (125.5°F) Ti,out (113°F) Ti,avg (119.25°F) 
0.452 0.444 0.448 
0.062 0.063 0.062 
45.272 45.666 45.469 
0.178 0.190 0.183 
 
Table 101: Detailed Design for E-100 (c) 
Q (BTU/hr) -2644323.710 
mi (lb/hr) 472267.660 
Ui (BTU/ft2-hr-°F) 120.000 




Ai (ft2) 1099.673 
ui (ft/s) 6.500 
Aci (ft2) 0.444 
Di (in) 0.620 
Nt 211.716 
L (ft) 8.000 
At (ft2/tube) 1.299 
Np 4.000 
Ds (in) 37.000(Square Pitch) 
bmin (in) 7.400 
bmax (in) 37.000 
b (in) 30.000 
 






Table 102: Detailed Design for E-100 (d) 
Do (in) 0.750 
De (in) 0.948 
Acfo (ft2) 1.927 




ho (BTU/ft2-hr-°F) 128.174 
Nreversals 3.200 
Ks 3.520 






-ΔPo (psi) 0.0004 
 











hi (BTU/ft2-hr-°F) 569.560 
fD 0.017 
Gi 295.544 
-ΔPi (psi) 2.645 
  
U (BTU/ft2-hr-°F) 121.8721079 
Error (BTU/ft2-hr-°F) 1.872 
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APPENDIX B: MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS 
 
Material Safety Data Sheet for Ethylene 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Synonyms: Ethylene, Ethene   
Chemical Name: Ethylene 
  Chemical Family: Petrochemical   
Material Use: Feedstock for chemical and polymer synthesis  




2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
HMIS Ratings: Health: 3 Fire: 4 Physical Hazard: 2 Personal Protection: chemical goggles, 
gloves, respirator Hazard Scale: 0 = Minimal 1 = Slight 2 = Moderate 3 = Serious 4 = Severe * = 
Chronic hazard 
NFPA Ratings: Health: 3 Fire: 4 Reactivity: 2  Hazard Scale: 0 = Minimal 1 = Slight 2 = 
Moderate 3 = Serious 4 = Severe 
Emergency Overview 
DANGER! EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE LIQUEFIED GAS. This product is a colourless liquefied 
gas while under high pressure with a sweet hydrocarbon odour. Ethylene is highly volatile, when 
released it will disperse as a highly flammable vapour cloud. Consider need for immediate 
emergency isolation and evacuation. Vapours may travel to some distant source of ignition and 
flash back. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO EXTINGUISH A GAS FIRE UNLESS LEAK SOURCE CAN 
BE ISOLATED AND SHUT OFF. Contact with liquefied gas may cause frostbite. Excessive 
inhalation of this product causes headache, dizziness, nausea and loss of coordination and in 
extreme conditions coma and possibly death. 
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Potential Health Effects: Eye - Contact with the liquefied gas may cause severe injury or 
frostbite. 
Potential Health Effects: Skin - Contact with the liquefied gas may result in severe blistering, 
injury or frostbite. Product does not penetrate through the skin. 
Potential Health Effects: Ingestion - If swallowed, the liquefied gas may cause serious injury or 
frostbite. 
Potential Health Effects: Inhalation - This product is a mildly narcotic asphyxiant gas that can 
cause unconsciousness/death if OXYGEN levels are sufficiently reduced. Excessive inhalation 
causes headache, dizziness, nausea, loss of coordination, and in extreme conditions, coma and 
possibly death. High concentrations may trigger heartbeat irregularities, and possible cardiac 
sensitization. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. FIRST AID MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
First Aid: Eyes 
Remove contact lenses, if it can be done safely. Immediately flush eyes with water for at least 
15 minutes, while holding eyelids open. Seek medical attention if symptoms develop or persist. 
First Aid: Skin 
Wash immediately with soap and water. Seek medical attention if symptoms develop or persist. 
Thaw frostbite slowly with lukewarm water. DO NOT RUB affected area. Do not pull off adherent 
clothing or objects. Seek medical attention at once. 
First Aid: Inhalation 
Move affected individual to non-contaminated air. Loosen tight clothing such as a collar, tie, belt 
or waistband to facilitate breathing. Seek immediate medical attention if the individual is not 
breathing, is unconscious or if any other symptoms persist. WARNING: Contact through mouth-
to-mouth resuscitation may pose a secondary risk to the rescuer. Avoid mouth-to-mouth contact 
by using a mouth shield or guard to perform artificial respiration. 
First Aid: Ingestion 
DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING. Loosen tight clothing such as a collar, tie, belt or waistband. 
Seek immediate medical attention. Examine the lips and mouth to ascertain whether the tissues 
are damaged. Thaw frostbite in mouth slowly with lukewarm water, ensuring that the conscious 
affected individual does not gag or choke. If the individual is not breathing, qualified personnel 
should perform mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. WARNING: Contact through mouth-to-mouth 
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resuscitation may pose a secondary risk to the rescuer. Avoid mouth-to-mouth contact by using 
a mouth shield or guard to perform artificial respiration. 
First Aid: Notes to Physician 
For more detailed medical emergency support information call 1-800-561-6682 or 1-403-314-
8767 (24 hours, NOVA Chemicals Emergency Response). Treat unconsciousness, frostbite 
nausea, hypotension, seizures and cardiac arrhythmias in the conventional manner. 
Sympathomimetics or catecholamines should be avoided or used with caution (lowest effective 
dose) because of possible cardiac sensitization. Administer oxygen by mask if there is 
respiratory distress. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. FIREFIGHTING MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
General Fire Hazards 
Pipeline and container explosion hazards are extremely high when this product is exposed to 
heat or flame. May BLEVE explosively when heated or involved in a fire. Use massive quantities 
of water to cool fire-exposed pipelines or containers. Immediately withdraw in case of fire and 
container venting or heat discolouration of a container. Vapours may travel to some distant 
source of ignition and flash back. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO EXTINGUISH A GAS FIRE UNLESS 
LEAK SOURCE CAN BE ISOLATED AND SHUT OFF. Be aware of possibility of re-ignition. 
When pressure in a container needs to be controlled consider setting up emergency flaring. 
Consider need for immediate emergency isolation and evacuation for at least 800 metres (1/2 
mile). If a pipeline or a storage vessel is involved in a fire, ISOLATE for 1600 metres (1 mile) in 
all directions. 
Explosion Hazards 
Vapours may form an explosive mixture with air. Keep containers away from source of heat or 
fire. Highly explosive in the presence of sparks, fire, heat and oxidizing agents. Containers may 
explode when heated and rocket away. 
Hazardous Combustion Products 
Upon combustion, this product emits carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and/or low molecular 
weight hydrocarbons. 
Extinguishing Media 
Dry chemical, foam, carbon dioxide, and water fog. Do not use water jets. Adding water directly 
to pooled liquid will heat liquid and increase evolution of highly flammable gas. Foam cover may 
help suppress evolution of flammable gas. Use massive quantities of water to cool fire-exposed 
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containers and to protect personnel.  DO NOT ATTEMPT TO EXTINGUISH A LEAKING GAS 
FIRE UNLESS LEAK SOURCE CAN BE ISOLATED AND SHUT OFF. Let uncontrolled fires 
burn off. Monitor water run-off for flammability, and prevent from entering sewers, drains, 
ditches or other confined or underground spaces. 
Fire Fighting Equipment/Instructions 
Reference 2008 Emergency Response Guidebook, Guide No.116P for additional details and 
instructions. Position upwind. Keep unnecessary personnel away. Move containers from fire 
area if you can do so without risk. Fight fire from maximum distance or use unmanned holders 
or monitor nozzles. Immediately withdraw in case of fire and container venting or heat 
discolouration of a container. Let uncontrolled fires burn off. Fire fighters should wear full-face, 
self-contained breathing apparatus and thermal protective clothing. Avoid inhaling any smoke 
and combustion materials. Remove and clean or destroy any contaminated clothing. Cool 
containers with flooding quantities of water until well after the fire is out. Control runoff waters to 
prevent entry into sewers, drains, ditches, underground or confined spaces and waterways. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
5. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Evacuation Procedures 
Isolate area. Keep unnecessary personnel away. Alert stand-by emergency and fire fighting 
personnel. Monitor surrounding area for buildup of flammable concentrations in air. 
Small Spills 
Isolate spill or leak area for 50 to 100 metres (164 to 328 feet). Eliminate all potential ignition 
sources. Stop leak remotely or when safe to do so. Ground all approved equipment used in 
area. Keep area isolated until any detectable flammable gas has been dispersed. 
Large Spills 
Consider initial downwind evacuation for at least 800 metres (1/2 mile). Eliminate all potential 
ignition sources. Stop leak remotely or when safe to do so. Alert stand-by emergency and fire 
fighting personnel. Monitor surrounding area for buildup of flammable concentrations in air. 
Ground all approved equipment used in area. Evacuate personnel to upwind of the spill area, 
and position at a safe distance. Consider use of water spray to reduce vapours or divert vapour 
cloud drift. High expansion foam cover may help suppress evolution of flammable gas. Prevent 
flammable vapours or liquids from entering sewers, drains, ditches or other confined or 
underground structures. Accumulations of gas may persist in low areas. Keep area isolated until 
any detectable flammable gas has been dispersed. 
Special Procedures 
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Contact local police/emergency services and appropriate emergency telephone numbers 
provided in Section 1. Ensure that statutory and regulatory reporting requirements in the 
applicable jurisdiction are met. Wear appropriate protective equipment and clothing during 
cleanup. Individuals without appropriate protective equipment should be excluded from area of 
spill until cleanup has been completed. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
6. HANDLING AND STORAGE 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Handling Procedures 
Keep locked up or secured. This product can be stored as a flammable gas or liquid depending 
on the temperature and pressure. Handle in fully enclosed, grounded, properly designed and 
approved transfer and storage systems. Use with adequate ventilation. Avoid inhalation. Keep 
away from uncontrolled heat and incompatible materials. Ground all material handling and 
transfer equipment to dissipate buildup of static electricity. Wear suitable protective equipment 
including thermally protective gloves. No smoking or open flames permitted in storage, use or 
handling areas. Where possible, collect and flare vents. Check for accumulation of liquids when 
breaking into pipelines. Liquid ethylene must first be drained and/or flared then the system 
depressured before opening pipes/equipment containing ethylene. If liquid ethylene is present 
when breaking flanges, the liquid will boil into a vapor cloud and will create severe cold 
temperatures (see Section 9). If used in refrigeration, check that drains are not plugged and 
valves are working and not plugged by ice formed from the vaporizing liquid. 
Storage Procedures 
Storage area should be clearly identified, well illuminated, clear of obstruction and accessible 
only to trained and authorized personnel. Store in grounded, properly designed and approved 
pressure containers and away from incompatible materials. Store and use away from heat, 
sparks, open flame, or any other ignition source. Store according to applicable codes or 
regulations for liquefied pressurized gases as applicable to cylinders, vessels, piping, buildings, 
rooms, cabinets, allowable quantities and minimum storage distances. Have appropriate 
extinguishing capability in storage area (e.g. sprinkler system, portable fire extinguishers) and 
flammable gas detectors. Storage pressure vessels should be above ground and diked. Keep 









7. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Exposure Guidelines   A: General Product Information 
Refer to published exposure limits - use effective control measures and PPE to maintain worker 
exposure to concentrations that are below these limits. Ensure that eyewash stations and safety 
showers are in close proximity to work locations. 
B: Component Exposure Limits 
ACGIH, OSHA, NIOSH, EPA, Alberta, and Ontario exposure limit lists have been checked for 
major components listed with CAS registry numbers. Other exposure limits may apply, check 
with proper authorities. 
*Note: The Vacated OSHA Permissible Exposure Limits (PELs) are those provided in the 1989 
update to OSHA's Air Contaminants Standard 29 CFR 1910.1000. These limits were vacated by 
the U.S. Court of Appeals, Eleventh Circuit but may be enforceable in some states.    
Ethylene (74-85-1) 
ACGIH: 200 ppm TWA; 230 mg/m3 TWA  
Alberta: 200 ppm TWA; 229 mg/m3 TWA  
Ontario: 200 ppm TWA 
ENGINEERING CONTROLS 
Engineering methods to reduce hazardous exposure are preferred controls. Methods include 
mechanical ventilation (dilution and local exhaust) process or personal enclosure, remote and 
automated operation, control of process conditions, leak detection and repair systems, and 
other process modifications. Ensure all exhaust ventilation systems are discharged to outdoors, 
away from air intakes and ignition sources. Supply sufficient replacement air to make up for air 
removed by exhaust systems. Administrative (procedure) controls and use of personal 
protective equipment may also be required. 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT Personal Protective Equipment: Eyes/Face 
Wear safety glasses. Use of chemical goggles under a full-face shield is recommended if 
contact with liquefied gas is possible. 
Personal Protective Equipment: Skin/Hands/Feet 
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Use impervious gloves designed to prevent freezing if contact with liquefied gas is possible. 
Wear chemical- resistant safety footwear with good traction to prevent slipping. If skin contact is 
possible, wear coveralls or long sleeves and pants that sufficiently prevent skin contact and 
freezing. Fire resistant (i.e., Nomex) or natural fibre clothing (i.e., cotton or wool) is 
recommended. Synthetic clothing can generate static electricity and is not recommended where 
a flammable vapour release may occur. Static Dissipative (SD) rated footwear is recommended. 
Personal Protective Equipment: Respiratory 
If engineering controls and ventilation are not sufficient to prevent buildup of vapours and/or 
oxygen concentrations are low, appropriate air- supplied breathing apparatus should be used. 
Personal Protective Equipment: General 
Personal protective equipment (PPE) should not be considered a long-term solution to exposure 
control. Employer programs to properly select, fit, maintain, and train employees to use 
equipment must accompany PPE. Consult a competent industrial hygiene resource, the PPE 
manufacturer's recommendation, and/or applicable regulations to determine hazard potential 
and ensure adequate protection. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
8. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Physical State and Appearance: Gas at room temperature, liquid under pressure 
Odour: Sweet, faint 
Odour Threshold: 270 to 600 ppm 
Colour: Colourless 
pH: Not applicable 
Vapour Pressure: 750 psia at 10°C (50°F); 938 psia at 21°C (69.8°F) 
Vapour Specific Gravity @ 0°C and 14 psia (Air=1): 0.974 
Boiling Point: -103.8°C (-154.8°F) 
Freezing Point: -169°C (-272.2°F) 
Solubility (H2O): Negligible   (131mg/l at 20°C (68°F)) 
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Heat of Vapourization at Critical Temperature: 3.07 BTU/lb at 9.2°C (48.6°F) 
Specific Gravity (Water=1): 0.568 at its boiling point 
Critical Pressure: 731 psia 
Percent Volatile: 100% 
Evaporation Rate (n-Butyl Acetate=1): Immediate at 20°C (68°F) 
Octanol/H2O Coeff.: log Kow = 1.13 
Auto Ignition: 542.8°C (1009°F) 
Flash Point: -136°C (-212.8°F) 
Flash Point Method: Not available 
Upper Flammable Limit (UFL): Range: 28.6% to 36% 
Lower Flammable Limit (LFL): Range: 2.3% to 3.02% 
Flammability Classification: Extremely Flammable 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
9. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chemical Stability 
This product is moderately reactive and may polymerize, decompose or become self-reactive 
under certain conditions of high temperatures, high pressures or contamination. Rapid 
pressurization can lead to exothermic decomposition of the product; pressure shocks should be 
avoided. 
Chemical Stability: Conditions to Avoid 
Keep away from heat, sparks or open flame. 
Incompatibility 
Product can react with water to form hydrates. Avoid strong acids, strong oxidizing agents, 
chlorine, halogens, organic peroxides, ozone and nitrogen dioxide. Many materials become 
brittle after contact with liquefied gases and may fail without warning. Carefully select and test 
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equipment, gaskets and hoses periodically to ensure integrity and compatibility. 
Hazardous Polymerization 
Hazardous polymerization can occur at elevated temperature and pressure in the presence of a 
catalyst. 
Corrosivity 
Not corrosive to the common metals. 
Hazardous Decomposition 
Upon decomposition, this product emits carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and/or low molecular 
weight hydrocarbons. 
Special Remarks 
Vapours may form an explosive mixture with air. May polymerize explosively when heated or 
involved in a fire. May react vigorously with oxidizing agents. Liquefied gas may explode on 
contact with hot water (45°C to 75°C) (113°F to 167°F). 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
10. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
A: Acute Toxicity - General Product Information 
This product is not considered acutely toxic. Ethylene gas is not irritating to the skin and eyes. 
The liquefied form will cause freezing burns (frostbite) to the eyes and skin. At very high 
exposures, ethylene gas produces an anaesthetic effect. Excessive exposures may cause 
headache, muscular weakness, dizziness, nausea, loss of coordination, and in extreme 
conditions coma and possibly death. High concentrations may trigger heartbeat irregularities. 
Excessive amounts in the air in an enclosed space will decrease the amount of oxygen and may 
cause asphyxiation. 
 
B: Acute Toxicity - LD50/LC50 Ethylene (74-85-1) 
Inhalation LC50 Rat: >57,000 ppm/4H 
C: Chronic Toxicity - General Product Information 
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Inhalation of ethylene by Sprague Dawley rats, in concentrations of 0, 300, 1000, 3000 and 
10,000 ppm, 6 hours/day, 5 days/week for 14 weeks, did not cause any toxic effects. 
D: Chronic Toxicity - Carcinogenic Effects 
ACGIH, EPA, IARC, OSHA, and NTP carcinogen lists have been checked for selected similar 
materials or those components with CAS registry numbers. 
Ethylene (74-85-1) 
ACGIH: A4 - Not Classifiable as a Human Carcinogen    
IARC: Monograph 60 [1994], Supplement 7 [1987] (Group 3 (not classifiable)) 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
11. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ecotoxicity  A: General Product Information 
This product is not considered harmful to aquatic life and has limited absorption into soil and 
sediment. Ethylene is a natural plant hormone produced by plants at all stages of growth in 
varying amounts. Terrestrial plants such as fruit, flowers and nursery stock show diverse effects 
from ethylene exposure. For example, grasses and grassy vegetables such as lettuce are 
resistant to ethylene. However, several species of flowers (orchids, carnations, etc.), and 
vegetables such as tomatoes, potatoes, peppers, beans and peas are sensitive to ethylene 
exposure. Under certain conditions, emissions may contribute to photochemical formation of 
ground level ozone and possible smog formation. 
B: Component Analysis - Ecotoxicity - Aquatic/Terrestrial Toxicity Ethylene (74-85-1) 
120 Hr EC50 Daphnia magna: 53.402 mg/L 
Environmental Fate/Mobility 
Product is highly volatile and will partition rapidly to air on release to land or water. Product is 
largely insoluble in water, and evaporates rapidly from surface soils and water. Potential for 
mobility in soil is considered to be low. 
Persistence/Degradability 
The lifetime of ethylene in the atmosphere ranges from 0.4 to 4 days, with an average of 1.5 
days, and is strongly dependent on the amount of sunlight. 
Bioaccumulation/Accumulation 
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Bioconcentration potential is low. Log Kow is 1.13. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
12. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
U.S./Canadian Waste Information A: General Product Information 
This product is known to be a hazardous waste according to US and Canadian regulations. The 
use, mixing or processing of this product may alter its properties or hazards. Contact federal, 
provincial/state and local authorities in order to generate or ship a waste material associated 
with this product to ensure materials are handled appropriately and meet all criteria for disposal 
of hazardous waste. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO DISPOSE OF BY UNCONTROLLED IGNITION. 
See Section 7: Handling and Storage and Section 8: Exposure Controls/Personal Protection for 
additional handling information that may be applicable for safe handling and the protection of 
employees. 
Waste generator is advised to carefully consider hazardous properties and control measures 
needed for other 
materials that may be found in the waste. 
B: Component Waste Numbers 
No EPA Waste Numbers are applicable for this product's components. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
13. TRANSPORT INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
US DOT Information   Shipping Name: Ethylene 
UN/NA #: UN1962 
 Hazard Class: 2.1   
Required Label(s): FLAMMABLE GAS   
Additional Info.: 2008 Emergency Response Guidebook, Guide No. 116P. 
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Canadian TDG Information   Shipping Name: Ethylene, compressed    
UN#: UN1962  
Hazard Class: 2.1   
Required Label(s): FLAMMABLE GAS   
Additional Info.: 2008 Emergency Response Guidebook, Guide No. 116P. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
14. REGULATORY INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
International Regulations  Component Analysis - International Inventory Status 





Ethylene 74-85-1 Yes Yes Yes 
 
B: USA Federal & State Regulations 
Ongoing occupational hygiene, medical surveillance programs, site emission or spill reporting 
may be required by federal or state regulations. Check for applicable regulations. 
USA OSHA Hazard Communication Class 
This product is hazardous under 29 CFR 1910.1200 (Hazard Communication). HCS Classes: 
HCS CLASS: Flammable gas. 
USA Right-to-Know - Federal 
This material contains one or more of the following chemicals required to be identified under 
SARA Section 302 (40 CFR 355 Appendix A), SARA Section 313 (40 CFR 372.65) and/or 
CERCLA (40 CFR 302.4).    
Ethylene (74-85-1) 
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SARA 313: 1.0 % de minimis concentration 
USA Right-to-Know - State 
The following components appear on one or more of the following state hazardous substances 
lists. Some components (including those present only in trace quantities, and therefore not listed 
in this document) may be included on the Right-To-Know lists of other U.S. states. The reader is 
therefore cautioned to contact his or her NOVA Chemicals' representative or NOVA Chemicals' 
Product Integrity group for further U.S. State Right-To- Know information. 
Component CAS NJ PA 
Ethylene 74-85-1 Yes Yes 
 
D: Canadian Regulations - Federal and Provincial 
Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA): All components of this product are on the 
Domestic Substances 
List (DSL) or are exempt and are acceptable for use under the provisions of CEPA. 
WHMIS Ingredient Disclosure List (IDL) 
No components are identified under the Canadian Hazardous Products Act - Ingredient 
Disclosure List (IDL). 
WHMIS Classification 
Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS): This product has been classified 
in accordance with the hazard criteria of the CPR (Controlled Products Regulations) and the 
MSDS contains all the information required by the CPR.   WHMIS CLASS A: Compressed gas 
WHMIS CLASS B1: Flammable gas 
Other Regulations 
Ongoing occupational hygiene, medical surveillance programs, site emission or spill reporting 
may be required by federal or provincial regulations. Check for applicable regulations. 
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Material Safety Data Sheet for Methylaluminoxane 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chemical Name: Organic Mixture Trade Name: WD-40 Aerosol 
Product Use: Lubricant, Penetrant, Drives Out Moisture, Removes and Protects Surfaces From Corrosion 
MSDS Date Of Preparation: 3/11/10 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




Flammable liquid and vapor. Reacts violently with water. Spontaneously flammable in air. 
Possible cancer hazard. May cause cancer based on animal data. Causes burns by all 
exposure routes. Inhalation may cause central nervous system effects. Aspiration hazard if 
swallowed - can enter lungs and cause damage. May cause harm to the unborn child. Danger of 
serious damage to health by prolonged exposure. 
Appearance: Colorless 
Physical State:  Liquid 
Odor: No information available 
Target Organs: Skin, Respiratory system, Eyes, Gastrointestinal tract (GI), Heart, Liver, Kidney, 
spleen, Central nervous system (CNS), Blood 
Potential Health Effects: Acute Effects  Principle Routes of Exposure 
Eyes   : Causes burns 
Skin: Causes burns.  May be harmful in contact with skin. 
Inhalation: Causes burns. May be harmful if inhaled. Inhalation may cause central nervous 
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system effects.  
Ingestion: Causes burns. Aspiration hazard. May be harmful if swallowed. 
Chronic Effects: Possible cancer hazard based on tests with laboratory animals. Tumorigenic 
effects have been reported in experimental animals.. Experiments have shown reproductive 
toxicity effects on laboratory animals. May cause adverse liver effects. May cause adverse 
kidney effects. 
Causes burns. Aspiration hazard. May be harmful if swallowed. 
See Section 11 for additional Toxicological information. 
Aggravated Medical Conditions Central nervous system disorders. Preexisting eye disorders. 
Kidney disorders. Liver disorders. Skin disorders. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. FIRST AID MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Eye Contact: Rinse immediately with plenty of water, also under the eyelids, for at least 15 
minutes. Immediate medical attention is required. 
 Skin Contact: Wash off immediately with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes. Immediate 
medical attention is required. 
 Inhalation: Move to fresh air. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen. Do not use mouth-to-mouth 
resuscitation if victim ingested or inhaled the substance; induce artificial respiration with a 
respiratory medical device. Immediate medical attention is required. 
Ingestion: Do not induce vomiting. Call a physician or Poison Control Center immediately. 
Notes to Physician: Treat symptomatically. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. FIREFIGHTING MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




Flash Point : 4°C / 39.2°F 
Method: No information available. 
Autoignition Temperature:  No information available. 
Explosion Limits:  
Upper:  No data available 
Lower: No data available 
Suitable Extinguishing Media: Dry chemical, soda ash, lime or sand. approved class D 
extinguishers. 
Unsuitable Extinguishing: DO NOT USE WATER!. 
Media Hazardous: No information available. 
Combustion Products: No information available. 
Sensitivity to mechanical impact: No information available. 
 Sensitivity to static discharge: No information available. 
 
Specific Hazards Arising from the Chemical 
Flammable. Containers may explode when heated. Vapors may form explosive mixtures with 
air. Vapors may travel to source of ignition and flash back. Reacts violently with water. 
Protective Equipment and Precautions for Firefighters 
As in any fire, wear self-contained breathing apparatus pressure-demand, MSHA/NIOSH 
(approved or equivalent) and full protective gear. Thermal decomposition can lead to release of 
irritating gases and vapors. 
NFPA   
Health 3 
Flammability 3  
Instability 2  
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Physical hazards W 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
5. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Personal Precautions: Use personal protective equipment. Keep people away from and upwind of 
spill/leak. Evacuate personnel to safe areas. Remove all sources of ignition. Take precautionary 
measures against static discharges. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. 
Environmental Precautions: Should not be released into the environment. 
Methods for Containment and Clean Up: Soak up with inert absorbent material. Keep in suitable 
and closed containers for disposal. Remove all sources of ignition. Use spark-proof tools and 




6. HANDLING AND STORAGE 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Handling: Use only under a chemical fume hood. Wear personal protective equipment. Do not 
get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Keep away from open flames, hot surfaces and sources of 
ignition. Use only non-sparking tools. Use explosion-proof equipment. Do not breathe 
vapors/dust. Do not ingest. Take precautionary measures against static discharges. Handle 
under an inert atmosphere. Do not allow contact with water. 
 
Storage: Flammables area. Keep away from heat and sources of ignition. Store under an inert 
atmosphere. Keep away from water. Keep refrigerated. Keep container tightly closed in a dry 
and well-ventilated place. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
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7. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Engineering Measures: Use only under a chemical fume hood. Ensure that eyewash stations and 




Component ACGIH TLV OSHA PEL NIOSH IDLH 
Toluene TWA: 20 ppm 
(Vacated) TWA: 375 
mg/m3 (Vacated) TWA: 
100 ppm Ceiling: 300 ppm 
(Vacated) STEL: 150 ppm 
(Vacated) STEL: 560 
mg/m3 TWA: 200 ppm 
IDLH: 500 ppm TWA: 375 mg/m3 
TWA: 100 ppm STEL: 150 ppm STEL: 
560 mg/m3 
Trimethylalumi
nium  (Vacated) TWA: 2 mg/m3 TWA: 2 mg/m3 




50 ppm Skin 
TWA: 188 mg/m3 TWA: 
50 ppm 
TWA: 20 ppm 
Trimethylalumi
nium TWA: 2 mg/m3 TWA: 2 mg/m3 TWA: 2 mg/m3 
 
NIOSH IDLH: Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health 
 
Personal Protective Equipment 
Eye/face Protection: Wear appropriate protective eyeglasses or chemical safety goggles as 
described by OSHA's eye and face protection regulations in 29 CFR 1910.133 or European 
Standard EN166. 
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Skin and body protection Respiratory Protection: Wear appropriate protective gloves and clothing to 
prevent skin exposure. 
Respiratory Protection: Follow the OSHA respirator regulations found in 29 CFR 1910.134 or 
European Standard EN 149. Use a NIOSH/MSHA or European Standard EN 149 approved 




8. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Physical State:  Liquid 
Appearance: Colorless  
Odor: No information available 
  Odor Threshold: No information available.  
pH: No information available. 
Vapor Pressure  : 0.76 mmHg @ 60°C 
Vapor Density: No information available. 
  Viscosity: No information available. 
  Boiling Point/Range : 111°C / 231.8°F@ 760 mmHg  
  Melting Point/Range:  -20°C / -4°F 
Decomposition temperature °C : No information available. 
Flash Point: 4°C / 39.2°F 
Evaporation Rate: No information available.  
Specific Gravity: 0.884  
Solubility  : No information available. 
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log Pow  : No data available 
Molecular Weight : 58.02 
Molecular Formula: [-Al(CH3)O-]n 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
9. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Stability  : Moisture sensitive. Reacts violently with water. Pyrophoric: Spontaneously flammable 
in air. 
 
Conditions to Avoid: Incompatible products. Keep away from open flames, hot surfaces and 
sources of ignition. Exposure to moist air or water. Exposure to air. 
Incompatible Materials: Strong oxidizing agents 
  Hazardous Decomposition Products: Carbon monoxide (CO), Carbon dioxide (CO2), Fumes, 
Hydrogen 
 Hazardous Polymerization: No information available. 
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Component LD50 Oral LD50 Dermal LC50 Inhalation 




Irritation: Causes burns by all exposure routes 
Toxicologically Synergistic Products: No information available. 
 
Chronic Toxicity 
Carcinogenicity: There are no known carcinogenic chemicals in this product 
Sensitization: No information available.  
Mutagenic Effects: No information available.  
Reproductive Effects: No information available.  
Developmental Effects: No information available.  
Teratogenicity: No information available. 
  Other Adverse Effects: See actual entry in RTECS for complete information. The toxicological 
















Component Freshwater Algae 
Freshwater 
Fish Microtox Water Flea 
Toluene 
EC50 96 h >433 mg/L 
EC50 72 h 12.5 mg/L 
EC50 96 h >433 mg/L 
Not listed 
EC50 = 19.7 
mg/L 30 min 
EC50 48 h 11.3 mg/L  
EC50 48 h 310 mg/L  
EC50 48 h 11.3 mg/L 
 
Persistence and Degradability: No information available 
 Bioaccumulation/ Accumulation: No information available 
Mobility 




12. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Waste Disposal Methods: Chemical waste generators must determine whether a discarded 
chemical is classified as a hazardous waste. Chemical waste generators must also consult 
local, regional, and national hazardous waste regulations to ensure complete and accurate 
classification. 




Component RCRA - U Series 
Wastes 
RCRA - P Series 
Wastes 








UN-No: UN3394   
Proper Shipping Name: Organometallic substance, liquid, pyrophoric, water-reactive 
 Proper technical name:  Toluene,Poly[oxy(methylaluminin)] 
Hazard Class Subsidiary: 4.2  
Hazard Class: 4.3  
Packing Group: I 
 
TDG 
UN-No: UN3394   
Proper Shipping Name: Organometallic substance, liquid, pyrophoric, water-reactive 
 Proper technical name:  Toluene,Poly[oxy(methylaluminin)] 
Hazard Class Subsidiary: 4.2  
Hazard Class: 4.3  
Packing Group: I 





UN-No: UN3394   
Proper Shipping Name: Organometallic substance, liquid, pyrophoric, water-reactive 
 Proper technical name:  Toluene,Poly[oxy(methylaluminin)] 
Hazard Class Subsidiary: 4.2  
Hazard Class: 4.3  
 
IMDG/IMO 
UN-No: UN3394   
Proper Shipping Name: Organometallic substance, liquid, pyrophoric, water-reactive 
 Proper technical name:  Toluene,Poly[oxy(methylaluminin)] 
Hazard Class Subsidiary: 4.2  
Hazard Class: 4.3  
Packing Group: I 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
14. REGULATORY INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
International Inventories 
Component TSCA DSL NDSL EINECS ELINCS PICCS ENCS AICS CHINA KECL 
Toluene X X - 203-625- 9 - X X X X KE- 33936 X 
Trimethylaluminiu
m 
X X - 200-853- 0 - X X X X KE-05- 1326 X 
 





  X - Listed   
E - Indicates a substance that is the subject of a Section 5(e) Consent order under TSCA.    
F - Indicates a substance that is the subject of a Section 5(f) Rule under TSCA.   
N - Indicates a polymeric substance containing no free-radical initiator in its inventory name but is 
considered to cover the designated polymer made with any free-radical initiator regardless of the amount 
used.   
P - Indicates a commenced PMN substance   
R - Indicates a substance that is the subject of a Section 6 risk management rule under TSCA.    
S - Indicates a substance that is identified in a proposed or final Significant New Use Rule    
T - Indicates a substance that is the subject of a Section 4 test rule under TSCA.    
XU - Indicates a substance exempt from reporting under the Inventory Update Rule, i.e. Partial Updating 
of the TSCA Inventory Data Base Production and Site Reports (40 CFR 710(B).    
Y1 - Indicates an exempt polymer that has a number-average molecular weight of 1,000 or greater.   
Y2 - Indicates an exempt polymer that is a polyester and is made only from reactants included in a 
specified list of low concern reactants that comprises one of the eligibility criteria for the exemption rule. 
U.S. Federal Regulations 
TSCA 12(b) Not applicable  
SARA 313 
Component CAS-No Weight % 
SARA 313 - Threshold Values 
% 
Toluene 108-88-3 90 1.0 
 
SARA 311/312 Hazardous Categorization   
Acute Health Hazard Yes  
Chronic Health Hazard Yes  
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Fire Hazard Yes  
Sudden Release of Pressure Hazard No  
Reactive Hazard Yes 
 
Clean Water Act 
Component CWA - Hazardous 
Substances 
CWA - Reportable 
Quantities 
CWA - Toxic 
Pollutants 
CWA - Priority Pollutants 




Clean Air Act 
Component HAPS Data 
Class 1 Ozone 
Depletors 
Class 2 Ozone 
Depletors 





Chemicals Highly Hazardous Chemicals 




This material, as supplied, contains one or more substances regulated as a hazardous 
substance under the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act 
(CERCLA) (40 CFR 302) 






CERCLA EHS RQs 
Toluene 1000 lb - 
 
 
California Proposition 65 
This product contains the following Proposition 65 chemicals: 
Component CAS-No California Prop. 
65 
Prop 65 NSRL 





New Jersey Pennsylvania Illinois Rhode Island 
Toluene X X X X X 
Trimethylaluminiu
m X X X - X 
 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
Reportable Quantity (RQ): Y  
DOT Marine Pollutant N  
DOT Severe Marine Pollutant N 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
This product does not contain any DHS chemicals. 
Other International Regulations   
Mexico - Grade                                                     No information available 
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Material Safety Data Sheet for Chromium(III) acetylacetonate 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Product Name: Chromium(III) acetylacetonate 
CAS#: 21679-31-2 
Chemical Name: Chromium (III) acetylacetonate 
Chemical Formula: C15H21CrO6 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
OSHA Hazards: Target Organ Effect, Irritant, Teratogen 
 
Target Organs: Lungs 
 
GHS Classification: 
Acute toxicity, Oral (Category 5) 
Skin irritation (Category 2) 
Eye irritation (Category 2A) 
Specific target organ toxicity - single exposure (Category 3) 
 
GHS Label elements, including precautionary statements: 
Signal word: 
Warning 






May be harmful if swallowed. 
H315: 
Causes skin irritation. 
H319: 
Causes serious eye irritation. 
H335: 




Avoid breathing dust/ fume/ gas/ mist/ vapors/ spray. 
P305 + P351 + P338: 
IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy 
to do. Continue rinsing. 
 
HMIS Classification: 
Health hazard: 2 





Health hazard: 2 
Fire: 0 
Reactivity Hazard: 0 




Potential Health Effects: 
Inhalation: 
May be harmful if inhaled. May cause respiratory tract irritation. 
Skin: 
May be harmful if absorbed through skin. May cause skin irritation. 
Eyes: 
May cause eye irritation. 
Ingestion: 
May be harmful if swallowed. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 








If breathed in, move person into fresh air. If not breathing, give artificial respiration. Consult a physician. 
 
In case of skin contact: 
Wash off with soap and plenty of water. Consult a physician. 
 
In case of eye contact: 
Rinse thoroughly with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes and consult a physician. 
 




Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Rinse mouth with water. Consult a physician 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. FIREFIGHTING MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Suitable extinguishing media: 
Use water spray, alcohol-resistant foam, dry chemical or carbon dioxide. 
 
Special protective equipment for firefighters: 
Wear self contained breathing apparatus for fire fighting if necessary. 
 
Hazardous combustion products: 
Hazardous decomposition products formed under fire conditions.-Carbon oxides 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




Use personal protective equipment. Avoid dust formation. Avoid breathing vapors, mist or gas. Ensure 
adequate ventilation. Evacuate personnel to safe areas. Avoid breathing dust. 
 
Environmental precautions: 
Do not let product enter drains. 
 
Methods and materials for containment and cleaning up: 
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Pick up and arrange disposal without creating dust. Sweep up and shovel. Keep in suitable, closed 
containers for disposal 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
6. HANDLING AND STORAGE 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Precautions for safe handling: 
Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Avoid formation of dust and aerosols. Provide appropriate exhaust 
ventilation at places where dust is formed. Normal measures for preventive fire protection. 
 
Conditions for safe storage: 
Keep container tightly closed in a dry and well-ventilated place. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




Where risk assessment shows air-purifying respirators are appropriate use a full-face respirator with 
multi-purpose combination (US) or type ABEK (EN 14387) respirator cartridges as a backup to 
engineering controls. If the respirator is the sole means of protection, use a full-face supplied air 
respirator. Use respirators and components tested and approved under appropriate government 
standards such as NIOSH (US) or CEN (EU). 
 
Hand protection: 
Handle with gloves. Gloves must be inspected prior to use. Use proper glove removal technique (without 
touching glove's outer surface) to avoid skin contact with this product. Dispose of contaminated gloves 
after use in accordance with applicable laws and good laboratory practices. Wash and dry hands. 
 
Eye protection: 
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Safety glasses with side-shields conforming to EN166 Use equipment for eye protection tested and 
approved under appropriate government standards such as NIOSH (US) or EN 166(EU). 
 
Skin and body protection: 
Impervious clothing, The type of protective equipment must be selected according to the concentration 
and amount of the dangerous substance at the specific workplace. 
 
Hygiene measures: 
Handle in accordance with good industrial hygiene and safety practice. Wash hands before breaks and at 









Color: no data available 
 
pH: no data available 
 
Melting point/freezing point: Melting point/range: -210°C (410 °F)-lit. 
 
Boiling point: 340 °C (644°F)-lit. 
 
Flash point: no data available 
 
Ignition temperature: no data available 




Auto-ignition temperature: no data available 
 
Lower explosion limit: no data available 
 
Upper explosion limit: no data available 
 
Vapor pressure: no data available 
 
Density: no data available 
Water solubility: no data available 
 
Partition coefficient n-octanol/water: no data available 
 
Viscosity, kinematic: no data available 
 
Relative vapor density: no data available 
 
Odor: no data available 
 
Odor Threshold: no data available 
 










9. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Chemical stability: Stable under recommended storage conditions. 
 
Possibility of hazardous reactions: no data available 
 
Conditions to avoid: no data available 
 
Materials to avoid: Strong oxidizing agents 
  
Hazardous decomposition products: 
Hazardous decomposition products formed under fire conditions.-Carbon oxides, Chromium oxides 
Other decomposition products:-no data available 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 








LD50 Dermal – rabbit – 6350 mg/kg 
 
Other information on acute toxicity 
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no data available 
 
Skin corrosion/irritation: 
Skin-rabbit-No skin irritation-OECD Test Guideline 404 
 
Serious eye damage/eye irritation: 
no data available 
 
Respiratory or skin sensitization: 
no data available 
 
Germ cell mutagenicity: 
no data available 
 
IARC: 
No component of this product present at levels greater than or equal to 0.1% is identified as  
probable, possible or confirmed human carcinogen by IARC. 
 
ACGIH: 
No component of this product present at levels greater than or equal to 0.1% is identified as a  
carcinogen or potential carcinogen by ACGIH. 
 
NTP: 
No component of this product present at levels greater than or equal to 0.1% is identified as a  
known or anticipated carcinogen by NTP. 
 
OSHA: 
No component of this product present at levels greater than or equal to 0.1% is identified as a  
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carcinogen or potential carcinogen by OSHA. 
 
Reproductive toxicity: 
no data available 
 
Teratogenicity: 
Laboratory experiments have shown teratogenic effects 
 
Specific target organ toxicity - single exposure (Globally Harmonized System): 
Inhalation – May cause respiratory irritation 
 
Specific target organ toxicity - repeated exposure (Globally Harmonized System): 
no data available 
 
Aspiration hazard: 
no data available 
 
Potential health effects: 
Inhalation: May be harmful if inhaled. May cause respiratory tract irritation. 
Ingestion: May be harmful if swallowed.  
Skin: May be harmful if absorbed through skin. Causes skin irritation. 
Eyes: Causes eye irritation. 
 
Signs and Symptoms of Exposure:  
May liberate 2,4-pentanedione upon decomposition. 2,4-Pentanedione has the following toxicological 
hazards: toxic, irritant, neurological hazard, teratogen, possible mutagen, target organ - thymus. In 
humans, 2,4-pentanedione is reported to cause contact dermatitis and contact urticaria., To the best of 
our knowledge, the chemical, physical, and toxicological properties have not been thoroughly nvestigated. 
 












no data available 
 
Persistence and degradability: 
no data available 
 
Bioaccumulative potential: 
no data available 
 
Mobility in soil: 
no data available 
 
PBT and vPvB assessment: 
no data available 
 
Other adverse effects: 
no data available 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
12. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS 






Offer surplus and non-recyclable solutions to a licensed disposal company. Contact a licensed 
professional waste disposal service to dispose of this material. Dissolve or mix the material with a 
combustible solvent and burn in a chemical incinerator equipped with an afterburner and scrubber. 
 
Contaminated packaging: Dispose of as unused product. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




Not dangerous goods 
 
IMDG 
Not dangerous goods 
 
IATA 
Not dangerous goods 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




Target Organ Effect, Irritant, Teratogen 
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SARA 302 Components 
SARA 302: No chemicals in this material are subject to the reporting requirements of SARA Title III, 
Section 302. 
 
SARA 313 Components 
SARA 313: This material does not contain any chemical components with known CAS numbers that 
exceed the threshold (De Minimis) reporting levels established by SARA Title III, Section 313. 
 
SARA 311/312 Hazards 
Acute Health Hazard, Chronic Health Hazard 
 
Massachusetts Right To Know Components 
No components are subject to the Massachusetts Right to Know Act. 
 
Pennsylvania Right To Know Components 
Chromium(III) 4-oxopent-2-ene-2-olate 
 
New Jersey Right To Know Components 
Chromium(III) 4-oxopent-2-ene-2-olate 
 
California Prop. 65Components 
This product does not contain any chemicals known to State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, 
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Material Safety Data Sheet for 1-Hexene 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Product Name: 1-Hexene 
CAS#: 592-41-6 
RTECS: MP6600000 
Synonym: Butyl Ethylene 
Chemical Formula: CH3(CH2)3CH=CH2 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Potential Acute Health Effects: 
Very hazardous in case of skin contact (irritant, sensitizer), of eye contact (irritant). Hazardous in case of 
ingestion, of inhalation. Inflammation of the eye is characterized by redness, watering, and itching. Skin 
inflammation is characterized by itching, scaling, reddening, or, occasionally, blistering. 
 
Potential Chronic Health Effects: 
Very hazardous in case of skin contact (irritant, sensitizer), of eye contact (irritant). Hazardous in case of 
ingestion, of inhalation. CARCINOGENIC EFFECTS: Not available. MUTAGENIC EFFECTS: Not available. 
TERATOGENIC EFFECTS: Not available. DEVELOPMENTAL TOXICITY: Not available. The substance is toxic 
to the nervous system, mucous membranes. Repeated or prolonged exposure to the substance can 
produce target organs damage. Repeated or prolonged inhalation of vapors may lead to chronic 
respiratory irritation. 




3. FIRST AID MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Eye Contact:  
Check for and remove any contact lenses. Do not use an eye ointment. Seek medical attention. 
 
Skin Contact: 
After contact with skin, wash immediately with plenty of water. Gently and thoroughly wash the 
contaminated skin with running water and non-abrasive soap. Be particularly careful to clean folds, 
crevices, creases and groin. Cover the irritated skin with an emollient. If irritation persists, seek medical 
attention. Wash contaminated clothing before reusing. 
 
Serious Skin Contact: 




Allow the victim to rest in a well-ventilated area. Seek immediate medical attention. 
 
Serious Inhalation: 
Evacuate the victim to a safe area as soon as possible. Loosen tight clothing such as a collar, tie, belt or 
waistband. If breathing is difficult, administer oxygen. If the victim is not breathing, perform mouth-to-
mouth resuscitation. Seek medical attention. 
 
Ingestion: 
Do not induce vomiting. Loosen tight clothing such as a collar, tie, belt or waistband. If the victim is not 
breathing, perform mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. Seek immediate medical attention. 








4. FIREFIGHTING MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Flammability of the Product: Flammable. 
 
Auto-Ignition Temperature: 253°C (487.4°F) 
 
Flash Points: CLOSED CUP: -7°C (19.4°F). 
 
Flammable Limits: LOWER: 1.2% UPPER: 6.9% 
 
Products of Combustion: These products are carbon oxides (CO, CO2). 
 
Fire Hazards in Presence of Various Substances: Extremely flammable in presence of open flames and 
sparks. 
 
Explosion Hazards in Presence of Various Substances: 
Risks of explosion of the product in presence of mechanical impact: Not available. Extremely explosive in 
presence of open flames and sparks. 
 
Fire Fighting Media and Instructions: 
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Flammable liquid. SMALL FIRE: Use DRY chemical powder. LARGE FIRE: Use alcohol foam, water spray or 
fog. 
 
Special Remarks on Fire Hazards: May form explosive mixtures with air. 
 
Special Remarks on Explosion Hazards: Not available. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
5. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Small Spill: Absorb with an inert material and put the spilled material in an appropriate waste disposal. 
 
Large Spill: 
Flammable liquid. Keep away from heat. Keep away from sources of ignition. Stop leak if without risk. 
Absorb with DRY earth, sand or other non-combustible material. Do not touch spilled material. Prevent 
entry into sewers, basements or confined areas; dike if needed. Eliminate all ignition sources. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




Keep away from heat. Keep away from sources of ignition. Ground all equipment containing material. 
Do not breathe gas/fumes/vapor/spray. In case of insufficient ventilation, wear suitable respiratory 
equipment If you feel unwell, seek medical attention and show the label when possible. Avoid contact 
with skin and eyes 
 




Flammable materials should be stored in a separate safety storage cabinet or room. Keep away from 
heat. Keep away from sources of ignition. Keep container tightly closed. Keep in a cool, well-ventilated 
place. Ground all equipment containing material. A refrigerated room would be preferable for materials 
with a flash point lower than 37.8°C (100°F) 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




Provide exhaust ventilation or other engineering controls to keep the airborne concentrations of vapors 
below their respective threshold limit value. Ensure that eyewash stations and safety showers are 
proximal to the work-station location.  
 
Personal Protection: 
Splash goggles. Lab coat. Vapor respirator. Be sure to use an approved/certified respirator or equivalent. 
Gloves. 
 
Personal Protection in Case of a Large Spill: 
Splash goggles. Full suit. Vapor respirator. Boots. Gloves. A self contained breathing apparatus should be 
used to avoid inhalation of the product. Suggested protective clothing might not be sufficient; consult a 
specialist BEFORE handling this product. 
 









8. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Physical state and appearance: Liquid. 
 
Odor: Not available. 
 
Taste: Not available. 
 




pH (1% soln/water): Not available. 
 
Boiling Point: 63°C (145.4°F) 
 
Melting Point: -140°C (-220°F) 
 
Critical Temperature: Not available. 
 
Specific Gravity: 0.6731 (Water = 1) 
 
Vapor Pressure: Not available. 




Vapor Density: 3 (Air = 1) 
 
Volatility: Not available. 
 
Odor Threshold: Not available. 
 
Water/Oil Dist. Coeff.: Not available. 
 
Ionicity (in Water): Not available. 
 
Dispersion Properties: See solubility in water, methanol, diethyl ether. 
 
Solubility: Soluble in methanol, diethyl ether 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
9. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Stability: The product is stable. 
 
Instability Temperature: Not available. 
 
Conditions of Instability: Not available. 
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Incompatibility with various substances: Not available. 
 
Corrosivity: Non-corrosive in presence of glass. 
 
Special Remarks on Reactivity: Not available. 
 





10. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Routes of Entry: Eye contact. Inhalation. Ingestion. 
 
Toxicity to Animals: LD50: Not available. LC50: Not available. 
 
Chronic Effects on Humans: The substance is toxic to the nervous system, mucous membranes. 
 
Other Toxic Effects on Humans: 
Very hazardous in case of skin contact (irritant, sensitizer). Hazardous in case of ingestion, of inhalation. 
 
Special Remarks on Toxicity to Animals: Not available. 
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Special Remarks on Chronic Effects on Humans: Not available. 
 
Special Remarks on other Toxic Effects on Humans: Not available 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
11. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Ecotoxicity: Not available. 
 
BOD5 and COD: Not available. 
 
Products of Biodegradation: Possibly hazardous short term degradation products are not likely. 
However, long term degradation products may arise. 
 
Toxicity of the Products of Biodegradation: The products of degradation are more toxic. 
 
Special Remarks on the Products of Biodegradation: Not available 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




Burn in a chemical incinerator equipped with an afterburner and scrubber but exert extra care in igniting 
as this material is highly flammable. Offer surplus and non-recyclable solutions to a licensed disposal 
company. Contact a licensed professional waste disposal service to dispose of this material. 




Contaminated packaging: Dispose of as unused product. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
13. TRANSPORT INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
DOT Classification: Class 3: Flammable liquid. 
 
Identification:|: 1-Hexene : UN2370 PG: II 
 
Special Provisions for Transport: Not available. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
14. REGULATORY INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Federal and State Regulations: 
Pennsylvania RTK: 1-Hexene Massachusetts RTK: 1-Hexene TSCA 8(b) inventory: 1-Hexene 
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CLASS B-2: Flammable liquid with a flash point lower than 37.8°C (100°F). CLASS D-2B: Material causing 
other toxic effects (TOXIC). 
 
DSCL (EEC): 
R11- Highly flammable. R38- Irritating to skin. R41- Risk of serious damage to eyes. R43- May cause 




Health Hazard: 1 
 




Personal Protection: h 
 














Gloves. Lab coat. Vapor respirator. Be sure to use an approved/certified respirator or equivalent. Wear 
appropriate respirator when ventilation is inadequate. Splash goggles. 
  




Material Safety Data Sheet for 1-Octene 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Product Name: 1-Octene 
CAS#: 111-66-0 
Chemical Name: 1-Octene 
Chemical Formula: C8-H16 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Potential Acute Health Effects: 
Hazardous in case of skin contact (irritant), of eye contact (irritant), of inhalation (lung irritant). 
 
Potential Chronic Health Effects: 
CARCINOGENIC EFFECTS: Classified None. by NTP, None. by OSHA, None. by NIOSH. MUTAGENIC EFFECTS: 
Not available. TERATOGENIC EFFECTS: Not available. DEVELOPMENTAL TOXICITY: Not available. Repeated or 
prolonged exposure is not known to aggravate medical condition 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. FIRST AID MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Eye Contact:  
Check for and remove any contact lenses. Do not use an eye ointment. Seek medical attention. 





After contact with skin, wash immediately with plenty of water. Gently and thoroughly wash the 
contaminated skin with running water and non-abrasive soap. Be particularly careful to clean folds, 
crevices, creases and groin. Cover the irritated skin with an emollient. If irritation persists, seek medical 
attention. Wash contaminated clothing before reusing. 
 
Serious Skin Contact: 
Wash with a disinfectant soap and cover the contaminated skin with an anti-bacterial cream. Seek 
immediate medical attention. 
 
Inhalation: 
Allow the victim to rest in a well-ventilated area. Seek immediate medical attention. 
 
Serious Inhalation: 
Evacuate the victim to a safe area as soon as possible. Loosen tight clothing such as a collar, tie, belt or 
waistband. If breathing is difficult, administer oxygen. If the victim is not breathing, perform mouth-to-
mouth resuscitation. Seek medical attention. 
 
Ingestion: 
Do not induce vomiting. Examine the lips and mouth to ascertain whether the tissues are damaged, a possible 
indication that the toxic material was ingested; the absence of such signs, however, is not conclusive. Loosen tight 
clothing such as a collar, tie, belt or waistband. If the victim is not breathing, perform mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. 














4. FIREFIGHTING MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Flammability of the Product: Flammable. 
 
Auto-Ignition Temperature: 230°C (446°F) 
 
Flash Points: CLOSED CUP: 21.12°C (70°F). 
 
Flammable Limits: LOWER: 0.07% UPPER: 3.9% 
 
Products of Combustion: These products are carbon oxides (CO, CO2). 
 
Fire Hazards in Presence of Various Substances: Not available 
 
Explosion Hazards in Presence of Various Substances: 
Risks of explosion of the product in presence of mechanical impact: Not available. Risk of explosion of 
the product in the presence of static discharge: Not available 
 
Fire Fighting Media and Instructions: 
Flammable liquid. SMALL FIRE: Use DRY chemical powder. LARGE FIRE: Use alcohol foam, water 
spray or fog. 
 
Special Remarks on Fire Hazards: May form explosive mixtures with air. 
 
Special Remarks on Explosion Hazards: Not available. 
 




5. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Small Spill: Absorb with an inert material and put the spilled material in an appropriate waste disposal. 
 
Large Spill: 
Flammable liquid. Keep away from heat. Keep away from sources of ignition. Stop leak if without risk. Absorb with 
DRY earth, sand or other non-combustible material. Do not touch spilled material. Prevent entry into sewers, 
basements or confined areas; dike if needed. Eliminate all ignition sources. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




Keep away from heat. Keep away from sources of ignition. Ground all equipment containing material. Do not breathe 
gas/fumes/vapor/spray. Wear suitable protective clothing. If ingested, seek medical advice immediately and show the 




Flammable materials should be stored in a separate safety storage cabinet or room. Keep away from heat. Keep 
away from sources of ignition. Keep container tightly closed. Keep in a cool, well-ventilated place. Ground all 
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Provide exhaust ventilation or other engineering controls to keep the airborne concentrations of vapors below their 




Splash goggles. Lab coat. Vapor respirator. Be sure to use an approved/certified respirator or equivalent. Gloves. 
 
Personal Protection in Case of a Large Spill: 
Splash goggles. Full suit. Vapor respirator. Boots. Gloves. A self-contained breathing apparatus should be used to 
avoid inhalation of the product. Suggested protective clothing might not be sufficient; consult a specialist BEFORE 
handling this product. 
 
Exposure Limits: Not available 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
8. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 




Taste: Not available. 
 




pH (1% soln/water): Not available. 
 
Boiling Point: 122.5°C (252.5°F) 




Melting Point: -101°C (-149.8°F) 
 
Critical Temperature: Not available. 
 
Specific Gravity: Not available. 
 
Vapor Pressure: 36.2 mm of Hg (@ 20°C) 
 
Vapor Density: 3.87 (Air = 1) 
 
Volatility: Not available. 
 
Odor Threshold: Not available. 
 
Water/Oil Dist. Coeff.: Not available. 
 
Ionicity (in Water): Not available. 
 
Dispersion Properties: Very slightly dispersed in methanol, n-octanol. Is not dispersed in cold water. See solubility in 
acetone. 
 
Solubility: Partially soluble in acetone. Very slightly soluble in methanol, n-octanol. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
9. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Stability: The product is stable. 
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Instability Temperature: Not available. 
 
Conditions of Instability: Not available. 
 
Incompatibility with various substances: Reactive with oxidizing agents, acids. 
 
Corrosivity: Non-corrosive in presence of glass. 
 
Special Remarks on Reactivity: Not available. 
 





10. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Routes of Entry: Eye contact. Inhalation. Ingestion. 
 
Toxicity to Animals: LD50: Not available. LC50: Not available. 
 
Chronic Effects on Humans: The substance is toxic to the nervous system, mucous membranes. 
 
Other Toxic Effects on Humans: 
Very hazardous in case of skin contact (irritant, sensitizer). Hazardous in case of ingestion, of inhalation. 
 
Special Remarks on Toxicity to Animals: Not available. 
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Special Remarks on Chronic Effects on Humans: Not available. 
 
Special Remarks on other Toxic Effects on Humans: Not available 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
11. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Ecotoxicity: Not available. 
 
BOD5 and COD: Not available. 
 
Products of Biodegradation:  
Possibly hazardous short term degradation products are not likely. However, long term degradation products may 
arise. 
 
Toxicity of the Products of Biodegradation: The products of degradation are more toxic. 
 
Special Remarks on the Products of Biodegradation: Not available 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




Burn in a chemical incinerator equipped with an afterburner and scrubber but exert extra care in igniting 
as this material is highly flammable. Offer surplus and non-recyclable solutions to a licensed disposal 
company. Contact a licensed professional waste disposal service to dispose of this material. 
 
Contaminated packaging: Dispose of as unused product. 





13. TRANSPORT INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
DOT Classification: CLASS 3: Combustible liquid with a flash point greater than 37.8C (100F) 
 
Identification: Flammable liquids n.o.s. (1-Octene) : UN1993 PG: II 
 
Special Provisions for Transport:Not available. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
14. REGULATORY INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Federal and State Regulations: 
Pennsylvania RTK: 1-Octene Florida: 1-Octene Massachusetts RTK: 1-Octene TSCA 8(b) inventory: 1-Octene TSCA 
12(b) one time export: 1-Octene TSCA 12(b) annual export notification: 1-Octene 
 
Other Regulations: 
OSHA: Hazardous by definition of Hazard Communication Standard (29 CFR 1910.1200). EINECS: This product is 




WHMIS (Canada): CLASS B-2: Flammable liquid with a flash point lower than 37.8°C (100°F). 
 
DSCL (EEC): R11- Highly flammable. 
 
HMIS (U.S.A.): 




Health Hazard: 2 
 




Personal Protection: h 
 











Gloves. Lab coat. Vapor respirator. Be sure to use an approved/certified respirator or equivalent. Wear appropriate 
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Material Safety Data Sheet for 1-Decene 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Product Name: 1-Decene 
CAS#: 111-66-0 
Chemical Name: 1-Octene 
Chemical Formula: 872-05-9 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
OSHA Hazards: Combustible Liquid 
 
Target Organs: Central nervous system 
 
GHS Classification: 
Flammable liquids (Category 3) 
Aspiration hazard (Category 1) 
Acute aquatic toxicity (Category 1) 
Chronic aquatic toxicity(Category 1) 
 
GHS Label elements, including precautionary statements: 
Signal word: 
Danger 






Flammable liquid and vapor. 
H304: 
May be fatal if swallowed and enters airways. 
H410: 




Avoid release to the environment. 
P301 + P310: 
IF SWALLOWED: Immediately call a POISON CENTER or doctor/ physician. 
P331: 
Do NOT induce vomiting. 
P501: 
Dispose of contents/ container to an approved waste disposal plant. 
 
Other hazards 
Repeated exposure may cause skin dryness or cracking. 
 
HMIS Classification: 
Health hazard: 1 








Health hazard: 2 
Fire: 2 
Reactivity Hazard: 0 
 
Potential Health Effects: 
Inhalation: 
May be harmful if inhaled. May cause respiratory tract irritation. 
Skin: 
May be harmful if absorbed through skin. May cause skin irritation. 
Eyes: 
May cause eye irritation. 
Ingestion: 
May be harmful if swallowed. 
Aspiration hazard if swallowed-can enter lungs and cause damage. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 








If breathed in, move person into fresh air. If not breathing, give artificial respiration. Consult a physician. 
 
In case of skin contact: 
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Wash off with soap and plenty of water. Consult a physician. 
 
In case of eye contact: 
Flush eyes with water as a precaution. 
 
If swallowed: 
Do NOT induce vomiting. Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Rinse mouth with 
water. Consult a physician. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. FIREFIGHTING MEASURES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Conditions of flammability: 
Flammable in the presence of a source of ignition when the temperature is above the flash point. Keep 
away from heat/sparks/open flame/hot surface. No smoking. 
 
Suitable extinguishing media: 
Use water spray, alcohol-resistant foam, dry chemical or carbon dioxide. 
 
Special protective equipment for firefighters: 
Wear self contained breathing apparatus for fire fighting if necessary. 
 
Hazardous combustion products: 
Hazardous decomposition products formed under fire conditions.-Carbon oxides 
 
Further information: 
Use water spray to cool unopened containers. 
 








Use personal protective equipment. Avoid breathing vapors, mist or gas. Ensure adequate ventilation. 
Remove all sources of ignition. Evacuate personnel to safe areas. Beware of vapors accumulating to form 
explosive concentrations. Vapors can accumulate in low areas. 
 
Environmental precautions: 
Prevent further leakage or spillage if safe to do so. Do not let product enter drains. Discharge into the 
environment must be avoided. Methods and materials for containment and cleaning up. Contain spillage, 
and then collect with an electrically protected vacuum cleaner or by wet-brushing and place in container 
for disposal according to local regulations (see section 13). 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
6. HANDLING AND STORAGE 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Precautions for safe handling: 
Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Avoid inhalation of vapor or mist. Keep away from sources of ignition-
No smoking. Take measures to prevent the buildup of electrostatic charge.  
 
Conditions for safe storage: 
Keep container tightly closed in a dry and well-ventilated place. Containers which are opened must be 














Where risk assessment shows air-purifying respirators are appropriate use a full-face respirator with 
multi-purpose combination (US) or type ABEK (EN 14387) respirator cartridges as a backup to 
engineering controls. If the respirator is the sole means of protection, use a full-face supplied air 
respirator. Use respirators and components tested and approved under appropriate government 
standards such as NIOSH (US) or CEN (EU). 
 
Hand protection: 
Handle with gloves. Gloves must be inspected prior to use. Use proper glove removal technique (without 
touching glove's outer surface) to avoid skin contact with this product. Dispose of contaminated gloves 
after use in accordance with applicable laws and good laboratory practices. Wash and dry hands. 
 
Full contact: 
Material: Nitrile rubber 
Minimum layer thickness: 0.4 mm 
Break through time: 480 min 
Material tested: Camatril® (KCL 730 / Aldrich Z677442, Size M) 
 
Splash contact 
Material: Nitrile rubber 
Minimum layer thickness: 0.11 mm 
Break through time: 30 min 
Material tested: Dermatril® (KCL 740 / Aldrich Z677272, Size M) 
 
data source: KCL GmbH, D-36124 Eichenzell, phone +49 (0)6659 87300, e-mail sales@kcl.de, test 
method: EN374If used in solution, or mixed with other substances, and under conditions which differ from 
EN 374, contact the supplier of the CE approved gloves. This recommendation is advisory only and must 
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be evaluated by an industrial hygienist and safety officer familiar with the specific situation of anticipated 
use by our customers. It should not be construed as offering an approval for any specific use scenario. 
 
Eye protection: 
Face shield and safety glasses Use equipment for eye protection tested and approved under appropriate 
government standards such as NIOSH (US) or EN 166(EU). 
 
Skin and body protection: 
Complete suit protecting against chemicals, Flame retardant antistatic protective clothing, The type of 
protective equipment must be selected according to the concentration and amount of the dangerous 
substance at the specific workplace. 
 
Hygiene measures: 
Handle in accordance with good industrial hygiene and safety practice. Wash hands before breaks and at 




8. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 




pH: no data available 
 
Melting point/freezing point: Melting point/range: -66.3 - -66 °C (-87.3 - -87 °F)-lit. 
 
Boiling point: 166.5 - 173.5 °C (331.7 - 344.3 °F)-lit. 




Flash point: 44.0 °C (111.2 °F)-closed cup 
 
Ignition temperature:235 °C (455 °F) 
 
Auto-ignition temperature: 235.0 °C (455.0 °F) 
 
Lower explosion limit: no data available 
 
Upper explosion limit: no data available 
 
Vapor pressure: 2.3 hPa (1.7 mmHg) 
 
Density: 0.741 g/cm3 at 25 °C (77 °F) 
 
Water solubility: no data available 
 
Partition coefficient n-octanol/water: log Pow: 5.12 at 20 °C (68 °F) 
 
Viscosity, kinematic: 1.09 mm2/s at 20 °C (68 °F) 
 
Relative vapor density: no data available 
 
Odor: no data available 
 
Odor Threshold: no data available 
 
Evaporation rate: no data available 




9. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Chemical stability: Stable under recommended storage conditions. 
 
Possibility of hazardous reactions: no data available 
 
Conditions to avoid: Heat, flames and sparks. 
 
Materials to avoid: Strong oxidizing agents 
  
Hazardous decomposition products: 
Hazardous decomposition products formed under fire conditions.-Carbon oxides 
 
Other decomposition products:-no data available 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




no data available 
 
Inhalation LC50: 
no data available 
 
Dermal LD50: 
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no data available 
 
Other information on acute toxicity 
no data available 
 
Skin corrosion/irritation: 
Skin-rabbit-No skin irritation-OECD Test Guideline 404 
 
Serious eye damage/eye irritation: 
no data available 
 
Respiratory or skin sensitization: 
no data available 
 
Germ cell mutagenicity: 
Genotoxicity in vitro-Hamster-Embryo-negative 
 
IARC: 
No component of this product present at levels greater than or equal to 0.1% is identified as  
probable, possible or confirmed human carcinogen by IARC. 
 
ACGIH: 
No component of this product present at levels greater than or equal to 0.1% is identified as a  
carcinogen or potential carcinogen by ACGIH. 
 
NTP: 
No component of this product present at levels greater than or equal to 0.1% is identified as a  
known or anticipated carcinogen by NTP. 





No component of this product present at levels greater than or equal to 0.1% is identified as a  
carcinogen or potential carcinogen by OSHA. 
 
Reproductive toxicity: 
no data available 
 
Teratogenicity: 
no data available 
 
Specific target organ toxicity - single exposure (Globally Harmonized System): 
no data available 
 
Specific target organ toxicity - repeated exposure (Globally Harmonized System): 
no data available 
 
Aspiration hazard: 
The substance or mixture is known to cause human aspiration toxicity hazards or has to be regarded as if 
it causes a human aspiration toxicity hazard. 
 
Potential health effects: 
Inhalation: May be harmful if inhaled. May cause respiratory tract irritation. 
Ingestion: May be harmful if swallowed. Aspiration hazard if swallowed - can enter lungs and cause 
damage. 
Skin: May be harmful if absorbed through skin. May cause skin irritation. 
Eyes: May cause eye irritation. 
 
Signs and Symptoms of Exposure:  
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11. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Toxicity to fish: LC50-Oncorhynchus mykiss (rainbow trout)-> 1.5 mg/ -96 h 
Method: OECD Test Guideline 203 
 
Toxicity to daphnia and other aquatic invertebrates: EC50-Daphnia magna (Water flea)-0.56 mg/l-48 h 
Method: OECD Test Guideline 202 
 
Toxicity to algae: static test EC50-Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata-11.8 mg/l-72 h 
Method: OECD Test Guideline 201 
 
Persistence and degradability: 
Biodegradability: aerobic Result: 80.8 %-Readily biodegradable. 
 
Bioaccumulative potential: 
Indication of bioaccumulation. 
 
Mobility in soil: 
no data available 




PBT and vPvB assessment: 
no data available 
 
Other adverse effects: 
An environmental hazard cannot be excluded in the event of unprofessional handling or disposal. Very 
toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




Burn in a chemical incinerator equipped with an afterburner and scrubber but exert extra care in igniting 
as this material is highly flammable. Offer surplus and non-recyclable solutions to a licensed disposal 
company. Contact a licensed professional waste disposal service to dispose of this material. 
 
Contaminated packaging: Dispose of as unused product. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 




UN number: 3295  
Class: 3 
Packing group: III 
Proper shipping name: Hydrocarbons, liquid, n.o.s. 
Reportable Quantity (RQ):  
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Marine Pollutant: No 
Poison Inhalation Hazard: No 
 
IMDG 
UN number: 3295 
Class: 3 
Packing group: III 
EMS-No: F-E, S-D 
Proper shipping name: HYDROCARBONS, LIQUID, N.O.S. 
Marine Pollutant: No 
 
IATA 
UN number: 3295 
Class: 3 
Packing group: III 
Proper shipping name: Hydrocarbons, liquid, n.o.s. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 






SARA 302 Components 
SARA 302: No chemicals in this material are subject to the reporting requirements of SARA Title III, 
Section 302. 
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SARA 313 Components 
SARA 313: This material does not contain any chemical components with known CAS numbers that 
exceed the threshold (De Minimis) reporting levels established by SARA Title III, Section 313. 
 
SARA 311/312 Hazards 
Fire Hazard 
 
Massachusetts Right To Know Components 
No components are subject to the Massachusetts Right to Know Act. 
 
Pennsylvania Right To Know Components 
Dec-1-ene 
 
New Jersey Right To Know Components 
Dec-1-ene 
 
California Prop. 65Components 
This product does not contain any chemicals known to State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, 












APPENDIX C: TOWER OPERATION VARIABILITY 
 
APPENDIX C: TOWER OPERATION VARIABILITY 
 
The following tables show the behavior of reflux ratios, distillate rates and/or bottoms rates for towers 












Tower T-102  
Hexne mass in reactor effluent % Mass Reflux Ratio Distillate Rate (lb/hr) 
60 2.61 6312 
40 4.53 3787 
55 2.88 5680 
50 3.47 4866 
45 3.94 4323 
 
Table 106 
Tower T-103  
Hexne mass in reactor effluent % Molar Reflux Ratio Distillate Rate 
(lb/hr) 
60 6.17 5221 
40 4.98 7746 
55 5.91 5598 
50 5.34 6667 
45 5.14 7209 
 






Tower T-104  
Hexne mass in reactor effluent % Mass Reflux Ratio Bottoms Rate (lb/hr) 
60 6.84 4887 
40 3.24 7333 
55 5.64 5254 
50 4.64 6287 
45 4.07 6813 
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Figure 32: T102 Distillate Rate as a function of 1-hexene mass % from reactor 
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Figure 34: T103 Reflux Ratio as a function of 1-hexene mass % from reactor 
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Figure 36: T104 Reflux Ratio as a function of 1-hexene mass % from reactor 
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APPENDIX D: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF FEED STAGE OF 
DISTILLATION COLUMNS ON REFLUX RATIO 
 
Figure 38: T-100 Reflux Ratio against Feed Tray Stage 
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Figure 40: T-103 Reflux Ratio against Feed Tray Stage 
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Figure 42: T-105 Reflux Ratio against Feed Tray Stage 
 
NB: No sensitivity analysis is carried out for T-101 as the high vapor flow rate in the condenser essentially 
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APPENDIX E: DISTILLATION TOWER TRAY EFFICIENCY 
CALCULATIONS 
 
Table 108: T-105 Tray Efficiency Calculations 
Theoretical Tray Number Relative Volatility Stage Efficiency Real Trays Real Tray 
1 1.27E+00 N/A  CONDENSER 
2 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 1.432492996 
3 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 2.864982272 
4 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 4.297469602 
5 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 5.729955962 
6 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 7.162441979 
7 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 8.594928181 
8 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 10.02741504 
9 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 11.45990302 
10 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 12.89239263 
11 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 14.32488438 
12 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 15.75737881 
13 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 17.18987653 
14 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 18.62237815 
15 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 20.05488434 
16 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 21.4873958 
17 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 22.91991329 
18 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 24.3524376 
19 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 25.78496958 
20 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 27.21751015 
21 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 28.65006025 
22 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 30.08262092 
23 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 31.51519324 
24 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 32.94777835 
25 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 34.38037749 
26 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 35.81299193 
27 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 37.24562307 
28 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 38.67827235 
29 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 40.11094133 
30 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 41.54363162 
31 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 42.97634495 
32 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 44.40908317 
33 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 45.8418482 
34 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 47.27464207 
35 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 48.70746697 
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Table 109: T-105 Tray Efficiency Calculations (b) 
Theoretical Tray Number Relative Volatility Stage Efficiency Real Trays Real Tray 
36 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 50.14032521 
37 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 51.57321935 
38 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 53.00615233 
39 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 54.4391279 
40 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 55.8721516 
41 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 57.30523338 
42 1.27E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 58.73839378 
43 1.27E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 60.17167942 
44 1.27E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 61.60519977 
FEED-45 1.27E+00 6.97E-01 1.43E+00 63.03913975 
46 1.27E+00 6.97E-01 1.43E+00 64.47315388 
47 1.27E+00 6.97E-01 1.43E+00 65.90728477 
48 1.28E+00 6.97E-01 1.43E+00 67.3416176 
49 1.28E+00 6.97E-01 1.43E+00 68.77634972 
50 1.29E+00 6.97E-01 1.44E+00 70.21195874 
51 1.30E+00 N/A  REBOILER 
Total Height 71 
Feed Tray 64 
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Table 110: T-100 Tray Efficiency Calculations 
Theoretical Tray Number Relative Volatility Stage Efficiency Real Trays Real Tray 
1 4.35E+00 N/A  CONDENSER 
2 2.410759579 5.57E-01 1.80E+00 1.795401934 
3 2.35332895 5.65E-01 1.77E+00 3.5665304 
FEED-4 2.028368839 6.21E-01 1.61E+00 5.177880843 
5 1.856563569 6.53E-01 1.53E+00 6.708960759 
6 1.844894737 6.55E-01 1.53E+00 8.235722993 
7 1.843166301 6.55E-01 1.53E+00 9.762490625 
8 1.842955718 6.55E-01 1.53E+00 11.2898949 
9 1.843249137 6.54E-01 1.53E+00 12.8181593 
10 1.843737816 6.54E-01 1.53E+00 14.34737945 
11 1.844287863 6.54E-01 1.53E+00 15.87758531 
12 1.844831038 6.53E-01 1.53E+00 17.40876408 
13 1.845327564 6.53E-01 1.53E+00 18.94087108 
14 1.845752579 6.52E-01 1.53E+00 20.47383953 
15 1.846090928 6.52E-01 1.53E+00 22.00758282 
16 1.84633516 6.52E-01 1.53E+00 23.54200286 
17 1.846483752 6.51E-01 1.53E+00 25.07699657 
18 1.846539822 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 26.61246109 
19 1.846509564 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 28.14829835 
20 1.846401123 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 29.68441645 
21 1.846223486 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 31.220732 
22 1.845985702 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 32.7571716 
23 1.845696437 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 34.29367167 
24 1.845363615 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 35.83017717 
25 1.844994287 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 37.36664148 
26 1.844594549 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 38.90302553 
27 1.844169531 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 40.43929671 
28 1.843723509 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 41.97542796 
29 1.843259769 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 43.51139672 
30 1.842780577 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 45.04718412 
31 1.842286907 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 46.58277322 
32 1.841777901 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 48.11814982 
33 1.841249727 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 49.65329991 
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Table 111: T-100 Tray Efficiency Calculations (B) 
Theoretical Tray Number Relative Volatility Stage Efficiency Real Trays Real Tray 
35 1.8400865 6.52E-01 1.53E+00 52.7228508 
36 1.839381281 6.52E-01 1.53E+00 54.25719242 
37 1.838450549 6.52E-01 1.53E+00 55.79115596 
38 1.836923584 6.52E-01 1.53E+00 57.32455281 
39 1.8336031 6.53E-01 1.53E+00 58.85684019 
40 1.824354496 N/A  REBOILER 
Total Height 59 
Feed Tray 6 
 
 
Table 112: T-101 Tray Efficiency Calculations 
Theoretical Tray Number Relative Volatility Stage Efficiency Real Trays Real Tray 
1 8.21E+02 N/A  CONDENSER 
2 7.65E+02 1.81E-01 5.54E+00 5.538924677 
3 7.64E+02 1.81E-01 5.54E+00 11.07498737 
4 7.71E+02 1.79E-01 5.57E+00 16.64753844 
FEED-5 3.43E+02 1.61E-01 6.22E+00 22.86394339 
6 3.32E+02 1.62E-01 6.18E+00 29.03951882 
7 2.10E+02 1.80E-01 5.56E+00 34.59890864 
8 2.81E+01 3.32E-01 3.01E+00 37.61208988 
9 8.44E+00 4.82E-01 2.08E+00 39.68783772 
10 6.44E+00 5.17E-01 1.93E+00 41.62217871 
11 5.60E+00 N/A  REBOILER 
Total Height 42 








Table 113: T-102 Tray Efficiency Calculations 
Theoretical Tray Number Relative Volatility Stage Efficiency Real Trays Real Tray 
1 2.32E+00 N/A  CONDENSER 
2 2.28E+00 6.67E-01 1.50E+00 1.499144051 
3 2.28E+00 6.67E-01 1.50E+00 2.998193164 
4 2.28E+00 6.67E-01 1.50E+00 4.497431597 
5 2.28E+00 6.67E-01 1.50E+00 5.997189363 
6 2.28E+00 6.66E-01 1.50E+00 7.497986317 
7 2.27E+00 6.66E-01 1.50E+00 9.000468538 
8 2.26E+00 6.65E-01 1.50E+00 10.50485451 
9 2.24E+00 6.64E-01 1.50E+00 12.00984411 
10 2.20E+00 6.65E-01 1.50E+00 13.51289748 
11 2.17E+00 6.67E-01 1.50E+00 15.01322657 
12 2.15E+00 6.66E-01 1.50E+00 16.51369927 
13 2.14E+00 6.64E-01 1.51E+00 18.01969406 
14 2.15E+00 6.59E-01 1.52E+00 19.53705943 
15 2.17E+00 6.52E-01 1.53E+00 21.07003507 
FEED-16 2.18E+00 6.48E-01 1.54E+00 22.61417188 
17 2.18E+00 6.48E-01 1.54E+00 24.1572253 
18 2.17E+00 6.49E-01 1.54E+00 25.69880981 
19 2.16E+00 6.50E-01 1.54E+00 27.23838391 
20 2.15E+00 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 28.77524936 
21 2.14E+00 6.52E-01 1.53E+00 30.3085978 
22 2.12E+00 6.54E-01 1.53E+00 31.83764099 
23 2.10E+00 6.56E-01 1.52E+00 33.36181807 
24 2.08E+00 6.58E-01 1.52E+00 34.88099632 
25 2.06E+00 6.60E-01 1.51E+00 36.39559649 
26 2.05E+00 6.62E-01 1.51E+00 37.90656985 
27 2.04E+00 6.63E-01 1.51E+00 39.41536118 
28 2.03E+00 6.63E-01 1.51E+00 40.92400233 
29 2.03E+00 6.62E-01 1.51E+00 42.43539863 
30 2.04E+00 N/A  REBOILER 
Total Height 43 
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Table 114: T-103 Tray Efficiency Calculations 
Theoretical Tray Number Relative Volatility Stage Efficiency Real Trays Real Tray 
1 1.86E+00 N/A  CONDENSER 
2 1.83E+00 6.76E-01 1.48E+00 1.480286029 
3 1.83E+00 6.76E-01 1.48E+00 2.959542401 
4 1.83E+00 6.76E-01 1.48E+00 4.438105695 
5 1.83E+00 6.77E-01 1.48E+00 5.916144699 
6 1.83E+00 6.77E-01 1.48E+00 7.393768448 
7 1.83E+00 6.77E-01 1.48E+00 8.871069139 
8 1.82E+00 6.77E-01 1.48E+00 10.34814592 
9 1.82E+00 6.77E-01 1.48E+00 11.82512499 
10 1.82E+00 6.77E-01 1.48E+00 13.30218242 
11 1.82E+00 6.77E-01 1.48E+00 14.779574 
12 1.83E+00 6.77E-01 1.48E+00 16.25767567 
13 1.83E+00 6.76E-01 1.48E+00 17.73703724 
14 1.83E+00 6.75E-01 1.48E+00 19.21844938 
15 1.83E+00 6.74E-01 1.48E+00 20.70301503 
16 1.84E+00 6.72E-01 1.49E+00 22.1921997 
17 1.85E+00 6.69E-01 1.50E+00 23.68780693 
18 1.86E+00 6.65E-01 1.50E+00 25.19179981 
19 1.87E+00 6.60E-01 1.51E+00 26.70591002 
20 1.89E+00 6.56E-01 1.53E+00 28.23110295 
21 1.90E+00 6.51E-01 1.54E+00 29.76716625 
22 1.91E+00 6.47E-01 1.55E+00 31.31272612 
FEED-23 1.92E+00 6.44E-01 1.55E+00 32.86520104 
24 1.93E+00 6.42E-01 1.56E+00 34.42308199 
25 1.93E+00 6.39E-01 1.56E+00 35.98688066 
26 1.94E+00 6.37E-01 1.57E+00 37.5565496 
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Table 115: T-103 Tray Efficiency Calculations (b) 
Theoretical Tray Number Relative Volatility Stage Efficiency Real Trays Real Tray 
28 1.95E+00 6.33E-01 1.58E+00 40.71077959 
29 1.95E+00 6.32E-01 1.58E+00 42.29333535 
30 1.95E+00 6.31E-01 1.58E+00 43.87819578 
31 1.96E+00 6.30E-01 1.59E+00 45.46457233 
32 1.96E+00 6.30E-01 1.59E+00 47.0518718 
33 1.96E+00 6.30E-01 1.59E+00 48.63966863 
34 1.96E+00 6.30E-01 1.59E+00 50.22766498 
35 1.96E+00 6.30E-01 1.59E+00 51.81565286 
36 1.96E+00 6.30E-01 1.59E+00 53.40348291 
37 1.95E+00 6.30E-01 1.59E+00 54.99103909 
38 1.95E+00 6.30E-01 1.59E+00 56.57821651 
39 1.95E+00 6.30E-01 1.59E+00 58.16489727 
40 1.95E+00 N/A  REBOILER 
Total Height 59 
Feed Tray 33 
 
Table 116: T-104 Tray Efficiency Calculations 
Theoretical Tray Number Relative Volatility Stage Efficiency Real Trays Real Tray 
1 1.37E+00 N/A  CONDENSER 
2 1.34E+00 7.27E-01 1.38E+00 1.375260819 
3 1.34E+00 7.28E-01 1.37E+00 2.748179445 
4 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 4.120340138 
5 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 5.492223356 
6 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 6.863986406 
7 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 8.235688075 
8 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 9.607354001 
9 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 10.97899695 
10 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 12.35062384 
11 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 13.72223866 
12 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 15.09384373 
13 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 16.4654404 
14 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 17.8370295 
15 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 19.20861153 
16 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 20.58018681 
17 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 21.95175557 
18 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 23.32331795 
19 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 24.69487411 
20 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 26.0664242 
21 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 27.43796847 
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Table 117: T-104 Tray Efficiency Calculations (b) 
Theoretical Tray Number Relative Volatility Stage Efficiency Real Trays Real Tray 
22 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 28.80950715 
FEED-23 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 30.18104069 
24 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 31.55256789 
25 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 32.92408875 
26 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 34.29560324 
27 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 35.66711139 
28 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 37.0386132 
29 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 38.41010867 
30 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 39.78159779 
31 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 41.15308054 
32 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 42.52455692 
33 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 43.89602691 
34 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 45.26749051 
35 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 46.63894767 
36 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 48.01039834 
37 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 49.38184245 
38 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 50.75327989 
39 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 52.12471048 
40 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 53.49613402 
41 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 54.86755015 
42 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 56.23895839 
43 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 57.61035799 
44 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 58.98174786 
45 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 60.35312643 
46 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 61.72449138 
47 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 63.09583928 
48 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 64.46716512 
49 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 65.83846156 
50 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 67.2097178 
51 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 68.58091783 
52 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 69.95203767 
53 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 71.32304013 
54 1.34E+00 7.29E-01 1.37E+00 72.6938639 
55 1.34E+00 N/A  REBOILER 
Total Height 73 
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Table 118: T-105 Tray Efficiency Calculations 
Theoretical Tray Number Relative Volatility Stage Efficiency Real Trays Real Tray 
1 1.27E+00 N/A  CONDENSER 
2 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 1.432492996 
3 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 2.864982272 
4 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 4.297469602 
5 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 5.729955962 
6 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 7.162441979 
7 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 8.594928181 
8 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 10.02741504 
9 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 11.45990302 
10 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 12.89239263 
11 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 14.32488438 
12 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 15.75737881 
13 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 17.18987653 
14 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 18.62237815 
15 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 20.05488434 
16 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 21.4873958 
17 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 22.91991329 
18 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 24.3524376 
19 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 25.78496958 
20 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 27.21751015 
21 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 28.65006025 
22 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 30.08262092 
23 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 31.51519324 
24 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 32.94777835 
25 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 34.38037749 
26 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 35.81299193 
27 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 37.24562307 
28 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 38.67827235 
29 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 40.11094133 
30 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 41.54363162 
31 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 42.97634495 
32 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 44.40908317 
33 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 45.8418482 
34 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 47.27464207 
35 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 48.70746697 
36 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 50.14032521 
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Theoretical Tray Number Relative Volatility Stage Efficiency Real Trays Real Tray 
37 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 51.57321935 
38 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 53.00615233 
39 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 54.4391279 
40 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 55.8721516 
41 1.26E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 57.30523338 
42 1.27E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 58.73839378 
43 1.27E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 60.17167942 
44 1.27E+00 6.98E-01 1.43E+00 61.60519977 
FEED-45 1.27E+00 6.97E-01 1.43E+00 63.03913975 
46 1.27E+00 6.97E-01 1.43E+00 64.47315388 
47 1.27E+00 6.97E-01 1.43E+00 65.90728477 
48 1.28E+00 6.97E-01 1.43E+00 67.3416176 
49 1.28E+00 6.97E-01 1.43E+00 68.77634972 
50 1.29E+00 6.97E-01 1.44E+00 70.21195874 
51 1.30E+00 N/A  REBOILER 
Total Height 71 
Feed Tray 64 
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APPENDIX F:  STREAM MATCHING FOR HEAT INTEGRATION 
 
Table 120:  Process Hot Stream List 














Table 121: Process Cold Stream List 














Figure 43: Stream Matching on Hot side of pinch (422.26oF) 
 
  




Figure 44: Stream Matching on Cold side of pinch (422.26oF). 
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APPENDIX G: ASPEN REPORT FOR HEXENE HEAVY SPLIT 
ASPEN PLUS   PLAT: WIN32     VER: 25.0                   04/09/2013  PAGE 1    
                                  SEPARATION                                     
                              RUN CONTROL SECTION                                
 
 RUN CONTROL INFORMATION                  
 ----------------------- 
 
 THIS COPY OF ASPEN PLUS LICENSED TO UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVAN         
 
 TYPE OF RUN: NEW  
 
 INPUT FILE NAME: _1407ory.inm 
 
 OUTPUT PROBLEM DATA FILE NAME: _1638rlj  
 LOCATED IN:                     
 
 
 PDF SIZE USED FOR INPUT TRANSLATION: 
   NUMBER OF FILE RECORDS (PSIZE) =     0 
   NUMBER OF IN-CORE RECORDS      =   256 
 PSIZE NEEDED FOR SIMULATION    =     1 
 
 CALLING PROGRAM NAME:          apmain   
 LOCATED IN:                    C:\PROGRA~2\ASPENT~1\ASPENP~2.3\Engine\xeq 
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 SIMULATION REQUESTED FOR ENTIRE FLOWSHEET 
 ASPEN PLUS   PLAT: WIN32     VER: 25.0                   04/09/2013  PAGE 2    
                                  SEPARATION                                     
                               FLOWSHEET SECTION                                 
 
 FLOWSHEET CONNECTIVITY BY STREAMS        
 --------------------------------- 
 
   STREAM     SOURCE     DEST           STREAM     SOURCE     DEST 
   S10        ----       CSTR           S1         ----       B4       
   S4         ----       B6             C6         C6TOWER    ----     
   C8         C6TOWER    C8TOWER        S11        CSTR       B23      
   S19        CATALYST   B18            PROD       CATALYST   P102     
   CUMENE     CATALYST   P104           LIGHTREC   ETHOFF     B17      
   11         ETHOFF     B14            S2         B4         B9       
   LIGHTRET   B2         B20            2          B1         ETHOFF   
   CUMECOOL   B3         B5             S6         P100       B28      
   S5         B6         P100           S9         B7         CSTR     
   S8         B8         B7             3          B10        B19      
   C8PURE     C8TOWER    P103           LASTCUME   C8TOWER    B27      
   METHYLAL   C8PURE     ----           C8PROD     C8PURE     ----     
   9          P103       B13            10         B12        B5       
   S3         B9         B28            8          B13        C8PURE   
   C6+        B14        C6TOWER        12         P102       B16      
   13         B16        B1             14         B17        B2       
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   15         B18        B10            16         B19        B21      
   S15        B23        CATALYST       19         B25        B29      
   20         B26        B3             21         B27        B12      
   22         B20        B22            23         B21        B11      
   24         B22        B11            S7         B28        B8       
   26         B29        B26            32         B29        B34      
   17         B24        B32            27         B24        ----     
   28         B30        B5             30         B32        B30      
   33         B34        B24            34         P104       B25      
   S17        B5         B6             4          B11        B4       
 
 FLOWSHEET CONNECTIVITY BY BLOCKS         
 -------------------------------- 
 
   BLOCK        INLETS                         OUTLETS 
   C6TOWER      C6+                            C6 C8                        
   CSTR         S10 S9                         S11                          
   CATALYST     S15                            S19 PROD CUMENE              
   ETHOFF       2                              LIGHTREC 11                  
   B4           S1 4                           S2                           
   B2           14                             LIGHTRET                     
   B1           13                             2                            
   B3           20                             CUMECOOL                     
   P100         S5                             S6                           
   B6           S4 S17                         S5                           
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   B7           S8                             S9                           
   B8           S7                             S8                           
   B10          15                             3                            
   C8TOWER      C8                             C8PURE LASTCUME              
   C8PURE       8                              METHYLAL C8PROD              
   P103         C8PURE                         9                            
   B12          21                             10                           
   B9           S2                             S3                           
   B13          9                              8                            
   B14          11                             C6+                          
   P102         PROD                           12                           
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                                  SEPARATION                                     
                               FLOWSHEET SECTION                                 
 
 FLOWSHEET CONNECTIVITY BY BLOCKS (CONTINUED)         
   B16          12                             13                           
   B17          LIGHTREC                       14                           
   B18          S19                            15                           
   B19          3                              16                           
   B23          S11                            S15                          
   B25          34                             19                           
   B26          26                             20                           
   B27          LASTCUME                       21                           
   B20          LIGHTRET                       22                           
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   B21          16                             23                           
   B22          22                             24                           
   B28          S3 S6                          S7                           
   B29          19                             26 32                        
   B24          33                             17 27                        
   B30          30                             28                           
   B32          17                             30                           
   B34          32                             33                           
   P104         CUMENE                         34                           
   B5           CUMECOOL 10 28                 S17                          
   B11          24 23                          4                            
 
 CONVERGENCE STATUS SUMMARY               
 -------------------------- 
 
   DESIGN-SPEC SUMMARY 
   =================== 
 
 
   DESIGN                                                            CONV 
   SPEC      ERROR        TOLERANCE    ERR/TOL      VARIABLE   STAT  BLOCK 
   ------    -----        ---------    -------      --------   ----  ----- 
   C6BOT     0.90669E-03  0.10000E-02  0.90669       97.709     #    $OLVER02 
   CATBOT    0.73051E-02  0.10000E-01  0.73051       67.264     #    $OLVER03 
   CUMFLOW  -0.58208E-10  0.10000E-01 -0.58208E-08   4717.4     #    $OLVER04 
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   ETHFLOW   0.29463E-03  0.10000E-01  0.29463E-01   12740.     #    $OLVER05 
   ETHRECT   0.28147E-03  0.10000E-02  0.28147       203.29     #    $OLVER06 
 
   TEAR STREAM SUMMARY 
   =================== 
 
 
   STREAM    MAXIMUM                   MAXIMUM     VARIABLE             CONV 
   ID        ERROR        TOLERANCE    ERR/TOL     ID             STAT  BLOCK 
   ------    -------      ---------    --------    --------       ----  ----- 
   S11       0.12477E-06  0.16750E-06  0.74488     MASS ENTHALPY    #   $OLVER01                                                                                  
 
   #  = CONVERGED 
   *  = NOT CONVERGED 
   LB = AT LOWER BOUNDS 
   UB = AT UPPER BOUNDS 
 
 DESIGN-SPEC:  C6BOT                      
 ------------------- 
 
   SAMPLED VARIABLES: 
     TBOT     : SENTENCE=PROFILE VARIABLE=TEMP ID1=30 IN UOS BLOCK C6TOWER   
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                                  SEPARATION                                     
                               FLOWSHEET SECTION                                 




 DESIGN-SPEC:  C6BOT (CONTINUED)                      
 
   SPECIFICATION: 
     MAKE TBOT APPROACH 450.000   
     WITHIN          0.00100000                                
 
   MANIPULATED VARIABLES: 
     VARY     : SENTENCE=P-SPEC VARIABLE=PRES ID1=1 IN UOS BLOCK C6TOWER     
     LOWER LIMIT =          20.0000                   PSIA             
     UPPER LIMIT =         300.000                    PSIA             
     FINAL VALUE =          97.7090                   PSIA             
 
   VALUES OF ACCESSED FORTRAN VARIABLES: 
     VARIABLE      VALUE AT START      FINAL VALUE     UNITS 
                      OF LOOP                                
     --------      --------------      -----------     ----- 
     TBOT            449.994            450.001        F                
 
 DESIGN-SPEC:  CATBOT                     
 -------------------- 
 
   SAMPLED VARIABLES: 
     TEMP     : SENTENCE=PROFILE VARIABLE=TEMP ID1=40 IN UOS BLOCK CATALYST  
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   SPECIFICATION: 
     MAKE TEMP APPROACH 450.000   
     WITHIN          0.0100000                                 
 
   MANIPULATED VARIABLES: 
     VARY     : SENTENCE=P-SPEC VARIABLE=PRES ID1=1 IN UOS BLOCK CATALYST    
     LOWER LIMIT =          30.0000                   PSIA             
     UPPER LIMIT =         140.000                    PSIA             
     FINAL VALUE =          67.2639                   PSIA             
 
   VALUES OF ACCESSED FORTRAN VARIABLES: 
     VARIABLE      VALUE AT START      FINAL VALUE     UNITS 
                      OF LOOP                                
     --------      --------------      -----------     ----- 
     TEMP            450.007            450.007        F                
 
 DESIGN-SPEC:  CUMFLOW                    
 --------------------- 
 
   SAMPLED VARIABLES: 
     CUMIN    : CUMENE MASSFLOW IN STREAM S7 SUBSTREAM MIXED     
 
   SPECIFICATION: 
     MAKE CUMIN APPROACH 379,000.     
     WITHIN          0.0100000                                 
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 ASPEN PLUS   PLAT: WIN32     VER: 25.0                   04/09/2013  PAGE 5    
                                  SEPARATION                                     
                               FLOWSHEET SECTION                                 
 
 DESIGN-SPEC:  CUMFLOW (CONTINUED)                    
 
   MANIPULATED VARIABLES: 
     VARY     : TOTAL MASSFLOW IN STREAM S4 SUBSTREAM MIXED  
     LOWER LIMIT =           0.0                      LB/HR            
     UPPER LIMIT =     909,867.                       LB/HR            
     FINAL VALUE =       4,717.35                     LB/HR            
 
   VALUES OF ACCESSED FORTRAN VARIABLES: 
     VARIABLE      VALUE AT START      FINAL VALUE     UNITS 
                      OF LOOP                                
     --------      --------------      -----------     ----- 
     CUMIN           379001.            379000.        LB/HR            
 
 DESIGN-SPEC:  ETHFLOW                    
 --------------------- 
 
   SAMPLED VARIABLES: 
     ETHIN    : ETHYL-01MASSFLOW IN STREAM S7 SUBSTREAM MIXED    
 
   SPECIFICATION: 
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     MAKE ETHIN APPROACH 63,690.0     
     WITHIN          0.0100000                                 
 
   MANIPULATED VARIABLES: 
     VARY     : ETHYL-01MASSFLOW IN STREAM S1 SUBSTREAM MIXED    
     LOWER LIMIT =       1,000.00                     LB/HR            
     UPPER LIMIT =      63,690.0                      LB/HR            
     FINAL VALUE =      12,740.0                      LB/HR            
 
   VALUES OF ACCESSED FORTRAN VARIABLES: 
     VARIABLE      VALUE AT START      FINAL VALUE     UNITS 
                      OF LOOP                                
     --------      --------------      -----------     ----- 
     ETHIN           63690.0            63690.0        LB/HR            
 
 DESIGN-SPEC:  ETHRECT                    
 --------------------- 
 
   SAMPLED VARIABLES: 
     TBOT     : SENTENCE=PROFILE VARIABLE=TEMP ID1=11 IN UOS BLOCK ETHOFF    
 
   SPECIFICATION: 
     MAKE TBOT APPROACH 450.000   
     WITHIN          0.00100000                                
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   MANIPULATED VARIABLES: 
     VARY     : SENTENCE=P-SPEC VARIABLE=PRES ID1=1 IN UOS BLOCK ETHOFF  
     LOWER LIMIT =          30.0000                   PSIA             
     UPPER LIMIT =         300.000                    PSIA             
     FINAL VALUE =         203.291                    PSIA             
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                                  SEPARATION                                     
                               FLOWSHEET SECTION                                 
 
 DESIGN-SPEC:  ETHRECT (CONTINUED)                    
 
   VALUES OF ACCESSED FORTRAN VARIABLES: 
     VARIABLE      VALUE AT START      FINAL VALUE     UNITS 
                      OF LOOP                                
     --------      --------------      -----------     ----- 
     TBOT            450.001            450.000        F                
 
 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER01             
 ---------------------------- 
     Tear Stream  :  S11 
     Tolerance used:  0.100D-03  
     Trace molefrac:  0.100D-05  
  
     MAXIT=   30 WAIT   1 ITERATIONS BEFORE ACCELERATING 
     QMAX =   0.0     QMIN =  -5.0     
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     METHOD: WEGSTEIN      STATUS: CONVERGED        
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:    26 
     NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON LAST OUTER LOOP:     0 
 
                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 
 
VAR#  TEAR STREAM VAR  STREAM   SUBSTREA COMPONEN ATTRIBUT ELEMENT      UNIT         VALUE       
PREV VALUE       ERR/TOL 
----  ---------------  -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ----------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  TOTAL MOLEFLOW   S11      MIXED                               LBMOL/HR     5298.8118      5298.8004      
2.1409-02       
   2  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    CUMENE                     LBMOL/HR     3161.5481      3161.5481         0.0          
   3  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    ETHYL-01                   LBMOL/HR     1816.2271      1816.2271      
1.2302-04       
   4  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    1-HEX-01                   LBMOL/HR       76.4405        76.4405      1.2925-
04       
   5  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    1-OCT-01                   LBMOL/HR       45.9102        45.9102     -4.2823-
03       
   6  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    1-NON-01                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
   7  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    1-DOD-01                   LBMOL/HR       88.6825        88.6777         
0.5388       
   8  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    1-DEC-01                   LBMOL/HR      108.6876       108.6811         
0.6031       
   9  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    ACETY-01                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
  10  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    TRANS-01                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
  11  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    TRANS-02                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
  12  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    1-DOD-02                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
  13  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    OXYGE-01                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
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  14  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    CARBO-01                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
  15  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    WATER                      LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
  16  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    LIGAND                     LBMOL/HR        0.1270         0.1270         0.5369       
  17  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    METHAL                     LBMOL/HR        1.1321         1.1321     -9.0633-
03       
  18  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    CRACAC                     LBMOL/HR     5.6611-02      5.6608-02         
0.5369       
  19  PRESSURE         S11      MIXED                               PSIA          652.6698       652.6698         0.0          
  20  MASS ENTHALPY    S11      MIXED                               BTU/LB        -72.0054       -72.0108         0.7449       
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
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 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER01 (CONTINUED)             
 
     TEAR STREAMS AND TEAR VARIABLES:  
 
     ITERATION   MAX-ERR/TOL   STREAM ID      VARIABLE         SUBSTREA COMPONEN ATTRIBUT ELEMENT 
     ---------   -----------   ---------      ---------------- -------- -------- -------- ------- 
          1      0.1000E+05    S11            MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    METHAL                     
          2     -0.1000E+05    S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
          3      -1722.        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
          4      -722.7        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
          5       279.4        S11            MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    1-DEC-01                   
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          6      -683.9        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
          7      -340.0        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
          8       121.1        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
          9      -250.0        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         10      -135.1        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         11       63.06        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         12      -109.2        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         13      -57.64        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         14       21.70        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         15      -45.38        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         16      -25.35        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         17       12.93        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         18      -21.35        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         19      -11.28        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         20       4.049        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         21      -8.891        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         22      -5.060        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         23       2.817        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         24      -4.357        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         25      -2.273        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         26      0.7449        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
 
 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER02             
 ---------------------------- 
     SPECS: C6BOT 
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     MAXIT=   30 STEP-SIZE=    1.0000    % OF RANGE 
                 MAX-STEP=       100.    % OF RANGE 
                 XTOL=       1.000000E-08 
     THE NEW ALGORITHM WAS USED WITH BRACKETING=NO       
     METHOD: SECANT        STATUS: CONVERGED        
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:    98 
     NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON LAST OUTER LOOP:     0 
 
                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 
 
 
VAR#  MANIPUL/TEAR-VAR VARIABLE DESCRIPTION                              UNIT         VALUE       PREV VALUE       
ERR/TOL 
----  ---------------- -------------------------                    ----------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  BLOCK-VAR        C6TOWER.P-SPEC.PRES.1                        PSIA           97.7090        97.7091         0.9067       
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
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 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER02 (CONTINUED)             
 
     DESIGN-SPEC ID: C6BOT                                                                                     
     ITERATED:  SENTENCE=P-SPEC VARIABLE=PRES ID1=1 IN UOS BLOCK C6TOWER     
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     ITERATION  VARIABLE         ERROR          ERR/TOL  
     ---------  --------         -----          -------  
          1      97.71          -0.5590E-02     -5.590     
          2      97.71           0.6507E-02      6.507     
          3      97.71           0.3534E-02      3.534     
          4      97.71           0.1980E-02      1.980     
          5      97.71           0.1365E-02      1.365     
          6      97.71           0.1046E-02      1.046     
          7      97.71           0.9067E-03     0.9067     
 
 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER03             
 ---------------------------- 
     SPECS: CATBOT 
     MAXIT=   30 STEP-SIZE=    1.0000    % OF RANGE 
                 MAX-STEP=       100.    % OF RANGE 
                 XTOL=       1.000000E-08 
     THE NEW ALGORITHM WAS USED WITH BRACKETING=NO       
     METHOD: SECANT        STATUS: CONVERGED        
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:    79 
     NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON LAST OUTER LOOP:     0 
 
                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 
 
 
VAR#  MANIPUL/TEAR-VAR VARIABLE DESCRIPTION                              UNIT         VALUE       PREV VALUE       
ERR/TOL 
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----  ---------------- -------------------------                    ----------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  BLOCK-VAR        CATALYST.P-SPEC.PRES.1                       PSIA           67.2639        67.2639         0.7305       
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
 
     DESIGN-SPEC ID: CATBOT                                                                                    
     ITERATED:  SENTENCE=P-SPEC VARIABLE=PRES ID1=1 IN UOS BLOCK CATALYST    
 
     ITERATION  VARIABLE         ERROR          ERR/TOL  
     ---------  --------         -----          -------  
          1      67.26           0.7305E-02     0.7305     
 
 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER04             
 ---------------------------- 
     SPECS: CUMFLOW 
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 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER04 (CONTINUED)             
     MAXIT=   30 STEP-SIZE=    1.0000    % OF RANGE 
                 MAX-STEP=       100.    % OF RANGE 
                 XTOL=       1.000000E-08 
     THE NEW ALGORITHM WAS USED WITH BRACKETING=NO       
     METHOD: SECANT        STATUS: CONVERGED        
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:   112 
     NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON LAST OUTER LOOP:     0 
 
                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 
 
 
VAR#  MANIPUL/TEAR-VAR VARIABLE DESCRIPTION                              UNIT         VALUE       PREV VALUE       
ERR/TOL 
----  ---------------- -------------------------                    ----------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  TOTAL MASSFLOW   S4.MIXED                                     LB/HR        4717.3539      4717.8955     -5.8208-09       
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
 
     DESIGN-SPEC ID: CUMFLOW                                                                                   
     ITERATED:  TOTAL MASSFLOW IN STREAM S4 SUBSTREAM MIXED  
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     ITERATION  VARIABLE         ERROR          ERR/TOL  
     ---------  --------         -----          -------  
          1      4718.           0.5416          54.16     
          2      4717.          -0.5821E-10    -0.5821E-08 
 
 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER05             
 ---------------------------- 
     SPECS: ETHFLOW 
     MAXIT=   30 STEP-SIZE=    1.0000    % OF RANGE 
                 MAX-STEP=       100.    % OF RANGE 
                 XTOL=       1.000000E-08 
     THE NEW ALGORITHM WAS USED WITH BRACKETING=NO       
     METHOD: SECANT        STATUS: CONVERGED        
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:    62 
     NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON LAST OUTER LOOP:     0 
 
                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 
 
 
VAR#  MANIPUL/TEAR-VAR VARIABLE DESCRIPTION                              UNIT         VALUE       PREV VALUE       
ERR/TOL 
----  ---------------- -------------------------                    ----------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  ETHYL-01MASSFLOW S1.MIXED                                     LB/HR        1.2740+04      1.2740+04      2.9463-02       
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
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 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER05 (CONTINUED)             
 
     DESIGN-SPEC ID: ETHFLOW                                                                                   
     ITERATED:  ETHYL-01MASSFLOW IN STREAM S1 SUBSTREAM MIXED    
 
     ITERATION  VARIABLE         ERROR          ERR/TOL  
     ---------  --------         -----          -------  
          1     0.1274E+05       0.2946E-03     0.2946E-01 
 
 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER06             
 ---------------------------- 
     SPECS: ETHRECT 
     MAXIT=   30 STEP-SIZE=    1.0000    % OF RANGE 
                 MAX-STEP=       100.    % OF RANGE 
                 XTOL=       1.000000E-08 
     THE NEW ALGORITHM WAS USED WITH BRACKETING=NO       
     METHOD: SECANT        STATUS: CONVERGED        
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:   109 
     NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON LAST OUTER LOOP:     0 
 
                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 





VAR#  MANIPUL/TEAR-VAR VARIABLE DESCRIPTION                              UNIT         VALUE       PREV VALUE       
ERR/TOL 
----  ---------------- -------------------------                    ----------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  BLOCK-VAR        ETHOFF.P-SPEC.PRES.1                         PSIA          203.2915       203.3009         0.2815       
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
 
     DESIGN-SPEC ID: ETHRECT                                                                                   
     ITERATED:  SENTENCE=P-SPEC VARIABLE=PRES ID1=1 IN UOS BLOCK ETHOFF  
 
     ITERATION  VARIABLE         ERROR          ERR/TOL  
     ---------  --------         -----          -------  
          1      203.3           0.1402E-02      1.402     
          2      203.3           0.5506E-02      5.506     
          3      203.3           0.2815E-03     0.2815     
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 COMPUTATIONAL SEQUENCE                   
 ---------------------- 
 
 SEQUENCE USED WAS: 
    $OLVER01 B23                                                            
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    |  $OLVER03 CATALYST                                                    
    |  (RETURN $OLVER03)                                                    
    |  B18 B10 B19 B21 P102 B16 B1                                          
    |  $OLVER06 ETHOFF                                                      
    |  (RETURN $OLVER06)                                                    
    |  B17 B2 B20 B22 B11 B14                                               
    |  $OLVER02 C6TOWER                                                     
    |  (RETURN $OLVER02)                                                    
    |  C8TOWER B27 B12 P104 B25 B29 B26 B3 B34 B24 B32 B30 B5               
    |  $OLVER05 B4 B9                                                       
    |  |  $OLVER04 B6 P100 B28                                              
    |  |  (RETURN $OLVER04)                                                 
    |  (RETURN $OLVER05)                                                    
    |  B8 B7 CSTR                                                           
    (RETURN $OLVER01)                                                       
    P103 B13 C8PURE                                                         
 
 OVERALL FLOWSHEET BALANCE                
 ------------------------- 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   CONVENTIONAL COMPONENTS   
           (LBMOL/HR) 
      CUMENE              47.5676       47.5673       0.00000      0.619958E-05 
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      ETHYL-01            454.128      0.712917E-01  -454.057     -0.299965E-06 
      1-HEX-01            0.00000       75.6762       75.6761     -0.130719E-05 
      1-OCT-01            0.00000       45.4058       45.4057     -0.175639E-05 
      1-NON-01            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      1-DOD-01            0.00000       3.77902       3.78381      0.126749E-02 
      1-DEC-01            0.00000       4.53400       4.54057      0.144841E-02 
      ACETY-01            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      TRANS-01            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      TRANS-02            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      1-DOD-02            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      OXYGE-01            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      CARBO-01            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      WATER               0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      LIGAND             0.542114E-02  0.541431E-02   0.00000      0.126092E-02 
      METHAL              1.12944       1.12944       0.00000     -0.221270E-05 
      CRACAC             0.241667E-02  0.241362E-02   0.00000      0.126092E-02 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(LBMOL/HR)         502.833       178.171      -324.651      0.225609E-04 
   MASS(LB/HR   )         18526.1       18524.3                    0.942265E-04 
   ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )    0.905559E+07 -0.354843E+07                 1.39185     
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 OVERALL FLOWSHEET BALANCE (CONTINUED)                




                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
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 PSEUDOCOMPONENT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES      
 ----------------------------------- 
 
                          PSEUDOCOMPONENT PROPERTY SUMMARY 
 COMPONENT    NBP         API         SG       MW        TC         PC       
              F                                          F          PSIA     
 LIGAND       859.9280    59.8714     0.7394   435.6000  1034.4724    94.2565 
 METHAL       231.5300    30.2143     0.8750    58.0200   625.3095   621.4623 
 CRACAC       643.7300   -25.9030     1.3400   349.3200  1205.7348   566.3976 
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 COMPONENTS                               
 ---------- 
 
  ID       TYPE  ALIAS          NAME 
   CUMENE   C     C9H12-2        ISOPROPYLBENZENE                 
   ETHYL-01 C     C2H4           ETHYLENE                         
   1-HEX-01 C     C6H12-3        1-HEXENE                         
   1-OCT-01 C     C8H16-16       1-OCTENE                         
   1-NON-01 C     C9H18-3        1-NONENE                         
   1-DOD-01 C     C12H24-2       1-DODECENE                       
   1-DEC-01 C     C10H20-5       1-DECENE                         
   ACETY-01 C     C5H8O2-D1      ACETYLACETONE                    
   TRANS-01 C     C8H16-17       TRANS-2-OCTENE                   
   TRANS-02 C     C6H12-5        TRANS-2-HEXENE                   
   1-DOD-02 C     C12H24-2       1-DODECENE                       
   OXYGE-01 C     O2             OXYGEN                           
   CARBO-01 C     CO2            CARBON-DIOXIDE                   
   WATER    C     H2O            WATER                            
   LIGAND   C     MISSING        MISSING                          
   METHAL   C     MISSING        MISSING                          
   CRACAC   C     MISSING        MISSING                          
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 BLOCK:  B1       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          13       
   OUTLET STREAM:         2        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            327.123         327.123         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            26169.5         26169.5         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.575340E+07   -0.525289E+07   -0.869949E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
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   ONE    PHASE  TP  FLASH   SPECIFIED PHASE IS  LIQUID  
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                         7.61049     
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    7.6105     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 209.83     








 BLOCK:  B10      MODEL: COMPR            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          15       
   OUTLET STREAM:         3        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
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 BLOCK:  B10      MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1708.30         1708.30         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            47969.3         47969.3         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.363798E+08    0.431639E+08   -0.157170     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                           ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   ISENTROPIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                  737.780       
    ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY                                    0.75000     
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    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY                                    1.00000     
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    INDICATED  HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                2,666.24        
    BRAKE      HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                2,666.24        
    NET WORK REQUIRED                  HP                2,666.24        
    POWER LOSSES                       HP                    0.0         
    ISENTROPIC HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                1,999.68        
    CALCULATED OUTLET TEMP  F                              345.458       
    ISENTROPIC TEMPERATURE  F                              278.716       
    EFFICIENCY (POLYTR/ISENTR) USED                          0.75000     
    OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                    1.00000     
    HEAD DEVELOPED,       FT-LBF/LB                     82,539.7         
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY USED                               1.00000     
    INLET HEAT CAPACITY RATIO                                1.32947     
    INLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE , CUFT/HR               172,182.          
    OUTLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE, CUFT/HR                18,411.1         
    INLET  COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.96043     
    OUTLET COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.92028     
    AV. ISENT. VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.21281     
    AV. ISENT. TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.25458     
    AV. ACTUAL VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.27917     
    AV. ACTUAL TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.30408     
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 BLOCK:  B10      MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
 BLOCK:  B11      MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         24          23       
   OUTLET STREAM:         4        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1816.94         1816.94         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            51017.1         51017.1       -0.142618E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.391826E+08    0.391826E+08     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            




                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  B12      MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          21       
   OUTLET STREAM:         10       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
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 BLOCK:  B12      MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            96.1898         96.1898         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            11588.8         11588.8         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )        193194.       -0.166715E+07     1.11588     
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                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        86.0000      
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    86.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 25.320     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.18603E+07 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      0.0000     
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   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      CUMENE           0.98586        0.98586        0.99192        0.64574E-02 
      1-HEX-01         0.10154E-12    0.10154E-12    0.32615E-11    0.20615     
      1-OCT-01         0.47229E-03    0.47229E-03    0.16909E-02    0.22978E-01 
      1-DOD-01         0.48244E-03    0.48244E-03    0.36678E-04    0.48793E-03 
      1-DEC-01         0.13188E-01    0.13188E-01    0.63410E-02    0.30859E-02 
      METHAL           0.19579E-05    0.19579E-05    0.11349E-04    0.37204E-01 
      CRACAC           0.37997E-10    0.37997E-10    0.24956E-13    0.42153E-05 
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 BLOCK:  B13      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          9        
   OUTLET STREAM:         8        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            47.2468         47.2468         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            5221.25         5221.25         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.165196E+07   -0.165196E+07     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 




    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                         50.0000      
 
 BLOCK:  B14      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          11       
   OUTLET STREAM:         C6+      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  B14      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            218.482         218.482         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            23121.7         23121.7         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.156979E+07   -0.156979E+07     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          53.8800      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
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    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        155.671       
 
 BLOCK:  B16      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          12       
   OUTLET STREAM:         13       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            327.123         327.123         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            26169.5         26169.5         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.575340E+07   -0.575340E+07     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            




                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
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 BLOCK:  B16      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        214.830       
 
 BLOCK:  B17      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          LIGHTREC 
   OUTLET STREAM:         14       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                




                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            108.641         108.641         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            3047.78         3047.78        0.596824E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.227735E+07    0.227735E+07    0.613425E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
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                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        178.291       
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 BLOCK:  B18      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S19      
   OUTLET STREAM:         15       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1708.30         1708.30         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            47969.3         47969.3        0.151679E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.363798E+08    0.363798E+08    0.204800E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 




    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                         42.2639      
 
 BLOCK:  B19      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          3        
   OUTLET STREAM:         16       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  B19      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1708.30         1708.30         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            47969.3         47969.3         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.431639E+08    0.431639E+08     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
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    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        712.780       
 
 BLOCK:  B2       MODEL: COMPR            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          14       
   OUTLET STREAM:         LIGHTRET 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            108.641         108.641         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            3047.78         3047.78         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.227735E+07    0.243154E+07   -0.634139E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  B2       MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
                           ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   ISENTROPIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                  737.780       
    ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY                                    0.75000     
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY                                    1.00000     
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    INDICATED  HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                   60.6004      
    BRAKE      HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                   60.6004      
    NET WORK REQUIRED                  HP                   60.6004      
    POWER LOSSES                       HP                    0.0         
    ISENTROPIC HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                   45.4503      
    CALCULATED OUTLET TEMP  F                              148.177       
    ISENTROPIC TEMPERATURE  F                              125.265       
    EFFICIENCY (POLYTR/ISENTR) USED                          0.75000     
    OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                    1.00000     
    HEAD DEVELOPED,       FT-LBF/LB                     29,526.9         
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    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY USED                               1.00000     
    INLET HEAT CAPACITY RATIO                                1.57085     
    INLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE , CUFT/HR                 2,176.98        
    OUTLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE, CUFT/HR                   735.351       
    INLET  COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.81006     
    OUTLET COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.76556     
    AV. ISENT. VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.20776     
    AV. ISENT. TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.33071     
    AV. ACTUAL VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.30855     
    AV. ACTUAL TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.38041     
 
 BLOCK:  B20      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          LIGHTRET 
   OUTLET STREAM:         22       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
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 BLOCK:  B20      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
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       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            108.641         108.641         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            3047.78         3047.78         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.243154E+07    0.243154E+07     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        712.780       
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 BLOCK:  B21      MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          16       
   OUTLET STREAM:         23       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1708.30         1708.30         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            47969.3         47969.3         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.431639E+08    0.368376E+08    0.146564     
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  B21      MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        95.0000      
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    95.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 707.78     
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   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.63263E+07 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      1.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      CUMENE           0.43940E-05    0.18667E-04    0.43940E-05    0.28853     
      ETHYL-01         0.99954        0.99884        0.99954         1.2266     
      1-HEX-01         0.44746E-03    0.11016E-02    0.44746E-03    0.49787     
      1-OCT-01         0.91450E-05    0.34566E-04    0.91450E-05    0.32428     
      1-DOD-01         0.21602E-10    0.19186E-09    0.21602E-10    0.13800     
      1-DEC-01         0.11097E-07    0.64413E-07    0.11097E-07    0.21116     
      METHAL           0.85058E-06    0.24883E-05    0.85058E-06    0.41898     
 
 BLOCK:  B22      MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          22       
   OUTLET STREAM:         24       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  B22      MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            108.641         108.641         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            3047.78         3047.78         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.243154E+07    0.234506E+07    0.355662E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        95.0000      
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
 
 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    95.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 707.78     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                              -86481.     
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      1.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      ETHYL-01          1.0000         1.0000         1.0000         1.2296     
      1-HEX-01         0.24517E-10    0.60514E-10    0.24517E-10    0.49816     
 
 BLOCK:  B23      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S11      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S15      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  B23      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            5298.80         5298.80         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            472849.         472849.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.340502E+08   -0.340502E+08     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
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    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        627.670       
 
 BLOCK:  B24      MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - 33       STAGE  45 
    OUTLETS  - 17       STAGE   1 
               27       STAGE  51 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            139.142         139.142         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            17000.0         17000.0       -0.576127E-11 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )        275293.        -222094.         1.80676     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
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    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
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                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        51 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                  25 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
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    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            0.0         
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       1.00000     
    MASS DISTILLATE RATE           LB/HR                 7,000.00        
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                   45.0000      
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  17           27       
    COMPONENT: 
    CUMENE      .63629       .36371     
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    1-OCT-01    .99806       .19406E-02 
    1-DOD-01    0.0000       1.0000     
    1-DEC-01    .10000E-01   .99000     
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 BLOCK:  B24      MODEL: RADFRAC (CONTINUED)          
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  17           27       
    COMPONENT: 
    LIGAND      0.0000       1.0000     
    METHAL      .99904       .96463E-03 
    CRACAC      0.0000       1.0000     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       395.166       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       411.670       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                450.925       
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    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                 55.8787      
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR                  0.0         
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR                513.841       
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       5.41564     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       9.19564     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR           -7,983,440.          
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR            7,486,050.          
 
 
   ****   MANIPULATED VARIABLES   **** 
 
                                                 BOUNDS             CALCULATED 
                                          LOWER         UPPER         VALUE 
   MASS DISTILLATE RATE       LB/HR       1000.0       0.15000E+06    10009.     
   MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                    0.10000        15.000        5.4156     
 
   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  1  MASS-FLOW     STREAMS: 17             LB/HR        10000.        10000.     
                   COMPS:   CUMENE        
  2  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: 27                         0.99000       0.99000     
                   COMPS:   1-DEC-01      
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   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.22815E-06  STAGE= 51 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.86751E-07  STAGE= 51 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.73164E-07  STAGE= 51 COMP=LIGAND   
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.12312E-05  STAGE= 51 
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   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   395.17        45.000        1326.9       15783.      -.79834+07 
   2   404.74        50.000        1989.7       16272.                 
   3   404.75        50.003        1984.7       16270.                 
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   4   404.77        50.006        1978.1       16266.                 
   5   404.78        50.009        1970.6       16260.                 
  43   405.75        50.117        421.13       15097.                 
  44   405.98        50.120        158.94       14968.                 
  45   406.40        50.123       -269.80       14789.                 
  46   406.48        50.126       -424.20       14671.                 
  50   408.46        50.137       -2922.6       13242.                 
  51   411.67        50.140       -5951.7       11976.       .74861+07 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  534.2      0.000                                       83.2633           
   2  471.9      534.2                                                         
   3  471.9      555.2                                                         
   4  471.9      555.2                                                         
   5  471.9      555.2                                                         
  43  470.7      554.4                                                         
  44  469.8      554.0                  30.6889                                
  45  578.2      522.4       108.4530                                          
  46  578.0      522.3                                                         
  50  569.7      519.3                                                         
  51  55.88      513.8                                       55.8787           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 




 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1 0.6421E+05  0.000                                     .10009+05           
   2 0.5673E+05 0.6421E+05                                                     
   3 0.5673E+05 0.6674E+05                                                     
   4 0.5673E+05 0.6674E+05                                                     
   5 0.5673E+05 0.6674E+05                                                     
  43 0.5691E+05 0.6693E+05                                                     
  44 0.5688E+05 0.6692E+05            3721.7257                                
  45 0.7018E+05 0.6317E+05  .13278+05                                          
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    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
  46 0.7020E+05 0.6318E+05                                                     
  50 0.7002E+05 0.6323E+05                                                     
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  51  6991.     0.6303E+05                                 6991.4562           
 
    ****  STDVOL LIQUID VOLUME FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            CUFT/HR                    CUFT/HR                  CUFT/HR  
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  1005.      0.000                                      185.5090           
   2  1051.      1190.                                                         
   3  1052.      1237.                                                         
   4  1052.      1237.                                                         
   5  1052.      1237.                                                         
  43  1061.      1246.                                                         
  44  1062.      1247.                  69.4772                                
  45  1312.      1178.       249.1305                                          
  46  1313.      1179.                                                         
  50  1321.      1186.                                                         
  51  133.1      1188.                                      133.0987           
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01      LIGAND   
      1    0.99922       0.22666E-03   0.21021E-19   0.55004E-03   0.68889-123 
      2    0.99919       0.11415E-03   0.62096E-19   0.69103E-03   0.38376-120 
      3    0.99909       0.65989E-04   0.16522E-18   0.84155E-03   0.18179-117 
      4    0.99895       0.45369E-04   0.42414E-18   0.10023E-02   0.86104-115 
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      5    0.99879       0.36542E-04   0.10742E-17   0.11739E-02   0.40795-112 
     43    0.96678       0.30040E-04   0.17074E-02   0.31487E-01   0.43059E-10 
     44    0.96199       0.30030E-04   0.42854E-02   0.33696E-01   0.22100E-07 
     45    0.95444       0.25184E-04   0.94767E-02   0.36046E-01   0.93783E-05 
     46    0.95125       0.13993E-04   0.95959E-02   0.39122E-01   0.93804E-05 
     50    0.90397       0.12665E-05   0.27972E-01   0.68045E-01   0.96239E-05 
     51    0.85109       0.65668E-06   0.67629E-01   0.81140E-01   0.96894E-04 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.50403E-06   0.69281E-70 
      2    0.23650E-06   0.24545E-68 
      3    0.12979E-06   0.74268E-67 
      4    0.87227E-07   0.22358E-65 
      5    0.70251E-07   0.67283E-64 
     43    0.58425E-07   0.65493E-08 
     44    0.58299E-07   0.18818E-06 
     45    0.47253E-07   0.42913E-05 
     46    0.24174E-07   0.42930E-05 
     50    0.15510E-08   0.56180E-05 
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
     51    0.72517E-09   0.43194E-04 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01      LIGAND   
      1    0.99911       0.45678E-03   0.68929E-20   0.43368E-03   0.10473-125 
      2    0.99922       0.22666E-03   0.21021E-19   0.55004E-03   0.68889-123 
      3    0.99920       0.13103E-03   0.55935E-19   0.66989E-03   0.32631-120 
      4    0.99911       0.90085E-04   0.14360E-18   0.79783E-03   0.15453-117 
      5    0.99899       0.72557E-04   0.36368E-18   0.93445E-03   0.73191-115 
     43    0.97431       0.59571E-04   0.57747E-03   0.25054E-01   0.72014E-13 
     44    0.97165       0.59592E-04   0.14508E-02   0.26837E-01   0.36587E-10 
     45    0.96797       0.50048E-04   0.32148E-02   0.28765E-01   0.15283E-07 
     46    0.96550       0.27808E-04   0.32551E-02   0.31221E-01   0.15186E-07 
     50    0.93568       0.25313E-05   0.95685E-02   0.54751E-01   0.14266E-07 
     51    0.90972       0.13328E-05   0.23660E-01   0.66621E-01   0.13351E-06 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.10972E-05   0.17905E-71 
      2    0.50403E-06   0.69281E-70 
      3    0.27662E-06   0.20968E-68 
      4    0.18592E-06   0.63140E-67 
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      5    0.14974E-06   0.19005E-65 
     43    0.12541E-06   0.19218E-09 
     44    0.12540E-06   0.55650E-08 
     45    0.10202E-06   0.12862E-06 
     46    0.52231E-07   0.12914E-06 
     50    0.34116E-08   0.18109E-06 
     51    0.16408E-08   0.15318E-05 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01      LIGAND   
      1    0.99989        2.0153       0.32791       0.78846       0.15203E-02 
      2     1.0000        1.9855       0.33852       0.79596       0.17951E-02 
      3     1.0001        1.9856       0.33855       0.79601       0.17950E-02 
      4     1.0002        1.9856       0.33856       0.79603       0.17946E-02 
      5     1.0002        1.9856       0.33856       0.79603       0.17941E-02 
     43     1.0078        1.9831       0.33822       0.79570       0.16725E-02 
     44     1.0100        1.9844       0.33854       0.79644       0.16555E-02 
     45     1.0142        1.9873       0.33923       0.79802       0.16297E-02 
     46     1.0150        1.9872       0.33922       0.79805       0.16190E-02 
     50     1.0351        1.9988       0.34208       0.80462       0.14824E-02 
     51     1.0689        2.0295       0.34985       0.82106       0.13780E-02 
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 BLOCK:  B24      MODEL: RADFRAC (CONTINUED)          
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1     2.1768       0.25844E-01 
      2     2.1312       0.28225E-01 
      3     2.1313       0.28233E-01 
      4     2.1314       0.28240E-01 
      5     2.1315       0.28247E-01 
     43     2.1466       0.29343E-01 
     44     2.1510       0.29573E-01 
     45     2.1590       0.29974E-01 
     46     2.1606       0.30082E-01 
     50     2.1996       0.32234E-01 
     51     2.2626       0.35464E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01      LIGAND   
      1    0.99915       0.21159E-03   0.29435E-19   0.64185E-03   0.24964-122 
      2    0.99909       0.10656E-03   0.86951E-19   0.80636E-03   0.13907-119 
      3    0.99896       0.61599E-04   0.23135E-18   0.98198E-03   0.65874-117 
      4    0.99879       0.42350E-04   0.59388E-18   0.11695E-02   0.31200-114 
      5    0.99860       0.34110E-04   0.15040E-17   0.13697E-02   0.14782-111 
     43    0.96107       0.27880E-04   0.23769E-02   0.36528E-01   0.15513E-09 
     44    0.95498       0.27832E-04   0.59576E-02   0.39037E-01   0.79511E-07 
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     45    0.94513       0.23283E-04   0.13142E-01   0.41656E-01   0.33657E-04 
     46    0.94146       0.12930E-04   0.13300E-01   0.45186E-01   0.33646E-04 
     50    0.88399       0.11562E-05   0.38307E-01   0.77655E-01   0.34107E-04 
     51    0.81759       0.58896E-06   0.90982E-01   0.90965E-01   0.33734E-03 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.24328E-06   0.20134E-69 
      2    0.11415E-06   0.71329E-68 
      3    0.62643E-07   0.21582E-66 
      4    0.42099E-07   0.64969E-65 
      5    0.33905E-07   0.19551E-63 
     43    0.28036E-07   0.18922E-07 
     44    0.27937E-07   0.54292E-06 
     45    0.22587E-07   0.12350E-04 
     46    0.11549E-07   0.12348E-04 
     50    0.73215E-09   0.15967E-04 
     51    0.33628E-09   0.12059E-03 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01      LIGAND   
      1    0.99907       0.42644E-03   0.96525E-20   0.50609E-03   0.37955-125 
      2    0.99915       0.21159E-03   0.29435E-19   0.64185E-03   0.24964-122 
      3    0.99910       0.12232E-03   0.78325E-19   0.78169E-03   0.11825-119 
      4    0.99898       0.84094E-04   0.20107E-18   0.93097E-03   0.55995-117 
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      5    0.99884       0.67730E-04   0.50923E-18   0.10904E-02   0.26521-114 
     43    0.97003       0.55372E-04   0.80515E-03   0.29110E-01   0.25984E-12 
     44    0.96676       0.55356E-04   0.20214E-02   0.31161E-01   0.13193E-09 
     45    0.96211       0.46443E-04   0.44748E-02   0.33366E-01   0.55054E-07 
     46    0.95925       0.25794E-04   0.45290E-02   0.36200E-01   0.54681E-07 
     50    0.92369       0.23330E-05   0.13228E-01   0.63076E-01   0.51041E-07 
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                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01      LIGAND   
     51    0.89135       0.12192E-05   0.32464E-01   0.76178E-01   0.47410E-06 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.52961E-06   0.52035E-71 
      2    0.24328E-06   0.20134E-69 
      3    0.13352E-06   0.60933E-68 
      4    0.89733E-07   0.18348E-66 
      5    0.72269E-07   0.55227E-65 
     43    0.60273E-07   0.55607E-09 
     44    0.60228E-07   0.16092E-07 
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     45    0.48948E-07   0.37156E-06 
     46    0.25050E-07   0.37289E-06 
     50    0.16257E-08   0.51955E-06 





                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
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          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         395.17            404.74     
    2         404.74            404.75     
    3         404.75            404.77     
    4         404.77            404.78     
    5         404.78            404.78     
   43         405.75            405.98     
   44         405.98            406.48     
   45         406.40            406.48     
   46         406.48            406.61     
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                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
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 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
   50         408.46            411.67     
   51         411.67            411.67     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1   64211.      64211.      1490.3      89116.      120.20      120.20     
    2   56728.      66737.      1328.4      92614.      120.21      120.21     
    3   56730.      66739.      1328.5      92609.      120.21      120.21     
    4   56732.      66740.      1328.6      92604.      120.21      120.21     
    5   56733.      66742.      1328.6      92598.      120.22      120.22     
   43   56913.      66922.      1344.1      92222.      120.91      120.80     
   44   56882.      66891.      1345.2      92114.      121.08      120.95     
   45   70176.      63185.      1663.5      86969.      121.38      120.98     
   46   70199.      63208.      1665.3      86944.      121.45      121.05     
   50   70025.      63033.      1682.7      85907.      122.91      122.67     
   51   6991.5      0.0000      170.57      0.0000      125.12     
 
 
               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   43.086      0.72054      0.19529      0.10076E-01    11.782     
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    2   42.705      0.72059      0.19086      0.10076E-01    11.306     
    3   42.704      0.72065      0.19085      0.10076E-01    11.305     
    4   42.702      0.72071      0.19084      0.10076E-01    11.304     
    5   42.700      0.72077      0.19084      0.10076E-01    11.303     
   43   42.344      0.72566      0.18975      0.10052E-01    11.122     
   44   42.284      0.72618      0.18963      0.10050E-01    11.095     
   45   42.187      0.72652      0.18946      0.10047E-01    11.050     
   46   42.153      0.72699      0.18936      0.10044E-01    11.035     
   50   41.614      0.73374      0.18806      0.10009E-01    10.818     
   51   40.989                   0.18681                     10.721     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.12932           11622.           75645.     
    2   -.47593          0.11042           12133.           78618.     
    3   -.87711E-03      0.11042           12133.           78617.     
    4   -.96185E-03      0.11043           12133.           78616.     
    5   -.10277E-02      0.11044           12133.           78614.     
   43   -.16841E-01      0.11133           12178.           78560.     
   44   -.27305E-01      0.11144           12176.           78496.     
   45   -.10495E-01      0.14575           11513.           74129.     
   46   -.15309E-01      0.14585           11518.           74132.     
   50   -.12883          0.14751           11509.           73587.     
   51   -.96586E-01                        0.0000           0.0000     
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          39 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               GLITSCH  
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
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    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
    HOLE AREA/ACTIVE AREA                                     0.12000     
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 SIEVE        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                  39 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                        4.12111     
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.100000    
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.27909     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                        2.83140     
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        0.64485     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                        2.99444     
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         
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    TRAY CENTER TO OCDC CENTER      FT                        0.0         
 
 
                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       4.1132        13.287       10.630        1.3287     
          3       4.1132        13.288       10.630        1.3288     
          4       4.1132        13.288       10.630        1.3288     
          5       4.1133        13.288       10.630        1.3288     
          6       4.1133        13.288       10.631        1.3288     
          7       4.1133        13.289       10.631        1.3289     
          8       4.1134        13.289       10.631        1.3289     
          9       4.1134        13.289       10.631        1.3289     
         10       4.1135        13.290       10.632        1.3290     
         11       4.1136        13.290       10.632        1.3290     
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 BLOCK:  B24      MODEL: RADFRAC (CONTINUED)          
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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         12       4.1136        13.291       10.632        1.3291     
         13       4.1137        13.291       10.633        1.3291     
         14       4.1138        13.292       10.633        1.3292     
         15       4.1139        13.292       10.634        1.3292     
         16       4.1140        13.293       10.634        1.3293     
         17       4.1141        13.294       10.635        1.3294     
         18       4.1143        13.295       10.636        1.3295     
         19       4.1144        13.295       10.636        1.3295     
         20       4.1145        13.296       10.637        1.3296     
         21       4.1147        13.297       10.638        1.3297     
         22       4.1149        13.299       10.639        1.3299     
         23       4.1151        13.300       10.640        1.3300     
         24       4.1153        13.301       10.641        1.3301     
         25       4.1155        13.303       10.642        1.3303     
         26       4.1157        13.304       10.643        1.3304     
         27       4.1160        13.306       10.645        1.3306     
         28       4.1163        13.308       10.646        1.3308     
         29       4.1166        13.309       10.648        1.3309     
         30       4.1169        13.312       10.649        1.3312     
         31       4.1172        13.314       10.651        1.3314     
         32       4.1176        13.316       10.653        1.3316     
         33       4.1180        13.319       10.655        1.3319     
         34       4.1184        13.322       10.657        1.3322     
         35       4.1189        13.325       10.660        1.3325     
         36       4.1194        13.328       10.662        1.3328     
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         37       4.1199        13.331       10.665        1.3331     
         38       4.1205        13.335       10.668        1.3335     
         39       4.1211        13.339       10.671        1.3339     
 
 BLOCK:  B25      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          34       
   OUTLET STREAM:         19       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3263.37         3263.37         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            398710.         398710.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.645659E+07    0.645659E+07     0.00000     
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  B25      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.2700      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        102.314       
 
 BLOCK:  B26      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          26       
   OUTLET STREAM:         20       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3124.23         3124.23         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            381710.         381710.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.618130E+07    0.618130E+07     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
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 BLOCK:  B26      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                         77.3139      
 
 BLOCK:  B27      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          LASTCUME 
   OUTLET STREAM:         21       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            96.1898         96.1898         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            11588.8         11588.8         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )        193194.         193194.         0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                         30.3200      
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  B28      MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S3          S6       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S7       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            5614.01         5614.01         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            471782.         471782.        0.246757E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.175754E+08   -0.175754E+08   -0.423921E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  B29      MODEL: FSPLIT           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          19       
   OUTLET STREAMS:        26          32       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3263.37         3263.37         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            398710.         398710.        0.145990E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.645659E+07    0.645659E+07   -0.144244E-15 
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 BLOCK:  B29      MODEL: FSPLIT (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
  MASS-FLOW  (LB/HR   )            STRM=32       FLOW=    17,000.0         KEY= 0 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
  STREAM= 26             SPLIT=          0.95736     KEY=  0    STREAM-ORDER=   2 
          32                             0.042637          0                    1 
 
 BLOCK:  B3       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          20       
   OUTLET STREAM:         CUMECOOL 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3124.23         3124.23         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            381710.         381710.         0.00000     
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.618130E+07   -0.641295E+08     1.09639     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        86.0000      
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
 
 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  B3       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    86.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 72.314     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.70311E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      0.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      CUMENE           0.93973        0.93973        0.97739        0.26013E-02 
      1-OCT-01         0.13590E-03    0.13590E-03    0.48220E-03    0.88743E-02 
      1-DOD-01         0.27159E-01    0.27159E-01    0.30345E-02    0.27944E-03 
      1-DEC-01         0.32915E-01    0.32915E-01    0.19095E-01    0.14510E-02 
      LIGAND           0.38912E-04    0.38912E-04    0.49122E-09    0.31573E-07 
      METHAL           0.30190E-06    0.30190E-06    0.15244E-05    0.12629E-01 
      CRACAC           0.17346E-04    0.17346E-04    0.18232E-07    0.26288E-05 




 BLOCK:  B30      MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          30       
   OUTLET STREAM:         28       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            83.2633         83.2633         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            10008.5         10008.5         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )        110480.       -0.137926E+07     1.08010     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
406 
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 BLOCK:  B30      MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        86.0000      
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    86.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 15.000     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.14897E+07 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      0.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  




      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      CUMENE           0.99922        0.99922        0.99893        0.10054E-01 
      1-OCT-01         0.22666E-03    0.22666E-03    0.81394E-03    0.36115E-01 
      1-DEC-01         0.55004E-03    0.55004E-03    0.25370E-03    0.46388E-02 
      METHAL           0.50403E-06    0.50403E-06    0.30178E-05    0.60215E-01 
 
 BLOCK:  B32      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          17       
   OUTLET STREAM:         30       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            83.2633         83.2633         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            10008.5         10008.5         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )        110480.         110480.         0.00000     
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  B32      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                         20.0000      
 
 BLOCK:  B34      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          32       
   OUTLET STREAM:         33       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            139.142         139.142         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            17000.0         17000.0         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )        275293.         275293.         0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
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 BLOCK:  B34      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                         77.3139      
 
 BLOCK:  B4       MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S1          4        
   OUTLET STREAM:         S2       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            2271.07         2271.07         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            63757.1         63757.1        0.456480E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.489852E+08    0.489852E+08    0.456296E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  B5       MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         CUMECOOL    10          28       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S17      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  B5       MODEL: MIXER (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3303.68         3303.68         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            403308.         403308.       -0.144326E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.671759E+08   -0.671759E+08   -0.221823E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 




 BLOCK:  B6       MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S4          S17      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S5       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3342.93         3342.93         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            408025.         408025.        0.285314E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.678073E+08   -0.678073E+08   -0.219757E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
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 BLOCK:  B6       MODEL: MIXER (CONTINUED)            




                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  B7       MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S8       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S9       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            5614.01         5614.01         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            471782.         471782.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.175754E+08   -0.202197E+08    0.130780     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                       113.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       4.00800     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    113.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 652.67     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.26443E+07 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      0.0000     
   PRESSURE-DROP CORRELATION PARAMETER                        5695.9     
 
 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
416 
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 BLOCK:  B7       MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      CUMENE           0.56167        0.56167        0.30305E-02    0.43436E-02 
      ETHYL-01         0.40440        0.40440        0.99687         1.9845     
      1-HEX-01         0.13616E-03    0.13616E-03    0.95165E-05    0.56266E-01 
      1-OCT-01         0.89864E-04    0.89864E-04    0.13397E-05    0.12002E-01 
      1-DOD-01         0.15123E-01    0.15123E-01    0.15994E-04    0.85141E-03 
      1-DEC-01         0.18551E-01    0.18551E-01    0.68857E-04    0.29881E-02 
      LIGAND           0.21655E-04    0.21655E-04    0.36871E-10    0.13707E-05 
      METHAL           0.46786E-06    0.46786E-06    0.84414E-08    0.14525E-01 
      CRACAC           0.96534E-05    0.96534E-05    0.20698E-09    0.17261E-04 
 
 BLOCK:  B8       MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S7       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S8       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
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                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            5614.01         5614.01         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            471782.         471782.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.175754E+08   -0.175754E+08     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 




    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        656.677       
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 BLOCK:  B9       MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S2       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S3       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            2271.07         2271.07         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            63757.1         63757.1         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.489852E+08    0.489852E+08     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            




                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        682.780       
 
 BLOCK:  C6TOWER  MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - C6+      STAGE  16 
    OUTLETS  - C6       STAGE   1 
               C8       STAGE  30 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  C6TOWER  MODEL: RADFRAC (CONTINUED)          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            218.482         218.482       -0.260174E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            23121.7         23121.7        0.338130E-10 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.156979E+07   -0.235503E+07    0.333431     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            




                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 




   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        30 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 100 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            0.0         
    MASS REFLUX RATIO                                       15.0000      
    MASS DISTILLATE RATE           LB/HR                 3,790.00        
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 BLOCK:  C6TOWER  MODEL: RADFRAC (CONTINUED)          
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                   97.7090      
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  C6           C8       
    COMPONENT: 
    CUMENE      .59742E-07   1.0000     
    ETHYL-01    1.0000       0.0000     
    1-HEX-01    .99000       .10000E-01 
    1-OCT-01    .46417E-03   .99954     
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    1-DOD-01    0.0000       1.0000     
    1-DEC-01    .67072E-10   1.0000     
    METHAL      .29654E-01   .97035     
    CRACAC      0.0000       1.0000     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       278.559       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       450.001       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                196.065       
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                143.437       
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR                  0.0         
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR                152.320       
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       2.61263     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       1.06193     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR           -2,751,350.          
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR            1,966,050.          
 
 
   ****   MANIPULATED VARIABLES   **** 
 
                                                 BOUNDS             CALCULATED 
                                          LOWER         UPPER         VALUE 
   MASS REFLUX RATIO                     0.10000        20.000        2.6126     
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   MASS DISTILLATE RATE       LB/HR       0.0000       0.44092E+06    6311.6     
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   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  1  MASS-FRAC     STREAMS: C6                         0.99900       0.99900     
                   COMPS:   1-HEX-01      
  2  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: C6                         0.99000       0.99000     
                   COMPS:   1-HEX-01      
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.95236E-07  STAGE= 10 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.70139E-07  STAGE= 20 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.11629E-06  STAGE=  3 COMP=ETHYL-01 
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.11673E-06  STAGE=  1 
 
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 




   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   278.56        97.709       -21220.      -10798.      -.27513+07 
   2   284.42        102.71       -20922.      -11072.                 
   3   284.79        102.85       -20898.      -11072.                 
   4   285.29        102.99       -20882.      -11043.                 
  14   370.38        104.39       -19104.      -9046.7                 
  15   379.89        104.53       -15392.      -6891.0                 
  16   387.19        104.67       -12585.      -5033.9                 
  17   388.57        104.81       -12524.      -4966.1                 
  28   438.37        106.35       -9244.5      -1453.6                 
  29   443.25        106.49       -7808.2       22.222                 
  30   450.00        106.63       -5316.3       2752.6       .19661+07 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  271.1      0.000                                       75.0453           
   2  202.0      271.1                                                         
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   3  201.7      277.1                                                         
   4  200.8      276.7                                                         
  14  137.2      217.5                                                         
  15  132.0      212.3                  85.9154                                
  16  264.7      121.1       132.5665                                          
  17  265.2      121.2                                                         
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 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
  28  294.8      149.4                                                         
  29  295.8      151.4                                                         
  30  143.4      152.3                                      143.4366           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1 0.2280E+05  0.000                                     6311.6299           
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   2 0.1700E+05 0.2280E+05                                                     
   3 0.1698E+05 0.2331E+05                                                     
   4 0.1692E+05 0.2329E+05                                                     
  14 0.1447E+05 0.2103E+05                                                     
  15 0.1418E+05 0.2078E+05            8531.1737                                
  16 0.2883E+05 0.1197E+05  .14591+05                                          
  17 0.2893E+05 0.1202E+05                                                     
  28 0.3411E+05 0.1690E+05                                                     
  29 0.3440E+05 0.1730E+05                                                     
  30 0.1681E+05 0.1759E+05                                 .16810+05           
 
    ****  STDVOL LIQUID VOLUME FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            CUFT/HR                    CUFT/HR                  CUFT/HR  
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  390.8      0.000                                      149.5658           
   2  402.7      540.3                                                         
   3  402.0      552.3                                                         
   4  400.4      551.6                                                         
  14  310.9      472.2                                                         
  15  297.7      460.5                 185.0744                                
  16  594.7      262.2       296.2375                                          
  17  596.6      263.0                                                         
  28  686.7      350.0                                                         
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  29  687.6      354.9                                                         
  30  331.7      355.9                                      331.7462           
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.75499E-07   0.94998E-03   0.99832       0.28112E-03   0.11681E-19 
      2    0.45671E-06   0.66108E-04   0.99799       0.91936E-03   0.36270E-18 
      3    0.21301E-05   0.21269E-04   0.99558       0.24328E-02   0.82607E-17 
      4    0.94323E-05   0.19005E-04   0.99044       0.59977E-02   0.18448E-15 
     14    0.25790       0.18772E-04   0.28686       0.43801       0.11902E-04 
     15    0.37434       0.18378E-04   0.25819       0.35321       0.57903E-04 
     16    0.45965       0.31659E-05   0.23911       0.28743       0.18817E-03 
     17    0.46159       0.35367E-06   0.23273       0.29169       0.18815E-03 
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
     28    0.55378       0.65618E-17   0.19265E-01   0.40929       0.18754E-03 
     29    0.59311       0.63385E-18   0.10957E-01   0.37886       0.20765E-03 
     30    0.66119       0.57383E-19   0.52759E-02   0.31673       0.32353E-03 
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.11338E-11   0.44637E-03   0.40371E-40 
      2    0.11695E-10   0.10193E-02   0.10098E-37 
      3    0.90706E-10   0.19681E-02   0.18322E-35 
      4    0.67757E-09   0.35297E-02   0.32920E-33 
     14    0.18116E-02   0.15386E-01   0.14859E-13 
     15    0.36694E-02   0.10513E-01   0.56558E-12 
     16    0.57140E-02   0.79032E-02   0.13928E-10 
     17    0.57284E-02   0.80705E-02   0.13903E-10 
     28    0.65036E-02   0.10979E-01   0.12675E-10 
     29    0.71829E-02   0.96799E-02   0.12937E-10 
     30    0.88439E-02   0.76419E-02   0.25481E-10 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.11842E-07   0.14297E-01   0.98543       0.82543E-04   0.34362E-21 
      2    0.75499E-07   0.94998E-03   0.99832       0.28112E-03   0.11681E-19 
      3    0.35345E-06   0.30552E-03   0.99808       0.74648E-03   0.26762E-18 
      4    0.15730E-05   0.27312E-03   0.99632       0.18493E-02   0.60237E-17 
     14    0.10615       0.34027E-03   0.55723       0.32185       0.13946E-05 
     15    0.16673       0.34798E-03   0.53838       0.28326       0.76945E-05 
     16    0.21754       0.61878E-04   0.52605       0.24638       0.27532E-04 
     17    0.22117       0.69121E-05   0.51582       0.25276       0.28004E-04 
     28    0.40713       0.13031E-15   0.55629E-01   0.51789       0.50217E-04 
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     29    0.45199       0.12726E-16   0.32521E-01   0.49700       0.58676E-04 
     30    0.52900       0.11767E-17   0.16307E-01   0.43738       0.98521E-04 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.10286E-12   0.18970E-03   0.14139E-42 
      2    0.11338E-11   0.44637E-03   0.40371E-40 
      3    0.88345E-11   0.86414E-03   0.73736E-38 
      4    0.66415E-10   0.15555E-02   0.13353E-35 
     14    0.52009E-03   0.13901E-01   0.23279E-15 
     15    0.11711E-02   0.10105E-01   0.96060E-14 
     16    0.19773E-02   0.79660E-02   0.25233E-12 
     17    0.20103E-02   0.82123E-02   0.25757E-12 
     28    0.37102E-02   0.15598E-01   0.50242E-12 
     29    0.42859E-02   0.14142E-01   0.53884E-12 
     30    0.56188E-02   0.11599E-01   0.11252E-11 
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                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.15685        15.050       0.98709       0.29362       0.29416E-01 
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      2    0.16531        14.370        1.0003       0.30578       0.32207E-01 
      3    0.16593        14.364        1.0025       0.30684       0.32397E-01 
      4    0.16676        14.371        1.0059       0.30834       0.32652E-01 
     14    0.41159        18.126        1.9425       0.73481       0.11717     
     15    0.44539        18.934        2.0852       0.80197       0.13289     
     16    0.47327        19.545        2.2000       0.85721       0.14631     
     17    0.47914        19.544        2.2163       0.86655       0.14883     
     28    0.73518        19.859        2.8876        1.2653       0.26776     
     29    0.76207        20.077        2.9680        1.3118       0.28258     
     30    0.80008        20.506        3.0908        1.3809       0.30452     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.90724E-01   0.42498       0.35023E-02 
      2    0.96942E-01   0.43791       0.39980E-02 
      3    0.97398E-01   0.43906       0.40245E-02 
      4    0.98019E-01   0.44068       0.40562E-02 
     14    0.28710       0.90348       0.15667E-01 
     15    0.31916       0.96116       0.16984E-01 
     16    0.34604        1.0080       0.18117E-01 
     17    0.35094        1.0176       0.18526E-01 
     28    0.57048        1.4206       0.39639E-01 
     29    0.59667        1.4609       0.41650E-01 
     30    0.63533        1.5178       0.44157E-01 
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                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.10790E-06   0.31688E-03   0.99900       0.37508E-03   0.23379E-19 
      2    0.65228E-06   0.22037E-04   0.99805       0.12259E-02   0.72545E-18 
      3    0.30416E-05   0.70885E-05   0.99539       0.32432E-02   0.16518E-16 
      4    0.13459E-04   0.63294E-05   0.98956       0.79897E-02   0.36863E-15 
     14    0.29399       0.49945E-05   0.22897       0.46615       0.19000E-04 
     15    0.41857       0.47963E-05   0.20215       0.36872       0.90669E-04 
     16    0.50724       0.81544E-06   0.18477       0.29613       0.29081E-03 
     17    0.50852       0.90938E-07   0.17953       0.30001       0.29028E-03 
     28    0.57533       0.15912E-17   0.14014E-01   0.39699       0.27286E-03 
     29    0.61282       0.15286E-18   0.79272E-02   0.36546       0.30046E-03 
     30    0.67811       0.13736E-19   0.37888E-02   0.30327       0.46467E-03 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.18909E-11   0.30794E-03   0.16768E-39 
      2    0.19493E-10   0.70275E-03   0.41914E-37 
      3    0.15115E-09   0.13566E-02   0.76032E-35 
      4    0.11283E-08   0.24311E-02   0.13652E-32 
     14    0.24099E-02   0.84663E-02   0.49227E-13 
     15    0.47883E-02   0.56744E-02   0.18380E-11 
     16    0.73588E-02   0.42100E-02   0.44670E-10 
     17    0.73648E-02   0.42918E-02   0.44514E-10 
     28    0.78853E-02   0.55061E-02   0.38270E-10 
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     29    0.86611E-02   0.48279E-02   0.38849E-10 
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                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
     30    0.10585E-01   0.37833E-02   0.75950E-10 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.17075E-07   0.48117E-02   0.99495       0.11112E-03   0.69388E-21 
      2    0.10790E-06   0.31688E-03   0.99900       0.37508E-03   0.23379E-19 
      3    0.50489E-06   0.10186E-03   0.99831       0.99553E-03   0.53537E-18 
      4    0.22465E-05   0.91045E-04   0.99637       0.24659E-02   0.12048E-16 
     14    0.13199       0.98755E-04   0.48517       0.37364       0.24285E-05 
     15    0.20470       0.99716E-04   0.46283       0.32469       0.13230E-04 
     16    0.26461       0.17568E-04   0.44804       0.27980       0.46899E-04 
     17    0.26819       0.19563E-05   0.43796       0.28615       0.47555E-04 
     28    0.43242       0.32305E-16   0.41372E-01   0.51354       0.74693E-04 
     29    0.47544       0.31243E-17   0.23953E-01   0.48808       0.86434E-04 
     30    0.55044       0.28578E-18   0.11881E-01   0.42489       0.14356E-03 
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                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.17309E-12   0.13204E-03   0.59253E-42 
      2    0.18909E-11   0.30794E-03   0.16768E-39 
      3    0.14727E-10   0.59586E-03   0.30612E-37 
      4    0.11070E-09   0.10724E-02   0.55427E-35 
     14    0.75472E-03   0.83439E-02   0.84128E-15 
     15    0.16780E-02   0.59885E-02   0.34276E-13 
     16    0.28068E-02   0.46774E-02   0.89203E-12 
     17    0.28449E-02   0.48070E-02   0.90772E-12 
     28    0.45988E-02   0.79969E-02   0.15509E-11 
     29    0.52612E-02   0.71806E-02   0.16473E-11 
     30    0.68230E-02   0.58260E-02   0.34026E-11 
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                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
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       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         278.56            284.42     
    2         284.42            284.79     
    3         284.79            285.29     
    4         285.29            286.23     
   14         370.38            379.89     
   15         379.89            389.51     
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   16         387.19            388.57     
   17         388.57            390.52     
   28         438.37            443.25     
   29         443.25            450.00     
   30         450.00            450.00     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1   22802.      22802.      670.15      17422.      84.104      84.104     
    2   17001.      23312.      503.52      17784.      84.157      84.143     
    3   16977.      23289.      502.86      17750.      84.177      84.157     
    4   16916.      23228.      500.95      17694.      84.237      84.201     
   14   14470.      20782.      403.48      15293.      105.44      97.898     
   15   14185.      20496.      386.24      15140.      107.49      99.014     
   16   28825.      12015.      771.87      8813.3      108.92      99.122     
   17   28935.      12125.      775.22      8855.0      109.10      99.571     
   28   34105.      17295.      929.75      11225.      115.69      114.27     
   29   34405.      17595.      932.90      11372.      116.33      115.51     
   30   16810.      0.0000      450.91      0.0000      117.19     
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 BLOCK:  C6TOWER  MODEL: RADFRAC (CONTINUED)          
 
 
               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   34.025       1.3087      0.12807      0.97550E-02    5.6549     
    2   33.764       1.3109      0.12638      0.97572E-02    5.3725     
    3   33.762       1.3121      0.12640      0.97612E-02    5.3687     
    4   33.768       1.3127      0.12651      0.97678E-02    5.3742     
   14   35.864       1.3589      0.14106      0.10410E-01    7.3543     
   15   36.725       1.3538      0.14576      0.10524E-01    7.7648     
   16   37.345       1.3633      0.14924      0.10498E-01    8.0662     
   17   37.324       1.3692      0.14912      0.10507E-01    8.0622     
   28   36.682       1.5408      0.14574      0.10688E-01    7.0304     
   29   36.880       1.5472      0.14690      0.10763E-01    7.0440     
   30   37.281                   0.14927                     7.1418     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.19612           3484.6           19931.     
    2   -.28240          0.14369           3574.2           20362.     
    3   -.38213E-02      0.14371           3569.2           20332.     
    4   0.55480E-02      0.14359           3558.6           20273.     
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   14   0.30781          0.13554           3034.9           17828.     
   15   0.41053          0.13287           2961.9           17616.     
   16   0.62197E-02      0.45838           1715.5           10291.     
   17   -.40116E-02      0.45708           1728.0           10362.     
   28   -.54091E-01      0.40414           2350.4           13933.     
   29   0.13644E-01      0.40051           2379.7           14145.     
   30   0.97791E-01                        0.0000           0.0000     
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          29 
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    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               GLITSCH  
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
    HOLE AREA/ACTIVE AREA                                     0.12000     
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 SIEVE        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                   2 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                        2.21420     
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.100000    
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.36323     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                        1.52127     
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    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        0.34647     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                        1.60887     
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         
    TRAY CENTER TO OCDC CENTER      FT                        0.0         
 
 
                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       2.2142        3.8506       3.0805       0.38506     
          3       2.2126        3.8451       3.0761       0.38451     
          4       2.2092        3.8330       3.0664       0.38330     
          5       2.2024        3.8097       3.0478       0.38097     
          6       2.1897        3.7658       3.0126       0.37658     
          7       2.1678        3.6908       2.9526       0.36908     
          8       2.1372        3.5875       2.8700       0.35875     
          9       2.1069        3.4865       2.7892       0.34865     
         10       2.0875        3.4225       2.7380       0.34225     
         11       2.0785        3.3930       2.7144       0.33930     
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 BLOCK:  C6TOWER  MODEL: RADFRAC (CONTINUED)          
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
         12       2.0702        3.3658       2.6927       0.33658     
         13       2.0546        3.3156       2.6525       0.33156     
         14       2.0307        3.2388       2.5911       0.32388     
         15       2.0037        3.1531       2.5225       0.31531     
         16       1.7749        2.4743       1.6011       0.43664     
         17       1.7808        2.4908       1.6134       0.43869     
         18       1.7893        2.5145       1.6313       0.44159     
         19       1.8013        2.5485       1.6570       0.44572     
         20       1.8182        2.5965       1.6934       0.45151     
         21       1.8409        2.6617       1.7430       0.45935     
         22       1.8698        2.7457       1.8069       0.46943     
         23       1.9036        2.8462       1.8833       0.48145     
         24       1.9400        2.9560       1.9668       0.49456     
         25       1.9754        3.0647       2.0498       0.50746     
         26       2.0064        3.1619       2.1243       0.51877     
         27       2.0309        3.2395       2.1848       0.52733     
         28       2.0477        3.2931       2.2287       0.53219     
         29       2.0566        3.3220       2.2569       0.53255     




 BLOCK:  C8PURE   MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - 8        STAGE  23 
    OUTLETS  - METHYLAL STAGE   1 
               C8PROD   STAGE  55 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            47.2468         47.2468       -0.601558E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            5221.25         5221.25       -0.577511E-09 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.165196E+07   -0.162338E+07   -0.173020E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
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                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        55 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                  25 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
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    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            0.0         
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       1.80000     
    MASS BOTTOMS RATE              LB/HR                 3,000.00        
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                   45.0000      
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  METHYLAL     C8PROD   
    COMPONENT: 
    CUMENE      .34483E-06   1.0000     
    1-HEX-01    .99962       .38268E-03 
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    1-OCT-01    .50000E-01   .95000     
    1-DEC-01    .12871E-10   1.0000     
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 BLOCK:  C8PURE   MODEL: RADFRAC (CONTINUED)          
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  METHYLAL     C8PROD   
    COMPONENT: 
    METHAL      .24974       .75026     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       290.530       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       339.942       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                 22.5546      
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                 43.9474      
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR                  0.0         
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR                 30.8273      
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    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       6.83595     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       0.70146     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR             -376,470.          
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR              405,057.          
 
 
   ****   MANIPULATED VARIABLES   **** 
 
                                                 BOUNDS             CALCULATED 
                                          LOWER         UPPER         VALUE 
   MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                    0.10000        20.000        6.8359     
   MASS BOTTOMS RATE          LB/HR       10.000        10000.        4887.1     
 
   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  1  MASS-FRAC     STREAMS: C8PROD                     0.99000       0.99000     
                   COMPS:   1-OCT-01      
  2  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: C8PROD                     0.95000       0.95000     
                   COMPS:   1-OCT-01      
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.13653E-04  STAGE=  1 
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    BUBBLE POINT                    0.10371E-03  STAGE=  1 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.21768E-06  STAGE= 55 COMP=1-HEX-01 
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.99015E-04  STAGE=  1 
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 BLOCK:  C8PURE   MODEL: RADFRAC (CONTINUED)          
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   290.53        45.000       -30483.      -13990.      -.37647+06 
   2   321.97        50.000       -31421.      -15920.                 
  22   337.12        50.053       -34367.      -20528.                 
  23   337.13        50.055       -34365.      -20527.                 
  24   337.53        50.058       -34369.      -20580.                 
  53   339.80        50.135       -34459.      -20956.                 
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  54   339.85        50.137       -34526.      -21045.                 
  55   339.94        50.140       -34651.      -21210.       .40506+06 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  25.85      0.000                                        3.2994           
   2  24.14      25.85                                                         
  22  24.83      28.13                                                         
  23  74.24      28.13        47.2468                                          
  24  74.32      30.29                                                         
  53  74.77      30.82                                                         
  54  74.77      30.83                                                         
  55  43.95      30.83                                       43.9474           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  2619.      0.000                                      334.1878           
   2  2551.      2619.                                                         
  22  2745.      3079.                                                         
  23  8208.      3079.      5221.2539                                          
  24  8221.      3321.                                                         
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  53  8299.      3409.                                                         
  54  8305.      3412.                                                         
  55  4887.      3418.                                     4887.0661           
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    ****  STDVOL LIQUID VOLUME FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            CUFT/HR                    CUFT/HR                  CUFT/HR  
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  51.17      0.000                                        7.4849           
   2  56.79      58.65                                                         
  22  61.19      68.68                                                         
  23  183.0      68.68       116.4023                                          
  24  183.2      74.05                                                         
  53  184.9      75.90                                                         
  54  185.0      75.98                                                         
  55  108.9      76.13                                      108.9174           
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DEC-01      METHAL   
      1    0.99114E-09   0.22928       0.68777       0.47691E-19   0.82955E-01 
      2    0.22835E-08   0.88153E-01   0.83722       0.17710E-18   0.74630E-01 
     22    0.96883E-04   0.13232E-01   0.96299       0.71460E-10   0.23679E-01 
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     23    0.16281E-03   0.13232E-01   0.96294       0.19055E-09   0.23668E-01 
     24    0.16289E-03   0.11087E-01   0.96499       0.19053E-09   0.23756E-01 
     53    0.16593E-03   0.18501E-04   0.97721       0.19216E-09   0.22603E-01 
     54    0.17509E-03   0.11946E-04   0.97858       0.20285E-09   0.21234E-01 
     55    0.21579E-03   0.65897E-05   0.98107       0.27819E-09   0.18710E-01 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DEC-01      METHAL   
      1    0.31032E-09   0.50064       0.42679       0.87930E-20   0.72573E-01 
      2    0.99114E-09   0.22928       0.68777       0.47691E-19   0.82955E-01 
     22    0.50887E-04   0.38573E-01   0.93073       0.23655E-10   0.30646E-01 
     23    0.85519E-04   0.38573E-01   0.93071       0.63078E-10   0.30632E-01 
     24    0.85962E-04   0.32418E-01   0.93664       0.63410E-10   0.30861E-01 
     53    0.89824E-04   0.54942E-04   0.96991       0.65815E-10   0.29950E-01 
     54    0.94852E-04   0.35484E-04   0.97172       0.69521E-10   0.28153E-01 
     55    0.11706E-03   0.19582E-04   0.97503       0.95453E-10   0.24834E-01 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DEC-01      METHAL   
      1    0.31302        2.1841       0.62050       0.18430       0.87488     
      2    0.43406        2.6008       0.82149       0.26929        1.1116     
     22    0.52523        2.9152       0.96650       0.33101        1.2942     
     23    0.52525        2.9152       0.96653       0.33103        1.2943     
     24    0.52773        2.9240       0.97061       0.33280        1.2991     
     53    0.54133        2.9696       0.99252       0.34250        1.3250     
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     54    0.54174        2.9703       0.99299       0.34272        1.3258     
     55    0.54248        2.9717       0.99385       0.34313        1.3273     
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                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DEC-01      METHAL   
      1    0.11761E-08   0.19051       0.76197       0.66046E-19   0.47519E-01 
      2    0.25967E-08   0.70192E-01   0.88884       0.23503E-18   0.40966E-01 
     22    0.10532E-03   0.10073E-01   0.97740       0.90661E-10   0.12426E-01 
     23    0.17700E-03   0.10072E-01   0.97733       0.24174E-09   0.12420E-01 
     24    0.17699E-03   0.84353E-02   0.97893       0.24160E-09   0.12460E-01 
     53    0.17969E-03   0.14029E-04   0.98799       0.24285E-09   0.11816E-01 
     54    0.18948E-03   0.90523E-05   0.98871       0.25619E-09   0.11093E-01 
     55    0.23324E-03   0.49872E-05   0.99000       0.35090E-09   0.97618E-02 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DEC-01      METHAL   
      1    0.39580E-09   0.44711       0.50821       0.13088E-19   0.44682E-01 
      2    0.11761E-08   0.19051       0.76197       0.66046E-19   0.47519E-01 
     22    0.55871E-04   0.29655E-01   0.95405       0.30309E-10   0.16242E-01 
     23    0.93894E-04   0.29655E-01   0.95402       0.80822E-10   0.16235E-01 
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     24    0.94243E-04   0.24886E-01   0.95869       0.81128E-10   0.16332E-01 
     53    0.97624E-04   0.41812E-04   0.98415       0.83477E-10   0.15713E-01 
     54    0.10300E-03   0.26980E-04   0.98511       0.88099E-10   0.14757E-01 





                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
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          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         290.53            321.97     
    2         321.97            331.33     
   22         337.12            337.13     
   23         337.13            337.53     
   24         337.53            337.88     
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                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
   53         339.80            339.85     
   54         339.85            339.94     
   55         339.94            339.94     





             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1   2618.7      2618.7      70.686      3879.6      101.29      101.29     
    2   2551.2      2885.4      70.308      4148.3      105.70      105.17     
   22   2745.1      3079.3      76.812      4262.6      110.56      109.47     
   23   8208.4      3321.3      229.68      4591.9      110.56      109.63     
   24   8221.3      3334.2      230.09      4604.9      110.62      109.77     
   53   8299.2      3412.1      232.65      4672.0      110.99      110.69     
   54   8304.9      3417.8      232.85      4671.9      111.07      110.87     
   55   4887.1      0.0000      137.08      0.0000      111.20     
 
 
               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   37.047      0.67499      0.16432      0.90842E-02    9.8677     
    2   36.287      0.69557      0.15552      0.90774E-02    8.8892     
   22   35.738      0.72241      0.15058      0.91108E-02    8.7105     
   23   35.739      0.72329      0.15058      0.91095E-02    8.7104     
   24   35.730      0.72406      0.15050      0.91083E-02    8.6950     
   53   35.673      0.73033      0.14995      0.91073E-02    8.6049     
   54   35.665      0.73157      0.14989      0.91105E-02    8.6003     
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   55   35.652                   0.14979                     8.5921     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.13498           528.51           3187.4     
    2   -.97849          0.12242           579.92           3459.7     
   22   -.15542E-03      0.12675           612.25           3623.0     
   23   -.25521          0.35159           659.97           3905.3     
   24   -.15398E-01      0.35101           662.27           3918.4     
   53   -.26222E-02      0.34802           675.44           3992.7     
   54   -.45994E-02      0.34801           676.08           3996.0     
   55   -.82012E-02                        0.0000           0.0000     
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
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    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          54 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               GLITSCH  
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
    HOLE AREA/ACTIVE AREA                                     0.12000     
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 SIEVE        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 




    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                  54 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                        1.03193     
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.15984     
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.48385     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                        0.58432     
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        0.22381     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                        0.85056     
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         
    TRAY CENTER TO OCDC CENTER      FT                        0.0         
 
 
                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2      0.85872       0.57915      0.46332       0.57915E-01 
          3      0.87194       0.59712      0.47770       0.59712E-01 
          4      0.87772       0.60507      0.48405       0.60507E-01 
          5      0.88029       0.60861      0.48689       0.60861E-01 
          6      0.88156       0.61038      0.48830       0.61038E-01 
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          7      0.88228       0.61137      0.48910       0.61137E-01 
          8      0.88272       0.61198      0.48959       0.61198E-01 
          9      0.88301       0.61238      0.48991       0.61238E-01 
         10      0.88320       0.61265      0.49012       0.61265E-01 
         11      0.88333       0.61283      0.49026       0.61283E-01 
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       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
         12      0.88342       0.61295      0.49036       0.61294E-01 
         13      0.88347       0.61302      0.49042       0.61302E-01 
         14      0.88351       0.61307      0.49046       0.61307E-01 
         15      0.88353       0.61311      0.49048       0.61311E-01 
         16      0.88355       0.61312      0.49050       0.61312E-01 
         17      0.88355       0.61313      0.49051       0.61313E-01 
         18      0.88355       0.61313      0.49051       0.61313E-01 
         19      0.88355       0.61313      0.49051       0.61313E-01 
         20      0.88355       0.61313      0.49050       0.61313E-01 
         21      0.88354       0.61312      0.49049       0.61312E-01 
         22      0.88353       0.61310      0.49048       0.61310E-01 
         23       1.0209       0.81853      0.55512       0.13171     
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         24       1.0224       0.82101      0.55708       0.13196     
         25       1.0237       0.82314      0.55877       0.13218     
         26       1.0249       0.82496      0.56022       0.13237     
         27       1.0258       0.82651      0.56145       0.13253     
         28       1.0267       0.82783      0.56249       0.13267     
         29       1.0273       0.82893      0.56337       0.13278     
         30       1.0279       0.82985      0.56410       0.13288     
         31       1.0284       0.83063      0.56471       0.13296     
         32       1.0288       0.83127      0.56522       0.13303     
         33       1.0291       0.83181      0.56564       0.13308     
         34       1.0294       0.83225      0.56599       0.13313     
         35       1.0296       0.83262      0.56628       0.13317     
         36       1.0298       0.83293      0.56653       0.13320     
         37       1.0300       0.83319      0.56673       0.13323     
         38       1.0301       0.83340      0.56689       0.13325     
         39       1.0302       0.83358      0.56703       0.13327     
         40       1.0303       0.83373      0.56715       0.13329     
         41       1.0304       0.83386      0.56725       0.13330     
         42       1.0305       0.83397      0.56733       0.13332     
         43       1.0305       0.83406      0.56740       0.13333     
         44       1.0306       0.83414      0.56746       0.13334     
         45       1.0306       0.83421      0.56752       0.13335     
         46       1.0306       0.83427      0.56756       0.13336     
         47       1.0307       0.83434      0.56761       0.13336     
         48       1.0307       0.83440      0.56766       0.13337     
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         49       1.0308       0.83448      0.56771       0.13339     
         50       1.0308       0.83459      0.56779       0.13340     
         51       1.0309       0.83476      0.56790       0.13343     
         52       1.0311       0.83503      0.56809       0.13347     
         53       1.0314       0.83551      0.56841       0.13355     
         54       1.0319       0.83636      0.56899       0.13368     
 
 BLOCK:  C8TOWER  MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - C8       STAGE  23 
    OUTLETS  - C8PURE   STAGE   1 
               LASTCUME STAGE  40 
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   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            143.437         143.437         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            16810.0         16810.0        0.243259E-10 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       -762550.       -0.146148E+07    0.478235     




                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            




                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        40 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 200 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
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    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
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   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            0.0         
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       1.80000     
    MASS DISTILLATE RATE           LB/HR                 5,000.00        
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                   45.0000      
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 




                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  C8PURE       LASTCUME 
    COMPONENT: 
    CUMENE      .99995E-04   .99990     
    1-HEX-01    1.0000       .12906E-10 
    1-OCT-01    .99900       .99999E-03 
    1-DOD-01    0.0000       1.0000     
    1-DEC-01    .96375E-08   1.0000     
    METHAL      .99983       .17181E-03 
    CRACAC      0.0000       1.0000     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       327.764       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       414.403       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                291.669       
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                 96.1898      
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR                  0.0         
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR                283.657       
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       6.17331     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       2.94893     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR           -4,706,950.          
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    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR            4,008,020.          
 
 
   ****   MANIPULATED VARIABLES   **** 
 
                                                 BOUNDS             CALCULATED 
                                          LOWER         UPPER         VALUE 
   MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                    0.10000        20.000        6.1733     
   MASS DISTILLATE RATE       LB/HR       10.000        10000.        5221.3     
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   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  1  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: LASTCUME                   0.99990       0.99990     
                   COMPS:   CUMENE        
  2  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: C8PURE                     0.99900       0.99900     
                   COMPS:   1-OCT-01      
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 




    DEW POINT                       0.52170E-07  STAGE= 20 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.28097E-05  STAGE= 19 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.11062E-05  STAGE= 23 COMP=1-DOD-01 
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.13273E-05  STAGE= 21 
 
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   327.76        45.000       -35022.      -20895.      -.47070+07 
   2   338.71        50.000       -34696.      -21134.                 
   6   340.88        50.560       -34999.      -21747.                 
   7   341.22        50.700       -34953.      -21744.                 
   8   341.59        50.840       -34858.      -21702.                 
  21   381.58        52.660       -10224.      -1641.4                 
  22   385.69        52.800       -8317.4       647.92                 
  23   389.34        52.940       -6787.4       2614.1                 
  24   393.11        53.080       -5182.4       4747.6                 
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  38   413.75        55.040        2108.8       16280.                 
  39   414.07        55.180        2085.5       16283.                 
  40   414.40        55.320        2008.5       16241.       .40080+07 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  338.9      0.000                                       47.2468           
   2  307.0      338.9                                                         
   6  307.8      355.0                                                         
   7  307.7      355.0                                                         
   8  307.6      355.0                                                         
  21  277.9      326.3                                                         
  22  277.5      325.2                  50.8974                                
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 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
  23  370.3      273.8        92.5391                                          
  24  370.9      274.1                                                         
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  38  379.6      283.2                                                         
  39  379.8      283.5                                                         
  40  96.19      283.7                                       96.1898           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1 0.3745E+05  0.000                                     5221.2539           
   2 0.3411E+05 0.3745E+05                                                     
   6 0.3439E+05 0.3959E+05                                                     
   7 0.3440E+05 0.3961E+05                                                     
   8 0.3440E+05 0.3962E+05                                                     
  21 0.3263E+05 0.3781E+05                                                     
  22 0.3271E+05 0.3786E+05            5905.9107                                
  23 0.4381E+05 0.3203E+05  .10904+05                                          
  24 0.4402E+05 0.3222E+05                                                     
  38 0.4571E+05 0.3408E+05                                                     
  39 0.4574E+05 0.3412E+05                                                     
  40 0.1159E+05 0.3415E+05                                 .11589+05           
 
    ****  STDVOL LIQUID VOLUME FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
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            CUFT/HR                    CUFT/HR                  CUFT/HR  
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  718.6      0.000                                      116.4023           
   2  760.4      835.0                                                         
   6  766.9      882.9                                                         
   7  766.9      883.3                                                         
   8  766.5      883.3                                                         
  21  643.2      767.2                                                         
  22  638.7      759.6                 118.6485                                
  23  848.8      636.4       213.0976                                          
  24  846.3      633.5                                                         
  38  848.9      632.9                                                         
  39  849.7      633.6                                                         
  40  215.3      634.4                                      215.3438           
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01 
      1    0.20072E-03   0.16017E-01   0.96059       0.29484E-20   0.25876E-09 
      2    0.37440E-03   0.54257E-02   0.97657       0.24230E-19   0.76464E-09 
      6    0.28727E-02   0.10466E-02   0.98742       0.58804E-16   0.33517E-07 
      7    0.46095E-02   0.10238E-02   0.98640       0.40701E-15   0.84121E-07 
      8    0.73548E-02   0.10169E-02   0.98413       0.28069E-14   0.21044E-06 
     21    0.67098       0.73386E-03   0.32036       0.16412E-04   0.36487E-02 
     22    0.72147       0.70538E-03   0.26851       0.58459E-04   0.52728E-02 
     23    0.76224       0.36124E-03   0.22707       0.15663E-03   0.68184E-02 
     24    0.80469       0.11030E-03   0.18550       0.15847E-03   0.70949E-02 
     38    0.98843       0.15317E-11   0.13003E-02   0.18664E-03   0.10072E-01 
     39    0.98770       0.40395E-12   0.80897E-03   0.24776E-03   0.11242E-01 
     40    0.98586       0.10154E-12   0.47229E-03   0.48244E-03   0.13188E-01 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.23196E-01   0.71741E-48 
      2    0.17629E-01   0.46802E-46 
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      6    0.86655E-02   0.42211E-39 
      7    0.79625E-02   0.22812E-37 
      8    0.75000E-02   0.12278E-35 
     21    0.42625E-02   0.10543E-13 
     22    0.39795E-02   0.39656E-12 
     23    0.33583E-02   0.10053E-10 
     24    0.24462E-02   0.10045E-10 
     38    0.60506E-05   0.98706E-11 
     39    0.35557E-05   0.10507E-10 
     40    0.19579E-05   0.37997E-10 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01 
      1    0.10310E-03   0.47945E-01   0.92176       0.32630E-21   0.82391E-10 
      2    0.20072E-03   0.16017E-01   0.96059       0.29484E-20   0.25876E-09 
      6    0.15664E-02   0.31066E-02   0.98380       0.73427E-17   0.11567E-07 
      7    0.25171E-02   0.30389E-02   0.98384       0.50979E-16   0.29091E-07 
      8    0.40227E-02   0.30194E-02   0.98297       0.35284E-15   0.72959E-07 
     21    0.51394       0.29786E-02   0.47372       0.37077E-05   0.20528E-02 
     22    0.57352       0.29545E-02   0.41338       0.14027E-04   0.31185E-02 
     23    0.62614       0.15543E-02   0.36199       0.39604E-04   0.42115E-02 
     24    0.68377       0.48800E-03   0.30658       0.42298E-04   0.45833E-02 
     38    0.98931       0.76538E-11   0.25417E-02   0.64890E-04   0.80701E-02 
     39    0.98931       0.20170E-11   0.15813E-02   0.86261E-04   0.90146E-02 
     40    0.98832       0.50650E-12   0.92314E-03   0.16817E-03   0.10582E-01 




                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.30187E-01   0.93798E-50 
      2    0.23196E-01   0.71741E-48 
      6    0.11529E-01   0.67429E-41 
      7    0.10599E-01   0.36594E-39 
      8    0.99901E-02   0.19775E-37 
     21    0.73027E-02   0.22970E-15 
     22    0.70135E-02   0.90111E-14 
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                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
     23    0.60688E-02   0.23770E-12 
     24    0.45361E-02   0.24739E-12 
     38    0.12658E-04   0.30498E-12 
     39    0.74395E-05   0.32598E-12 
     40    0.40975E-05   0.11849E-11 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
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   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01 
      1    0.51367        2.9934       0.95959       0.11067       0.31841     
      2    0.53611        2.9521       0.98363       0.12169       0.33841     
      6    0.54529        2.9683       0.99634       0.12487       0.34510     
      7    0.54606        2.9683       0.99741       0.12525       0.34583     
      8    0.54695        2.9692       0.99882       0.12570       0.34669     
     21    0.76596        4.0588        1.4787       0.22592       0.56262     
     22    0.79492        4.1885        1.5396       0.23995       0.59144     
     23    0.82144        4.3027        1.5942       0.25285       0.61767     
     24    0.84973        4.4242        1.6528       0.26692       0.64601     
     38     1.0009        4.9970        1.9546       0.34767       0.80125     
     39     1.0016        4.9931        1.9548       0.34817       0.80188     
     40     1.0025        4.9883        1.9546       0.34859       0.80239     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1     1.3014       0.13075E-01 
      2     1.3158       0.15329E-01 
      6     1.3305       0.15974E-01 
      7     1.3311       0.16042E-01 
      8     1.3320       0.16106E-01 
     21     1.7132       0.21786E-01 
     22     1.7624       0.22723E-01 
     23     1.8071       0.23644E-01 
     24     1.8544       0.24626E-01 
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     38     2.0920       0.30898E-01 
     39     2.0923       0.31025E-01 
     40     2.0928       0.31185E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01 
      1    0.21831E-03   0.12198E-01   0.97541       0.44909E-20   0.32844E-09 
      2    0.40501E-03   0.41097E-02   0.98628       0.36706E-19   0.96530E-09 
      6    0.30900E-02   0.78829E-03   0.99162       0.88582E-16   0.42075E-07 
      7    0.49560E-02   0.77074E-03   0.99014       0.61282E-15   0.10555E-06 
      8    0.79043E-02   0.76523E-03   0.98744       0.42245E-14   0.26394E-06 
     21    0.68683       0.52599E-03   0.30616       0.23526E-04   0.43586E-02 
     22    0.73559       0.50358E-03   0.25559       0.83469E-04   0.62739E-02 
     23    0.77441       0.25698E-03   0.21538       0.22285E-03   0.80843E-02 
     24    0.81477       0.78202E-04   0.17535       0.22470E-03   0.83835E-02 
     38    0.98679       0.10707E-11   0.12120E-02   0.26094E-03   0.11735E-01 
     39    0.98580       0.28231E-12   0.75382E-03   0.34630E-03   0.13094E-01 
     40    0.98353       0.70930E-13   0.43990E-03   0.67403E-03   0.15354E-01 
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                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
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   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.12178E-01   0.22677E-47 
      2    0.92055E-02   0.14714E-45 
      6    0.44995E-02   0.13196E-38 
      7    0.41326E-02   0.71280E-37 
      8    0.38909E-02   0.38350E-35 
     21    0.21062E-02   0.31365E-13 
     22    0.19586E-02   0.11751E-11 
     23    0.16470E-02   0.29684E-10 
     24    0.11956E-02   0.29561E-10 
     38    0.29159E-05   0.28639E-10 
     39    0.17131E-05   0.30478E-10 
     40    0.94287E-06   0.11017E-09 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01 
      1    0.11345E-03   0.36940E-01   0.94691       0.50281E-21   0.10580E-09 
      2    0.21831E-03   0.12198E-01   0.97541       0.44909E-20   0.32844E-09 
      6    0.16883E-02   0.23446E-02   0.98997       0.11083E-16   0.14549E-07 
      7    0.27115E-02   0.22922E-02   0.98948       0.76907E-16   0.36573E-07 
      8    0.43317E-02   0.22766E-02   0.98820       0.53207E-15   0.91685E-07 
     21    0.53301       0.21630E-02   0.45868       0.53850E-05   0.24845E-02 
     22    0.59213       0.21359E-02   0.39846       0.20281E-04   0.37575E-02 
     23    0.64346       0.11184E-02   0.34731       0.56996E-04   0.50509E-02 
     24    0.69920       0.34941E-03   0.29268       0.60572E-04   0.54695E-02 
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     38    0.98813       0.53528E-11   0.23701E-02   0.90764E-04   0.94067E-02 
     39    0.98790       0.14103E-11   0.14743E-02   0.12063E-03   0.10505E-01 
     40    0.98658       0.35403E-12   0.86033E-03   0.23510E-03   0.12327E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.16034E-01   0.29996E-49 
      2    0.12178E-01   0.22677E-47 
      6    0.59984E-02   0.21122E-40 
      7    0.55117E-02   0.11457E-38 
      8    0.51928E-02   0.61887E-37 
     21    0.36559E-02   0.69235E-15 
     22    0.34954E-02   0.27039E-13 
     23    0.30106E-02   0.70994E-12 
     24    0.22391E-02   0.73520E-12 
     38    0.61030E-05   0.88529E-12 
     39    0.35860E-05   0.94604E-12 
     40    0.19744E-05   0.34376E-11 
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                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
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          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         327.76            338.71     
    2         338.71            339.68     
    6         340.88            341.22     
    7         341.22            341.59     
    8         341.59            342.02     
   21         381.58            385.69     
   22         385.69            388.69     
   23         389.34            393.11     
   24         393.11            396.75     
   38         413.75            414.07     
   39         414.07            414.40     
   40         414.40            414.40     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1   37454.      37454.      1037.7      51469.      110.51      110.51     
    2   34109.      39331.      955.99      53668.      111.11      111.03     
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    6   34391.      39613.      966.20      53221.      111.74      111.58     
    7   34401.      39623.      966.49      53077.      111.79      111.62     
    8   34400.      39621.      966.24      52927.      111.84      111.66     
   21   32634.      37856.      810.24      49792.      117.42      116.42     
   22   32713.      37934.      805.28      49935.      117.89      116.81     
   23   43810.      32221.      1071.4      42150.      118.31      117.54     
   24   44025.      32436.      1069.5      42320.      118.71      118.09     
   38   45707.      34118.      1082.2      42923.      120.39      120.37     
   39   45743.      34154.      1083.6      42849.      120.43      120.41     
   40   11589.      0.0000      274.73      0.0000      120.48     
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               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   36.095      0.72769      0.15478      0.91121E-02    9.1377     
    2   35.680      0.73285      0.15007      0.91182E-02    8.6394     
    6   35.595      0.74431      0.14922      0.91401E-02    8.5921     
    7   35.594      0.74651      0.14916      0.91456E-02    8.5832     
    8   35.602      0.74860      0.14915      0.91519E-02    8.5790     
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   21   40.278      0.76027      0.17618      0.97745E-02    10.368     
   22   40.623      0.75967      0.17817      0.98162E-02    10.498     
   23   40.889      0.76442      0.17970      0.98810E-02    10.591     
   24   41.166      0.76645      0.18124      0.99352E-02    10.688     
   38   42.234      0.79487      0.18656      0.10190E-01    10.803     
   39   42.214      0.79709      0.18643      0.10192E-01    10.786     
   40   42.182                   0.18627                     10.764     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.14199           7382.8           43906.     
    2   -.49831          0.12429           7771.8           45943.     
    6   -.11930E-01      0.12555           7777.8           45915.     
    7   -.89471E-02      0.12574           7768.5           45859.     
    8   -.41734E-02      0.12590           7756.8           45794.     
   21   0.19462          0.11844           6906.4           43416.     
   22   0.13058          0.11793           6893.3           43523.     
   23   0.93804E-01      0.18591           5817.8           36853.     
   24   0.96549E-01      0.18520           5829.1           37050.     
   38   -.14346E-01      0.18379           5944.8           38268.     
   39   -.17041E-01      0.18404           5944.4           38255.     
   40   -.21937E-01                        0.0000           0.0000     
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 BLOCK:  C8TOWER  MODEL: RADFRAC (CONTINUED)          
 
 
                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          39 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               GLITSCH  
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
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    HOLE AREA/ACTIVE AREA                                     0.12000     
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 SIEVE        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                   4 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                        3.27788     
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.100000    
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.31730     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                        2.25206     
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        0.51291     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                        2.38174     
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         
    TRAY CENTER TO OCDC CENTER      FT                        0.0         
 




                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       3.2727        8.4119       6.7295       0.84119     
          3       3.2769        8.4338       6.7470       0.84338     
          4       3.2779        8.4387       6.7510       0.84387     
          5       3.2775        8.4367       6.7494       0.84367     
          6       3.2764        8.4310       6.7448       0.84310     
          7       3.2747        8.4224       6.7380       0.84224     
          8       3.2725        8.4108       6.7286       0.84108     
          9       3.2694        8.3951       6.7161       0.83951     
         10       3.2652        8.3736       6.6989       0.83736     
         11       3.2594        8.3437       6.6749       0.83437     
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       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
         12       3.2511        8.3015       6.6412       0.83015     
         13       3.2395        8.2422       6.5938       0.82422     
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         14       3.2235        8.1609       6.5287       0.81609     
         15       3.2023        8.0543       6.4434       0.80543     
         16       3.1764        7.9243       6.3394       0.79243     
         17       3.1476        7.7814       6.2251       0.77814     
         18       3.1197        7.6439       6.1151       0.76439     
         19       3.0964        7.5304       6.0243       0.75304     
         20       3.0799        7.4502       5.9601       0.74502     
         21       3.0697        7.4008       5.9206       0.74008     
         22       3.0660        7.3829       5.9063       0.73829     
         23       2.8788        6.5088       5.2070       0.65088     
         24       2.8811        6.5193       5.2154       0.65193     
         25       2.8845        6.5350       5.2280       0.65350     
         26       2.8889        6.5549       5.2439       0.65549     
         27       2.8936        6.5761       5.2609       0.65761     
         28       2.8980        6.5960       5.2768       0.65960     
         29       2.9017        6.6130       5.2904       0.66130     
         30       2.9047        6.6265       5.3012       0.66265     
         31       2.9069        6.6365       5.3092       0.66365     
         32       2.9084        6.6437       5.3149       0.66437     
         33       2.9095        6.6486       5.3189       0.66486     
         34       2.9102        6.6518       5.3215       0.66518     
         35       2.9107        6.6539       5.3231       0.66539     
         36       2.9110        6.6552       5.3242       0.66552     
         37       2.9112        6.6562       5.3249       0.66562     
         38       2.9114        6.6571       5.3257       0.66571     
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         39       2.9116        6.6583       5.3267       0.66583     
 
 BLOCK:  CATALYST MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - S15      STAGE   4 
    OUTLETS  - S19      STAGE   1 
               PROD     STAGE   1 
               CUMENE   STAGE  40 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            5298.80         5298.80        0.171642E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            472849.         472849.        0.415386E-07 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.340502E+08    0.369298E+08    -1.92203     
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                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
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    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            




                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        40 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 100 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
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   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MASS VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                             0.50000     
    MASS REFLUX RATIO                                        1.50000     
    MASS DISTILLATE RATE           LB/HR                70,000.0         
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                   67.2639      
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                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S19          PROD         CUMENE   
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    COMPONENT: 
    CUMENE      .23743E-05   .29998E-01   .97000     
    ETHYL-01    .94014       .59856E-01   0.0000     
    1-HEX-01    .10000E-01   .99000       0.0000     
    1-OCT-01    .34028E-03   .99000       .96598E-02 
    1-DOD-01    .41614E-09   .52331E-03   .99948     
    1-DEC-01    .17443E-06   .11672E-01   .98833     
    LIGAND      0.0000       .99631E-13   1.0000     
    METHAL      .12835E-02   .99785       .87029E-03 
    CRACAC      0.0000       .64565E-07   1.0000     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       -40.6384      
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       450.007       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                102.728       
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR              3,263.37        
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR              1,708.30        
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR              6,296.49        
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       0.050470    
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       1.92944     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR                   -0.142118+08 
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR                    0.851934+08 
 




   ****   MANIPULATED VARIABLES   **** 
 
                                                 BOUNDS             CALCULATED 
                                          LOWER         UPPER         VALUE 
   MASS REFLUX RATIO                     0.10000        100.00       0.11085     
   MASS DISTILLATE RATE       LB/HR       1.0000       0.15000E+06    74139.     
   MASS DIST VAPOR FRAC                  0.10000E-03    1.0000       0.64702     
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   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  1  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: PROD                       0.99000       0.99000     
                   COMPS:   1-OCT-01      
  2  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: CUMENE                     0.97000       0.97000     
                   COMPS:   CUMENE        
  3  MASS-RECOV    STREAMS: PROD                       0.99000       0.99000     
                   COMPS:   1-HEX-01      
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.11593E-03  STAGE=  3 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.25790E-03  STAGE=  3 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.10456E-05  STAGE=  1 COMP=CUMENE   
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.10629E-03  STAGE=  1 
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   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1  -40.638        67.264       -17699.       21296.      -.14212+08 
   2   237.01        72.264       -14342.       20105.                 
   3   252.83        72.404       -12805.       20278.                 
   4   347.98        72.544       -8000.5       13190.                 
   5   416.36        72.684       -3927.5       6862.6                 
  37   448.17        77.164        3048.4       17166.                 
  38   448.45        77.304        2970.8       17125.                 
  39   448.90        77.444        2728.0       17006.                 
  40   450.01        77.584        1942.7       16665.       .85193+08 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  429.9      1708.                                      327.1228 1708.3041 
   2  102.0      2138.                                                         
   3  159.9      2137.                1490.9064                                
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   4  6812.      704.4      3807.8939                                          
   5  8884.      3549.                                                         
  37  9572.      6304.                                                         
  38  9573.      6309.                                                         
  39  9560.      6309.                                                         
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 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
  40  3263.      6296.                                     3263.3734           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1 0.3439E+05 0.4797E+05                                 .26169+05 .47969+05 
   2 0.1164E+05 0.8236E+05                                                     
   3 0.1848E+05 0.8578E+05            .42223+05                                
   4 0.7991E+06 0.5040E+05  .43063+06                                          
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   5 0.1057E+07 0.4004E+06                                                     
  37 0.1161E+07 0.7619E+06                                                     
  38 0.1162E+07 0.7627E+06                                                     
  39 0.1162E+07 0.7633E+06                                                     
  40 0.3987E+06 0.7635E+06                                 .39871+06           
 
    ****  STDVOL LIQUID VOLUME FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            CUFT/HR                    CUFT/HR                  CUFT/HR  
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  197.4      2319.                                      628.7322 2318.5937 
   2  228.1      3145.                                                         
   3  359.1      3175.                2027.1489                                
   4 0.1546E+05  1279.      8392.6575                                          
   5 0.2035E+05  7991.                                                         
  37 0.2168E+05 0.1419E+05                                                     
  38 0.2170E+05 0.1421E+05                                                     
  39 0.2172E+05 0.1423E+05                                                     
  40  7472.     0.1425E+05                                 7472.4804           
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.28992       0.33233       0.23134       0.13894       0.14186E-03 
      2    0.74483       0.34355E-01   0.55280E-01   0.14450       0.21589E-02 
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      3    0.78602       0.31957E-01   0.37772E-01   0.11447       0.66677E-02 
      4    0.78758       0.14813E-01   0.46507E-01   0.11120       0.14791E-01 
      5    0.79836       0.87397E-03   0.23569E-01   0.14068       0.12347E-01 
     37    0.96070       0.20880E-45   0.11511E-15   0.42448E-03   0.12704E-01 
     38    0.95894       0.98442E-47   0.39801E-16   0.30831E-03   0.13439E-01 
     39    0.95415       0.46559E-48   0.13441E-16   0.21349E-03   0.16279E-01 
     40    0.93973       0.21874E-49   0.42087E-17   0.13590E-03   0.27159E-01 
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      LIGAND        METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.38779E-02   0.38675E-16   0.34532E-02   0.11173E-10 
      2    0.16150E-01   0.23157E-11   0.27262E-02   0.45267E-08 
      3    0.21016E-01   0.15840E-07   0.20925E-02   0.28804E-06 
      4    0.22885E-01   0.18651E-04   0.21958E-02   0.84101E-05 
      5    0.21630E-01   0.14308E-04   0.25162E-02   0.65076E-05 
     37    0.26152E-01   0.13296E-04   0.10753E-05   0.60894E-05 
     38    0.27292E-01   0.13295E-04   0.74948E-06   0.61005E-05 
     39    0.29336E-01   0.13369E-04   0.49757E-06   0.64386E-05 
     40    0.32915E-01   0.38912E-04   0.30190E-06   0.17346E-04 
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                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.43940E-05   0.99954       0.44746E-03   0.91450E-05   0.21602E-10 
      2    0.58288E-01   0.86540       0.46865E-01   0.27940E-01   0.28520E-04 
      3    0.79903E-01   0.85138       0.38401E-01   0.28165E-01   0.12469E-03 
      4    0.30908       0.47640       0.11403       0.90331E-01   0.15724E-02 
      5    0.64766       0.28435E-01   0.89273E-01   0.21333       0.34175E-02 
     37    0.97258       0.67374E-44   0.49926E-15   0.79001E-03   0.49348E-02 
     38    0.97154       0.31680E-45   0.17248E-15   0.57377E-03   0.52257E-02 
     39    0.96888       0.14925E-46   0.58210E-16   0.39749E-03   0.63420E-02 
     40    0.96162       0.69555E-48   0.18226E-16   0.25370E-03   0.10640E-01 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      LIGAND        METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.11097E-07   0.68674E-32   0.85058E-06   0.86145E-20 
      2    0.77961E-03   0.77752E-17   0.69491E-03   0.22462E-11 
      3    0.13639E-02   0.11047E-12   0.65923E-03   0.21763E-09 
      4    0.65124E-02   0.35958E-08   0.20720E-02   0.65346E-07 
      5    0.13663E-01   0.19205E-07   0.42147E-02   0.19263E-06 
     37    0.21697E-01   0.45330E-07   0.21160E-05   0.26461E-06 
     38    0.22654E-01   0.45348E-07   0.14753E-05   0.26626E-06 
     39    0.24383E-01   0.45402E-07   0.98098E-06   0.28368E-06 
     40    0.27481E-01   0.12977E-06   0.59898E-06   0.78521E-06 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
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   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.15252E-04    3.0079       0.19419E-02   0.66208E-04   0.15370E-06 
      2    0.78260E-01    25.188       0.84778       0.19336       0.13211E-01 
      3    0.10164        26.650        1.0167       0.24602       0.18695E-01 
      4    0.39242        32.172        2.4523       0.81232       0.10629     
      5    0.81124        32.538        3.7878        1.5164       0.27677     
     37     1.0124        32.267        4.3371        1.8611       0.38846     
     38     1.0131        32.182        4.3337        1.8610       0.38885     
     39     1.0154        32.055        4.3307        1.8619       0.38959     
     40     1.0233        31.798        4.3306        1.8669       0.39175     
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                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      LIGAND        METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.28836E-05   0.18167E-15   0.24747E-03   0.77935E-09 
      2    0.48274E-01   0.33583E-05   0.25491       0.49628E-03 
      3    0.64882E-01   0.69660E-05   0.31504       0.75519E-03 
      4    0.28454       0.19263E-03   0.94365       0.77669E-02 
      5    0.63166       0.13419E-02    1.6751       0.29600E-01 
     37    0.82964       0.34093E-02    1.9679       0.43455E-01 
     38    0.83009       0.34108E-02    1.9685       0.43646E-01 
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     39    0.83118       0.33962E-02    1.9716       0.44060E-01 
     40    0.83492       0.33349E-02    1.9840       0.45267E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.43559       0.11654       0.24338       0.19490       0.29849E-03 
      2    0.78432       0.84436E-02   0.40760E-01   0.14206       0.31837E-02 
      3    0.81734       0.77561E-02   0.27502E-01   0.11113       0.97097E-02 
      4    0.80695       0.35426E-02   0.33366E-01   0.10637       0.21223E-01 
      5    0.80624       0.20600E-03   0.16666E-01   0.13264       0.17462E-01 
     37    0.95168       0.48278E-46   0.79847E-16   0.39259E-03   0.17623E-01 
     38    0.94948       0.22750E-47   0.27594E-16   0.28500E-03   0.18634E-01 
     39    0.94335       0.10744E-48   0.93051E-17   0.19706E-03   0.22539E-01 
     40    0.92448       0.50226E-50   0.28991E-17   0.12482E-03   0.37417E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      LIGAND        METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.67994E-02   0.21059E-15   0.25045E-02   0.48787E-10 
      2    0.19847E-01   0.88375E-11   0.13857E-02   0.13854E-07 
      3    0.25504E-01   0.59693E-07   0.10503E-02   0.87049E-06 
      4    0.27364E-01   0.69255E-04   0.10860E-02   0.25043E-04 
      5    0.25491E-01   0.52365E-04   0.12266E-02   0.19100E-04 
     37    0.30234E-01   0.47735E-04   0.51418E-06   0.17532E-04 
     38    0.31535E-01   0.47709E-04   0.35822E-06   0.17555E-04 
     39    0.33848E-01   0.47901E-04   0.23747E-06   0.18501E-04 
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     40    0.37788E-01   0.13873E-03   0.14337E-06   0.49596E-04 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.18808E-04   0.99860       0.13411E-02   0.36546E-04   0.12949E-09 
      2    0.18189       0.63030       0.10240       0.81399E-01   0.12463E-03 
      3    0.23931       0.59516       0.80532E-01   0.78754E-01   0.52299E-03 
      4    0.51923       0.18680       0.13414       0.14168       0.36993E-02 
      5    0.68992       0.70699E-02   0.66589E-01   0.21217       0.50983E-02 
     37    0.96721       0.15639E-44   0.34766E-15   0.73350E-03   0.68727E-02 
     38    0.96591       0.73514E-46   0.12007E-15   0.53257E-03   0.72757E-02 
     39    0.96254       0.34607E-47   0.40493E-16   0.36867E-03   0.88234E-02 
     40    0.95320       0.16092E-48   0.12650E-16   0.23479E-03   0.14769E-01 
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                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      LIGAND        METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.55432E-07   0.10653E-30   0.17575E-05   0.10717E-18 
      2    0.28391E-02   0.87931E-16   0.10468E-02   0.20371E-10 
      3    0.47671E-02   0.11990E-11   0.95308E-03   0.18944E-08 
      4    0.12768E-01   0.21892E-07   0.16803E-02   0.31905E-06 
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      5    0.16985E-01   0.74142E-07   0.21672E-02   0.59638E-06 
     37    0.25181E-01   0.16338E-06   0.10158E-05   0.76481E-06 
     38    0.26285E-01   0.16339E-06   0.70803E-06   0.76934E-06 
     39    0.28269E-01   0.16347E-06   0.47044E-06   0.81908E-06 





                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
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          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1        -40.638            237.01     
    2         237.01            252.83     
    3         252.83            232.71     
    4         347.98            416.36     
    5         416.36            425.18     
   37         448.17            448.45     
   38         448.45            448.90     
   39         448.90            450.01     
   40         450.01            450.01     
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             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
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              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1   34388.      82357.      728.99     0.21523E+06  79.999      38.518     
    2   11637.      85776.      253.38     0.21954E+06  114.14      40.131     
    3   18484.      92623.      403.25     0.21784E+06  115.59      42.191     
    4  0.79914E+06 0.40043E+06  18763.     0.40040E+06  117.31      112.83     
    5  0.10574E+07 0.65872E+06  26349.     0.63414E+06  119.02      117.19     
   37  0.11614E+07 0.76268E+06  28670.     0.68322E+06  121.33      120.90     
   38  0.11620E+07 0.76333E+06  28706.     0.68216E+06  121.39      120.99     
   39  0.11622E+07 0.76349E+06  28758.     0.68000E+06  121.57      121.26     
   40  0.39871E+06  0.0000      9913.0      0.0000      122.18     
 
 
               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   47.172      0.38265      0.49629      0.12171E-01    26.117     
    2   45.927      0.39071      0.26017      0.12308E-01    18.115     
    3   45.839      0.42519      0.25385      0.11853E-01    17.641     
    4   42.590       1.0001      0.19662      0.10392E-01    12.853     
    5   40.132       1.0388      0.17140      0.10358E-01    9.6279     
   37   40.509       1.1163      0.17247      0.10640E-01    9.0596     
   38   40.480       1.1190      0.17235      0.10640E-01    9.0416     
   39   40.413       1.1228      0.17215      0.10639E-01    9.0070     
   40   40.221                   0.17171                     8.9175     





       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.37607E-01       19464.          0.13314E+06 
    2   -8.0018          0.12513E-01       20336.          0.13723E+06 
    3   -.47358          0.19220E-01       21078.          0.14205E+06 
    4   -13.708          0.30582           62089.          0.40041E+06 
    5   -3.2250          0.25826          0.10337E+06      0.64631E+06 
   37   -.12445E-01      0.25278          0.11501E+06      0.72186E+06 
   38   -.17957E-01      0.25311          0.11502E+06      0.72160E+06 
   39   -.34608E-01      0.25373          0.11495E+06      0.72054E+06 
   40   -.89489E-01                        0.0000           0.0000     
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
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    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          19 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               GLITSCH  
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
    HOLE AREA/ACTIVE AREA                                     0.12000     
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 SIEVE        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 




    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                  19 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                       17.9834      
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.100000    
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.30859     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                       12.3554      
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        2.81396     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                       13.0669      
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         
    TRAY CENTER TO OCDC CENTER      FT                        0.0         
 
 
                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       5.0313        19.881       15.905        1.9881     
          3       5.1508        20.837       16.670        2.0837     
          4       12.739        127.46       101.97        12.746     
          5       16.971        226.21       180.97        22.621     
          6       17.531        241.39       193.11        24.139     
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          7       17.684        245.62       196.50        24.562     
          8       17.751        247.49       197.99        24.749     
          9       17.789        248.53       198.82        24.853     
         10       17.815        249.26       199.41        24.926     
         11       17.837        249.89       199.91        24.989     
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       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
         12       17.858        250.48       200.38        25.048     
         13       17.879        251.05       200.84        25.105     
         14       17.898        251.61       201.28        25.161     
         15       17.917        252.14       201.71        25.214     
         16       17.936        252.65       202.12        25.265     
         17       17.953        253.13       202.50        25.313     
         18       17.969        253.58       202.86        25.358     
         19       17.983        254.00       203.20        25.400     
 
 BLOCK:  CSTR     MODEL: RSTOIC           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAMS:         S10         S9       
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   OUTLET STREAM:         S11      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(LBMOL/HR)         5623.46       5298.80      -324.651      0.201733E-05 
   MASS(LB/HR   )         472851.       472849.                    0.365024E-05 
   ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )   -0.203353E+08 -0.340502E+08                0.402786     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
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   STOICHIOMETRY MATRIX: 
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    REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     ETHYL-01  -3.00    1-HEX-01   1.00     
 
    REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     ETHYL-01  -4.00    1-OCT-01   1.00     
 
    REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     ETHYL-01  -5.00    1-DEC-01   1.00     
 
    REACTION #   4: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     ETHYL-01  -6.00    1-DOD-01   1.00     
 
 
   REACTION CONVERSION SPECS: NUMBER=    4 
     REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ETHYL-01 CONV FRAC: 0.1000     
     REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ETHYL-01 CONV FRAC: 0.8000E-01 
     REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ETHYL-01 CONV FRAC: 0.1000E-01 
     REACTION #   4: 
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   SELECTIVITY SPECIFICATIONS: 
 
      NUMBER    COMPONENT   SUBSTREAM   REF COMP    REF SUBS  
                (PRODUCT)               (REACTANT) 
         1       1-HEX-01    MIXED       ETHYL-01    MIXED    
         2       1-OCT-01    MIXED       ETHYL-01    MIXED    
 
 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE F                                 113.000       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    PSIA                              652.670       
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   SIMULTANEOUS REACTIONS 
   GENERATE COMBUSTION REACTIONS FOR FEED SPECIES          NO   
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                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    113.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 652.67     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.13713E+08 




   HEAT OF REACTIONS: 
 
     REACTION          REFERENCE          HEAT OF  
     NUMBER            COMPONENT          REACTION 
                                           BTU/LBMOL        
      1                   ETHYL-01          -30766.     
      2                   ETHYL-01          -33553.     
      3                   ETHYL-01          -35371.     
      4                   ETHYL-01          -36405.     
 
   REACTION EXTENTS: 
 
      REACTION          REACTION 
      NUMBER            EXTENT   
                        LBMOL/HR         
      1                  75.676     
      2                  45.406     
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      3                  4.5406     
      4                  3.7838     
 
   SELECTIVITY RESULTS: 
 
      NUMBER    COMPONENT   SUBSTREAM   REF COMP    REF SUBS    SELECTIVITY 
                (PRODUCT)               (REACTANT) 
         1       1-HEX-01    MIXED       ETHYL-01    MIXED       0.50000     
         2       1-OCT-01    MIXED       ETHYL-01    MIXED       0.40000     
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      CUMENE           0.59665        0.59665        0.37561E-02    0.43637E-02 
      ETHYL-01         0.34276        0.34276        0.99479         2.0119     
      1-HEX-01         0.14426E-01    0.14426E-01    0.11885E-02    0.57111E-01 
      1-OCT-01         0.86642E-02    0.86642E-02    0.15297E-03    0.12238E-01 
      1-DOD-01         0.16736E-01    0.16736E-01    0.21410E-04    0.88671E-03 
      1-DEC-01         0.20512E-01    0.20512E-01    0.90968E-04    0.30741E-02 
      LIGAND           0.23966E-04    0.23966E-04    0.63634E-10    0.18401E-05 
      METHAL           0.21365E-03    0.21365E-03    0.44629E-05    0.14480E-01 
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 BLOCK:  CSTR     MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      CRACAC           0.10684E-04    0.10684E-04    0.25747E-09    0.16704E-04 
 
 BLOCK:  ETHOFF   MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - 2        STAGE   5 
    OUTLETS  - LIGHTREC STAGE   1 
               11       STAGE  11 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            327.123         327.123        0.173768E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            26169.5         26169.5       -0.292595E-09 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.525289E+07     707564.        -1.13470     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
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    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
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                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        11 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 100 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
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    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            1.00000     
    MASS REFLUX RATIO                                        0.30000     
    MASS DISTILLATE RATE           LB/HR                11,000.0         
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                  203.291       
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  LIGHTREC     11       
    COMPONENT: 
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    CUMENE      0.0000       1.0000     
    ETHYL-01    .99934       .65578E-03 
    1-HEX-01    .35197E-10   1.0000     
    1-OCT-01    0.0000       1.0000     
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   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  LIGHTREC     11       
    COMPONENT: 
    1-DOD-01    0.0000       1.0000     
    1-DEC-01    0.0000       1.0000     
    METHAL      .25482E-13   1.0000     
    CRACAC      0.0000       1.0000     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       -42.1403      
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    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       450.000       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                 32.5922      
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                218.482       
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR                108.641       
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR                514.466       
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       0.30000     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       2.35473     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR             -142,730.          
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR            6,103,210.          
 
 
   ****   MANIPULATED VARIABLES   **** 
 
                                                 BOUNDS             CALCULATED 
                                          LOWER         UPPER         VALUE 
   MASS DISTILLATE RATE       LB/HR       0.0000        60000.        3047.8     
 
   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  1  MASS-FLOW     STREAMS: 11             LB/HR        2.0000        2.0000     
                   COMPS:   ETHYL-01      
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 




    DEW POINT                       0.10039E-03  STAGE=  7 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.13788E-04  STAGE=  8 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.29771E-06  STAGE=  4 COMP=1-OCT-01 
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.77571E-05  STAGE=  5 
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   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1  -42.140        203.29        16590.       20962.      -.14273+06 
   2  -40.698        208.29        16619.       20964.                 
   3  -40.645        208.43        16611.       20964.                 
   4  -39.112        208.57        15605.       20980.                 
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   5   24.479        208.71       -10880.       21605.                 
   6   32.608        208.85       -12242.       21668.                 
   9   384.06        209.27       -13702.      -3427.1                 
  10   415.15        209.41       -11446.      -4385.8                 
  11   450.00        209.55       -7185.0      -1392.5       .61032+07 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  32.59      108.6                                                108.6408 
   2  32.80      141.2                                                         
   3  32.24      141.4                                                         
   4  12.14      140.9                                                         
   5  381.2      120.8       327.1228                                          
   6  365.7      162.7                                                         
   9  720.8      320.1                                                         
  10  732.9      502.3                                                         
  11  218.5      514.5                                      218.4820           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  914.3      3048.                                               3047.7838 
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   2  920.3      3962.                                                         
   3  904.8      3968.                                                         
   4  354.3      3953.                                                         
   5 0.2771E+05  3402.      .26169+05                                          
   6 0.2746E+05  4589.                                                         
   9 0.6876E+05 0.2653E+05                                                     
  10 0.7309E+05 0.4563E+05                                                     
  11 0.2312E+05 0.4997E+05                                 .23122+05           
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    ****  STDVOL LIQUID VOLUME FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            CUFT/HR                    CUFT/HR                  CUFT/HR  
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  44.23      147.4                                                147.4201 
   2  44.51      191.6                                                         
   3  43.76      191.9                                                         
   4  16.63      191.2                                                         
   5  702.4      164.1       628.7322                                          
   6  683.5      221.1                                                         
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   9  1521.      634.1                                                         
  10  1578.      1040.                                                         
  11  481.3      1097.                                      481.3120           
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.33811E-14    1.0000       0.12630E-07   0.95222E-13   0.67922E-25 
      2    0.18014E-10    1.0000       0.14201E-05   0.19692E-09   0.34877E-19 
      3    0.96213E-07   0.99984       0.15919E-03   0.40816E-06   0.17928E-13 
      4    0.52749E-03   0.98084       0.17738E-01   0.84674E-03   0.91815E-08 
      5    0.24882       0.42595       0.19953       0.11928       0.12174E-03 
      6    0.25967       0.39305       0.21581       0.12476       0.12691E-03 
      9    0.21482       0.12539E-01   0.61771       0.14815       0.74791E-04 
     10    0.28974       0.21236E-02   0.51557       0.18412       0.96102E-04 
     11    0.43408       0.32630E-03   0.34637       0.20803       0.21240E-03 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.55922E-19   0.54969E-12   0.76720E-38 
      2    0.19145E-14   0.24440E-09   0.78330E-31 
      3    0.65665E-10   0.10884E-06   0.80069E-24 
      4    0.22547E-05   0.49734E-04   0.91678E-17 
      5    0.33279E-02   0.29662E-02   0.95880E-11 
      6    0.34707E-02   0.31108E-02   0.99939E-11 
      9    0.25186E-02   0.41785E-02   0.51850E-11 
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     10    0.34496E-02   0.49027E-02   0.54962E-11 
     11    0.58062E-02   0.51704E-02   0.16729E-10 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.13242E-18    1.0000       0.24517E-10   0.96973E-17   0.26377E-31 
      2    0.78034E-15    1.0000       0.29334E-08   0.21982E-13   0.15674E-25 
      3    0.41779E-11    1.0000       0.32936E-06   0.45670E-10   0.80887E-20 
      4    0.22019E-07   0.99996       0.36432E-04   0.93413E-07   0.41031E-14 
      5    0.53037E-04   0.99807       0.17835E-02   0.85135E-04   0.92315E-09 
      6    0.73064E-04   0.99744       0.23626E-02   0.11582E-03   0.13936E-08 
      9    0.67839E-01   0.10472       0.74695       0.77300E-01   0.79443E-05 
     10    0.11945       0.17852E-01   0.73574       0.12210       0.14932E-04 
     11    0.22844       0.28868E-02   0.58743       0.17397       0.46712E-04 
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                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.33446E-24   0.26496E-15   0.14539E-45 
      2    0.12905E-19   0.12705E-12   0.17705E-38 
      3    0.44402E-15   0.56680E-10   0.18166E-31 
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      4    0.15028E-10   0.24909E-07   0.18325E-24 
      5    0.22670E-06   0.50005E-05   0.92178E-18 
      6    0.32501E-06   0.65768E-05   0.14643E-17 
      9    0.58212E-03   0.26047E-02   0.96828E-13 
     10    0.10886E-02   0.37471E-02   0.16365E-12 
     11    0.24488E-02   0.47890E-02   0.72606E-12 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.39161E-04    1.0000       0.19411E-02   0.10183E-03   0.38828E-06 
      2    0.43313E-04    1.0000       0.20655E-02   0.11161E-03   0.44934E-06 
      3    0.43418E-04    1.0002       0.20689E-02   0.11188E-03   0.45110E-06 
      4    0.41739E-04    1.0195       0.20538E-02   0.11031E-03   0.44682E-06 
      5    0.21316E-03    2.3432       0.89385E-02   0.71376E-03   0.75836E-05 
      6    0.28142E-03    2.5377       0.10949E-01   0.92847E-03   0.10985E-04 
      9    0.31578        8.3516        1.2092       0.52176       0.10622     
     10    0.41227        8.4067        1.4270       0.66318       0.15538     
     11    0.52625        8.8473        1.6960       0.83624       0.21992     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.59800E-05   0.48197E-03   0.18946E-07 
      2    0.67398E-05   0.51982E-03   0.22598E-07 
      3    0.67610E-05   0.52073E-03   0.22683E-07 
      4    0.66644E-05   0.50080E-03   0.19984E-07 
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      5    0.68125E-04   0.16859E-02   0.96146E-07 
      6    0.93664E-04   0.21145E-02   0.14656E-06 
      9    0.23112       0.62335       0.18674E-01 
     10    0.31556       0.76429       0.29774E-01 
     11    0.42176       0.92624       0.43400E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.14486E-13    1.0000       0.37889E-07   0.38089E-12   0.40753E-24 
      2    0.77181E-10    1.0000       0.42603E-05   0.78769E-09   0.20926E-18 
      3    0.41209E-06   0.99952       0.47741E-03   0.16321E-05   0.10753E-12 
      4    0.21735E-02   0.94328       0.51177E-01   0.32573E-02   0.52980E-07 
      5    0.41141       0.16438       0.23101       0.18413       0.28188E-03 
      6    0.41565       0.14685       0.24188       0.18645       0.28448E-03 
      9    0.27068       0.36876E-02   0.54498       0.17428       0.13197E-03 
     10    0.34922       0.59741E-03   0.43513       0.20719       0.16221E-03 
     11    0.49300       0.86499E-04   0.27546       0.22059       0.33783E-03 
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                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
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      1    0.27961E-18   0.11368E-11   0.95531E-37 
      2    0.95727E-14   0.50545E-09   0.97534E-30 
      3    0.32822E-09   0.22502E-06   0.99669E-23 
      4    0.10842E-04   0.98921E-04   0.10979E-15 
      5    0.64215E-02   0.23674E-02   0.46073E-10 
      6    0.64834E-02   0.24037E-02   0.46492E-10 
      9    0.37034E-02   0.25414E-02   0.18987E-10 
     10    0.48523E-02   0.28525E-02   0.19253E-10 
     11    0.76957E-02   0.28346E-02   0.55218E-10 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.56734E-18    1.0000       0.73552E-10   0.38789E-16   0.15826E-30 
      2    0.33433E-14    1.0000       0.88002E-08   0.87927E-13   0.94046E-25 
      3    0.17900E-10    1.0000       0.98809E-06   0.18268E-09   0.48532E-19 
      4    0.94334E-07   0.99989       0.10929E-03   0.37362E-06   0.24617E-13 
      5    0.22633E-03   0.99409       0.53290E-02   0.33918E-03   0.55168E-08 
      6    0.31138E-03   0.99216       0.70504E-02   0.46082E-03   0.83176E-08 
      9    0.98400E-01   0.35453E-01   0.75864       0.10468       0.16137E-04 
     10    0.15803       0.55123E-02   0.68154       0.15081       0.27664E-04 
     11    0.28269       0.83382E-03   0.50901       0.20099       0.80953E-04 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.16723E-23   0.54798E-15   0.18103E-44 
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      2    0.64526E-19   0.26277E-12   0.22046E-37 
      3    0.22201E-14   0.11722E-09   0.22620E-30 
      4    0.75135E-10   0.51512E-07   0.22816E-23 
      5    0.11290E-05   0.10301E-04   0.11432E-16 
      6    0.16164E-05   0.13530E-04   0.18136E-16 
      9    0.98539E-03   0.18237E-02   0.40819E-12 
     10    0.16806E-02   0.23929E-02   0.62921E-12 
     11    0.35366E-02   0.28608E-02   0.26113E-11 
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                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
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        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1        -42.140           -40.698     
    2        -40.698           -40.645     
    3        -40.645           -39.112     
    4        -39.112            24.479     
    5         24.479            32.608     
    6         32.608            114.03     
    9         384.06            415.15     
   10         415.15            450.00     
   11         450.00            450.00     
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             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1   914.34      3962.1      31.500      2393.5      28.054      28.054     
    2   920.26      3968.0      31.816      2395.6      28.054      28.054     
    3   904.82      3952.6      31.277      2400.8      28.063      28.056     
    4   354.26      3402.0      11.878      2601.4      29.171      28.166     
    5   27711.      4589.1      630.60      3587.7      72.694      28.203     
    6   27461.      4339.4      622.41      3962.6      75.089      29.474     
    9   68755.      45633.      2074.2      16509.      95.393      90.854     
   10   73090.      49969.      2213.3      17479.      99.721      97.127     
   11   23122.      0.0000      687.86      0.0000      105.83     
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               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   29.027       1.6553      0.73978E-01  0.86324E-02    8.7269     
    2   28.924       1.6564      0.73345E-01  0.86339E-02    8.6477     
    3   28.929       1.6464      0.73345E-01  0.86591E-02    9.7017     
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    4   29.824       1.3078      0.75663E-01  0.97190E-02    9.9625     
    5   43.943       1.2791      0.22883      0.98559E-02    20.182     
    6   44.121       1.0951      0.23493      0.11144E-01    20.276     
    9   33.147       2.7641      0.11937      0.11734E-01    4.4469     
   10   33.023       2.8588      0.12070      0.11957E-01    4.2418     
   11   33.614                   0.12489                     4.3834     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.55109E-01       588.62           3079.5     
    2   -.79222E-01      0.55500E-01       590.43           3083.1     
    3    1.0540          0.54611E-01       589.76           3080.5     
    4   0.26076          0.21805E-01       557.09           2974.9     
    5   -2.4728           1.0302           621.21           4057.6     
    6   0.93748E-01      0.99700           632.18           4146.7     
    9   -3.5073          0.43509           4979.5           27448.     
   10   -.20509          0.43037           5381.0           29553.     
   11   0.14157                            0.0000           0.0000     
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          10 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               GLITSCH  
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
    HOLE AREA/ACTIVE AREA                                     0.12000     
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
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    TRAY TYPE                                                 SIEVE        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                  10 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                        3.32261     
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.15771     
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.44961     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                        1.89488     
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        0.71386     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                        2.72931     
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         
    TRAY CENTER TO OCDC CENTER      FT                        0.0         
 
 
                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
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                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2      0.87317       0.59881      0.47905       0.59881E-01 
          3      0.87244       0.59780      0.47824       0.59780E-01 
          4      0.83985       0.55397      0.44318       0.55397E-01 
          5       1.2594        1.2458      0.59057       0.32759     
          6       1.2562        1.2395      0.59551       0.32198     
          7       1.4311        1.6086      0.86583       0.37137     
          8       2.4086        4.5562       2.9679       0.79417     
          9       3.1877        7.9809       5.4271        1.2769     
         10       3.3226        8.6706       5.9357        1.3674     
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 BLOCK:  P100     MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S5       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S6       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3342.93         3342.93         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            408025.         408025.         0.00000     
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       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.678073E+08   -0.665606E+08   -0.183862E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                 681.677       
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                       7,762.04        
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                  666.677       
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                             40.7286      
    FLUID POWER  HP                                       376.347       
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                       489.980       
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    ELECTRICITY  KW                                       365.378       
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.76809     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                 489.980       
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                            1,826.28        
 
 BLOCK:  P102     MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          PROD     
   OUTLET STREAM:         12       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  P102     MODEL: PUMP (CONTINUED)             
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            327.123         327.123         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            26169.5         26169.5       -0.139016E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.578986E+07   -0.575340E+07   -0.629563E-02 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                 239.830       
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
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    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                         554.768       
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                  172.566       
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                              0.0         
    FLUID POWER  HP                                         6.96248     
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                        14.3257      
    ELECTRICITY  KW                                        10.6827      
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.48601     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                  14.3257      
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                              526.786       
 
 BLOCK:  P103     MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          C8PURE   
   OUTLET STREAM:         9        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  P103     MODEL: PUMP (CONTINUED)             
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            47.2468         47.2468         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            5221.25         5221.25        0.174191E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.165468E+07   -0.165196E+07   -0.164149E-02 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                  75.0000      
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
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    TOLERANCE                                               0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                         144.655       
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                   30.0000      
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                              0.0         
    FLUID POWER  HP                                         0.31561     
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                         1.06748     
    ELECTRICITY  KW                                         0.79602     
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.29566     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                   1.06748     
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                              119.685       
 
 BLOCK:  P104     MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          CUMENE   
   OUTLET STREAM:         34       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3263.37         3263.37         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            398710.         398710.       -0.145990E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.633987E+07    0.645659E+07   -0.180783E-01 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                   50.0000      
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.000100000 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                       9,913.00        
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    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                   50.0000      
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                              0.0         
    FLUID POWER  HP                                        36.0473      
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                        45.8743      
    ELECTRICITY  KW                                        34.2085      
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.78578     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                  45.8743      
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                              179.011       
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 STREAM ID               10         11         12         13         14       
 FROM :                  B12        ETHOFF     P102       B16        B17      
 TO   :                  B5         B14        B16        B1         B2       
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE                94.8293    94.8388    94.8388    94.8388  1.4386-17 
   ETHYL-01               0.0     7.1292-02   108.7121   108.7121   108.6408 
   1-HEX-01            9.7669-12    75.6762    75.6762    75.6762  2.6636-09 
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   1-OCT-01            4.5429-02    45.4512    45.4512    45.4512  1.0535-15 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            4.6406-02  4.6406-02  4.6406-02  4.6406-02  2.8656-30 
   1-DEC-01               1.2685     1.2685     1.2685     1.2685  3.6336-23 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     1.2652-14  1.2652-14     0.0    
   METHAL              1.8833-04     1.1296     1.1296     1.1296  2.8785-14 
   CRACAC              3.6549-09  3.6549-09  3.6549-09  3.6549-09     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9859     0.4341     0.2899     0.2899  1.3242-19 
   ETHYL-01               0.0     3.2630-04     0.3323     0.3323     1.0000 
   1-HEX-01            1.0154-13     0.3464     0.2313     0.2313  2.4517-11 
   1-OCT-01            4.7229-04     0.2080     0.1389     0.1389  9.6973-18 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            4.8244-04  2.1240-04  1.4186-04  1.4186-04  2.6377-32 
   1-DEC-01            1.3188-02  5.8062-03  3.8779-03  3.8779-03  3.3446-25 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     3.8675-17  3.8675-17     0.0    
   METHAL              1.9579-06  5.1704-03  3.4532-03  3.4532-03  2.6496-16 
   CRACAC              3.7997-11  1.6729-11  1.1173-11  1.1173-11     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              1.1398+04  1.1399+04  1.1399+04  1.1399+04  1.7291-15 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        2.0000  3049.7839  3049.7839  3047.7839 
   1-HEX-01            8.2199-10  6369.0084  6369.0084  6369.0084  2.2417-07 
   1-OCT-01               5.0979  5100.3027  5100.3027  5100.3027  1.1822-13 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01               7.8112     7.8112     7.8112     7.8112  4.8234-28 
   1-DEC-01             177.9367   177.9367   177.9367   177.9367  5.0968-21 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               10         11         12         13         14       




   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     5.5110-12  5.5110-12     0.0    
   METHAL              1.0927-02    65.5411    65.5411    65.5411  1.6701-12 
   CRACAC              1.2767-06  1.2767-06  1.2767-06  1.2767-06     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9835     0.4930     0.4356     0.4356  5.6734-19 
   ETHYL-01               0.0     8.6499-05     0.1165     0.1165     1.0000 
   1-HEX-01            7.0930-14     0.2755     0.2434     0.2434  7.3552-11 
   1-OCT-01            4.3990-04     0.2206     0.1949     0.1949  3.8789-17 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            6.7403-04  3.3783-04  2.9849-04  2.9849-04  1.5826-31 
   1-DEC-01            1.5354-02  7.6957-03  6.7994-03  6.7994-03  1.6723-24 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     2.1059-16  2.1059-16     0.0    
   METHAL              9.4287-07  2.8346-03  2.5045-03  2.5045-03  5.4798-16 
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   CRACAC              1.1017-10  5.5218-11  4.8787-11  4.8787-11     0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR              96.1898   218.4820   327.1228   327.1228   108.6408 
   LB/HR               1.1589+04  2.3122+04  2.6169+04  2.6169+04  3047.7839 
   CUFT/HR              218.1083   687.8605   555.4783   555.5414  2176.9823 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F              86.0000   450.0003   -38.5150   -38.3273   -48.6907 
   PRES   PSIA           25.3200   209.5515   239.8300   214.8300   178.2915 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        1.0000 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -1.7332+04 -7184.9712 -1.7588+04 -1.7588+04  2.0962+04 
   BTU/LB              -143.8585   -67.8924  -219.8519  -219.8519   747.2153 
   BTU/HR             -1.6671+06 -1.5698+06 -5.7534+06 -5.7534+06  2.2774+06 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R         -132.5608  -105.7623  -107.8384  -107.8200   -20.9146 
   BTU/LB-R              -1.1003    -0.9994    -1.3480    -1.3478    -0.7455 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.4410     0.3176     0.5889     0.5888  4.9904-02 
   LB/CUFT               53.1332    33.6139    47.1116    47.1062     1.4000 
 AVG MW                 120.4783   105.8287    79.9989    79.9989    28.0538 
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 15 16 17 19 2                                    
 ------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               15         16         17         19         2        
 FROM :                  B18        B19        B24        B25        B1       
 TO   :                  B10        B21        B32        B29        ETHOFF   
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      VAPOR      LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              7.5064-03  7.5064-03    83.1986  3066.7016    94.8388 
   ETHYL-01            1707.5151  1707.5151     0.0        0.0      108.7121 
   1-HEX-01               0.7644     0.7644     0.0     1.3734-14    75.6762 
   1-OCT-01            1.5622-02  1.5622-02  1.8872-02     0.4435    45.4512 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.6903-08  3.6903-08  1.7502-18    88.6313  4.6406-02 
   1-DEC-01            1.8957-05  1.8957-05  4.5798-02   107.4125     1.2685 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   LIGAND              1.1732-29  1.1732-29     0.0        0.1270  1.2652-14 
   METHAL              1.4530-03  1.4530-03  4.1967-05  9.8522-04     1.1296 
   CRACAC              1.4716-17  1.4716-17     0.0     5.6608-02  3.6549-09 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE              4.3940-06  4.3940-06     0.9992     0.9397     0.2899 
   ETHYL-01               0.9995     0.9995     0.0        0.0        0.3323 
   1-HEX-01            4.4746-04  4.4746-04     0.0     4.2087-18     0.2313 
   1-OCT-01            9.1450-06  9.1450-06  2.2666-04  1.3590-04     0.1389 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.1602-11  2.1602-11  2.1021-20  2.7159-02  1.4186-04 
   1-DEC-01            1.1097-08  1.1097-08  5.5004-04  3.2915-02  3.8779-03 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              6.8674-33  6.8674-33     0.0     3.8912-05  3.8675-17 
   METHAL              8.5058-07  8.5058-07  5.0403-07  3.0190-07  3.4532-03 
   CRACAC              8.6145-21  8.6145-21     0.0     1.7346-05  1.1173-11 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE                 0.9022     0.9022  9999.9996  3.6860+05  1.1399+04 
   ETHYL-01            4.7902+04  4.7902+04     0.0        0.0     3049.7839 
   1-HEX-01              64.3333    64.3333     0.0     1.1559-12  6369.0084 
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   1-OCT-01               1.7531     1.7531     2.1178    49.7653  5100.3027 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            6.2115-06  6.2115-06  2.9461-16  1.4919+04     7.8112 
   1-DEC-01            2.6590-03  2.6590-03     6.4240  1.5067+04   177.9367 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               15         16         17         19         2        
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              5.1103-27  5.1103-27     0.0       55.3145  5.5110-12 
   METHAL              8.4306-02  8.4306-02  2.4349-03  5.7163-02    65.5411 
   CRACAC              5.1407-15  5.1407-15     0.0       19.7743  1.2767-06 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE              1.8808-05  1.8808-05     0.9991     0.9245     0.4356 
   ETHYL-01               0.9986     0.9986     0.0        0.0        0.1165 
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   1-HEX-01            1.3411-03  1.3411-03     0.0     2.8991-18     0.2434 
   1-OCT-01            3.6546-05  3.6546-05  2.1159-04  1.2482-04     0.1949 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.2949-10  1.2949-10  2.9435-20  3.7417-02  2.9849-04 
   1-DEC-01            5.5432-08  5.5432-08  6.4185-04  3.7788-02  6.7994-03 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.0653-31  1.0653-31     0.0     1.3873-04  2.1059-16 
   METHAL              1.7575-06  1.7575-06  2.4328-07  1.4337-07  2.5045-03 
   CRACAC              1.0717-19  1.0717-19     0.0     4.9596-05  4.8787-11 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            1708.3042  1708.3042    83.2633  3263.3734   327.1228 
   LB/HR               4.7969+04  4.7969+04  1.0009+04  3.9871+05  2.6169+04 
   CUFT/HR             1.7218+05  1.9068+04   232.2936  9918.4215   571.7029 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             -46.3685   344.2932   395.1659   450.5177     7.6105 
   PRES   PSIA           42.2639   712.7800    45.0000   102.3139   209.8300 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LFRAC                  0.0        0.0        1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL           2.1296+04  2.5267+04  1326.8797  1978.5025 -1.6058+04 
   BTU/LB               758.3973   899.8228    11.0386    16.1937  -200.7259 
   BTU/HR              3.6380+07  4.3164+07  1.1048+05  6.4566+06 -5.2529+06 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -17.5028   -16.1527  -105.8579  -106.7282  -104.3710 
   BTU/LB-R              -0.6233    -0.5752    -0.8807    -0.8736    -1.3047 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT          9.9215-03  8.9589-02     0.3584     0.3290     0.5722 
   LB/CUFT                0.2786     2.5157    43.0857    40.1990    45.7746 
 AVG MW                  28.0801    28.0801   120.2035   122.1773    79.9989 
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 STREAM ID               20         21         22         23         24       
 FROM :                  B26        B27        B20        B21        B22      
 TO   :                  B3         B12        B22        B11        B11      
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  MIXED      MIXED      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
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   CUMENE              2935.9451    94.8293  1.4386-17  7.5064-03  1.4386-17 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0      108.6408  1707.5151   108.6408 
   1-HEX-01            1.3149-14  9.7669-12  2.6636-09     0.7644  2.6636-09 
   1-OCT-01               0.4246  4.5429-02  1.0535-15  1.5622-02  1.0535-15 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01              84.8523  4.6406-02  2.8656-30  3.6903-08  2.8656-30 
   1-DEC-01             102.8327     1.2685  3.6336-23  1.8957-05  3.6336-23 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.1216     0.0        0.0     1.1732-29     0.0    
   METHAL              9.4321-04  1.8833-04  2.8785-14  1.4530-03  2.8785-14 
   CRACAC              5.4194-02  3.6549-09     0.0     1.4716-17     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9397     0.9859  1.3242-19  4.3940-06  1.3242-19 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        1.0000     0.9995     1.0000 
   1-HEX-01            4.2087-18  1.0154-13  2.4517-11  4.4746-04  2.4517-11 
   1-OCT-01            1.3590-04  4.7229-04  9.6973-18  9.1450-06  9.6973-18 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.7159-02  4.8244-04  2.6377-32  2.1602-11  2.6377-32 
   1-DEC-01            3.2915-02  1.3188-02  3.3446-25  1.1097-08  3.3446-25 
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   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              3.8912-05     0.0        0.0     6.8674-33     0.0    
   METHAL              3.0190-07  1.9579-06  2.6496-16  8.5058-07  2.6496-16 
   CRACAC              1.7346-05  3.7997-11     0.0     8.6145-21     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              3.5288+05  1.1398+04  1.7291-15     0.9022  1.7291-15 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0     3047.7839  4.7902+04  3047.7839 
   1-HEX-01            1.1066-12  8.2199-10  2.2417-07    64.3333  2.2417-07 
   1-OCT-01              47.6435     5.0979  1.1822-13     1.7531  1.1822-13 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.4283+04     7.8112  4.8234-28  6.2115-06  4.8234-28 
   1-DEC-01            1.4424+04   177.9367  5.0968-21  2.6590-03  5.0968-21 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 20 21 22 23 24 (CONTINUED)                           
 
 STREAM ID               20         21         22         23         24       
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                52.9561     0.0        0.0     5.1103-27     0.0    
   METHAL              5.4725-02  1.0927-02  1.6701-12  8.4306-02  1.6701-12 
   CRACAC                18.9312  1.2767-06     0.0     5.1407-15     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9245     0.9835  5.6734-19  1.8808-05  5.6734-19 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        1.0000     0.9986     1.0000 
   1-HEX-01            2.8991-18  7.0930-14  7.3552-11  1.3411-03  7.3552-11 
   1-OCT-01            1.2482-04  4.3990-04  3.8789-17  3.6546-05  3.8789-17 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.7417-02  6.7403-04  1.5826-31  1.2949-10  1.5826-31 
   1-DEC-01            3.7788-02  1.5354-02  1.6723-24  5.5432-08  1.6723-24 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.3873-04     0.0        0.0     1.0653-31     0.0    
   METHAL              1.4337-07  9.4287-07  5.4798-16  1.7575-06  5.4798-16 
   CRACAC              4.9596-05  1.1017-10     0.0     1.0717-19     0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            3124.2314    96.1898   108.6408  1708.3042   108.6408 
   LB/HR               3.8171+05  1.1589+04  3047.7839  4.7969+04  3047.7839 
   CUFT/HR             1.1016+04  6492.3609   762.3880  9655.6786   614.8281 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             449.6575   361.6274   145.6776    95.0000    95.0000 
   PRES   PSIA           77.3139    30.3200   712.7800   707.7800   707.7800 
   VFRAC               4.6451-03     0.2419     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   LFRAC                  0.9954     0.7581     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL           1978.5025  2008.4689  2.2381+04  2.1564+04  2.1585+04 
   BTU/LB                16.1937    16.6708   797.8074   767.9407   769.4324 
   BTU/HR              6.1813+06  1.9319+05  2.4315+06  3.6838+07  2.3451+06 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R         -106.7125  -105.1117   -20.2670   -21.6695   -21.6316 
   BTU/LB-R              -0.8734    -0.8725    -0.7224    -0.7717    -0.7711 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.2836  1.4816-02     0.1425     0.1769     0.1767 
   LB/CUFT               34.6501     1.7850     3.9977     4.9680     4.9571 
 AVG MW                 122.1773   120.4783    28.0538    28.0801    28.0538 
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 STREAM ID               26         27         28         3          30       
 FROM :                  B29        B24        B30        B10        B32      
 TO   :                  B26        ----       B5         B19        B30      
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     VAPOR      MIXED   
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              2935.9451    47.5578    83.1986  7.5064-03    83.1986 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0     1707.5151     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            1.3149-14     0.0        0.0        0.7644     0.0    
   1-OCT-01               0.4246  3.6694-05  1.8872-02  1.5622-02  1.8872-02 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01              84.8523     3.7790  1.7502-18  3.6903-08  1.7502-18 
   1-DEC-01             102.8327     4.5340  4.5798-02  1.8957-05  4.5798-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.1216  5.4143-03     0.0     1.1732-29     0.0    
   METHAL              9.4321-04  4.0522-08  4.1967-05  1.4530-03  4.1967-05 
   CRACAC              5.4194-02  2.4136-03     0.0     1.4716-17     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9397     0.8511     0.9992  4.3940-06     0.9992 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.9995     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            4.2087-18     0.0        0.0     4.4746-04     0.0    
   1-OCT-01            1.3590-04  6.5668-07  2.2666-04  9.1450-06  2.2666-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.7159-02  6.7629-02  2.1021-20  2.1602-11  2.1021-20 
   1-DEC-01            3.2915-02  8.1140-02  5.5004-04  1.1097-08  5.5004-04 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              3.8912-05  9.6894-05     0.0     6.8674-33     0.0    
   METHAL              3.0190-07  7.2517-10  5.0403-07  8.5058-07  5.0403-07 
   CRACAC              1.7346-05  4.3194-05     0.0     8.6145-21     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
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   CUMENE              3.5288+05  5716.1779  9999.9996     0.9022  9999.9996 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0     4.7902+04     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            1.1066-12     0.0        0.0       64.3333     0.0    
   1-OCT-01              47.6435  4.1177-03     2.1178     1.7531     2.1178 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.4283+04   636.0938  2.9461-16  6.2115-06  2.9461-16 
   1-DEC-01            1.4424+04   635.9788     6.4240  2.6590-03     6.4240 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 26 27 28 3 30 (CONTINUED)                            
 
 STREAM ID               26         27         28         3          30       
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                52.9561     2.3585     0.0     5.1103-27     0.0    
   METHAL              5.4725-02  2.3511-06  2.4349-03  8.4306-02  2.4349-03 
   CRACAC                18.9312     0.8431     0.0     5.1407-15     0.0    
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 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9245     0.8176     0.9991  1.8808-05     0.9991 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.9986     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            2.8991-18     0.0        0.0     1.3411-03     0.0    
   1-OCT-01            1.2482-04  5.8896-07  2.1159-04  3.6546-05  2.1159-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.7417-02  9.0982-02  2.9435-20  1.2949-10  2.9435-20 
   1-DEC-01            3.7788-02  9.0965-02  6.4185-04  5.5432-08  6.4185-04 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.3873-04  3.3734-04     0.0     1.0653-31     0.0    
   METHAL              1.4337-07  3.3628-10  2.4328-07  1.7575-06  2.4328-07 
   CRACAC              4.9596-05  1.2059-04     0.0     1.0717-19     0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            3124.2314    55.8787    83.2633  1708.3042    83.2633 
   LB/HR               3.8171+05  6991.4562  1.0009+04  4.7969+04  1.0009+04 
   CUFT/HR             9495.5249   170.5701   187.8386  1.8411+04  9667.7387 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             450.5177   411.6697    86.0000   345.4577   328.7450 
   PRES   PSIA          102.3139    50.1400    15.0000   737.7800    20.0000 
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   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        1.0000     0.2843 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     0.0        0.7157 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL           1978.5025 -5951.7223 -1.6565+04  2.5267+04  1326.8797 
   BTU/LB                16.1937   -47.5687  -137.8087   899.8228    11.0386 
   BTU/HR              6.1813+06 -3.3257+05 -1.3793+06  4.3164+07  1.1048+05 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R         -106.7282  -118.2658  -131.4507   -16.2158  -105.6158 
   BTU/LB-R              -0.8736    -0.9452    -1.0936    -0.5775    -0.8786 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.3290     0.3276     0.4433  9.2787-02  8.6125-03 
   LB/CUFT               40.1990    40.9887    53.2827     2.6055     1.0353 
 AVG MW                 122.1773   125.1184   120.2035    28.0801   120.2035 
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 32 33 34 4 8                                     
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 STREAM ID               32         33         34         4          8        
 FROM :                  B29        B34        P104       B11        B13      
 TO   :                  B34        B24        B25        B4         C8PURE   
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 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     MIXED      LIQUID     VAPOR      LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE               130.7565   130.7565  3066.7016  7.5064-03  9.4834-03 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0     1816.1560     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            5.8560-16  5.8560-16  1.3734-14     0.7644     0.7568 
   1-OCT-01            1.8909-02  1.8909-02     0.4435  1.5622-02    45.3846 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01               3.7790     3.7790    88.6313  3.6903-08  1.3930-19 
   1-DEC-01               4.5798     4.5798   107.4125  1.8957-05  1.2226-08 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              5.4143-03  5.4143-03     0.1270  1.1732-29     0.0    
   METHAL              4.2007-05  4.2007-05  9.8522-04  1.4530-03     1.0959 
   CRACAC              2.4136-03  2.4136-03  5.6608-02  1.4716-17     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9397     0.9397     0.9397  4.1313-06  2.0072-04 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.9996     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            4.2087-18  4.2087-18  4.2087-18  4.2071-04  1.6017-02 
   1-OCT-01            1.3590-04  1.3590-04  1.3590-04  8.5982-06     0.9606 
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   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.7159-02  2.7159-02  2.7159-02  2.0310-11  2.9484-21 
   1-DEC-01            3.2915-02  3.2915-02  3.2915-02  1.0433-08  2.5876-10 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              3.8912-05  3.8912-05  3.8912-05  6.4568-33     0.0    
   METHAL              3.0190-07  3.0190-07  3.0190-07  7.9972-07  2.3196-02 
   CRACAC              1.7346-05  1.7346-05  1.7346-05  8.0995-21     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              1.5716+04  1.5716+04  3.6860+05     0.9022     1.1399 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0     5.0950+04     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            4.9285-14  4.9285-14  1.1559-12    64.3333    63.6901 
   1-OCT-01               2.1219     2.1219    49.7653     1.7531  5092.8375 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01             636.0938   636.0938  1.4919+04  6.2115-06  2.3448-17 
   1-DEC-01             642.4028   642.4028  1.5067+04  2.6590-03  1.7149-06 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 32 33 34 4 8 (CONTINUED)                             
 
 STREAM ID               32         33         34         4          8        
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 2.3585     2.3585    55.3145  5.1103-27     0.0    
   METHAL              2.4373-03  2.4373-03  5.7163-02  8.4306-02    63.5866 
   CRACAC                 0.8431     0.8431    19.7743  5.1407-15     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9245     0.9245     0.9245  1.7685-05  2.1831-04 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.9987     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            2.8991-18  2.8991-18  2.8991-18  1.2610-03  1.2198-02 
   1-OCT-01            1.2482-04  1.2482-04  1.2482-04  3.4362-05     0.9754 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.7417-02  3.7417-02  3.7417-02  1.2175-10  4.4909-21 
   1-DEC-01            3.7788-02  3.7788-02  3.7788-02  5.2121-08  3.2844-10 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.3873-04  1.3873-04  1.3873-04  1.0017-31     0.0    
   METHAL              1.4337-07  1.4337-07  1.4337-07  1.6525-06  1.2178-02 
   CRACAC              4.9596-05  4.9596-05  4.9596-05  1.0076-19     0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR             139.1420   139.1420  3263.3734  1816.9450    47.2468 
   LB/HR               1.7000+04  1.7000+04  3.9871+05  5.1017+04  5221.2540 
   CUFT/HR              422.8966   490.6192  9918.8225  1.0271+04   144.7779 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             450.5177   449.6575   450.5555    95.0000   328.5552 
   PRES   PSIA          102.3139    77.3139   127.5839   707.7800    50.0000 
   VFRAC                  0.0     4.6451-03     0.0        1.0000     0.0    
   LFRAC                  1.0000     0.9954     1.0000     0.0        1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL           1978.5025  1978.5025  1978.5025  2.1565+04 -3.4965+04 
   BTU/LB                16.1937    16.1937    16.1937   768.0298  -316.3917 
   BTU/HR              2.7529+05  2.7529+05  6.4566+06  3.9183+07 -1.6520+06 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R         -106.7282  -106.7125  -106.7440   -21.6672  -147.0953 
   BTU/LB-R              -0.8736    -0.8734    -0.8737    -0.7717    -1.3311 
 DENSITY:         
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   LBMOL/CUFT             0.3290     0.2836     0.3290     0.1769     0.3263 
   LB/CUFT               40.1990    34.6501    40.1973     4.9673    36.0639 
 AVG MW                 122.1773   122.1773   122.1773    28.0785   110.5102 
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 9 C6 C6+ C8 C8PROD                               
 ------------------ 
 
 STREAM ID               9          C6         C6+        C8         C8PROD   
 FROM :                  P103       C6TOWER    B14        C6TOWER    C8PURE   
 TO   :                  B13        ----       C6TOWER    C8TOWER    ----     
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     MIXED      LIQUID     LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              9.4834-03  5.6658-06    94.8388    94.8387  9.4834-03 
   ETHYL-01               0.0     7.1292-02  7.1292-02  8.2308-18     0.0    
   1-HEX-01               0.7568    74.9195    75.6762     0.7568  2.8960-04 
   1-OCT-01              45.3846  2.1097-02    45.4512    45.4301    43.1154 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.3930-19  8.7664-19  4.6406-02  4.6406-02     0.0    
   1-DEC-01            1.2226-08  8.5084-11     1.2685     1.2685  1.2226-08 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL                 1.0959  3.3498-02     1.1296     1.0961     0.8222 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0     3.6549-09  3.6549-09     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE              2.0072-04  7.5499-08     0.4341     0.6612  2.1579-04 
   ETHYL-01               0.0     9.4998-04  3.2630-04  5.7383-20     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            1.6017-02     0.9983     0.3464  5.2759-03  6.5897-06 
   1-OCT-01               0.9606  2.8112-04     0.2080     0.3167     0.9811 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.9484-21  1.1681-20  2.1240-04  3.2353-04     0.0    
   1-DEC-01            2.5876-10  1.1338-12  5.8062-03  8.8439-03  2.7819-10 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   METHAL              2.3196-02  4.4637-04  5.1704-03  7.6419-03  1.8710-02 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0     1.6729-11  2.5481-11     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE                 1.1399  6.8100-04  1.1399+04  1.1399+04     1.1399 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        2.0000     2.0000  2.3091-16     0.0    
   1-HEX-01              63.6901  6305.3183  6369.0084    63.6901  2.4373-02 
   1-OCT-01            5092.8375     2.3674  5100.3027  5097.9353  4838.1955 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.3448-17  1.4756-16     7.8112     7.8112     0.0    
   1-DEC-01            1.7149-06  1.1935-08   177.9367   177.9367  1.7149-06 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL                63.5866     1.9436    65.5411    63.5975    47.7064 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0     1.2767-06  1.2767-06     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE              2.1831-04  1.0790-07     0.4930     0.6781  2.3324-04 
   ETHYL-01               0.0     3.1688-04  8.6499-05  1.3736-20     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            1.2198-02     0.9990     0.2755  3.7888-03  4.9872-06 
   1-OCT-01               0.9754  3.7508-04     0.2206     0.3033     0.9900 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            4.4909-21  2.3379-20  3.3783-04  4.6467-04     0.0    
   1-DEC-01            3.2844-10  1.8909-12  7.6957-03  1.0585-02  3.5090-10 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              1.2178-02  3.0794-04  2.8346-03  3.7833-03  9.7618-03 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0     5.5218-11  7.5950-11     0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR              47.2468    75.0454   218.4820   143.4366    43.9474 
   LB/HR               5221.2540  6311.6299  2.3122+04  1.6810+04  4887.0662 
   CUFT/HR              144.7771   185.5012  2635.0120   450.9054   137.0763 
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 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             328.5523   278.5591   424.5285   450.0009   339.9424 
   PRES   PSIA           75.0000    97.7090   155.6715   106.6290    50.1400 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.2018     0.0        0.0    
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     0.7982     1.0000     1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -3.4965+04 -2.1220+04 -7184.9712 -5316.2872 -3.4651+04 
   BTU/LB              -316.3917  -252.3081   -67.8924   -45.3628  -311.5987 
   BTU/HR             -1.6520+06 -1.5925+06 -1.5698+06 -7.6255+05 -1.5228+06 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R         -147.1132  -109.3337  -105.6824  -112.2440  -147.4532 
   BTU/LB-R              -1.3312    -1.3000    -0.9986    -0.9578    -1.3260 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.3263     0.4046  8.2915-02     0.3181     0.3206 
   LB/CUFT               36.0641    34.0247     8.7748    37.2806    35.6522 
 AVG MW                 110.5102    84.1042   105.8287   117.1949   111.2026 
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 C8PURE CUMECOOL CUMENE LASTCUME LIGHTREC         
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 STREAM ID               C8PURE     CUMECOOL   CUMENE     LASTCUME   LIGHTREC 
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 FROM :                  C8TOWER    B3         CATALYST   C8TOWER    ETHOFF   
 TO   :                  P103       B5         P104       B27        B17      
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              9.4834-03  2935.9451  3066.7016    94.8293  1.4386-17 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0      108.6408 
   1-HEX-01               0.7568  1.3149-14  1.3734-14  9.7669-12  2.6636-09 
   1-OCT-01              45.3846     0.4246     0.4435  4.5429-02  1.0535-15 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.3930-19    84.8523    88.6313  4.6406-02  2.8656-30 
   1-DEC-01            1.2226-08   102.8327   107.4125     1.2685  3.6336-23 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.1216     0.1270     0.0        0.0    
   METHAL                 1.0959  9.4321-04  9.8522-04  1.8833-04  2.8785-14 
   CRACAC                 0.0     5.4194-02  5.6608-02  3.6549-09     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE              2.0072-04     0.9397     0.9397     0.9859  1.3242-19 
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   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        1.0000 
   1-HEX-01            1.6017-02  4.2087-18  4.2087-18  1.0154-13  2.4517-11 
   1-OCT-01               0.9606  1.3590-04  1.3590-04  4.7229-04  9.6973-18 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.9484-21  2.7159-02  2.7159-02  4.8244-04  2.6377-32 
   1-DEC-01            2.5876-10  3.2915-02  3.2915-02  1.3188-02  3.3446-25 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0     3.8912-05  3.8912-05     0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              2.3196-02  3.0190-07  3.0190-07  1.9579-06  2.6496-16 
   CRACAC                 0.0     1.7346-05  1.7346-05  3.7997-11     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE                 1.1399  3.5288+05  3.6860+05  1.1398+04  1.7291-15 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     3047.7839 
   1-HEX-01              63.6901  1.1066-12  1.1559-12  8.2199-10  2.2417-07 
   1-OCT-01            5092.8375    47.6435    49.7653     5.0979  1.1822-13 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.3448-17  1.4283+04  1.4919+04     7.8112  4.8234-28 
   1-DEC-01            1.7149-06  1.4424+04  1.5067+04   177.9367  5.0968-21 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               C8PURE     CUMECOOL   CUMENE     LASTCUME   LIGHTREC 
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0       52.9561    55.3145     0.0        0.0    
   METHAL                63.5866  5.4725-02  5.7163-02  1.0927-02  1.6701-12 
   CRACAC                 0.0       18.9312    19.7743  1.2767-06     0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE              2.1831-04     0.9245     0.9245     0.9835  5.6734-19 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        1.0000 
   1-HEX-01            1.2198-02  2.8991-18  2.8991-18  7.0930-14  7.3552-11 
   1-OCT-01               0.9754  1.2482-04  1.2482-04  4.3990-04  3.8789-17 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            4.4909-21  3.7417-02  3.7417-02  6.7403-04  1.5826-31 
   1-DEC-01            3.2844-10  3.7788-02  3.7788-02  1.5354-02  1.6723-24 
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   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0     1.3873-04  1.3873-04     0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              1.2178-02  1.4337-07  1.4337-07  9.4287-07  5.4798-16 
   CRACAC                 0.0     4.9596-05  4.9596-05  1.1017-10     0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR              47.2468  3124.2314  3263.3734    96.1898   108.6408 
   LB/HR               5221.2540  3.8171+05  3.9871+05  1.1589+04  3047.7839 
   CUFT/HR              144.6546  7265.4871  9912.9966   274.7320  1889.1287 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             327.7635    86.0000   450.0073   414.4026   -42.1403 
   PRES   PSIA           45.0000    72.3139    77.5839    55.3200   203.2915 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        1.0000 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -3.5022+04 -2.0526+04  1942.7346  2008.4689  2.0962+04 
   BTU/LB              -316.9119  -168.0057    15.9009    16.6708   747.2153 
   BTU/HR             -1.6547+06 -6.4129+07  6.3399+06  1.9319+05  2.2774+06 
 ENTROPY:         
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   BTU/LBMOL-R         -147.1647  -137.7177  -106.7520  -105.2651   -21.1230 
   BTU/LB-R              -1.3317    -1.1272    -0.8737    -0.8737    -0.7529 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.3266     0.4300     0.3292     0.3501  5.7508-02 
   LB/CUFT               36.0946    52.5375    40.2210    42.1822     1.6133 
 AVG MW                 110.5102   122.1773   122.1773   120.4783    28.0538 
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 STREAM ID               LIGHTRET   METHYLAL   PROD       S1         S10      
 FROM :                  B2         C8PURE     CATALYST   ----       ----     
 TO   :                  B20        ----       P102       B4         CSTR     
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      LIQUID     LIQUID     VAPOR      LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              1.4386-17  3.2702-09    94.8388     0.0        8.3199 
   ETHYL-01             108.6408     0.0      108.7121   454.1279     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            2.6636-09     0.7565    75.6762     0.0        0.0    
   1-OCT-01            1.0535-15     2.2692    45.4512     0.0        0.0    
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   1-DOD-01            2.8656-30     0.0     4.6406-02     0.0        0.0    
   1-DEC-01            3.6336-23  1.5735-19     1.2685     0.0        0.0    
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     1.2652-14     0.0     5.4211-03 
   METHAL              2.8785-14     0.2737     1.1296     0.0        1.1294 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0     3.6549-09     0.0     2.4167-03 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE              1.3242-19  9.9114-10     0.2899     0.0        0.8797 
   ETHYL-01               1.0000     0.0        0.3323     1.0000     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            2.4517-11     0.2293     0.2313     0.0        0.0    
   1-OCT-01            9.6973-18     0.6878     0.1389     0.0        0.0    
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.6377-32     0.0     1.4186-04     0.0        0.0    
   1-DEC-01            3.3446-25  4.7691-20  3.8779-03     0.0        0.0    
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     3.8675-17     0.0     5.7323-04 
   METHAL              2.6496-16  8.2955-02  3.4532-03     0.0        0.1194 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0     1.1173-11     0.0     2.5554-04 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              1.7291-15  3.9305-07  1.1399+04     0.0     1000.0000 
   ETHYL-01            3047.7839     0.0     3049.7839  1.2740+04     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            2.2417-07    63.6657  6369.0084     0.0        0.0    
   1-OCT-01            1.1822-13   254.6420  5100.3027     0.0        0.0    
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            4.8234-28     0.0        7.8112     0.0        0.0    
   1-DEC-01            5.0968-21  2.2072-17   177.9367     0.0        0.0    
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     5.5110-12     0.0        2.3615 
   METHAL              1.6701-12    15.8801    65.5411     0.0       65.5300 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0     1.2767-06     0.0        0.8442 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE              5.6734-19  1.1761-09     0.4356     0.0        0.9357 
   ETHYL-01               1.0000     0.0        0.1165     1.0000     0.0    
   1-HEX-01            7.3552-11     0.1905     0.2434     0.0        0.0    
   1-OCT-01            3.8789-17     0.7620     0.1949     0.0        0.0    
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.5826-31     0.0     2.9849-04     0.0        0.0    
   1-DEC-01            1.6723-24  6.6046-20  6.7994-03     0.0        0.0    
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     2.1059-16     0.0     2.2096-03 
   METHAL              5.4798-16  4.7519-02  2.5045-03     0.0     6.1315-02 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0     4.8787-11     0.0     7.8990-04 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
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   LBMOL/HR             108.6408     3.2994   327.1228   454.1279     9.4571 
   LB/HR               3047.7839   334.1878  2.6169+04  1.2740+04  1068.7356 
   CUFT/HR              735.3512     9.0208   554.7678  2570.0100    20.3403 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             148.1770   290.5295   -40.6384    95.0000   113.0000 
   PRES   PSIA          737.7800    45.0000    67.2639   707.7842   652.6698 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     0.0        0.0        1.0000     0.0    
   LFRAC                  0.0        1.0000     1.0000     0.0        1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL           2.2381+04 -3.0483+04 -1.7699+04  2.1585+04 -1.2218+04 
   BTU/LB               797.8074  -300.9558  -221.2447   769.4321  -108.1179 
   BTU/HR              2.4315+06 -1.0058+05 -5.7899+06  9.8026+06 -1.1555+05 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -20.3195  -132.9201  -107.9760   -21.6316  -119.2907 
   BTU/LB-R              -0.7243    -1.3123    -1.3497    -0.7711    -1.0556 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.1477     0.3658     0.5897     0.1767     0.4649 
   LB/CUFT                4.1447    37.0465    47.1719     4.9572    52.5429 
 AVG MW                  28.0538   101.2873    79.9989    28.0538   113.0083 
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 S11 S15 S17 S19 S2                               





 STREAM ID               S11        S15        S17        S19        S2       
 FROM :                  CSTR       B23        B5         CATALYST   B4       
 TO   :                  B23        CATALYST   B6         B18        B9       
 
 
 MAX CONV. ERROR:      7.4488-05     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     VAPOR      VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              3161.5481  3161.5481  3113.9730  7.5064-03  7.5064-03 
   ETHYL-01            1816.2271  1816.2271     0.0     1707.5151  2270.2839 
   1-HEX-01              76.4405    76.4405  9.7800-12     0.7644     0.7644 
   1-OCT-01              45.9102    45.9102     0.4889  1.5622-02  1.5622-02 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01              88.6777    88.6777    84.8987  3.6903-08  3.6903-08 
   1-DEC-01             108.6811   108.6811   104.1470  1.8957-05  1.8957-05 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   LIGAND                 0.1270     0.1270     0.1216  1.1732-29  1.1732-29 
   METHAL                 1.1321     1.1321  1.1735-03  1.4530-03  1.4530-03 
   CRACAC              5.6608-02  5.6608-02  5.4194-02  1.4716-17  1.4716-17 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.5967     0.5967     0.9426  4.3940-06  3.3052-06 
   ETHYL-01               0.3428     0.3428     0.0        0.9995     0.9997 
   1-HEX-01            1.4426-02  1.4426-02  2.9603-15  4.4746-04  3.3658-04 
   1-OCT-01            8.6643-03  8.6643-03  1.4798-04  9.1450-06  6.8789-06 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.6735-02  1.6735-02  2.5698-02  2.1602-11  1.6249-11 
   1-DEC-01            2.0511-02  2.0511-02  3.1525-02  1.1097-08  8.3470-09 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              2.3965-05  2.3965-05  3.6798-05  6.8674-33  5.1657-33 
   METHAL              2.1365-04  2.1365-04  3.5521-07  8.5058-07  6.3980-07 
   CRACAC              1.0683-05  1.0683-05  1.6404-05  8.6145-21  6.4799-21 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              3.8000+05  3.8000+05  3.7428+05     0.9022     0.9022 
   ETHYL-01            5.0952+04  5.0952+04     0.0     4.7902+04  6.3690+04 
   1-HEX-01            6433.3333  6433.3333  8.2310-10    64.3333    64.3333 
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   1-OCT-01            5151.8144  5151.8144    54.8591     1.7531     1.7531 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.4926+04  1.4926+04  1.4290+04  6.2115-06  6.2115-06 
   1-DEC-01            1.5245+04  1.5245+04  1.4609+04  2.6590-03  2.6590-03 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                55.3145    55.3145    52.9561  5.1103-27  5.1103-27 
   METHAL                65.6825    65.6825  6.8087-02  8.4306-02  8.4306-02 
   CRACAC                19.7743    19.7743    18.9312  5.1407-15  5.1407-15 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.8036     0.8036     0.9280  1.8808-05  1.4151-05 
   ETHYL-01               0.1078     0.1078     0.0        0.9986     0.9989 
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   1-HEX-01            1.3605-02  1.3605-02  2.0409-15  1.3411-03  1.0090-03 
   1-OCT-01            1.0895-02  1.0895-02  1.3602-04  3.6546-05  2.7496-05 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.1567-02  3.1567-02  3.5433-02  1.2949-10  9.7425-11 
   1-DEC-01            3.2240-02  3.2240-02  3.6222-02  5.5432-08  4.1706-08 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.1698-04  1.1698-04  1.3130-04  1.0653-31  8.0153-32 
   METHAL              1.3891-04  1.3891-04  1.6882-07  1.7575-06  1.3223-06 
   CRACAC              4.1819-05  4.1819-05  4.6940-05  1.0717-19  8.0629-20 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            5298.8004  5298.8004  3303.6846  1708.3042  2271.0729 
   LB/HR               4.7285+05  4.7285+05  4.0331+05  4.7969+04  6.3757+04 
   CUFT/HR             1.0177+04  1.0178+04  7673.0702  1.0717+05  1.2841+04 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             113.0000   113.1270    86.3839   -40.6384    94.9998 
   PRES   PSIA          652.6698   627.6698    15.0000    67.2639   707.7800 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        1.0000     1.0000 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     0.0        0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -6426.0229 -6426.0229 -2.0334+04  2.1296+04  2.1569+04 
   BTU/LB               -72.0108   -72.0108  -166.5624   758.3973   768.3100 
   BTU/HR             -3.4050+07 -3.4050+07 -6.7176+07  3.6380+07  4.8985+07 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -97.1085   -97.0941  -137.3610   -18.3796   -21.6599 
   BTU/LB-R              -1.0882    -1.0880    -1.1252    -0.6545    -0.7715 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.5207     0.5206     0.4306  1.5940-02     0.1769 
   LB/CUFT               46.4623    46.4584    52.5614     0.4476     4.9653 
 AVG MW                  89.2370    89.2370   122.0781    28.0801    28.0735 
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 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7                                   
 -------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               S3         S4         S5         S6         S7       
 FROM :                  B9         ----       B6         P100       B28      
 TO   :                  B28        B6         P100       B28        B8       
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
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   CUMENE              7.5064-03    39.2477  3153.2208  3153.2208  3153.2283 
   ETHYL-01            2270.2839     0.0        0.0        0.0     2270.2839 
   1-HEX-01               0.7644     0.0     9.7800-12  9.7800-12     0.7644 
   1-OCT-01            1.5622-02     0.0        0.4889     0.4889     0.5045 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.6903-08     0.0       84.8987    84.8987    84.8987 
   1-DEC-01            1.8957-05     0.0      104.1470   104.1470   104.1470 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.1732-29     0.0        0.1216     0.1216     0.1216 
   METHAL              1.4530-03     0.0     1.1735-03  1.1735-03  2.6266-03 
   CRACAC              1.4716-17     0.0     5.4194-02  5.4194-02  5.4194-02 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE              3.3052-06     1.0000     0.9432     0.9432     0.5617 
   ETHYL-01               0.9997     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.4044 
   1-HEX-01            3.3658-04     0.0     2.9256-15  2.9256-15  1.3616-04 
   1-OCT-01            6.8789-06     0.0     1.4624-04  1.4624-04  8.9864-05 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.6249-11     0.0     2.5396-02  2.5396-02  1.5123-02 
   1-DEC-01            8.3470-09     0.0     3.1154-02  3.1154-02  1.8551-02 
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   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              5.1657-33     0.0     3.6366-05  3.6366-05  2.1655-05 
   METHAL              6.3980-07     0.0     3.5104-07  3.5104-07  4.6786-07 
   CRACAC              6.4799-21     0.0     1.6212-05  1.6212-05  9.6534-06 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE                 0.9022  4717.3539  3.7900+05  3.7900+05  3.7900+05 
   ETHYL-01            6.3690+04     0.0        0.0        0.0     6.3690+04 
   1-HEX-01              64.3333     0.0     8.2310-10  8.2310-10    64.3333 
   1-OCT-01               1.7531     0.0       54.8591    54.8591    56.6122 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            6.2115-06     0.0     1.4290+04  1.4290+04  1.4290+04 
   1-DEC-01            2.6590-03     0.0     1.4609+04  1.4609+04  1.4609+04 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 (CONTINUED)                           
 
 STREAM ID               S3         S4         S5         S6         S7       
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              5.1103-27     0.0       52.9561    52.9561    52.9561 
   METHAL              8.4306-02     0.0     6.8087-02  6.8087-02     0.1524 
   CRACAC              5.1407-15     0.0       18.9312    18.9312    18.9312 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE              1.4151-05     1.0000     0.9289     0.9289     0.8033 
   ETHYL-01               0.9989     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.1350 
   1-HEX-01            1.0090-03     0.0     2.0173-15  2.0173-15  1.3636-04 
   1-OCT-01            2.7496-05     0.0     1.3445-04  1.3445-04  1.2000-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            9.7425-11     0.0     3.5023-02  3.5023-02  3.0290-02 
   1-DEC-01            4.1706-08     0.0     3.5803-02  3.5803-02  3.0965-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              8.0153-32     0.0     1.2979-04  1.2979-04  1.1225-04 
   METHAL              1.3223-06     0.0     1.6687-07  1.6687-07  3.2301-07 
   CRACAC              8.0629-20     0.0     4.6397-05  4.6397-05  4.0127-05 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            2271.0729    39.2477  3342.9323  3342.9323  5614.0052 
   LB/HR               6.3757+04  4717.3539  4.0802+05  4.0802+05  4.7178+05 
   CUFT/HR             1.3336+04    88.9526  7762.0409  7774.2546  1.0420+04 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F              91.6973    95.0000    86.4843    89.3940   125.3625 
   PRES   PSIA          682.7800    45.0000    15.0000   681.6774   681.6774 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LFRAC                  0.0        1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL           2.1569+04 -1.6088+04 -2.0284+04 -1.9911+04 -3130.6312 
   BTU/LB               768.3100  -133.8508  -166.1842  -163.1287   -37.2532 
   BTU/HR              4.8985+07 -6.3142+05 -6.7807+07 -6.6561+07 -1.7575+07 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -21.6117  -130.6316  -137.2803  -137.1338   -89.6006 
   BTU/LB-R              -0.7698    -1.0868    -1.1247    -1.1235    -1.0662 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.1703     0.4412     0.4307     0.4300     0.5388 
   LB/CUFT                4.7810    53.0322    52.5667    52.4841    45.2760 
 AVG MW                  28.0735   120.1943   122.0560   122.0560    84.0366 
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 S8 S9                                            
 ----- 
 
 STREAM ID               S8         S9       
 FROM :                  B8         B7       
 TO   :                  B7         CSTR     
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              3153.2283  3153.2283 
   ETHYL-01            2270.2839  2270.2839 
   1-HEX-01               0.7644     0.7644 
   1-OCT-01               0.5045     0.5045 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01              84.8987    84.8987 
   1-DEC-01             104.1470   104.1470 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0    
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   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.1216     0.1216 
   METHAL              2.6266-03  2.6266-03 
   CRACAC              5.4194-02  5.4194-02 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.5617     0.5617 
   ETHYL-01               0.4044     0.4044 
   1-HEX-01            1.3616-04  1.3616-04 
   1-OCT-01            8.9864-05  8.9864-05 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.5123-02  1.5123-02 
   1-DEC-01            1.8551-02  1.8551-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              2.1655-05  2.1655-05 
   METHAL              4.6786-07  4.6786-07 
   CRACAC              9.6534-06  9.6534-06 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
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   CUMENE              3.7900+05  3.7900+05 
   ETHYL-01            6.3690+04  6.3690+04 
   1-HEX-01              64.3333    64.3333 
   1-OCT-01              56.6122    56.6122 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.4290+04  1.4290+04 
   1-DEC-01            1.4609+04  1.4609+04 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0    
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 S8 S9 (CONTINUED)                                    
 
 STREAM ID               S8         S9       
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                52.9561    52.9561 
   METHAL                 0.1524     0.1524 
   CRACAC                18.9312    18.9312 
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 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.8033     0.8033 
   ETHYL-01               0.1350     0.1350 
   1-HEX-01            1.3636-04  1.3636-04 
   1-OCT-01            1.2000-04  1.2000-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.0290-02  3.0290-02 
   1-DEC-01            3.0965-02  3.0965-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.1225-04  1.1225-04 
   METHAL              3.2301-07  3.2301-07 
   CRACAC              4.0127-05  4.0127-05 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            5614.0052  5614.0052 
   LB/HR               4.7178+05  4.7178+05 
   CUFT/HR             1.0421+04  1.0331+04 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             125.4919   113.0000 
   PRES   PSIA          656.6774   652.6694 
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   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0    
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -3130.6312 -3601.6539 
   BTU/LB               -37.2532   -42.8582 
   BTU/HR             -1.7575+07 -2.0220+07 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -89.5862   -90.3975 
   BTU/LB-R              -1.0660    -1.0757 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.5387     0.5434 
   LB/CUFT               45.2719    45.6659 
 AVG MW                  84.0366    84.0366 
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 *                                                                          * 
 * Calculations were completed normally                                     * 
 *                                                                          * 
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 * All Unit Operation blocks were completed normally                        * 
 *                                                                          * 
 * All streams were flashed normally                                        * 
 *                                                                          * 
 * All Convergence blocks were completed normally                           * 
 *                                                                          * 
 **************************************************************************** 
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APPENDIX H: ASPEN REPORT FOR OCTENE HEAVY SPLIT 
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 RUN CONTROL INFORMATION                  
 ----------------------- 
 
 THIS COPY OF ASPEN PLUS LICENSED TO UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVAN         
 
 TYPE OF RUN: NEW  
 
 INPUT FILE NAME: _1638rlj.inm 
 
 OUTPUT PROBLEM DATA FILE NAME: _1638rlj  
 LOCATED IN:                     
 
 
 PDF SIZE USED FOR INPUT TRANSLATION: 
   NUMBER OF FILE RECORDS (PSIZE) =     0 
   NUMBER OF IN-CORE RECORDS      =   256 
 PSIZE NEEDED FOR SIMULATION    =   256 
 
 CALLING PROGRAM NAME:          apmain   
 LOCATED IN:                    C:\PROGRA~2\ASPENT~1\ASPENP~2.3\Engine\xeq 
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 SIMULATION REQUESTED FOR ENTIRE FLOWSHEET 
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 FLOWSHEET CONNECTIVITY BY STREAMS        
 --------------------------------- 
 
   STREAM     SOURCE     DEST           STREAM     SOURCE     DEST 
   S10        ----       R-100          S1         ----       B4       
   S4         ----       V-100          S44        T-102      ----     
   S45        T-102      T-103          S11        R-100      B23      
   S17        T-100      B18            S22        T-100      P-102    
   S31        T-100      P-103          S26        T-101      B17      
   S42        T-101      B14            S2         B4         B9       
   S28        C-100      B20            S25        E-102      T-101    
   S36        E-118      B5             S6         P-100      M-100    
   S5         V-100      P-100          S9         E-100      R-100    
   S8         B8         E-100          S19        C-101      B19      
   S49        T-103      P-105          S46        T-103      B27      
   S52        T-104      ----           S53        T-104      ----     
   S50        P-105      B13            S48        E-117      B5       
   S3         B9         M-100          S51        B13        T-104    
   S43        B14        T-102          S23        P-102      B16      
   S24        B16        E-102          S27        B17        C-100    
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   S18        B18        C-101          S20        B19        E-116    
   S14        B23        T-100          S33        B25        B29      
   S35        B26        E-118          S47        B27        E-117    
   S29        B20        E-115          S21        E-116      B11      
   S30        E-115      B11            S7         M-100      B8       
   S34        B29        B26            S37        B29        B34      
   S39        T-105      B32            S54        T-105      ----     
   S41        E-114      B5             S40        B32        E-114    
   S38        B34        T-105          S32        P-103      B25      
   S16        B5         V-100          S15        B11        B4       
 
 FLOWSHEET CONNECTIVITY BY BLOCKS         
 -------------------------------- 
 
   BLOCK        INLETS                         OUTLETS 
   T-102        S43                            S44 S45                      
   R-100        S10 S9                         S11                          
   T-100        S14                            S17 S22 S31                  
   T-101        S25                            S26 S42                      
   B4           S1 S15                         S2                           
   C-100        S27                            S28                          
   E-102        S24                            S25                          
   E-118        S35                            S36                          
   P-100        S5                             S6                           
   V-100        S4 S16                         S5                           
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   E-100        S8                             S9                           
   B8           S7                             S8                           
   C-101        S18                            S19                          
   T-103        S45                            S49 S46                      
   T-104        S51                            S52 S53                      
   P-105        S49                            S50                          
   E-117        S47                            S48                          
   B9           S2                             S3                           
   B13          S50                            S51                          
   B14          S42                            S43                          
   P-102        S22                            S23                          
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 FLOWSHEET CONNECTIVITY BY BLOCKS (CONTINUED)         
   B16          S23                            S24                          
   B17          S26                            S27                          
   B18          S17                            S18                          
   B19          S19                            S20                          
   B23          S11                            S14                          
   B25          S32                            S33                          
   B26          S34                            S35                          
   B27          S46                            S47                          
   B20          S28                            S29                          
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   E-116        S20                            S21                          
   E-115        S29                            S30                          
   M-100        S3 S6                          S7                           
   B29          S33                            S34 S37                      
   T-105        S38                            S39 S54                      
   E-114        S40                            S41                          
   B32          S39                            S40                          
   B34          S37                            S38                          
   P-103        S31                            S32                          
   B5           S36 S48 S41                    S16                          
   B11          S30 S21                        S15                          
 
 CONVERGENCE STATUS SUMMARY               
 -------------------------- 
 
   DESIGN-SPEC SUMMARY 
   =================== 
 
 
   DESIGN                                                            CONV 
   SPEC      ERROR        TOLERANCE    ERR/TOL      VARIABLE   STAT  BLOCK 
   ------    -----        ---------    -------      --------   ----  ----- 
   C6BOT     0.81719E-04  0.10000E-02  0.81719E-01   104.04     #    $OLVER02 
   CATBOT    0.72738E-02  0.10000E-01  0.72738       67.269     #    $OLVER03 
   CUMFLOW    0.0000      0.10000E-01   0.0000       4716.4     #    $OLVER04 
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   ETHFLOW    0.0000      0.10000E-01   0.0000       12740.     #    $OLVER05 
   ETHRECT   0.27664E-03  0.10000E-02  0.27664       168.36     #    $OLVER06 
 
   TEAR STREAM SUMMARY 
   =================== 
 
 
   STREAM    MAXIMUM                   MAXIMUM     VARIABLE             CONV 
   ID        ERROR        TOLERANCE    ERR/TOL     ID             STAT  BLOCK 
   ------    -------      ---------    --------    --------       ----  ----- 
   S11       0.10285E-06  0.16872E-06  0.60956     MASS ENTHALPY    #   $OLVER01                                                                                  
 
   #  = CONVERGED 
   *  = NOT CONVERGED 
   LB = AT LOWER BOUNDS 
   UB = AT UPPER BOUNDS 
 
 DESIGN-SPEC:  C6BOT                      
 ------------------- 
 
   SAMPLED VARIABLES: 
     TBOT     : SENTENCE=PROFILE VARIABLE=TEMP ID1=30 IN UOS BLOCK T-102     
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 DESIGN-SPEC:  C6BOT (CONTINUED)                      
 
   SPECIFICATION: 
     MAKE TBOT APPROACH 450.000   
     WITHIN          0.00100000                                
 
   MANIPULATED VARIABLES: 
     VARY     : SENTENCE=P-SPEC VARIABLE=PRES ID1=1 IN UOS BLOCK T-102   
     LOWER LIMIT =          20.0000                   PSIA             
     UPPER LIMIT =         300.000                    PSIA             
     FINAL VALUE =         104.038                    PSIA             
 
   VALUES OF ACCESSED FORTRAN VARIABLES: 
     VARIABLE      VALUE AT START      FINAL VALUE     UNITS 
                      OF LOOP                                
     --------      --------------      -----------     ----- 
     TBOT            450.000            450.000        F                
 
 DESIGN-SPEC:  CATBOT                     
 -------------------- 
 
   SAMPLED VARIABLES: 
     TEMP     : SENTENCE=PROFILE VARIABLE=TEMP ID1=40 IN UOS BLOCK T-100     
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   SPECIFICATION: 
     MAKE TEMP APPROACH 450.000   
     WITHIN          0.0100000                                 
 
   MANIPULATED VARIABLES: 
     VARY     : SENTENCE=P-SPEC VARIABLE=PRES ID1=1 IN UOS BLOCK T-100   
     LOWER LIMIT =          30.0000                   PSIA             
     UPPER LIMIT =         140.000                    PSIA             
     FINAL VALUE =          67.2693                   PSIA             
 
   VALUES OF ACCESSED FORTRAN VARIABLES: 
     VARIABLE      VALUE AT START      FINAL VALUE     UNITS 
                      OF LOOP                                
     --------      --------------      -----------     ----- 
     TEMP            450.007            450.007        F                
 
 DESIGN-SPEC:  CUMFLOW                    
 --------------------- 
 
   SAMPLED VARIABLES: 
     CUMIN    : CUMENE MASSFLOW IN STREAM S7 SUBSTREAM MIXED     
 
   SPECIFICATION: 
     MAKE CUMIN APPROACH 379,000.     
     WITHIN          0.0100000                                 
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 DESIGN-SPEC:  CUMFLOW (CONTINUED)                    
 
   MANIPULATED VARIABLES: 
     VARY     : TOTAL MASSFLOW IN STREAM S4 SUBSTREAM MIXED  
     LOWER LIMIT =           0.0                      LB/HR            
     UPPER LIMIT =     909,867.                       LB/HR            
     FINAL VALUE =       4,716.40                     LB/HR            
 
   VALUES OF ACCESSED FORTRAN VARIABLES: 
     VARIABLE      VALUE AT START      FINAL VALUE     UNITS 
                      OF LOOP                                
     --------      --------------      -----------     ----- 
     CUMIN           379000.            379000.        LB/HR            
 
 DESIGN-SPEC:  ETHFLOW                    
 --------------------- 
 
   SAMPLED VARIABLES: 
     ETHIN    : ETHYL-01MASSFLOW IN STREAM S7 SUBSTREAM MIXED    
 
   SPECIFICATION: 
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     MAKE ETHIN APPROACH 63,690.0     
     WITHIN          0.0100000                                 
 
   MANIPULATED VARIABLES: 
     VARY     : ETHYL-01MASSFLOW IN STREAM S1 SUBSTREAM MIXED    
     LOWER LIMIT =       1,000.00                     LB/HR            
     UPPER LIMIT =      63,690.0                      LB/HR            
     FINAL VALUE =      12,740.0                      LB/HR            
 
   VALUES OF ACCESSED FORTRAN VARIABLES: 
     VARIABLE      VALUE AT START      FINAL VALUE     UNITS 
                      OF LOOP                                
     --------      --------------      -----------     ----- 
     ETHIN           63690.0            63690.0        LB/HR            
 
 DESIGN-SPEC:  ETHRECT                    
 --------------------- 
 
   SAMPLED VARIABLES: 
     TBOT     : SENTENCE=PROFILE VARIABLE=TEMP ID1=11 IN UOS BLOCK T-101     
 
   SPECIFICATION: 
     MAKE TBOT APPROACH 450.000   
     WITHIN          0.00100000                                
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   MANIPULATED VARIABLES: 
     VARY     : SENTENCE=P-SPEC VARIABLE=PRES ID1=1 IN UOS BLOCK T-101   
     LOWER LIMIT =          30.0000                   PSIA             
     UPPER LIMIT =         300.000                    PSIA             
     FINAL VALUE =         168.360                    PSIA             
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 DESIGN-SPEC:  ETHRECT (CONTINUED)                    
 
   VALUES OF ACCESSED FORTRAN VARIABLES: 
     VARIABLE      VALUE AT START      FINAL VALUE     UNITS 
                      OF LOOP                                
     --------      --------------      -----------     ----- 
     TBOT            450.000            450.000        F                
 
 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER01             
 ---------------------------- 
     Tear Stream  :  S11 
     Tolerance used:  0.100D-03  
     Trace molefrac:  0.100D-05  
  
     MAXIT=   30 WAIT   1 ITERATIONS BEFORE ACCELERATING 
     QMAX =   0.0     QMIN =  -5.0     
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     METHOD: WEGSTEIN      STATUS: CONVERGED        
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:    26 
 
                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 
 
VAR#  TEAR STREAM VAR  STREAM   SUBSTREA COMPONEN ATTRIBUT ELEMENT      UNIT         VALUE       
PREV VALUE       ERR/TOL 
----  ---------------  -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ----------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  TOTAL MOLEFLOW   S11      MIXED                               LBMOL/HR     5291.1042      5291.0928      
2.1506-02       
   2  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    CUMENE                     LBMOL/HR     3161.5481      3161.5481     -
1.3935-12       
   3  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    ETHYL-01                   LBMOL/HR     1816.2271      1816.2271         0.0          
   4  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    1-HEX-01                   LBMOL/HR       45.8643        45.8643      2.7724-
05       
   5  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    1-OCT-01                   LBMOL/HR       68.8654        68.8653      2.4069-
02       
   6  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    1-NON-01                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
   7  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    1-DOD-01                   LBMOL/HR       88.6810        88.6763         
0.5337       
   8  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    1-DEC-01                   LBMOL/HR      108.6027       108.5962         
0.5956       
   9  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    ACETY-01                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
  10  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    TRANS-01                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
  11  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    TRANS-02                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
  12  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    1-DOD-02                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
  13  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    OXYGE-01                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
  14  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    CARBO-01                   LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
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  15  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    WATER                      LBMOL/HR        0.0            0.0            0.0          
  16  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    LIGAND                     LBMOL/HR        0.1270         0.1270         0.5322       
  17  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    METHAL                     LBMOL/HR        1.1319         1.1319      2.3789-
02       
  18  MOLE-FLOW        S11      MIXED    CRACAC                     LBMOL/HR     5.6615-02      5.6612-02         
0.5322       
  19  PRESSURE         S11      MIXED                               PSIA          652.6698       652.6698         0.0          
  20  MASS ENTHALPY    S11      MIXED                               BTU/LB        -72.5338       -72.5382         0.6096       
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
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 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER01 (CONTINUED)             
 
     TEAR STREAMS AND TEAR VARIABLES:  
 
     ITERATION   MAX-ERR/TOL   STREAM ID      VARIABLE         SUBSTREA COMPONEN ATTRIBUT ELEMENT 
     ---------   -----------   ---------      ---------------- -------- -------- -------- ------- 
          1      0.1000E+05    S11            MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    METHAL                     
          2     -0.1000E+05    S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
          3      -1697.        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
          4      -719.4        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
          5       279.1        S11            MOLE-FLOW        MIXED    1-DEC-01                   
          6      -682.4        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
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          7      -336.5        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
          8       114.0        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
          9      -245.0        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         10      -133.7        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         11       66.14        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         12      -109.4        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         13      -57.08        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         14       19.98        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         15      -44.28        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         16      -25.08        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         17       13.82        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         18      -21.45        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         19      -11.16        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         20       3.594        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         21      -8.625        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         22      -4.997        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         23       3.060        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         24      -4.393        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         25      -2.240        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
         26      0.6096        S11            MASS ENTHALPY    MIXED                               
 
 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER02             
 ---------------------------- 
     SPECS: C6BOT 
     MAXIT=   30 STEP-SIZE=    1.0000    % OF RANGE 
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                 MAX-STEP=       100.    % OF RANGE 
                 XTOL=       1.000000E-08 
     THE NEW ALGORITHM WAS USED WITH BRACKETING=NO       
     METHOD: SECANT        STATUS: CONVERGED        
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:    87 
     NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON LAST OUTER LOOP:     1 
 
                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 
 
 
VAR#  MANIPUL/TEAR-VAR VARIABLE DESCRIPTION                              UNIT         VALUE       PREV VALUE       
ERR/TOL 
----  ---------------- -------------------------                    ----------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  BLOCK-VAR        T-102.P-SPEC.PRES.1                          PSIA          104.0378       104.0378      8.1719-02       
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
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 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER02 (CONTINUED)             
 
     DESIGN-SPEC ID: C6BOT                                                                                     
     ITERATED:  SENTENCE=P-SPEC VARIABLE=PRES ID1=1 IN UOS BLOCK T-102   
 
     ITERATION  VARIABLE         ERROR          ERR/TOL  
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     ---------  --------         -----          -------  
          1      104.0           0.8172E-04     0.8172E-01 
 
 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER03             
 ---------------------------- 
     SPECS: CATBOT 
     MAXIT=   30 STEP-SIZE=    1.0000    % OF RANGE 
                 MAX-STEP=       100.    % OF RANGE 
                 XTOL=       1.000000E-08 
     THE NEW ALGORITHM WAS USED WITH BRACKETING=NO       
     METHOD: SECANT        STATUS: CONVERGED        
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:    79 
     NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON LAST OUTER LOOP:     1 
 
                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 
 
 
VAR#  MANIPUL/TEAR-VAR VARIABLE DESCRIPTION                              UNIT         VALUE       PREV VALUE       
ERR/TOL 
----  ---------------- -------------------------                    ----------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  BLOCK-VAR        T-100.P-SPEC.PRES.1                          PSIA           67.2693        67.2693         0.7274       
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
 
     DESIGN-SPEC ID: CATBOT                                                                                    
     ITERATED:  SENTENCE=P-SPEC VARIABLE=PRES ID1=1 IN UOS BLOCK T-100   




     ITERATION  VARIABLE         ERROR          ERR/TOL  
     ---------  --------         -----          -------  
          1      67.27           0.7274E-02     0.7274     
 
 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER04             
 ---------------------------- 
     SPECS: CUMFLOW 
     MAXIT=   30 STEP-SIZE=    1.0000    % OF RANGE 
                 MAX-STEP=       100.    % OF RANGE 
                 XTOL=       1.000000E-08 
     THE NEW ALGORITHM WAS USED WITH BRACKETING=NO       
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 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER04 (CONTINUED)             
     METHOD: SECANT        STATUS: CONVERGED        
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:   138 
     NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON LAST OUTER LOOP:     1 
 
                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 
 
 
VAR#  MANIPUL/TEAR-VAR VARIABLE DESCRIPTION                              UNIT         VALUE       PREV VALUE       
ERR/TOL 
----  ---------------- -------------------------                    ----------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  TOTAL MASSFLOW   S4.MIXED                                     LB/HR        4716.3975      4716.3975         0.0          
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
 
     DESIGN-SPEC ID: CUMFLOW                                                                                   
     ITERATED:  TOTAL MASSFLOW IN STREAM S4 SUBSTREAM MIXED  
 
     ITERATION  VARIABLE         ERROR          ERR/TOL  
     ---------  --------         -----          -------  
          1      4716.            0.000          0.000     
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 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER05             
 ---------------------------- 
     SPECS: ETHFLOW 
     MAXIT=   30 STEP-SIZE=    1.0000    % OF RANGE 
                 MAX-STEP=       100.    % OF RANGE 
                 XTOL=       1.000000E-08 
     THE NEW ALGORITHM WAS USED WITH BRACKETING=NO       
     METHOD: SECANT        STATUS: CONVERGED        
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:    75 
     NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON LAST OUTER LOOP:     2 
 
                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 
 
 
VAR#  MANIPUL/TEAR-VAR VARIABLE DESCRIPTION                              UNIT         VALUE       PREV VALUE       
ERR/TOL 
----  ---------------- -------------------------                    ----------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  ETHYL-01MASSFLOW S1.MIXED                                     LB/HR        1.2740+04      1.2740+04         0.0          
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
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 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER05 (CONTINUED)             
 
     DESIGN-SPEC ID: ETHFLOW                                                                                   
     ITERATED:  ETHYL-01MASSFLOW IN STREAM S1 SUBSTREAM MIXED    
 
     ITERATION  VARIABLE         ERROR          ERR/TOL  
     ---------  --------         -----          -------  
          1     0.1274E+05       0.2161E-01      2.161     
          2     0.1274E+05        0.000          0.000     
 
 CONVERGENCE BLOCK:  $OLVER06             
 ---------------------------- 
     SPECS: ETHRECT 
     MAXIT=   30 STEP-SIZE=    1.0000    % OF RANGE 
                 MAX-STEP=       100.    % OF RANGE 
                 XTOL=       1.000000E-08 
     THE NEW ALGORITHM WAS USED WITH BRACKETING=NO       
     METHOD: SECANT        STATUS: CONVERGED        
     TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS:   142 
     NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ON LAST OUTER LOOP:     1 
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                          *** FINAL VALUES *** 
 
 
VAR#  MANIPUL/TEAR-VAR VARIABLE DESCRIPTION                              UNIT         VALUE       PREV VALUE       
ERR/TOL 
----  ---------------- -------------------------                    ----------- ------------   ------------   ------------ 
   1  BLOCK-VAR        T-101.P-SPEC.PRES.1                          PSIA          168.3605       168.3605         0.2766       
 
                          *** ITERATION HISTORY ***  
 
     DESIGN-SPEC ID: ETHRECT                                                                                   
     ITERATED:  SENTENCE=P-SPEC VARIABLE=PRES ID1=1 IN UOS BLOCK T-101   
 
     ITERATION  VARIABLE         ERROR          ERR/TOL  
     ---------  --------         -----          -------  
          1      168.4           0.2766E-03     0.2766     
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 COMPUTATIONAL SEQUENCE                   
 ---------------------- 
 
 SEQUENCE USED WAS: 
    $OLVER01 B23                                                            
    |  $OLVER03 T-100                                                       
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    |  (RETURN $OLVER03)                                                    
    |  B18 C-101 B19 E-116 P-102 B16 E-102                                  
    |  $OLVER06 T-101                                                       
    |  (RETURN $OLVER06)                                                    
    |  B17 C-100 B20 E-115 B11 B14                                          
    |  $OLVER02 T-102                                                       
    |  (RETURN $OLVER02)                                                    
    |  T-103 B27 E-117 P-103 B25 B29 B26 E-118 B34 T-105 B32 E-114 B5       
    |  $OLVER05 B4 B9                                                       
    |  |  $OLVER04 V-100 P-100 M-100                                        
    |  |  (RETURN $OLVER04)                                                 
    |  (RETURN $OLVER05)                                                    
    |  B8 E-100 R-100                                                       
    (RETURN $OLVER01)                                                       
    P-105 B13 T-104                                                         
 
 OVERALL FLOWSHEET BALANCE                
 ------------------------- 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   CONVENTIONAL COMPONENTS   
           (LBMOL/HR) 
      CUMENE              47.5596       47.5584       0.00000      0.260026E-04 
      ETHYL-01            454.127      0.712917E-01  -454.057     -0.147395E-05 
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      1-HEX-01            0.00000       45.4059       45.4057     -0.588158E-05 
      1-OCT-01            0.00000       68.1088       68.1085     -0.345673E-05 
      1-NON-01            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      1-DOD-01            0.00000       3.77902       3.78381      0.126604E-02 
      1-DEC-01            0.00000       4.53404       4.54057      0.143885E-02 
      ACETY-01            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      TRANS-01            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      TRANS-02            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      1-DOD-02            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      OXYGE-01            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      CARBO-01            0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      WATER               0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000     
      LIGAND             0.542114E-02  0.541431E-02   0.00000      0.126050E-02 
      METHAL              1.12944       1.12944       0.00000     -0.350755E-05 
      CRACAC             0.241667E-02  0.241362E-02   0.00000      0.126050E-02 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(LBMOL/HR)         502.824       170.595      -332.218      0.226300E-04 
   MASS(LB/HR   )         18525.1       18523.3                    0.974454E-04 
   ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )    0.905571E+07 -0.370017E+07                 1.40860     
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 OVERALL FLOWSHEET BALANCE (CONTINUED)                
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                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
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 PSEUDOCOMPONENT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES      
 ----------------------------------- 
 
                          PSEUDOCOMPONENT PROPERTY SUMMARY 
 COMPONENT    NBP         API         SG       MW        TC         PC       
              F                                          F          PSIA     
 LIGAND       859.9280    59.8714     0.7394   435.6000  1034.4724    94.2565 
 METHAL       231.5300    30.2143     0.8750    58.0200   625.3095   621.4623 
 CRACAC       643.7300   -25.9030     1.3400   349.3200  1205.7348   566.3976 
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 COMPONENTS                               
 ---------- 
 
  ID       TYPE  ALIAS          NAME 
   CUMENE   C     C9H12-2        ISOPROPYLBENZENE                 
   ETHYL-01 C     C2H4           ETHYLENE                         
   1-HEX-01 C     C6H12-3        1-HEXENE                         
   1-OCT-01 C     C8H16-16       1-OCTENE                         
   1-NON-01 C     C9H18-3        1-NONENE                         
   1-DOD-01 C     C12H24-2       1-DODECENE                       
   1-DEC-01 C     C10H20-5       1-DECENE                         
   ACETY-01 C     C5H8O2-D1      ACETYLACETONE                    
   TRANS-01 C     C8H16-17       TRANS-2-OCTENE                   
   TRANS-02 C     C6H12-5        TRANS-2-HEXENE                   
   1-DOD-02 C     C12H24-2       1-DODECENE                       
   OXYGE-01 C     O2             OXYGEN                           
   CARBO-01 C     CO2            CARBON-DIOXIDE                   
   WATER    C     H2O            WATER                            
   LIGAND   C     MISSING        MISSING                          
   METHAL   C     MISSING        MISSING                          
   CRACAC   C     MISSING        MISSING                          
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 BLOCK:  B11      MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S30         S21      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S15      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1816.65         1816.65         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            50992.2         50992.2       -0.142688E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.391900E+08    0.391900E+08   -0.190114E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
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   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  B13      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S50      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S51      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            69.6806         69.6806         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            7745.92         7745.92         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.246479E+07   -0.246479E+07     0.00000     
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 BLOCK:  B13      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
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    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                         50.0000      
 
 BLOCK:  B14      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S42      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S43      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
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                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            210.834         210.834         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            23109.6         23109.6       -0.157423E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.184919E+07   -0.184919E+07     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          53.8800      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
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                                  SEPARATION                                     
                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  B14      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
619 
 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        120.740       
 
 BLOCK:  B16      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S23      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S24      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            318.024         318.024         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            26116.7         26116.7         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.602905E+07   -0.602905E+07     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
620 
 
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        214.830       
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
621 
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 BLOCK:  B17      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S26      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S27      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            107.190         107.190         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            3007.09         3007.09         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.224498E+07    0.224498E+07     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 




    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        143.360       
 
 BLOCK:  B18      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S17      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S18      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
623 
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 BLOCK:  B18      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1709.46         1709.46         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            47985.1         47985.1        0.151629E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.364006E+08    0.364006E+08     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
624 
 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                         42.2693      
 
 BLOCK:  B19      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S19      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S20      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1709.46         1709.46         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            47985.1         47985.1         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.431727E+08    0.431727E+08     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            




                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
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                                  SEPARATION                                     
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 BLOCK:  B19      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        712.780       
 
 BLOCK:  B20      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S28      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S29      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                




                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            107.190         107.190         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            3007.09         3007.09         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.242608E+07    0.242608E+07     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
627 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        712.780       
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
628 
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 BLOCK:  B23      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S11      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S14      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            5291.09         5291.09         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            472839.         472839.       -0.246205E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.342989E+08   -0.342989E+08     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 




    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        627.670       
 
 BLOCK:  B25      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S32      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S33      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
630 
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 BLOCK:  B25      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3263.61         3263.61         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            398737.         398737.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.644990E+07    0.644990E+07     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.2700      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
631 
 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        102.319       
 
 BLOCK:  B26      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S34      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S35      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3124.47         3124.47         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            381737.         381737.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.617491E+07    0.617491E+07     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            




                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
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 BLOCK:  B26      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                         77.3193      
 
 BLOCK:  B27      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S46      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S47      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                




                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            96.1093         96.1093         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            11576.7         11576.7         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )        197003.         197003.        0.147733E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
634 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                         30.3200      
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
635 
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 BLOCK:  B29      MODEL: FSPLIT           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S33      
   OUTLET STREAMS:        S34         S37      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3263.61         3263.61        0.139339E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            398737.         398737.        0.145980E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.644990E+07    0.644990E+07     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 




  MASS-FLOW  (LB/HR   )            STRM=S37      FLOW=    17,000.0         KEY= 0 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
  STREAM= S34            SPLIT=          0.95737     KEY=  0    STREAM-ORDER=   2 
          S37                            0.042635          0                    1 
 
 BLOCK:  B32      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S39      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S40      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            83.2728         83.2728         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            10009.6         10009.6       -0.181724E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )        110117.         110117.       -0.132149E-15 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
637 
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 BLOCK:  B32      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
638 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                         20.0000      
 
 BLOCK:  B34      MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S37      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S38      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            139.143         139.143         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            17000.0         17000.0       -0.213999E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )        274989.         274989.       -0.211673E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
639 
 
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
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 BLOCK:  B34      MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                         77.3193      
 
 BLOCK:  B4       MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S1          S15      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S2       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
640 
 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            2270.77         2270.77         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            63732.2         63732.2         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.489925E+08    0.489925E+08     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  B5       MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S36         S48         S41      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S16      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
641 
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 BLOCK:  B5       MODEL: MIXER (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3303.85         3303.85         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            403324.         403324.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.671823E+08   -0.671823E+08     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 




 BLOCK:  B8       MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S7       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S8       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            5613.87         5613.87         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            471772.         471772.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.175743E+08   -0.175743E+08     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
643 
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 BLOCK:  B8       MODEL: VALVE (CONTINUED)            
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        656.677       
 
 BLOCK:  B9       MODEL: VALVE            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S2       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S3       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
644 
 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            2270.77         2270.77         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            63732.2         63732.2         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.489925E+08    0.489925E+08     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
    VALVE PRESSURE DROP       PSI                          25.0000      
    VALVE FLOW COEF CALC.                                 NO   
 
                          FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    NPHASE                                                  2 
    MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                               30 
    CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                   0.000100000 
 
                          ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    VALVE OUTLET PRESSURE     PSIA                        682.780       
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
645 
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 BLOCK:  C-100    MODEL: COMPR            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S27      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S28      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            107.190         107.190         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            3007.09         3007.09         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.224498E+07    0.242608E+07   -0.746486E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                           ***  INPUT DATA  *** 




   ISENTROPIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                  737.780       
    ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY                                    0.75000     
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY                                    1.00000     
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 BLOCK:  C-100    MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    INDICATED  HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                   71.1765      
    BRAKE      HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                   71.1765      
    NET WORK REQUIRED                  HP                   71.1765      
    POWER LOSSES                       HP                    0.0         
    ISENTROPIC HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                   53.3823      
    CALCULATED OUTLET TEMP  F                              164.992       
    ISENTROPIC TEMPERATURE  F                              137.034       
    EFFICIENCY (POLYTR/ISENTR) USED                          0.75000     
    OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                    1.00000     
    HEAD DEVELOPED,       FT-LBF/LB                     35,149.3         
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY USED                               1.00000     
    INLET HEAT CAPACITY RATIO                                1.51325     
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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    INLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE , CUFT/HR                 2,693.70        
    OUTLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE, CUFT/HR                   768.525       
    INLET  COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.83945     
    OUTLET COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.78909     
    AV. ISENT. VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.21017     
    AV. ISENT. TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.32319     
    AV. ACTUAL VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.30624     
    AV. ACTUAL TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.37401     
 
 BLOCK:  C-101    MODEL: COMPR            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S18      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S19      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1709.46         1709.46         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            47985.1         47985.1         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.364006E+08    0.431727E+08   -0.156860     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
649 
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 BLOCK:  C-101    MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
                           ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   ISENTROPIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                  737.780       
    ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY                                    0.75000     
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY                                    1.00000     
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    INDICATED  HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                2,661.52        
    BRAKE      HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                2,661.52        
    NET WORK REQUIRED                  HP                2,661.52        
    POWER LOSSES                       HP                    0.0         
    ISENTROPIC HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  HP                1,996.14        
    CALCULATED OUTLET TEMP  F                              344.262       
    ISENTROPIC TEMPERATURE  F                              277.624       
    EFFICIENCY (POLYTR/ISENTR) USED                          0.75000     
    OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                    1.00000     
    HEAD DEVELOPED,       FT-LBF/LB                     82,366.3         
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY USED                               1.00000     
    INLET HEAT CAPACITY RATIO                                1.33034     
    INLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE , CUFT/HR               171,790.          
    OUTLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE, CUFT/HR                18,387.8         
    INLET  COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.96018     
    OUTLET COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.91986     
    AV. ISENT. VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.21319     
    AV. ISENT. TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.25518     
    AV. ACTUAL VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.27969     
    AV. ACTUAL TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.30474     
 
 BLOCK:  E-100    MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S8       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S9       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
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 BLOCK:  E-100    MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            5613.87         5613.87         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            471772.         471772.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.175743E+08   -0.202172E+08    0.130724     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                       113.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       4.00800     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    113.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 652.67     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.26429E+07 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      0.0000     
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      CUMENE           0.56169        0.56169        0.30304E-02    0.43435E-02 
      ETHYL-01         0.40441        0.40441        0.99688         1.9845     
      1-HEX-01         0.81698E-04    0.81698E-04    0.57099E-05    0.56266E-01 
      1-OCT-01         0.13483E-03    0.13483E-03    0.20100E-05    0.12002E-01 
      1-DOD-01         0.15123E-01    0.15123E-01    0.15993E-04    0.85140E-03 
      1-DEC-01         0.18537E-01    0.18537E-01    0.68800E-04    0.29880E-02 
      LIGAND           0.21657E-04    0.21657E-04    0.36873E-10    0.13707E-05 
      METHAL           0.43886E-06    0.43886E-06    0.79178E-08    0.14525E-01 
      CRACAC           0.96543E-05    0.96543E-05    0.20699E-09    0.17260E-04 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  E-102    MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S24      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S25      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            318.024         318.024         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            26116.7         26116.7         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.602905E+07   -0.552027E+07   -0.843882E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   ONE    PHASE  TP  FLASH   SPECIFIED PHASE IS  LIQUID  
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                         7.61049     
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    7.6105     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 209.83     








 BLOCK:  E-114    MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S40      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S41      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
655 
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 BLOCK:  E-114    MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            83.2728         83.2728         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            10009.6         10009.6         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )        110117.       -0.137975E+07     1.07981     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        86.0000      
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    86.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 15.000     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.14899E+07 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      0.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      CUMENE           0.99911        0.99911        0.99852        0.10054E-01 
      1-OCT-01         0.34009E-03    0.34009E-03    0.12209E-02    0.36114E-01 
      1-DEC-01         0.54998E-03    0.54998E-03    0.25359E-03    0.46386E-02 
      METHAL           0.44927E-06    0.44927E-06    0.26892E-05    0.60216E-01 
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 BLOCK:  E-115    MODEL: HEATER           




   INLET STREAM:          S29      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S30      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            107.190         107.190         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            3007.09         3007.09         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.242608E+07    0.231375E+07    0.463023E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        95.0000      
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 






                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    95.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 707.78     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.11233E+06 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      1.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      ETHYL-01          1.0000         1.0000         1.0000         1.2296     
      1-HEX-01         0.18830E-11    0.46475E-11    0.18830E-11    0.49816     
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 BLOCK:  E-116    MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S20      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S21      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            1709.46         1709.46         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            47985.1         47985.1         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.431727E+08    0.368762E+08    0.145843     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        95.0000      
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    95.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 707.78     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.62964E+07 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      1.0000     
   PRESSURE-DROP CORRELATION PARAMETER                        50496.     
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 BLOCK:  E-116    MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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      CUMENE           0.43540E-05    0.18523E-04    0.43540E-05    0.28844     
      ETHYL-01         0.99971        0.99927        0.99971         1.2276     
      1-HEX-01         0.26830E-03    0.66115E-03    0.26830E-03    0.49795     
      1-OCT-01         0.13612E-04    0.51515E-04    0.13612E-04    0.32423     
      1-DOD-01         0.17661E-10    0.15715E-09    0.17661E-10    0.13790     
      1-DEC-01         0.10134E-07    0.58917E-07    0.10134E-07    0.21107     
      METHAL           0.84798E-06    0.24836E-05    0.84798E-06    0.41896     
 
 BLOCK:  E-117    MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S47      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S48      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            96.1093         96.1093         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            11576.7         11576.7         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )        197003.       -0.166068E+07     1.11863     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
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    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        86.0000      
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
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 BLOCK:  E-117    MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    86.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 25.320     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.18577E+07 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      0.0000     
   PRESSURE-DROP CORRELATION PARAMETER                       0.89670E+06 
 
 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      CUMENE           0.98666        0.98666        0.99155        0.64574E-02 
      1-HEX-01         0.40330E-13    0.40330E-13    0.12943E-11    0.20621     
      1-OCT-01         0.70924E-03    0.70924E-03    0.25372E-02    0.22986E-01 
      1-DOD-01         0.40302E-03    0.40302E-03    0.30627E-04    0.48831E-03 
      1-DEC-01         0.12228E-01    0.12228E-01    0.58757E-02    0.30875E-02 
      METHAL           0.14129E-05    0.14129E-05    0.81794E-05    0.37198E-01 
      CRACAC           0.39135E-10    0.39135E-10    0.25649E-13    0.42113E-05 
 
 BLOCK:  E-118    MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          S35      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S36      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3124.47         3124.47         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            381737.         381737.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.617491E+07   -0.641419E+08     1.09627     
 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
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 BLOCK:  E-118    MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                F                        86.0000      
   PRESSURE DROP                        PSI                       5.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    86.000     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 72.319     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.70317E+08 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      0.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      CUMENE           0.93967        0.93967        0.97715        0.26011E-02 
      1-OCT-01         0.20393E-03    0.20393E-03    0.72345E-03    0.88736E-02 
      1-DOD-01         0.27159E-01    0.27159E-01    0.30339E-02    0.27942E-03 
      1-DEC-01         0.32915E-01    0.32915E-01    0.19092E-01    0.14508E-02 
      LIGAND           0.38912E-04    0.38912E-04    0.49103E-09    0.31564E-07 
      METHAL           0.26913E-06    0.26913E-06    0.13587E-05    0.12628E-01 
      CRACAC           0.17346E-04    0.17346E-04    0.18230E-07    0.26287E-05 
 
 BLOCK:  M-100    MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S3          S6       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S7       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            5613.87         5613.87         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            471772.         471772.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.175743E+08   -0.175743E+08     0.00000     
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
667 
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 BLOCK:  M-100    MODEL: MIXER (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  P-100    MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S5       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S6       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3343.09         3343.09         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            408040.         408040.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.678136E+08   -0.665668E+08   -0.183853E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                 681.677       
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.000100000 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                       7,762.39        
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                  666.677       
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                             40.7288      
    FLUID POWER  HP                                       376.365       
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                       490.000       
    ELECTRICITY  KW                                       365.393       
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.76809     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                 490.000       
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                            1,826.30        
 
 BLOCK:  P-102    MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S22      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S23      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
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    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            318.024         318.024         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            26116.7         26116.7         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.606533E+07   -0.602905E+07   -0.598257E-02 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                 239.830       
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.000100000 
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                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                         551.291       
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                  172.561       
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                              0.038247    
    FLUID POWER  HP                                         6.91863     
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                        14.2611      
    ELECTRICITY  KW                                        10.6345      
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.48514     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                  14.2611      
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                              524.526       
 
 BLOCK:  P-103    MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S31      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S32      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
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    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3263.61         3263.61         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            398737.         398737.         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )       0.633316E+07    0.644990E+07   -0.180985E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                   50.0000      
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.000100000 
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                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                       9,913.85        
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                   50.0000      
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                              0.0         
    FLUID POWER  HP                                        36.0504      
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                        45.8779      
    ELECTRICITY  KW                                        34.2112      
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.78579     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                  45.8779      
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                              179.014       
 
 BLOCK:  P-105    MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          S49      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S50      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
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    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            69.6806         69.6806         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            7745.92         7745.92        0.117416E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.246826E+07   -0.246479E+07   -0.140627E-02 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  PSIA                                  75.0000      
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.000100000 
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                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUFT/HR                         215.061       
    PRESSURE CHANGE  PSI                                   30.0000      
    NPSH AVAILABLE   FT-LBF/LB                              0.027655    
    FLUID POWER  HP                                         0.46922     
    BRAKE POWER  HP                                         1.36418     
    ELECTRICITY  KW                                         1.01727     
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.34396     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  HP                                   1.36418     
    HEAD DEVELOPED FT-LBF/LB                              119.942       
 
 BLOCK:  R-100    MODEL: RSTOIC           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAMS:         S10         S9       
   OUTLET STREAM:         S11      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
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   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(LBMOL/HR)         5623.32       5291.09      -332.218      0.202353E-05 
   MASS(LB/HR   )         472841.       472839.                    0.365160E-05 
   ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )   -0.203327E+08 -0.342989E+08                0.407190     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
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 BLOCK:  R-100    MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
   STOICHIOMETRY MATRIX: 
 
    REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     ETHYL-01  -3.00    1-HEX-01   1.00     
 
    REACTION #   2: 
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     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     ETHYL-01  -4.00    1-OCT-01   1.00     
 
    REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     ETHYL-01  -5.00    1-DEC-01   1.00     
 
    REACTION #   4: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     ETHYL-01  -6.00    1-DOD-01   1.00     
 
 
   REACTION CONVERSION SPECS: NUMBER=    4 
     REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ETHYL-01 CONV FRAC: 0.6000E-01 
     REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ETHYL-01 CONV FRAC: 0.1200     
     REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ETHYL-01 CONV FRAC: 0.1000E-01 
     REACTION #   4: 




   SELECTIVITY SPECIFICATIONS: 




      NUMBER    COMPONENT   SUBSTREAM   REF COMP    REF SUBS  
                (PRODUCT)               (REACTANT) 
         1       1-HEX-01    MIXED       ETHYL-01    MIXED    
         2       1-OCT-01    MIXED       ETHYL-01    MIXED    
 
 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE F                                 113.000       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    PSIA                              652.670       
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   SIMULTANEOUS REACTIONS 
   GENERATE COMBUSTION REACTIONS FOR FEED SPECIES          NO   
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                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    F                                    113.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       PSIA                                 652.67     
   HEAT DUTY             BTU/HR                             -0.13964E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             0.0000     






   HEAT OF REACTIONS: 
 
     REACTION          REFERENCE          HEAT OF  
     NUMBER            COMPONENT          REACTION 
                                           BTU/LBMOL        
      1                   ETHYL-01          -30766.     
      2                   ETHYL-01          -33553.     
      3                   ETHYL-01          -35371.     
      4                   ETHYL-01          -36405.     
 
   REACTION EXTENTS: 
 
      REACTION          REACTION 
      NUMBER            EXTENT   
                        LBMOL/HR         
      1                  45.406     
      2                  68.109     
      3                  4.5406     
      4                  3.7838     
 
   SELECTIVITY RESULTS: 
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      NUMBER    COMPONENT   SUBSTREAM   REF COMP    REF SUBS    SELECTIVITY 
                (PRODUCT)               (REACTANT) 
         1       1-HEX-01    MIXED       ETHYL-01    MIXED       0.30000     
         2       1-OCT-01    MIXED       ETHYL-01    MIXED       0.60000     
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      CUMENE           0.59752        0.59752        0.37492E-02    0.43544E-02 
      ETHYL-01         0.34326        0.34326        0.99519         2.0121     
      1-HEX-01         0.86682E-02    0.86682E-02    0.71241E-03    0.57036E-01 
      1-OCT-01         0.13015E-01    0.13015E-01    0.22907E-03    0.12214E-01 
      1-DOD-01         0.16760E-01    0.16760E-01    0.21345E-04    0.88377E-03 
      1-DEC-01         0.20526E-01    0.20526E-01    0.90684E-04    0.30660E-02 
      LIGAND           0.24003E-04    0.24003E-04    0.63041E-10    0.18224E-05 
      METHAL           0.21393E-03    0.21393E-03    0.44567E-05    0.14458E-01 
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   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
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      CRACAC           0.10700E-04    0.10700E-04    0.25661E-09    0.16642E-04 
 
 BLOCK:  T-100    MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - S14      STAGE   4 
    OUTLETS  - S17      STAGE   1 
               S22      STAGE   1 
               S31      STAGE  40 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            5291.09         5291.09         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            472839.         472839.        0.166151E-06 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.342989E+08    0.366684E+08    -1.93538     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
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                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 




                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        40 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 100 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
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   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MASS VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                             0.50000     
    MASS REFLUX RATIO                                        1.50000     
    MASS DISTILLATE RATE           LB/HR                70,000.0         
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                   67.2693      
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S17          S22          S31      
    COMPONENT: 
    CUMENE      .23542E-05   .29997E-01   .97000     
    ETHYL-01    .94094       .59057E-01   0.0000     
    1-HEX-01    .99999E-02   .99000       0.0000     
    1-OCT-01    .33789E-03   .99000       .96643E-02 
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   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S17          S22          S31      
    COMPONENT: 
    1-DOD-01    .34047E-09   .43680E-03   .99956     
    1-DEC-01    .15953E-06   .10822E-01   .98918     
    LIGAND      0.0000       .11516E-12   1.0000     
    METHAL      .12807E-02   .99794       .77599E-03 
    CRACAC      0.0000       .66438E-07   1.0000     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       -41.6662      
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       450.007       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                155.925       
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR              3,263.61        
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    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR              1,709.46        
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR              6,411.87        
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       0.076906    
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       1.96465     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR                   -0.157929+08 
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR                    0.867544+08 
 
 
   ****   MANIPULATED VARIABLES   **** 
 
                                                 BOUNDS             CALCULATED 
                                          LOWER         UPPER         VALUE 
   MASS REFLUX RATIO                     0.10000        100.00       0.17280     
   MASS DISTILLATE RATE       LB/HR       1.0000       0.15000E+06    74102.     
   MASS DIST VAPOR FRAC                  0.10000E-03    1.0000       0.64756     
 
   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  1  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: S22                        0.99000       0.99000     
                   COMPS:   1-OCT-01      
  2  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: S31                        0.97000       0.97000     
                   COMPS:   CUMENE        
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   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  3  MASS-RECOV    STREAMS: S22                        0.99000       0.99001     
                   COMPS:   1-HEX-01      
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.29155E-03  STAGE=  2 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.66720E-03  STAGE=  2 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.45257E-05  STAGE=  1 COMP=CUMENE   
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.23817E-03  STAGE=  1 
 
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 




                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1  -41.666        67.269       -19072.       21294.      -.15793+08 
   2   246.24        72.269       -15603.       19761.                 
   3   266.75        72.409       -13098.       19802.                 
   4   359.78        72.549       -8058.1       12539.                 
   5   417.93        72.689       -4801.9       5827.6                 
  37   448.14        77.169        3050.4       17156.                 
  38   448.43        77.309        2973.4       17118.                 
  39   448.89        77.449        2729.2       17001.                 
  40   450.01        77.589        1940.5       16661.       .86754+08 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  473.9      1709.                                      318.0243 1709.4571 
   2  168.8      2183.                                                         
   3  230.2      2196.                1490.6820                                
   4  7161.      767.0      3800.4107                                          
   5  9116.      3898.                                                         
  37  9688.      6420.                                                         
  38  9689.      6424.                                                         
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  39  9675.      6425.                                                         
  40  3264.      6412.                                     3263.6113           
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    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1 0.3892E+05 0.4799E+05                                 .26117+05 .47985+05 
   2 0.1931E+05 0.8691E+05                                                     
   3 0.2671E+05 0.9342E+05            .42176+05                                
   4 0.8444E+06 0.5863E+05  .43066+06                                          
   5 0.1086E+07 0.4457E+06                                                     
  37 0.1175E+07 0.7759E+06                                                     
  38 0.1176E+07 0.7766E+06                                                     
  39 0.1176E+07 0.7773E+06                                                     
  40 0.3987E+06 0.7775E+06                                 .39874+06           
 
    ****  STDVOL LIQUID VOLUME FLOW PROFILES  **** 
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 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            CUFT/HR                    CUFT/HR                  CUFT/HR  
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  305.5      2320.                                      623.0306 2319.9721 
   2  381.3      3248.                                                         
   3  520.6      3324.                2026.3857                                
   4 0.1637E+05  1437.      8389.7049                                          
   5 0.2100E+05  8896.                                                         
  37 0.2194E+05 0.1445E+05                                                     
  38 0.2196E+05 0.1447E+05                                                     
  39 0.2199E+05 0.1449E+05                                                     
  40  7473.     0.1451E+05                                 7473.0872           
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.29821       0.33727       0.14278       0.21438       0.12180E-03 
      2    0.70477       0.33322E-01   0.33288E-01   0.21023       0.16550E-02 
      3    0.76499       0.30073E-01   0.19917E-01   0.15766       0.58557E-02 
      4    0.77531       0.13540E-01   0.24011E-01   0.14867       0.14217E-01 
      5    0.77405       0.77207E-03   0.11604E-01   0.17847       0.12028E-01 
     37    0.96067       0.17814E-45   0.62067E-16   0.64252E-03   0.12587E-01 
     38    0.95894       0.83475E-47   0.21339E-16   0.46506E-03   0.13336E-01 
     39    0.95413       0.39242E-48   0.71687E-17   0.32106E-03   0.16211E-01 
     40    0.93967       0.18331E-49   0.22353E-17   0.20393E-03   0.27159E-01 
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      LIGAND        METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.36955E-02   0.45987E-16   0.35519E-02   0.11827E-10 
      2    0.14092E-01   0.22860E-11   0.26486E-02   0.38651E-08 
      3    0.19606E-01   0.15638E-07   0.18955E-02   0.26758E-06 
      4    0.22300E-01   0.17743E-04   0.19280E-02   0.80118E-05 
      5    0.20971E-01   0.13944E-04   0.20888E-02   0.63452E-05 
     37    0.26081E-01   0.13138E-04   0.96754E-06   0.60180E-05 
     38    0.27242E-01   0.13137E-04   0.67189E-06   0.60293E-05 
     39    0.29313E-01   0.13211E-04   0.44461E-06   0.63714E-05 
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      LIGAND        METHAL        CRACAC   
     40    0.32915E-01   0.38912E-04   0.26913E-06   0.17346E-04 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.43540E-05   0.99971       0.26830E-03   0.13612E-04   0.17661E-10 
      2    0.64734E-01   0.85592       0.31202E-01   0.46545E-01   0.26438E-04 
      3    0.97340E-01   0.82953       0.23441E-01   0.47207E-01   0.14481E-03 
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      4    0.34958       0.43918       0.64088E-01   0.13596       0.18015E-02 
      5    0.63770       0.24877E-01   0.44115E-01   0.27298       0.33802E-02 
     37    0.97228       0.57475E-44   0.26914E-15   0.11955E-02   0.48882E-02 
     38    0.97134       0.26862E-45   0.92462E-16   0.86533E-03   0.51847E-02 
     39    0.96873       0.12578E-46   0.31042E-16   0.59770E-03   0.63148E-02 
     40    0.96150       0.58283E-48   0.96798E-17   0.38068E-03   0.10639E-01 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      LIGAND        METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.10134E-07   0.73724E-32   0.84798E-06   0.86467E-20 
      2    0.80218E-03   0.99823E-17   0.77166E-03   0.25672E-11 
      3    0.16179E-02   0.17566E-12   0.71850E-03   0.29872E-09 
      4    0.73621E-02   0.46936E-08   0.20355E-02   0.80271E-07 
      5    0.13413E-01   0.18686E-07   0.35420E-02   0.19620E-06 
     37    0.21632E-01   0.44775E-07   0.19036E-05   0.26139E-06 
     38    0.22609E-01   0.44800E-07   0.13223E-05   0.26306E-06 
     39    0.24361E-01   0.44862E-07   0.87647E-06   0.28067E-06 
     40    0.27479E-01   0.12975E-06   0.53393E-06   0.78521E-06 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.14419E-04    2.9636       0.18644E-02   0.62756E-04   0.14234E-06 
      2    0.91818E-01    25.707       0.93743       0.22135       0.15962E-01 
      3    0.12722        27.595        1.1770       0.29940       0.24721E-01 
      4    0.45086        32.447        2.6694       0.91452       0.12669     
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      5    0.82385        32.222        3.8018        1.5295       0.28101     
     37     1.0121        32.264        4.3363        1.8607       0.38834     
     38     1.0129        32.180        4.3331        1.8607       0.38877     
     39     1.0153        32.053        4.3302        1.8616       0.38953     
     40     1.0232        31.795        4.3303        1.8667       0.39172     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      LIGAND        METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.27009E-05   0.15318E-15   0.23654E-03   0.71568E-09 
      2    0.56896E-01   0.43555E-05   0.29131       0.66330E-03 
      3    0.82503E-01   0.11217E-04   0.37905       0.11158E-02 
      4    0.33010       0.26427E-03    1.0558       0.10015E-01 
      5    0.63955       0.13395E-02    1.6958       0.30921E-01 
     37    0.82942       0.34080E-02    1.9674       0.43435E-01 
     38    0.82992       0.34101E-02    1.9681       0.43631E-01 
     39    0.83106       0.33957E-02    1.9713       0.44051E-01 
     40    0.83486       0.33345E-02    1.9839       0.45267E-01 
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                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
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      1    0.43646       0.11522       0.14632       0.29293       0.24964E-03 
      2    0.74017       0.81683E-02   0.24480E-01   0.20613       0.24342E-02 
      3    0.79262       0.72726E-02   0.14450E-01   0.15251       0.84965E-02 
      4    0.79030       0.32214E-02   0.17138E-01   0.14148       0.20294E-01 
      5    0.78079       0.18177E-03   0.81960E-02   0.16807       0.16991E-01 
     37    0.95172       0.41190E-46   0.43055E-16   0.59428E-03   0.17464E-01 
     38    0.94953       0.19292E-47   0.14795E-16   0.42993E-03   0.18493E-01 
     39    0.94337       0.90559E-49   0.49630E-17   0.29636E-03   0.22447E-01 
     40    0.92442       0.42090E-50   0.15398E-17   0.18730E-03   0.37417E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      LIGAND        METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.63121E-02   0.24393E-15   0.25094E-02   0.50307E-10 
      2    0.17271E-01   0.87008E-11   0.13428E-02   0.11798E-07 
      3    0.23707E-01   0.58721E-07   0.94803E-03   0.80574E-06 
      4    0.26528E-01   0.65546E-04   0.94867E-03   0.23735E-04 
      5    0.24687E-01   0.50974E-04   0.10171E-02   0.18602E-04 
     37    0.30153E-01   0.47171E-04   0.46270E-06   0.17327E-04 
     38    0.31480E-01   0.47144E-04   0.32115E-06   0.17351E-04 
     39    0.33822E-01   0.47339E-04   0.21220E-06   0.18308E-04 
     40    0.37789E-01   0.13873E-03   0.12781E-06   0.49596E-04 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.18643E-04   0.99912       0.80442E-03   0.54415E-04   0.10591E-09 
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      2    0.19548       0.60326       0.65974E-01   0.13122       0.11180E-03 
      3    0.27506       0.54712       0.46382E-01   0.12454       0.57307E-03 
      4    0.54966       0.16117       0.70559E-01   0.19959       0.39668E-02 
      5    0.67031       0.61033E-02   0.32470E-01   0.26789       0.49758E-02 
     37    0.96697       0.13342E-44   0.18742E-15   0.11101E-02   0.68082E-02 
     38    0.96574       0.62336E-46   0.64370E-16   0.80323E-03   0.72190E-02 
     39    0.96241       0.29167E-47   0.21595E-16   0.55439E-03   0.87858E-02 
     40    0.95309       0.13484E-48   0.67186E-17   0.35230E-03   0.14769E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      LIGAND        METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.50641E-07   0.11441E-30   0.17527E-05   0.10760E-18 
      2    0.28269E-02   0.10924E-15   0.11248E-02   0.22530E-10 
      3    0.53356E-02   0.17990E-11   0.98009E-03   0.24532E-08 
      4    0.13509E-01   0.26746E-07   0.15450E-02   0.36682E-06 
      5    0.16453E-01   0.71184E-07   0.17973E-02   0.59937E-06 
     37    0.25107E-01   0.16138E-06   0.91388E-06   0.75552E-06 
     38    0.26233E-01   0.16142E-06   0.63464E-06   0.76012E-06 
     39    0.28244E-01   0.16153E-06   0.42033E-06   0.81039E-06 
     40    0.31788E-01   0.46612E-06   0.25548E-06   0.22621E-05 
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                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
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 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1        -41.666            246.24     
    2         246.24            266.75     
    3         266.75            249.59     
    4         359.78            417.93     
    5         417.93            423.78     
   37         448.14            448.43     
   38         448.43            448.89     
   39         448.89            450.01     
   40         450.01            450.01     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1   38922.      86907.      821.59     0.22253E+06  82.122      39.803     
    2   19314.      93416.      426.87     0.22961E+06  114.44      42.534     
    3   26706.     0.10081E+06  590.99     0.22917E+06  116.01      44.651     
    4  0.84444E+06 0.44570E+06  20077.     0.43897E+06  117.91      114.35     
    5  0.10863E+07 0.68755E+06  27271.     0.65807E+06  119.16      117.47     
   37  0.11754E+07 0.77664E+06  29014.     0.69569E+06  121.32      120.89     
   38  0.11760E+07 0.77731E+06  29052.     0.69461E+06  121.38      120.98     
   39  0.11762E+07 0.77747E+06  29105.     0.69241E+06  121.57      121.26     
   40  0.39874E+06  0.0000      9913.9      0.0000      122.18     
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               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   47.374      0.39054      0.53485      0.12217E-01    26.565     
    2   45.246      0.40685      0.25001      0.12339E-01    17.331     
    3   45.188      0.43989      0.24227      0.11934E-01    16.750     
    4   42.060       1.0153      0.19109      0.10350E-01    12.180     
    5   39.833       1.0448      0.16947      0.10317E-01    9.3887     
   37   40.510       1.1164      0.17246      0.10640E-01    9.0601     
   38   40.481       1.1191      0.17234      0.10640E-01    9.0420     
   39   40.413       1.1228      0.17215      0.10639E-01    9.0071     
   40   40.220                   0.17171                     8.9171     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.40663E-01       20288.          0.13907E+06 
    2   -9.2340          0.19605E-01       21871.          0.14645E+06 
    3   -.58073          0.26138E-01       22721.          0.15199E+06 
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    4   -14.140          0.29437           69042.          0.44232E+06 
    5   -2.7916          0.25588          0.10800E+06      0.67265E+06 
   37   -.12479E-01      0.25123          0.11711E+06      0.73505E+06 
   38   -.18082E-01      0.25155          0.11712E+06      0.73480E+06 
   39   -.34891E-01      0.25217          0.11705E+06      0.73371E+06 
   40   -.89960E-01                        0.0000           0.0000     
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          19 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               GLITSCH  




    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
    HOLE AREA/ACTIVE AREA                                     0.12000     
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 SIEVE        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                  19 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                       18.1470      
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.100000    
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.30649     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                       12.4679      
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        2.83957     
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    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                       13.1858      
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         
    TRAY CENTER TO OCDC CENTER      FT                        0.0         
 
 
                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       5.2481        21.632       17.305        2.1632     
          3       5.3796        22.729       18.183        2.2729     
          4       13.508        143.31       114.65        14.331     
          5       17.433        238.69       190.95        23.869     
          6       17.819        249.39       199.51        24.939     
          7       17.901        251.68       201.35        25.168     
          8       17.937        252.69       202.15        25.269     
          9       17.959        253.32       202.65        25.332     
         10       17.977        253.83       203.06        25.383     
         11       17.995        254.32       203.45        25.432     
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       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
         12       18.013        254.83       203.86        25.483     
         13       18.031        255.36       204.29        25.536     
         14       18.051        255.91       204.73        25.591     
         15       18.071        256.48       205.18        25.648     
         16       18.091        257.05       205.64        25.705     
         17       18.110        257.60       206.08        25.760     
         18       18.129        258.14       206.51        25.814     
         19       18.147        258.64       206.91        25.864     
 
 BLOCK:  T-101    MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - S25      STAGE   5 
    OUTLETS  - S26      STAGE   1 
               S42      STAGE  11 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
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       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            318.024         318.024         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            26116.7         26116.7        0.417891E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.552027E+07     395787.        -1.07170     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
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                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        11 
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    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 100 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            1.00000     
    MASS REFLUX RATIO                                        0.30000     
    MASS DISTILLATE RATE           LB/HR                11,000.0         
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                  168.360       
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 





   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S26          S42      
    COMPONENT: 
    CUMENE      0.0000       1.0000     
    ETHYL-01    .99934       .66465E-03 
    1-HEX-01    .44451E-11   1.0000     
    1-OCT-01    0.0000       1.0000     
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   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S26          S42      
    COMPONENT: 
    1-DOD-01    0.0000       1.0000     
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    1-DEC-01    0.0000       1.0000     
    METHAL      .20543E-14   1.0000     
    CRACAC      0.0000       1.0000     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       -53.0144      
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       450.000       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                 32.1571      
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                210.834       
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR                107.190       
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR                469.620       
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       0.30000     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       2.22744     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR             -147,332.          
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR            6,063,390.          
 
 
   ****   MANIPULATED VARIABLES   **** 
 
                                                 BOUNDS             CALCULATED 
                                          LOWER         UPPER         VALUE 
   MASS DISTILLATE RATE       LB/HR       0.0000        60000.        3007.1     
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   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  1  MASS-FLOW     STREAMS: S42            LB/HR        2.0000        2.0000     
                   COMPS:   ETHYL-01      
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.36110E-02  STAGE=  6 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.21574E-03  STAGE=  6 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.48723E-07  STAGE=  3 COMP=1-HEX-01 
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.13902E-03  STAGE=  7 
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   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
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                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1  -53.014        168.36        16377.       20944.      -.14733+06 
   2  -51.362        173.36        16409.       20947.                 
   3  -51.313        173.50        16407.       20947.                 
   4  -50.559        173.64        15878.       20955.                 
   5   14.874        173.78       -13971.       21605.                 
   6   16.976        173.92       -14345.       21624.                 
   9   369.23        174.34       -15880.      -1154.8                 
  10   415.51        174.48       -13022.      -4634.7                 
  11   450.00        174.62       -8770.8      -2018.9       .60634+07 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  32.16      107.2                                                107.1902 
   2  32.38      139.3                                                         
   3  32.14      139.6                                                         
   4  13.35      139.3                                                         
   5  350.4      120.5       318.0243                                          
   6  346.0      139.6                                                         
   9  616.7      182.2                                                         
  10  680.5      405.9                                                         
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  11  210.8      469.6                                      210.8341           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  902.1      3007.                                               3007.0888 
   2  908.3      3909.                                                         
   3  901.8      3915.                                                         
   4  382.4      3909.                                                         
   5 0.2703E+05  3389.      .26117+05                                          
   6 0.2693E+05  3925.                                                         
   9 0.6131E+05 0.1440E+05                                                     
  10 0.7096E+05 0.3820E+05                                                     
  11 0.2311E+05 0.4785E+05                                 .23110+05           
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    ****  STDVOL LIQUID VOLUME FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
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            CUFT/HR                    CUFT/HR                  CUFT/HR  
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  43.64      145.5                                                145.4517 
   2  43.94      189.1                                                         
   3  43.62      189.4                                                         
   4  18.20      189.1                                                         
   5  667.1      163.7       623.0306                                          
   6  661.2      189.5                                                         
   9  1339.      354.7                                                         
  10  1513.      861.9                                                         
  11  477.6      1036.                                      477.5789           
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.25114E-15    1.0000       0.15463E-08   0.13362E-13   0.12731E-26 
      2    0.28120E-11    1.0000       0.27414E-06   0.54340E-10   0.19173E-20 
      3    0.31552E-07   0.99995       0.48567E-04   0.22148E-06   0.28895E-14 
      4    0.35698E-03   0.99015       0.85542E-02   0.89892E-03   0.43098E-08 
      5    0.27066       0.39805       0.12999       0.19461       0.11054E-03 
      6    0.27418       0.38944       0.13241       0.19719       0.11196E-03 
      9    0.24805       0.18837E-01   0.46400       0.26141       0.71994E-04 
     10    0.31954       0.26729E-02   0.35879       0.30988       0.86464E-04 
     11    0.44982       0.33814E-03   0.21536       0.32337       0.18372E-03 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
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   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.23322E-20   0.79224E-13   0.82080E-40 
      2    0.19276E-15   0.61447E-10   0.30722E-32 
      3    0.15956E-10   0.47758E-07   0.11499E-24 
      4    0.13130E-05   0.37481E-04   0.45184E-17 
      5    0.33540E-02   0.32254E-02   0.10734E-10 
      6    0.33974E-02   0.32696E-02   0.10872E-10 
      9    0.26866E-02   0.49498E-02   0.62112E-11 
     10    0.34963E-02   0.55321E-02   0.60585E-11 
     11    0.55743E-02   0.53577E-02   0.17840E-10 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.46155E-20    1.0000       0.18830E-11   0.68310E-18   0.16522E-33 
      2    0.57960E-16    1.0000       0.35828E-09   0.30840E-14   0.29378E-27 
      3    0.65236E-12    1.0000       0.63598E-07   0.12606E-10   0.44479E-21 
      4    0.72788E-08   0.99999       0.11204E-04   0.51093E-07   0.66657E-15 
      5    0.39532E-04   0.99891       0.94730E-03   0.99548E-04   0.47727E-09 
      6    0.43272E-04   0.99882       0.10210E-02   0.10856E-03   0.53644E-09 
      9    0.71690E-01   0.20243       0.59075       0.13155       0.62842E-05 
     10    0.14325       0.28446E-01   0.59314       0.22923       0.13962E-04 
     11    0.26105       0.37211E-02   0.42318       0.30383       0.42802E-04 
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                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.56829E-26   0.21648E-16   0.41407E-48 
      2    0.53820E-21   0.18299E-13   0.18941E-40 
      3    0.44718E-16   0.14255E-10   0.71272E-33 
      4    0.36810E-11   0.11017E-07   0.26527E-25 
      5    0.14540E-06   0.41507E-05   0.50038E-18 
      6    0.16102E-06   0.44808E-05   0.57000E-18 
      9    0.55138E-03   0.30297E-02   0.78921E-13 
     10    0.11867E-02   0.47379E-02   0.17126E-12 
     11    0.25634E-02   0.56104E-02   0.76942E-12 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.18378E-04    1.0000       0.12177E-02   0.51123E-04   0.12978E-06 
      2    0.20611E-04    1.0000       0.13069E-02   0.56754E-04   0.15323E-06 
      3    0.20675E-04    1.0000       0.13095E-02   0.56918E-04   0.15393E-06 
      4    0.20386E-04    1.0099       0.13097E-02   0.56833E-04   0.15466E-06 
      5    0.14689E-03    2.5099       0.73138E-02   0.51423E-03   0.43535E-05 
      6    0.15884E-03    2.5653       0.77429E-02   0.55385E-03   0.48365E-05 
      9    0.28902        10.746        1.2732       0.50323       0.87288E-01 
     10    0.44829        10.642        1.6532       0.73972       0.16148     
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     11    0.58035        11.005        1.9650       0.93958       0.23298     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.24367E-05   0.27325E-03   0.50447E-08 
      2    0.27920E-05   0.29780E-03   0.61654E-08 
      3    0.28025E-05   0.29849E-03   0.61980E-08 
      4    0.28033E-05   0.29388E-03   0.58681E-08 
      5    0.43648E-04   0.12923E-02   0.47066E-07 
      6    0.47765E-04   0.13771E-02   0.53006E-07 
      9    0.20523       0.61210       0.12706E-01 
     10    0.33941       0.85645       0.28268E-01 
     11    0.45987        1.0472       0.43130E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.10760E-14    1.0000       0.46388E-08   0.53447E-13   0.76384E-26 
      2    0.12048E-10    1.0000       0.82242E-06   0.21736E-09   0.11504E-19 
      3    0.13517E-06   0.99985       0.14569E-03   0.88583E-06   0.17335E-13 
      4    0.14980E-02   0.96976       0.25134E-01   0.35217E-02   0.25326E-07 
      5    0.42166       0.14473       0.14179       0.28305       0.24116E-03 
      6    0.42339       0.14036       0.14317       0.28429       0.24212E-03 
      9    0.29993       0.53163E-02   0.39285       0.29510       0.12191E-03 
     10    0.36831       0.71909E-03   0.28958       0.33347       0.13957E-03 
     11    0.49325       0.86544E-04   0.16536       0.33105       0.28213E-03 
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                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.11661E-19   0.16385E-12   0.10220E-38 
      2    0.96382E-15   0.12708E-09   0.38255E-31 
      3    0.79775E-10   0.98762E-07   0.14317E-23 
      4    0.64297E-05   0.75921E-04   0.55104E-16 
      5    0.60978E-02   0.24255E-02   0.48599E-10 
      6    0.61223E-02   0.24372E-02   0.48792E-10 
      9    0.37911E-02   0.28891E-02   0.21827E-10 
     10    0.47031E-02   0.30781E-02   0.20295E-10 
     11    0.71335E-02   0.28360E-02   0.56854E-10 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.19775E-19    1.0000       0.56489E-11   0.27324E-17   0.99133E-33 
      2    0.24833E-15    1.0000       0.10748E-08   0.12336E-13   0.17627E-26 
      3    0.27950E-11    1.0000       0.19079E-06   0.50425E-10   0.26687E-20 
      4    0.31185E-07   0.99997       0.33611E-04   0.20437E-06   0.39993E-14 
      5    0.16898E-03   0.99659       0.28353E-02   0.39727E-03   0.28570E-08 
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      6    0.18493E-03   0.99632       0.30554E-02   0.43315E-03   0.32106E-08 
      9    0.10903       0.71857E-01   0.62911       0.18679       0.13384E-04 
     10    0.18297       0.84804E-02   0.53049       0.27335       0.24975E-04 
     11    0.30797       0.10246E-02   0.34957       0.33464       0.70714E-04 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.28415E-25   0.44772E-16   0.51559E-47 
      2    0.26910E-20   0.37845E-13   0.23586E-39 
      3    0.22359E-15   0.29482E-10   0.88746E-32 
      4    0.18405E-10   0.22785E-07   0.33031E-24 
      5    0.72532E-06   0.85644E-05   0.62161E-17 
      6    0.80309E-06   0.92438E-05   0.70797E-17 
      9    0.97863E-03   0.22243E-02   0.34884E-12 
     10    0.17689E-02   0.29213E-02   0.63574E-12 
     11    0.35292E-02   0.31950E-02   0.26381E-11 
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                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
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                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1        -53.014           -51.362     
    2        -51.362           -51.313     
    3        -51.313           -50.559     
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    4        -50.559            14.874     
    5         14.874            16.976     
    6         16.976            45.785     
    9         369.23            415.51     
   10         415.51            450.00     
   11         450.00            450.00     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1   902.13      3909.2      30.297      2861.0      28.054      28.054     
    2   908.32      3915.4      30.619      2863.2      28.054      28.054     
    3   901.81      3908.9      30.401      2864.6      28.057      28.054     
    4   382.35      3389.4      12.691      3118.0      28.644      28.119     
    5   27035.      3925.4      601.91      3629.4      77.153      28.124     
    6   26928.      3818.3      598.80      3799.8      77.837      28.259     
    9   61306.      38197.      1757.6      16777.      99.403      94.101     
   10   70956.      47846.      2084.2      19846.      104.28      101.88     
   11   23110.      0.0000      673.39      0.0000      109.61     
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               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   29.776       1.3664      0.79023E-01  0.82992E-02    36.947     
    2   29.665       1.3675      0.78225E-01  0.83006E-02    9.2368     
    3   29.664       1.3645      0.78209E-01  0.83141E-02    10.246     
    4   30.127       1.0870      0.79547E-01  0.94505E-02    10.393     
    5   44.916       1.0815      0.27934      0.94874E-02    21.863     
    6   44.970       1.0049      0.28150      0.99833E-02    21.897     
    9   34.880       2.2767      0.12910      0.11386E-01    6.1003     
   10   34.044       2.4108      0.12691      0.11557E-01    5.1799     
   11   34.318                   0.12958                     5.3409     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.49435E-01       627.43           3344.3     
    2   -27.710          0.49809E-01       629.42           3348.2     
    3    1.0089          0.49481E-01       629.03           3346.3     
    4   0.14702          0.21428E-01       603.27           3250.9     
    5   -1.1629           1.0687           570.10           3774.5     
    6   0.34271E-01       1.0542           574.46           3809.0     
    9   -7.3925          0.41006           4433.5           25315.     
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   10   -.92035          0.39464           5478.9           30815.     
   11   0.16094                            0.0000           0.0000     
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          10 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               GLITSCH  
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
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    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
    HOLE AREA/ACTIVE AREA                                     0.12000     
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 SIEVE        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                  10 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                        3.26389     
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.15029     
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.46042     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                        1.90799     
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        0.67795     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                        2.64812     
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
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    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         
    TRAY CENTER TO OCDC CENTER      FT                        0.0         
 
 
                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2      0.89682       0.63169      0.50535       0.63169E-01 
          3      0.89647       0.63119      0.50495       0.63119E-01 
          4      0.87087       0.59566      0.47653       0.59566E-01 
          5       1.2120        1.1538      0.53681       0.30849     
          6       1.2110        1.1517      0.53888       0.30644     
          7       1.2441        1.2156      0.59838       0.30861     
          8       1.8375        2.6518       1.6452       0.50331     
          9       2.9235        6.7125       4.6235        1.0445     
         10       3.2639        8.3668       5.8519        1.2575     
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 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - S43      STAGE  16 
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    OUTLETS  - S44      STAGE   1 
               S45      STAGE  30 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            210.834         210.834        0.269612E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            23109.6         23109.6       -0.243501E-09 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.184919E+07   -0.230712E+07    0.198483     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            




                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 




    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        30 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 100 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
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   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            0.0         
    MASS REFLUX RATIO                                       15.0000      
    MASS DISTILLATE RATE           LB/HR                 3,790.00        
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                  104.038       
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
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                  S44          S45      
    COMPONENT: 
    CUMENE      .23628E-07   1.0000     
    ETHYL-01    1.0000       0.0000     
    1-HEX-01    .99000       .10000E-01 
    1-OCT-01    .15220E-03   .99985     
    1-DOD-01    0.0000       1.0000     
    1-DEC-01    .33657E-10   1.0000     
    METHAL      .94964E-02   .99050     
    CRACAC      0.0000       1.0000     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       283.201       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       450.000       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                204.181       
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                165.790       
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR                  0.0         
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR                163.914       
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       4.53289     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       0.98868     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR           -2,505,630.          
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR            2,047,670.          
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   ****   MANIPULATED VARIABLES   **** 
 
                                                 BOUNDS             CALCULATED 
                                          LOWER         UPPER         VALUE 
   MASS REFLUX RATIO                     0.10000        20.000        4.5329     
   MASS DISTILLATE RATE       LB/HR       0.0000       0.44092E+06    3787.0     
 
   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  1  MASS-FRAC     STREAMS: S44                        0.99900       0.99900     
                   COMPS:   1-HEX-01      
  2  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: S44                        0.99000       0.99000     
                   COMPS:   1-HEX-01      
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
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    DEW POINT                       0.17597E-05  STAGE= 11 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.19005E-05  STAGE= 10 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.28301E-05  STAGE=  7 COMP=ETHYL-01 
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.44803E-05  STAGE=  8 
 
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   283.20        104.04       -20938.      -10359.      -.25056+07 
   2   289.66        109.04       -20635.      -10884.                 
   3   290.05        109.18       -20623.      -10910.                 
   4   290.51        109.32       -20626.      -10893.                 
  14   391.41        110.72       -20587.      -10183.                 
  15   399.83        110.86       -17061.      -7981.5                 
  16   407.88        111.00       -13784.      -5673.8                 
  17   410.46        111.14       -13699.      -5601.2                 
  27   439.25        112.54       -12350.      -4525.6                 
  28   441.40        112.68       -11786.      -4019.0                 
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  29   444.53        112.82       -10613.      -2915.5                 
  30   450.00        112.96       -8227.2      -533.55       .20477+07 
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 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  249.2      0.000                                       45.0442           
   2  211.2      249.2                                                         
   3  211.0      256.2                                                         
   4  210.2      256.1                                                         
  14  152.5      201.1                                                         
  15  148.1      197.5                  56.6443                                
  16  303.4      136.5       154.1897                                          
  17  305.2      137.6                                                         
  27  329.5      162.5                                                         
  28  330.1      163.8                                                         
  29  329.7      164.3                                                         
  30  165.8      163.9                                      165.7898           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 




 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1 0.2095E+05  0.000                                     3786.9951           
   2 0.1777E+05 0.2095E+05                                                     
   3 0.1777E+05 0.2156E+05                                                     
   4 0.1771E+05 0.2155E+05                                                     
  14 0.1647E+05 0.2037E+05                                                     
  15 0.1623E+05 0.2025E+05            5868.9815                                
  16 0.3369E+05 0.1415E+05  .17241+05                                          
  17 0.3399E+05 0.1437E+05                                                     
  27 0.3794E+05 0.1839E+05                                                     
  28 0.3810E+05 0.1862E+05                                                     
  29 0.3819E+05 0.1877E+05                                                     
  30 0.1932E+05 0.1887E+05                                 .19323+05           
 
    ****  STDVOL LIQUID VOLUME FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            CUFT/HR                    CUFT/HR                  CUFT/HR  
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  406.9      0.000                                       89.7629           
   2  421.0      496.6                                                         
   3  420.7      510.8                                                         
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   4  419.3      510.5                                                         
  14  355.1      453.3                                                         
  15  342.9      444.8                 125.9696                                
  16  698.5      306.7       351.6092                                          
  17  704.1      310.7                                                         
  27  777.6      386.4                                                         
  28  778.6      389.8                                                         
  29  775.8      390.8                                                         
  30  387.8      388.0                                      387.8159           
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.49746E-07   0.15827E-02   0.99795       0.23036E-03   0.13635E-19 
      2    0.29028E-06   0.11658E-03   0.99861       0.73513E-03   0.39423E-18 
      3    0.14411E-05   0.27591E-04   0.99683       0.20551E-02   0.94031E-17 
      4    0.69196E-05   0.22194E-04   0.99239       0.54891E-02   0.22110E-15 
     14    0.22003       0.21947E-04   0.18663       0.57742       0.87580E-05 
     15    0.32589       0.21490E-04   0.16767       0.49303       0.40733E-04 
     16    0.42154       0.49184E-05   0.15152       0.41405       0.13957E-03 
     17    0.42412       0.59645E-06   0.13941       0.42333       0.13931E-03 
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     27    0.45916       0.26554E-15   0.13357E-01   0.51259       0.13583E-03 
     28    0.47459       0.29596E-16   0.87745E-02   0.50211       0.13811E-03 
     29    0.50681       0.32469E-17   0.53148E-02   0.47376       0.15142E-03 
     30    0.57203       0.33318E-18   0.27388E-02   0.41116       0.23363E-03 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.87816E-12   0.23814E-03   0.18810E-39 
      2    0.86294E-11   0.53575E-03   0.42083E-37 
      3    0.71044E-10   0.10843E-02   0.77067E-35 
      4    0.57061E-09   0.20911E-02   0.13992E-32 
     14    0.14266E-02   0.14462E-01   0.17125E-13 
     15    0.29009E-02   0.10448E-01   0.54132E-12 
     16    0.47946E-02   0.79487E-02   0.12549E-10 
     17    0.48090E-02   0.81954E-02   0.12485E-10 
     27    0.50143E-02   0.97341E-02   0.11661E-10 
     28    0.51964E-02   0.91948E-02   0.11655E-10 
     29    0.57003E-02   0.82677E-02   0.11923E-10 
     30    0.70888E-02   0.67486E-02   0.22687E-10 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.80038E-08   0.22470E-01   0.97736       0.68675E-04   0.42487E-21 
      2    0.49746E-07   0.15827E-02   0.99795       0.23036E-03   0.13635E-19 
      3    0.24800E-06   0.37432E-03   0.99850       0.64640E-03   0.32732E-18 
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      4    0.11963E-05   0.30115E-03   0.99703       0.17341E-02   0.77514E-17 
     14    0.10762       0.37189E-03   0.39038       0.48635       0.13136E-05 
     15    0.16985       0.37788E-03   0.37165       0.44579       0.67607E-05 
     16    0.23360       0.89445E-04   0.35478       0.40057       0.25525E-04 
     17    0.24029       0.10842E-04   0.33073       0.41752       0.26265E-04 
     27    0.32867       0.47763E-14   0.36300E-01   0.61888       0.35379E-04 
     28    0.34490       0.53403E-15   0.24107E-01   0.61529       0.36802E-04 
     29    0.37628       0.59123E-16   0.14865E-01   0.59387       0.41718E-04 
     30    0.44084       0.61940E-17   0.79204E-02   0.53707       0.68272E-04 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.82672E-13   0.10185E-03   0.72327E-42 
      2    0.87816E-12   0.23814E-03   0.18810E-39 
      3    0.72668E-11   0.48343E-03   0.34718E-37 
      4    0.58701E-10   0.93546E-03   0.63510E-35 
     14    0.49725E-03   0.14771E-01   0.39279E-15 
     15    0.11013E-02   0.11218E-01   0.13220E-13 
     16    0.19752E-02   0.89568E-02   0.32658E-12 
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                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
     17    0.20313E-02   0.93942E-02   0.33843E-12 
     27    0.27596E-02   0.13349E-01   0.48848E-12 
     28    0.29141E-02   0.12757E-01   0.49928E-12 
     29    0.32870E-02   0.11663E-01   0.52399E-12 
     30    0.42959E-02   0.98042E-02   0.10361E-11 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.16090        14.197       0.97937       0.29812       0.31160E-01 
      2    0.17137        13.576       0.99934       0.31336       0.34587E-01 
      3    0.17209        13.567        1.0017       0.31454       0.34810E-01 
      4    0.17289        13.569        1.0047       0.31592       0.35058E-01 
     14    0.48913        16.945        2.0918       0.84228       0.14999     
     15    0.52119        17.584        2.2165       0.90419       0.16598     
     16    0.55415        18.186        2.3414       0.96746       0.18289     
     17    0.56657        18.178        2.3724       0.98627       0.18853     
     27    0.71581        17.987        2.7176        1.2074       0.26047     
     28    0.72673        18.044        2.7474        1.2254       0.26648     
     29    0.74245        18.209        2.7968        1.2535       0.27551     
     30    0.77066        18.591        2.8920        1.3062       0.29222     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
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      1    0.94142E-01   0.42770       0.38451E-02 
      2    0.10176       0.44451       0.44697E-02 
      3    0.10229       0.44584       0.45049E-02 
      4    0.10287       0.44735       0.45391E-02 
     14    0.34855        1.0214       0.22937E-01 
     15    0.37963        1.0738       0.24421E-01 
     16    0.41197        1.1268       0.26024E-01 
     17    0.42240        1.1463       0.27107E-01 
     27    0.55034        1.3714       0.41889E-01 
     28    0.56079        1.3874       0.42839E-01 
     29    0.57664        1.4107       0.43948E-01 
     30    0.60601        1.4528       0.45671E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
      1    0.71119E-07   0.52812E-03   0.99900       0.30747E-03   0.27299E-19 
      2    0.41456E-06   0.38861E-04   0.99861       0.98018E-03   0.78845E-18 
      3    0.20574E-05   0.91939E-05   0.99650       0.27392E-02   0.18800E-16 
      4    0.98707E-05   0.73893E-05   0.99123       0.73103E-02   0.44169E-15 
     14    0.24490       0.57014E-05   0.14545       0.60001       0.13651E-04 
     15    0.35730       0.54993E-05   0.12872       0.50467       0.62542E-04 
     16    0.45630       0.12426E-05   0.11485       0.41843       0.21157E-03 
     17    0.45765       0.15022E-06   0.10533       0.42648       0.21052E-03 
     27    0.47938       0.64706E-16   0.97647E-02   0.49964       0.19859E-03 
     28    0.49426       0.71942E-17   0.63987E-02   0.48820       0.20142E-03 
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     29    0.52590       0.78640E-18   0.38617E-02   0.45897       0.22005E-03 
     30    0.58992       0.80199E-19   0.19777E-02   0.39587       0.33742E-03 
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                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.14651E-11   0.16435E-03   0.78155E-39 
      2    0.14382E-10   0.36934E-03   0.17467E-36 
      3    0.11837E-09   0.74727E-03   0.31977E-34 
      4    0.94990E-09   0.14399E-02   0.58007E-32 
     14    0.18530E-02   0.77700E-02   0.55395E-13 
     15    0.37117E-02   0.55294E-02   0.17249E-11 
     16    0.60567E-02   0.41534E-02   0.39478E-10 
     17    0.60559E-02   0.42689E-02   0.39155E-10 
     27    0.61095E-02   0.49057E-02   0.35384E-10 
     28    0.63156E-02   0.46225E-02   0.35276E-10 
     29    0.69030E-02   0.41413E-02   0.35957E-10 
     30    0.85315E-02   0.33596E-02   0.67996E-10 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        ETHYL-01      1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01 
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      1    0.11605E-07   0.76040E-02   0.99223       0.92960E-04   0.86268E-21 
      2    0.71119E-07   0.52812E-03   0.99900       0.30747E-03   0.27299E-19 
      3    0.35424E-06   0.12480E-03   0.99868       0.86202E-03   0.65476E-18 
      4    0.17084E-05   0.10038E-03   0.99694       0.23119E-02   0.15501E-16 
     14    0.12769       0.10298E-03   0.32432       0.53873       0.21827E-05 
     15    0.19910       0.10339E-03   0.30505       0.48788       0.11098E-04 
     16    0.27078       0.24200E-04   0.28796       0.43351       0.41435E-04 
     17    0.27664       0.29134E-05   0.26660       0.44876       0.42346E-04 
     27    0.34906       0.11840E-14   0.26994E-01   0.61363       0.52618E-04 
     28    0.36465       0.13178E-15   0.17847E-01   0.60734       0.54490E-04 
     29    0.39581       0.14516E-16   0.10949E-01   0.58322       0.61456E-04 
     30    0.46034       0.15097E-17   0.57912E-02   0.52359       0.99838E-04 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     1-DEC-01      METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.13988E-12   0.71286E-04   0.30477E-41 
      2    0.14651E-11   0.16435E-03   0.78155E-39 
      3    0.12113E-10   0.33333E-03   0.14413E-36 
      4    0.97827E-10   0.64484E-03   0.26358E-34 
     14    0.68850E-03   0.84599E-02   0.13544E-14 
     15    0.15065E-02   0.63478E-02   0.45037E-13 
     16    0.26720E-02   0.50118E-02   0.11002E-11 
     17    0.27292E-02   0.52207E-02   0.11324E-11 
     27    0.34202E-02   0.68436E-02   0.15077E-11 
     28    0.35956E-02   0.65106E-02   0.15342E-11 
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     29    0.40351E-02   0.59222E-02   0.16019E-11 
     30    0.52351E-02   0.49420E-02   0.31445E-11 
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                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
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          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         283.20            289.66     
    2         289.66            290.05     
    3         290.05            290.51     
    4         290.51            291.45     
   14         391.41            399.83     
   15         399.83            408.96     
   16         407.88            410.46     
   17         410.46            413.45     
   27         439.25            441.40     
   28         441.40            444.53     
   29         444.53            450.00     
   30         450.00            450.00     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1   20953.      20953.      619.98      15049.      84.073      84.073     
    2   17774.      21561.      530.46      15453.      84.161      84.146     
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    3   17765.      21552.      530.30      15431.      84.189      84.169     
    4   17713.      21500.      528.67      15384.      84.260      84.227     
   14   16465.      20252.      471.95      13476.      107.99      102.54     
   15   16233.      20020.      455.61      13366.      109.63      103.67     
   16   33693.      14371.      928.46      9488.4      111.04      104.40     
   17   33994.      14672.      938.06      9612.7      111.39      105.25     
   27   37939.      18616.      1063.5      11287.      115.12      113.68     
   28   38098.      18775.      1065.9      11352.      115.41      114.26     
   29   38190.      18867.      1062.9      11394.      115.83      115.10     
   30   19323.      0.0000      531.64      0.0000      116.55     
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               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   33.797       1.3923      0.12637      0.98540E-02    5.4120     
    2   33.507       1.3953      0.12464      0.98553E-02    5.1056     
    3   33.501       1.3967      0.12463      0.98592E-02    5.0984     
    4   33.504       1.3975      0.12470      0.98662E-02    5.1029     
   14   34.888       1.5029      0.13533      0.10507E-01    6.8685     
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   15   35.630       1.4979      0.13931      0.10616E-01    7.1555     
   16   36.290       1.5146      0.14295      0.10601E-01    7.3913     
   17   36.239       1.5263      0.14268      0.10608E-01    7.3305     
   27   35.674       1.6493      0.13976      0.10680E-01    6.4548     
   28   35.741       1.6539      0.14015      0.10712E-01    6.4486     
   29   35.929       1.6559      0.14123      0.10779E-01    6.4916     
   30   36.345                   0.14362                     6.6185     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.20297           3119.4           17757.     
    2   -.30640          0.16822           3221.1           18253.     
    3   -.72284E-02      0.16831           3218.6           18237.     
    4   0.44678E-02      0.16826           3209.6           18186.     
   14   0.23808          0.16874           2859.1           16520.     
   15   0.28700          0.16625           2800.0           16358.     
   16   -.40392E-01      0.47898           1980.2           11677.     
   17   -.60820E-01      0.47551           2015.7           11876.     
   27   -.36407E-01      0.43820           2485.1           14496.     
   28   -.62334E-02      0.43651           2500.5           14599.     
   29   0.43021E-01      0.43455           2504.4           14662.     
   30   0.12682                            0.0000           0.0000     
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          29 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               GLITSCH  
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
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    HOLE AREA/ACTIVE AREA                                     0.12000     
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 SIEVE        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                  28 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                        2.15851     
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.16930     
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.47795     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                        1.18360     
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        0.48745     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                        1.80506     
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         
    TRAY CENTER TO OCDC CENTER      FT                        0.0         
 




                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       2.1149        3.5129       2.8103       0.35129     
          3       2.1141        3.5103       2.8082       0.35103     
          4       2.1110        3.5000       2.8000       0.35000     
          5       2.1041        3.4772       2.7818       0.34772     
          6       2.0894        3.4287       2.7430       0.34287     
          7       2.0622        3.3400       2.6720       0.33400     
          8       2.0254        3.2218       2.5774       0.32218     
          9       1.9967        3.1312       2.5050       0.31312     
         10       1.9915        3.1149       2.4919       0.31149     
         11       2.0018        3.1472       2.5177       0.31472     
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       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
         12       2.0100        3.1729       2.5384       0.31729     
         13       2.0066        3.1623       2.5298       0.31623     
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         14       1.9910        3.1132       2.4906       0.31132     
         15       1.9679        3.0416       2.4333       0.30416     
         16       1.9415        2.9604       1.8919       0.53425     
         17       1.9571        3.0082       1.9277       0.54026     
         18       1.9757        3.0658       1.9708       0.54747     
         19       1.9972        3.1327       2.0210       0.55584     
         20       2.0207        3.2071       2.0768       0.56513     
         21       2.0454        3.2858       2.1359       0.57495     
         22       2.0697        3.3645       2.1949       0.58477     
         23       2.0925        3.4391       2.2509       0.59408     
         24       2.1128        3.5061       2.3012       0.60244     
         25       2.1300        3.5633       2.3443       0.60952     
         26       2.1437        3.6092       2.3790       0.61506     
         27       2.1534        3.6422       2.4048       0.61866     
         28       2.1585        3.6593       2.4203       0.61951     
         29       2.1574        3.6554       2.4232       0.61607     
 
 BLOCK:  T-103    MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - S45      STAGE  23 
    OUTLETS  - S49      STAGE   1 
               S46      STAGE  40 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
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                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            165.790         165.790       -0.171432E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            19322.6         19322.6        0.464591E-10 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.136399E+07   -0.227126E+07    0.399456     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        40 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 200 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
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    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            0.0         
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       1.80000     
    MASS DISTILLATE RATE           LB/HR                 5,000.00        
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                   45.0000      
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S49          S46      
    COMPONENT: 
    CUMENE      .99985E-04   .99990     
    1-HEX-01    1.0000       .85364E-11 
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    1-OCT-01    .99900       .99998E-03 
    1-DOD-01    0.0000       1.0000     
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   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S49          S46      
    COMPONENT: 
    1-DEC-01    .71265E-08   1.0000     
    METHAL      .99988       .12137E-03 
    CRACAC      0.0000       1.0000     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       329.805       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       414.352       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                347.001       
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                 96.1093      
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    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR                  0.0         
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR                343.677       
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       4.97989     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       3.57590     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR           -5,763,090.          
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR            4,855,810.          
 
 
   ****   MANIPULATED VARIABLES   **** 
 
                                                 BOUNDS             CALCULATED 
                                          LOWER         UPPER         VALUE 
   MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                    0.10000        20.000        4.9799     
   MASS DISTILLATE RATE       LB/HR       10.000        10000.        7745.9     
 
   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  1  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: S46                        0.99990       0.99990     
                   COMPS:   CUMENE        
  2  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: S49                        0.99900       0.99900     
                   COMPS:   1-OCT-01      
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 




    DEW POINT                       0.24596E-06  STAGE= 21 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.80034E-05  STAGE= 21 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.30320E-05  STAGE= 22 COMP=1-HEX-01 
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.33409E-05  STAGE= 22 
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   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   329.80        45.000       -35423.      -21640.      -.57631+07 
   2   339.50        50.000       -34988.      -21592.                 
   6   341.02        50.560       -35159.      -21943.                 
   7   341.31        50.700       -35126.      -21937.                 
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   8   341.61        50.840       -35066.      -21909.                 
  21   368.98        52.660       -17481.      -9043.6                 
  22   374.12        52.800       -14608.      -6303.4                 
  23   378.46        52.940       -12397.      -4018.3                 
  24   382.15        53.080       -10581.      -2042.4                 
  38   413.65        55.040        2126.1       16261.                 
  39   414.00        55.180        2114.7       16286.                 
  40   414.35        55.320        2049.8       16262.       .48558+07 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  416.7      0.000                                       69.6805           
   2  364.3      416.7                                                         
   6  364.8      434.5                                                         
   7  364.8      434.5                                                         
   8  364.7      434.5                                                         
  21  334.1      407.5                                                         
  22  331.4      403.8                  65.0608                                
  23  431.0      336.0       100.7290                                          
  24  430.2      334.9                                                         
  38  439.5      343.1                                                         
  39  439.8      343.4                                                         
  40  96.11      343.7                                       96.1092           
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    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1 0.4632E+05  0.000                                     7745.9177           
   2 0.4062E+05 0.4632E+05                                                     
   6 0.4081E+05 0.4854E+05                                                     
   7 0.4082E+05 0.4856E+05                                                     
   8 0.4082E+05 0.4857E+05                                                     
  21 0.3871E+05 0.4664E+05                                                     
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    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
  22 0.3862E+05 0.4645E+05            7515.9435                                
  23 0.5047E+05 0.3885E+05  .11807+05                                          
  24 0.5056E+05 0.3889E+05                                                     
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  38 0.5291E+05 0.4128E+05                                                     
  39 0.5295E+05 0.4133E+05                                                     
  40 0.1158E+05 0.4137E+05                                 .11577+05           
 
    ****  STDVOL LIQUID VOLUME FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            CUFT/HR                    CUFT/HR                  CUFT/HR  
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  860.2      0.000                                      172.7295           
   2  905.9      1033.                                                         
   6  910.4      1083.                                                         
   7  910.5      1083.                                                         
   8  910.3      1083.                                                         
  21  791.0      980.4                                                         
  22  778.0      963.7                 153.5550                                
  23  1005.      797.1       234.2609                                          
  24  998.2      790.3                                                         
  38  982.6      766.8                                                         
  39  983.5      767.5                                                         
  40  215.1      768.4                                      215.0863           
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01 
      1    0.13608E-03   0.65163E-02   0.97729       0.10732E-20   0.12020E-09 
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      2    0.25128E-03   0.21952E-02   0.98545       0.87088E-20   0.35146E-09 
      6    0.17535E-02   0.50124E-03   0.99143       0.18424E-16   0.13680E-07 
      7    0.27317E-02   0.49367E-03   0.99087       0.12332E-15   0.33228E-07 
      8    0.42290E-02   0.49164E-03   0.98963       0.82328E-15   0.80491E-07 
     21    0.47792       0.40212E-03   0.51538       0.92566E-05   0.22590E-02 
     22    0.55502       0.38420E-03   0.43712       0.38183E-04   0.36710E-02 
     23    0.61449       0.19312E-03   0.37698       0.10937E-03   0.50412E-02 
     24    0.66310       0.61564E-04   0.32903       0.11113E-03   0.53029E-02 
     38    0.98866       0.65634E-12   0.20454E-02   0.14191E-03   0.91477E-02 
     39    0.98822       0.16601E-12   0.12381E-02   0.19783E-03   0.10338E-01 
     40    0.98666       0.40330E-13   0.70924E-03   0.40302E-03   0.12228E-01 
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.16055E-01   0.71217E-48 
      2    0.12104E-01   0.45537E-46 
      6    0.63136E-02   0.35102E-39 
      7    0.59089E-02   0.18289E-37 
      8    0.56528E-02   0.94956E-36 
     21    0.40328E-02   0.85492E-14 
     22    0.37717E-02   0.34684E-12 
     23    0.31857E-02   0.88790E-11 
     24    0.23971E-02   0.89031E-11 
     38    0.45874E-05   0.87871E-11 
     39    0.26185E-05   0.95046E-11 
     40    0.14129E-05   0.39135E-10 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01 
      1    0.71737E-04   0.19811E-01   0.95879       0.12282E-21   0.39363E-10 
      2    0.13608E-03   0.65163E-02   0.97729       0.10732E-20   0.12020E-09 
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      6    0.95814E-03   0.14890E-02   0.98914       0.23056E-17   0.47296E-08 
      7    0.14941E-02   0.14659E-02   0.98916       0.15470E-16   0.11505E-07 
      8    0.23154E-02   0.14596E-02   0.98869       0.10355E-15   0.27918E-07 
     21    0.32521       0.14631E-02   0.66594       0.17186E-05   0.10787E-02 
     22    0.39546       0.14573E-02   0.59509       0.76590E-05   0.18691E-02 
     23    0.45528       0.75792E-03   0.53592       0.23399E-04   0.27077E-02 
     24    0.50769       0.24854E-03   0.48496       0.25097E-04   0.29787E-02 
     38    0.98862       0.32781E-11   0.39951E-02   0.49287E-04   0.73231E-02 
     39    0.98922       0.82873E-12   0.24193E-02   0.68838E-04   0.82856E-02 
     40    0.98866       0.20116E-12   0.13860E-02   0.14045E-03   0.98092E-02 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.21331E-01   0.97691E-50 
      2    0.16055E-01   0.71217E-48 
      6    0.84140E-02   0.56362E-41 
      7    0.78759E-02   0.29472E-39 
      8    0.75361E-02   0.15356E-37 
     21    0.63059E-02   0.16669E-15 
     22    0.61076E-02   0.70738E-14 
     23    0.53141E-02   0.18876E-12 
     24    0.40995E-02   0.19619E-12 
     38    0.95898E-05   0.27097E-12 
     39    0.54758E-05   0.29442E-12 
     40    0.29557E-05   0.12186E-11 




                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01 
      1    0.52717        3.0403       0.98106       0.11444       0.32748     
      2    0.54155        2.9685       0.99172       0.12323       0.34199     
      6    0.54642        2.9705       0.99769       0.12514       0.34573     
      7    0.54694        2.9694       0.99828       0.12544       0.34625     
      8    0.54752        2.9688       0.99905       0.12577       0.34685     
     21    0.68045        3.6386        1.2922       0.18567       0.47752     
     22    0.71251        3.7932        1.3614       0.20059       0.50917     
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                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01 
     23    0.74089        3.9248        1.4217       0.21395       0.53713     
     24    0.76562        4.0372        1.4740       0.22584       0.56173     
     38    0.99996        4.9946        1.9533       0.34732       0.80054     
     39     1.0010        4.9919        1.9540       0.34797       0.80148     
     40     1.0020        4.9879        1.9542       0.34848       0.80217     
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
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   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1     1.3286       0.13717E-01 
      2     1.3265       0.15639E-01 
      6     1.3327       0.16057E-01 
      7     1.3329       0.16115E-01 
      8     1.3332       0.16171E-01 
     21     1.5636       0.19493E-01 
     22     1.6193       0.20391E-01 
     23     1.6681       0.21255E-01 
     24     1.7101       0.22033E-01 
     38     2.0904       0.30838E-01 
     39     2.0912       0.30977E-01 
     40     2.0920       0.31139E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01 
      1    0.14714E-03   0.49335E-02   0.98654       0.16250E-20   0.15167E-09 
      2    0.27088E-03   0.16569E-02   0.99177       0.13147E-19   0.44215E-09 
      6    0.18839E-02   0.37708E-03   0.99446       0.27721E-16   0.17152E-07 
      7    0.29341E-02   0.37129E-03   0.99363       0.18550E-15   0.41651E-07 
      8    0.45413E-02   0.36967E-03   0.99216       0.12381E-14   0.10087E-06 
     21    0.49579       0.29209E-03   0.49915       0.13448E-04   0.27348E-02 
     22    0.57245       0.27747E-03   0.42092       0.55152E-04   0.44187E-02 
     23    0.63080       0.13881E-03   0.36129       0.15723E-03   0.60393E-02 
     24    0.67814       0.44085E-04   0.31415       0.15916E-03   0.63289E-02 
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     38    0.98723       0.45891E-12   0.19068E-02   0.19845E-03   0.10660E-01 
     39    0.98652       0.11604E-12   0.11539E-02   0.27657E-03   0.12044E-01 
     40    0.98454       0.28178E-13   0.66074E-03   0.56319E-03   0.14240E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.83796E-02   0.22379E-47 
      2    0.62982E-02   0.14266E-45 
      6    0.32744E-02   0.10960E-38 
      7    0.30637E-02   0.57091E-37 
      8    0.29302E-02   0.29635E-35 
     21    0.20195E-02   0.25775E-13 
     22    0.18779E-02   0.10397E-11 
     23    0.15786E-02   0.26490E-10 
     24    0.11834E-02   0.26462E-10 
     38    0.22112E-05   0.25501E-10 
     39    0.12618E-05   0.27576E-10 
     40    0.68056E-06   0.11349E-09 
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                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
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   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01 
      1    0.78028E-04   0.15089E-01   0.97363       0.18708E-21   0.49965E-10 
      2    0.14714E-03   0.49335E-02   0.98654       0.16250E-20   0.15167E-09 
      6    0.10308E-02   0.11216E-02   0.99348       0.34736E-17   0.59379E-08 
      7    0.16069E-02   0.11039E-02   0.99320       0.23299E-16   0.14440E-07 
      8    0.24896E-02   0.10989E-02   0.99250       0.15592E-15   0.35032E-07 
     21    0.34151       0.10758E-02   0.65289       0.25274E-05   0.13220E-02 
     22    0.41314       0.10660E-02   0.58042       0.11205E-04   0.22788E-02 
     23    0.47331       0.55172E-03   0.52016       0.34066E-04   0.32851E-02 
     24    0.52549       0.18013E-03   0.46864       0.36380E-04   0.35981E-02 
     38    0.98766       0.22932E-11   0.37263E-02   0.68956E-04   0.85379E-02 
     39    0.98799       0.57956E-12   0.22559E-02   0.96282E-04   0.96574E-02 
     40    0.98708       0.14063E-12   0.12919E-02   0.19637E-03   0.11429E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.11200E-01   0.30882E-49 
      2    0.83796E-02   0.22379E-47 
      6    0.43695E-02   0.17622E-40 
      7    0.40888E-02   0.92120E-39 
      8    0.39115E-02   0.47985E-37 
     21    0.31965E-02   0.50872E-15 
     22    0.30801E-02   0.21477E-13 
     23    0.26668E-02   0.57030E-12 
     24    0.20483E-02   0.59019E-12 
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     38    0.46247E-05   0.78677E-12 
     39    0.26400E-05   0.85462E-12 
     40    0.14245E-05   0.35360E-11 
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                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
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          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         329.80            339.50     
    2         339.50            340.06     
    6         341.02            341.31     
    7         341.31            341.61     
    8         341.61            341.95     
   21         368.98            374.12     
   22         374.12            378.66     
   23         378.46            382.15     
   24         382.15            386.35     
   38         413.65            414.00     
   39         414.00            414.35     
   40         414.35            414.35     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
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 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1   46320.      46320.      1286.0      63303.      111.16      111.16     
    2   40620.      48366.      1139.9      65760.      111.50      111.45     
    6   40812.      48558.      1147.3      65126.      111.87      111.76     
    7   40822.      48567.      1147.7      64953.      111.90      111.78     
    8   40824.      48570.      1147.8      64777.      111.93      111.81     
   21   38707.      46453.      995.72      60801.      115.86      115.05     
   22   38619.      46365.      979.67      60798.      116.53      115.60     
   23   50466.      38889.      1266.9      50711.      117.09      116.12     
   24   50556.      38979.      1258.7      50733.      117.53      116.69     
   38   52907.      41331.      1252.6      52003.      120.37      120.34     
   39   52951.      41374.      1254.1      51914.      120.40      120.39     
   40   11577.      0.0000      274.38      0.0000      120.45     
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               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   36.017      0.73171      0.15406      0.91167E-02    9.0443     
    2   35.636      0.73549      0.14971      0.91224E-02    8.5979     
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    6   35.572      0.74559      0.14905      0.91411E-02    8.5780     
    7   35.568      0.74773      0.14897      0.91456E-02    8.5682     
    8   35.568      0.74980      0.14892      0.91505E-02    8.5609     
   21   38.873      0.76402      0.16790      0.96054E-02    9.7731     
   22   39.421      0.76262      0.17112      0.96690E-02    10.000     
   23   39.833      0.76687      0.17353      0.97205E-02    10.163     
   24   40.165      0.76832      0.17543      0.97823E-02    10.289     
   38   42.240      0.79477      0.18656      0.10190E-01    10.807     
   39   42.222      0.79698      0.18645      0.10192E-01    10.790     
   40   42.192                   0.18630                     10.769     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.14253           9115.9           54150.     
    2   -.44639          0.12065           9546.3           56396.     
    6   0.38690E-01      0.12168           9529.1           56235.     
    7   -.97452E-02      0.12187           9518.3           56166.     
    8   -.73078E-02      0.12204           9505.9           56091.     
   21   0.25922          0.11682           8608.9           53145.     
   22   0.22698          0.11585           8539.2           53093.     
   23   0.10716          0.18006           7105.0           44409.     
   24   0.12615          0.17939           7084.8           44469.     
   38   -.13967E-01      0.17559           7201.4           46361.     
   39   -.16743E-01      0.17583           7200.8           46345.     
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   40   -.21272E-01                        0.0000           0.0000     
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          39 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               GLITSCH  
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
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    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
    HOLE AREA/ACTIVE AREA                                     0.12000     
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 SIEVE        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                   3 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                        3.64370     
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.100000    
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.30459     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                        2.50340     
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        0.57015     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                        2.64756     
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
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    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         
    TRAY CENTER TO OCDC CENTER      FT                        0.0         
 
 
                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       3.6422        10.419       8.3350        1.0419     
          3       3.6437        10.427       8.3419        1.0427     
          4       3.6435        10.426       8.3409        1.0426     
          5       3.6425        10.421       8.3365        1.0421     
          6       3.6411        10.413       8.3301        1.0413     
          7       3.6394        10.403       8.3221        1.0403     
          8       3.6373        10.391       8.3126        1.0391     
          9       3.6348        10.376       8.3010        1.0376     
         10       3.6316        10.358       8.2867        1.0358     
         11       3.6276        10.335       8.2683        1.0335     
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       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
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                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
         12       3.6223        10.305       8.2440        1.0305     
         13       3.6151        10.264       8.2113        1.0264     
         14       3.6053        10.209       8.1668        1.0209     
         15       3.5920        10.133       8.1068        1.0133     
         16       3.5744        10.035       8.0276        1.0035     
         17       3.5521        9.9097       7.9277       0.99097     
         18       3.5256        9.7622       7.8097       0.97622     
         19       3.4967        9.6030       7.6824       0.96030     
         20       3.4686        9.4490       7.5592       0.94490     
         21       3.4443        9.3173       7.4538       0.93173     
         22       3.4280        9.2295       7.3836       0.92295     
         23       3.1971        8.0280       6.4224       0.80280     
         24       3.1914        7.9995       6.3996       0.79995     
         25       3.1875        7.9798       6.3839       0.79798     
         26       3.1865        7.9745       6.3796       0.79745     
         27       3.1884        7.9843       6.3875       0.79843     
         28       3.1926        8.0052       6.4042       0.80052     
         29       3.1977        8.0309       6.4248       0.80309     
         30       3.2027        8.0559       6.4447       0.80559     
         31       3.2069        8.0769       6.4616       0.80769     
         32       3.2100        8.0929       6.4744       0.80929     
         33       3.2123        8.1042       6.4834       0.81042     
         34       3.2138        8.1118       6.4894       0.81118     
         35       3.2147        8.1166       6.4933       0.81166     
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         36       3.2153        8.1195       6.4956       0.81195     
         37       3.2157        8.1214       6.4971       0.81214     
         38       3.2159        8.1228       6.4982       0.81228     
         39       3.2162        8.1242       6.4994       0.81242     
 
 BLOCK:  T-104    MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - S51      STAGE  23 
    OUTLETS  - S52      STAGE   1 
               S53      STAGE  55 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            69.6806         69.6806       -0.407886E-15 
       MASS(LB/HR   )            7745.92         7745.92        0.212194E-10 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.246479E+07   -0.242444E+07   -0.163695E-01 
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                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            




                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        55 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
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    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                  25 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            0.0         
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       1.80000     
    MASS BOTTOMS RATE              LB/HR                 3,000.00        
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                   45.0000      
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                          ******************* 
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                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S52          S53      
    COMPONENT: 
    CUMENE      .67371E-05   .99999     
    1-HEX-01    .58304       .41696     
    1-OCT-01    .50000E-01   .95000     
    1-DEC-01    .31900E-09   1.0000     
    METHAL      .13331       .86669     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       317.458       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       339.520       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                 12.3568      
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                 65.8618      
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR                  0.0         
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR                 20.4257      
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    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       3.23580     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       0.31013     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR             -229,221.          
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR              269,563.          
 
 
   ****   MANIPULATED VARIABLES   **** 
 
                                                 BOUNDS             CALCULATED 
                                          LOWER         UPPER         VALUE 
   MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                    0.10000        20.000        3.2358     
   MASS BOTTOMS RATE          LB/HR       10.000        10000.        7332.9     
 
   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  1  MASS-FRAC     STREAMS: S53                        0.99000       0.99000     
                   COMPS:   1-OCT-01      
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   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  2  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: S53                        0.95000       0.95000     
                   COMPS:   1-OCT-01      
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.21135E-06  STAGE=  1 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.41806E-04  STAGE=  1 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.72778E-07  STAGE= 55 COMP=1-HEX-01 
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.13909E-03  STAGE=  1 
 
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   317.46        45.000       -33963.      -18590.      -.22922+06 
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   2   334.75        50.000       -33972.      -19794.                 
  22   338.51        50.053       -34761.      -21174.                 
  23   338.51        50.055       -34759.      -21173.                 
  24   338.52        50.058       -34759.      -21173.                 
  53   339.03        50.135       -34762.      -21231.                 
  54   339.22        50.137       -34782.      -21279.                 
  55   339.52        50.140       -34842.      -21390.       .26956+06 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  16.18      0.000                                        3.8187           
   2  13.17      16.18                                                         
  22  13.27      17.09                                                         
  23  86.10      17.09        69.6805                                          
  24  86.11      20.24                                                         
  53  86.25      20.35                                                         
  54  86.29      20.38                                                         
  55  65.86      20.43                                       65.8618           
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    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  1749.      0.000                                      413.0139           
   2  1447.      1749.                                                         
  22  1475.      1888.                                                         
  23  9569.      1888.      7745.9177                                          
  24  9569.      2236.                                                         
  53  9590.      2252.                                                         
  54  9599.      2257.                                                         
  55  7333.      2266.                                     7332.9037           
 
    ****  STDVOL LIQUID VOLUME FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            CUFT/HR                    CUFT/HR                  CUFT/HR  
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
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   1  29.82      0.000                                        9.2171           
   2  32.24      39.04                                                         
  22  32.90      42.12                                                         
  23  213.4      42.12       172.7295                                          
  24  213.4      49.87                                                         
  53  213.8      50.21                                                         
  54  214.0      50.32                                                         
  55  163.5      50.51                                      163.5124           
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DEC-01      METHAL   
      1    0.16729E-07   0.69324E-01   0.89162       0.69963E-18   0.39054E-01 
      2    0.32763E-07   0.24176E-01   0.94497       0.21799E-17   0.30854E-01 
     22    0.86680E-04   0.71444E-02   0.97648       0.45875E-10   0.16285E-01 
     23    0.12595E-03   0.71444E-02   0.97644       0.10565E-09   0.16285E-01 
     24    0.12595E-03   0.71451E-02   0.97644       0.10564E-09   0.16285E-01 
     53    0.12626E-03   0.51355E-02   0.97856       0.10574E-09   0.16183E-01 
     54    0.12830E-03   0.42094E-02   0.97982       0.10734E-09   0.15847E-01 
     55    0.14397E-03   0.28746E-02   0.98226       0.12717E-09   0.14721E-01 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DEC-01      METHAL   
      1    0.75401E-08   0.19123       0.76297       0.19274E-18   0.45805E-01 
      2    0.16729E-07   0.69324E-01   0.89162       0.69963E-18   0.39054E-01 
     22    0.46329E-04   0.21036E-01   0.95755       0.15469E-10   0.21372E-01 
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     23    0.67319E-04   0.21036E-01   0.95753       0.35626E-10   0.21372E-01 
     24    0.67319E-04   0.21037E-01   0.95752       0.35626E-10   0.21372E-01 
     53    0.67808E-04   0.15157E-01   0.96346       0.35854E-10   0.21310E-01 
     54    0.69056E-04   0.12441E-01   0.96659       0.36488E-10   0.20905E-01 
     55    0.77768E-04   0.85135E-02   0.97193       0.43397E-10   0.19475E-01 
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                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DEC-01      METHAL   
      1    0.45082        2.7576       0.85573       0.27558        1.1728     
      2    0.51061        2.8674       0.94355       0.32095        1.2658     
     22    0.53448        2.9444       0.98061       0.33721        1.3124     
     23    0.53449        2.9444       0.98062       0.33722        1.3124     
     24    0.53449        2.9443       0.98062       0.33722        1.3124     
     53    0.53703        2.9515       0.98458       0.33909        1.3168     
     54    0.53824        2.9555       0.98650       0.33994        1.3192     
     55    0.54017        2.9616       0.98949       0.34126        1.3229     
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DEC-01      METHAL   
      1    0.18591E-07   0.53946E-01   0.92510       0.90737E-18   0.20951E-01 
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      2    0.35844E-07   0.18520E-01   0.96519       0.27832E-17   0.16294E-01 
     22    0.93748E-04   0.54105E-02   0.98599       0.57902E-10   0.85021E-02 
     23    0.13622E-03   0.54105E-02   0.98595       0.13334E-09   0.85019E-02 
     24    0.13622E-03   0.54110E-02   0.98595       0.13334E-09   0.85020E-02 
     53    0.13648E-03   0.38870E-02   0.98753       0.13338E-09   0.84439E-02 
     54    0.13863E-03   0.31848E-02   0.98841       0.13535E-09   0.82653E-02 
     55    0.15542E-03   0.21729E-02   0.99000       0.16021E-09   0.76716E-02 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-HEX-01      1-OCT-01      1-DEC-01      METHAL   
      1    0.86835E-08   0.15420       0.82033       0.25903E-18   0.25464E-01 
      2    0.18591E-07   0.53946E-01   0.92510       0.90737E-18   0.20951E-01 
     22    0.50408E-04   0.16026E-01   0.97270       0.19643E-10   0.11225E-01 
     23    0.73247E-04   0.16026E-01   0.97268       0.45237E-10   0.11225E-01 
     24    0.73247E-04   0.16027E-01   0.97267       0.45238E-10   0.11225E-01 
     53    0.73667E-04   0.11530E-01   0.97722       0.45458E-10   0.11176E-01 
     54    0.74955E-04   0.94554E-02   0.97952       0.46220E-10   0.10953E-01 
     55    0.84270E-04   0.64596E-02   0.98327       0.54879E-10   0.10187E-01 
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                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         317.46            334.75     
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    2         334.75            337.26     
   22         338.51            338.51     
   23         338.51            338.52     
   24         338.52            338.52     
   53         339.03            339.22     
   54         339.22            339.52     
   55         339.52            339.52     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1   1749.4      1749.4      48.089      2450.3      108.15      108.15     
    2   1446.6      1859.6      40.381      2577.2      109.86      109.48     
   22   1475.3      1888.3      41.354      2592.4      111.13      110.47     
   23   9569.0      2236.1      268.23      3069.7      111.13      110.47     
   24   9569.2      2236.3      268.24      3069.8      111.13      110.47     
   53   9590.0      2257.1      268.93      3087.5      111.19      110.73     
   54   9598.6      2265.6      269.21      3094.3      111.24      110.92     
   55   7332.9      0.0000      205.73      0.0000      111.34     
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               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   36.379      0.71398      0.15760      0.91071E-02    9.5637     
    2   35.823      0.72155      0.15134      0.91067E-02    8.8154     
   22   35.674      0.72840      0.15003      0.91160E-02    8.6429     
   23   35.674      0.72843      0.15003      0.91161E-02    8.6427     
   24   35.674      0.72847      0.15003      0.91161E-02    8.6425     
   53   35.660      0.73105      0.14989      0.91166E-02    8.6217     
   54   35.654      0.73221      0.14984      0.91172E-02    8.6137     
   55   35.643                   0.14974                     8.6002     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.14009           346.69           2070.4     
    2   -.74824          0.11040           369.51           2189.2     
   22   -.13647E-03      0.11164           374.27           2212.5     
   23   -.31044          0.61150           443.20           2620.0     
   24   -.19856E-03      0.61147           443.23           2620.1     
   53   -.51524E-02      0.60834           446.67           2639.9     
   54   -.80173E-02      0.60712           448.05           2647.7     
   55   -.13491E-01                        0.0000           0.0000     







                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          54 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               GLITSCH  
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
    HOLE AREA/ACTIVE AREA                                     0.12000     
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    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 SIEVE        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                  54 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                        0.94001     
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.22274     
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.48376     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                        0.42427     
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        0.25787     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                        0.83882     
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
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    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         
    TRAY CENTER TO OCDC CENTER      FT                        0.0         
 
 
                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2      0.68294       0.36631      0.29305       0.36631E-01 
          3      0.68587       0.36946      0.29557       0.36946E-01 
          4      0.68688       0.37055      0.29644       0.37055E-01 
          5      0.68726       0.37097      0.29678       0.37097E-01 
          6      0.68744       0.37115      0.29692       0.37115E-01 
          7      0.68752       0.37124      0.29699       0.37124E-01 
          8      0.68756       0.37129      0.29703       0.37129E-01 
          9      0.68758       0.37131      0.29705       0.37131E-01 
         10      0.68759       0.37132      0.29706       0.37132E-01 
         11      0.68760       0.37133      0.29706       0.37133E-01 
         12      0.68759       0.37133      0.29706       0.37133E-01 
         13      0.68759       0.37132      0.29706       0.37132E-01 
         14      0.68759       0.37132      0.29705       0.37132E-01 
         15      0.68758       0.37131      0.29705       0.37131E-01 
         16      0.68757       0.37130      0.29704       0.37130E-01 
         17      0.68757       0.37130      0.29704       0.37130E-01 
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         18      0.68756       0.37129      0.29703       0.37129E-01 
         19      0.68755       0.37128      0.29703       0.37128E-01 
         20      0.68755       0.37127      0.29702       0.37127E-01 
         21      0.68754       0.37126      0.29701       0.37126E-01 
         22      0.68753       0.37125      0.29700       0.37125E-01 
         23      0.93631       0.68855      0.38061       0.15397     
         24      0.93634       0.68858      0.38064       0.15397     
         25      0.93636       0.68862      0.38066       0.15398     
         26      0.93639       0.68865      0.38069       0.15398     
         27      0.93641       0.68868      0.38072       0.15398     
         28      0.93643       0.68872      0.38074       0.15399     
         29      0.93645       0.68875      0.38077       0.15399     
         30      0.93648       0.68879      0.38079       0.15400     
         31      0.93650       0.68882      0.38081       0.15400     
         32      0.93652       0.68885      0.38084       0.15401     
         33      0.93655       0.68889      0.38086       0.15401     
         34      0.93657       0.68892      0.38089       0.15402     
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       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
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         35      0.93659       0.68895      0.38092       0.15402     
         36      0.93662       0.68899      0.38094       0.15402     
         37      0.93664       0.68902      0.38097       0.15403     
         38      0.93666       0.68906      0.38100       0.15403     
         39      0.93669       0.68910      0.38102       0.15404     
         40      0.93672       0.68914      0.38105       0.15404     
         41      0.93675       0.68918      0.38108       0.15405     
         42      0.93678       0.68923      0.38112       0.15405     
         43      0.93681       0.68928      0.38116       0.15406     
         44      0.93686       0.68934      0.38121       0.15407     
         45      0.93691       0.68942      0.38127       0.15408     
         46      0.93697       0.68951      0.38134       0.15409     
         47      0.93705       0.68963      0.38143       0.15410     
         48      0.93717       0.68980      0.38156       0.15412     
         49      0.93732       0.69003      0.38174       0.15414     
         50      0.93754       0.69034      0.38199       0.15418     
         51      0.93784       0.69080      0.38235       0.15423     
         52      0.93829       0.69145      0.38286       0.15430     
         53      0.93896       0.69244      0.38363       0.15440     
         54      0.94001       0.69399      0.38483       0.15458     
 
 BLOCK:  T-105    MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - S38      STAGE  45 
    OUTLETS  - S39      STAGE   1 
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               S54      STAGE  51 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            139.143         139.143         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            17000.0         17000.0       -0.574715E-11 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )        274989.        -222478.         1.80904     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
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                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        51 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                  25 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.000100000 
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    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.000100000 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            0.0         
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       1.00000     
    MASS DISTILLATE RATE           LB/HR                 7,000.00        
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, PSIA                   45.0000      
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S39          S54      
    COMPONENT: 
    CUMENE      .63633       .36367     
    1-OCT-01    .99806       .19401E-02 
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    1-DOD-01    0.0000       1.0000     
    1-DEC-01    .10000E-01   .99000     
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   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  S39          S54      
    COMPONENT: 
    LIGAND      0.0000       1.0000     
    METHAL      .99904       .96435E-03 
    CRACAC      0.0000       1.0000     
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          F                       395.154       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       F                       411.671       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          LBMOL/HR                450.921       
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       LBMOL/HR                 55.8699      
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    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           LBMOL/HR                  0.0         
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              LBMOL/HR                513.848       
    MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                                       5.41499     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       9.19722     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   BTU/HR           -7,983,650.          
    REBOILER DUTY                  BTU/HR            7,486,180.          
 
 
   ****   MANIPULATED VARIABLES   **** 
 
                                                 BOUNDS             CALCULATED 
                                          LOWER         UPPER         VALUE 
   MASS DISTILLATE RATE       LB/HR       1000.0       0.15000E+06    10010.     
   MOLAR REFLUX RATIO                    0.10000        15.000        5.4150     
 
   ****    DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS   ****  
 
 NO  SPEC-TYPE     QUALIFIERS              UNIT       SPECIFIED     CALCULATED 
                                                        VALUE         VALUE 
  1  MASS-FLOW     STREAMS: S39            LB/HR        10000.        10000.     
                   COMPS:   CUMENE        
  2  MOLE-RECOV    STREAMS: S54                        0.99000       0.99000     
                   COMPS:   1-DEC-01      
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 




    DEW POINT                       0.22791E-06  STAGE= 51 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.86527E-07  STAGE= 51 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.67447E-07  STAGE= 51 COMP=LIGAND   
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.12271E-05  STAGE= 51 
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   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             BTU/LBMOL          HEAT DUTY 
       F             PSIA           LIQUID       VAPOR        BTU/HR   
 
   1   395.15        45.000        1322.4       15774.      -.79837+07 
   2   404.74        50.000        1987.4       16268.                 
   4   404.76        50.006        1977.2       16264.                 
   5   404.77        50.009        1969.9       16259.                 
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   6   404.78        50.011        1961.6       16253.                 
  43   405.74        50.117        420.38       15096.                 
  44   405.98        50.120        158.17       14967.                 
  45   406.40        50.123       -270.49       14788.                 
  46   406.48        50.126       -424.72       14671.                 
  50   408.46        50.137       -2923.5       13241.                 
  51   411.67        50.140       -5953.0       11975.       .74862+07 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LBMOL/HR                   LBMOL/HR                 LBMOL/HR 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  534.2      0.000                                       83.2727           
   2  471.9      534.2                                                         
   4  471.9      555.2                                                         
   5  471.9      555.2                                                         
   6  471.9      555.2                                                         
  43  470.7      554.4                                                         
  44  469.8      554.0                  30.6937                                
  45  578.2      522.4       108.4489                                          
  46  578.0      522.3                                                         
  50  569.7      519.3                                                         
  51  55.87      513.8                                       55.8698           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
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 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1 0.6421E+05  0.000                                     .10010+05           
   2 0.5673E+05 0.6421E+05                                                     
   4 0.5673E+05 0.6674E+05                                                     
   5 0.5673E+05 0.6674E+05                                                     
   6 0.5673E+05 0.6674E+05                                                     
  43 0.5691E+05 0.6693E+05                                                     
  44 0.5688E+05 0.6692E+05            3722.2707                                
  45 0.7018E+05 0.6317E+05  .13278+05                                          
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    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            LB/HR                      LB/HR                    LB/HR    
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
  46 0.7020E+05 0.6319E+05                                                     
  50 0.7002E+05 0.6323E+05                                                     
  51  6990.     0.6303E+05                                 6990.3962           




    ****  STDVOL LIQUID VOLUME FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            CUFT/HR                    CUFT/HR                  CUFT/HR  
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  1005.      0.000                                      185.5326           
   2  1051.      1190.                                                         
   4  1052.      1237.                                                         
   5  1052.      1237.                                                         
   6  1052.      1237.                                                         
  43  1061.      1246.                                                         
  44  1062.      1247.                  69.4889                                
  45  1312.      1178.       249.1229                                          
  46  1313.      1179.                                                         
  50  1321.      1186.                                                         
  51  133.1      1188.                                      133.0791           
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01      LIGAND   
      1    0.99911       0.34009E-03   0.21013E-19   0.54998E-03   0.68709-123 
      2    0.99914       0.17129E-03   0.62077E-19   0.69101E-03   0.38286-120 
      4    0.99893       0.68080E-04   0.42404E-18   0.10023E-02   0.85920-115 
      5    0.99877       0.54835E-04   0.10739E-17   0.11739E-02   0.40710-112 
      6    0.99859       0.49166E-04   0.27057E-17   0.13572E-02   0.19295-109 
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     43    0.96676       0.45078E-04   0.17074E-02   0.31490E-01   0.43054E-10 
     44    0.96197       0.45064E-04   0.42855E-02   0.33699E-01   0.22099E-07 
     45    0.95442       0.37790E-04   0.94768E-02   0.36049E-01   0.93784E-05 
     46    0.95124       0.20998E-04   0.95960E-02   0.39127E-01   0.93804E-05 
     50    0.90395       0.19003E-05   0.27976E-01   0.68057E-01   0.96239E-05 
     51    0.85107       0.98533E-06   0.67640E-01   0.81154E-01   0.96909E-04 
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.44927E-06   0.69273E-70 
      2    0.21082E-06   0.24544E-68 
      4    0.77758E-07   0.22358E-65 
      5    0.62625E-07   0.67282E-64 
      6    0.56588E-07   0.20242E-62 
     43    0.52083E-07   0.65496E-08 
     44    0.51970E-07   0.18819E-06 
     45    0.42123E-07   0.42913E-05 
     46    0.21550E-07   0.42930E-05 
     50    0.13825E-08   0.56183E-05 
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
     51    0.64638E-09   0.43201E-04 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01      LIGAND   
      1    0.99888       0.68530E-03   0.68890E-20   0.43357E-03   0.10441-125 
      2    0.99911       0.34009E-03   0.21013E-19   0.54998E-03   0.68709-123 
      4    0.99907       0.13518E-03   0.14356E-18   0.79782E-03   0.15418-117 
      5    0.99896       0.10888E-03   0.36359E-18   0.93444E-03   0.73033-115 
      6    0.99882       0.97619E-04   0.91602E-18   0.10803E-02   0.34604-112 
     43    0.97428       0.89391E-04   0.57746E-03   0.25056E-01   0.72001E-13 
     44    0.97162       0.89422E-04   0.14507E-02   0.26839E-01   0.36583E-10 
     45    0.96794       0.75100E-04   0.32148E-02   0.28768E-01   0.15282E-07 
     46    0.96548       0.41727E-04   0.32551E-02   0.31225E-01   0.15186E-07 
     50    0.93567       0.37982E-05   0.95699E-02   0.54760E-01   0.14266E-07 
     51    0.90970       0.19998E-05   0.23663E-01   0.66633E-01   0.13353E-06 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.97790E-06   0.17900E-71 
      2    0.44927E-06   0.69273E-70 
      4    0.16573E-06   0.63138E-67 
      5    0.13348E-06   0.19005E-65 
      6    0.12062E-06   0.57191E-64 
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     43    0.11180E-06   0.19218E-09 
     44    0.11179E-06   0.55651E-08 
     45    0.90942E-07   0.12862E-06 
     46    0.46560E-07   0.12914E-06 
     50    0.30410E-08   0.18110E-06 
     51    0.14625E-08   0.15321E-05 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01      LIGAND   
      1    0.99977        2.0151       0.32785       0.78834       0.15195E-02 
      2    0.99997        1.9854       0.33849       0.79591       0.17946E-02 
      4     1.0001        1.9856       0.33855       0.79600       0.17945E-02 
      5     1.0002        1.9856       0.33855       0.79601       0.17940E-02 
      6     1.0002        1.9855       0.33856       0.79602       0.17934E-02 
     43     1.0078        1.9830       0.33821       0.79569       0.16723E-02 
     44     1.0100        1.9844       0.33853       0.79643       0.16554E-02 
     45     1.0142        1.9873       0.33923       0.79801       0.16296E-02 
     46     1.0150        1.9872       0.33922       0.79804       0.16189E-02 
     50     1.0351        1.9988       0.34208       0.80463       0.14824E-02 
     51     1.0689        2.0295       0.34985       0.82107       0.13779E-02 
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                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1     2.1766       0.25840E-01 
      2     2.1311       0.28224E-01 
      4     2.1314       0.28239E-01 
      5     2.1314       0.28246E-01 
      6     2.1315       0.28253E-01 
     43     2.1466       0.29342E-01 
     44     2.1510       0.29572E-01 
     45     2.1590       0.29973E-01 
     46     2.1606       0.30082E-01 
     50     2.1996       0.32234E-01 
     51     2.2626       0.35465E-01 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01      LIGAND   
      1    0.99904       0.31749E-03   0.29424E-19   0.64179E-03   0.24899-122 
      2    0.99903       0.15990E-03   0.86925E-19   0.80634E-03   0.13874-119 
      4    0.99877       0.63550E-04   0.59373E-18   0.11695E-02   0.31133-114 
      5    0.99858       0.51185E-04   0.15037E-17   0.13697E-02   0.14751-111 
      6    0.99837       0.45891E-04   0.37882E-17   0.15835E-02   0.69913-109 
     43    0.96105       0.41837E-04   0.23770E-02   0.36532E-01   0.15511E-09 
     44    0.95496       0.41765E-04   0.59577E-02   0.39041E-01   0.79507E-07 
     45    0.94512       0.34937E-04   0.13142E-01   0.41660E-01   0.33657E-04 
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     46    0.94144       0.19402E-04   0.13300E-01   0.45191E-01   0.33646E-04 
     50    0.88397       0.17349E-05   0.38312E-01   0.77668E-01   0.34107E-04 
     51    0.81757       0.88370E-06   0.90996E-01   0.90980E-01   0.33739E-03 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.21686E-06   0.20131E-69 
      2    0.10175E-06   0.71326E-68 
      4    0.37529E-07   0.64969E-65 
      5    0.30224E-07   0.19550E-63 
      6    0.27310E-07   0.58816E-62 
     43    0.24993E-07   0.18923E-07 
     44    0.24904E-07   0.54294E-06 
     45    0.20135E-07   0.12350E-04 
     46    0.10295E-07   0.12348E-04 
     50    0.65261E-09   0.15968E-04 
     51    0.29974E-09   0.12061E-03 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01      LIGAND   
      1    0.99885       0.63979E-03   0.96472E-20   0.50597E-03   0.37838-125 
      2    0.99904       0.31749E-03   0.29424E-19   0.64179E-03   0.24899-122 
      4    0.99894       0.12619E-03   0.20101E-18   0.93095E-03   0.55869-117 
      5    0.99881       0.10163E-03   0.50910E-18   0.10903E-02   0.26464-114 
      6    0.99865       0.91123E-04   0.12826E-17   0.12605E-02   0.12539-111 
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     43    0.97000       0.83090E-04   0.80514E-03   0.29112E-01   0.25979E-12 
     44    0.96673       0.83066E-04   0.20214E-02   0.31164E-01   0.13191E-09 
     45    0.96209       0.69690E-04   0.44748E-02   0.33369E-01   0.55051E-07 
     46    0.95923       0.38705E-04   0.45290E-02   0.36204E-01   0.54679E-07 
     50    0.92368       0.35007E-05   0.13230E-01   0.63087E-01   0.51040E-07 
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                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     CUMENE        1-OCT-01      1-DOD-01      1-DEC-01      LIGAND   
     51    0.89133       0.18293E-05   0.32470E-01   0.76191E-01   0.47416E-06 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     METHAL        CRACAC   
      1    0.47204E-06   0.52022E-71 
      2    0.21686E-06   0.20131E-69 
      4    0.79991E-07   0.18347E-66 
      5    0.64424E-07   0.55225E-65 
      6    0.58214E-07   0.16618E-63 
     43    0.53730E-07   0.55608E-09 
     44    0.53690E-07   0.16092E-07 
     45    0.43634E-07   0.37155E-06 
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     46    0.22330E-07   0.37289E-06 
     50    0.14491E-08   0.51959E-06 





                    ******************************** 
                    ***** HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS ***** 
                    ******************************** 
 
 
       *** DEFINITIONS *** 
 
        MARANGONI INDEX = SIGMA - SIGMATO 
        FLOW PARAM = (ML/MV)*SQRT(RHOV/RHOL) 
        QR = QV*SQRT(RHOV/(RHOL-RHOV)) 
        F FACTOR = QV*SQRT(RHOV) 
          WHERE: 
          SIGMA IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          SIGMATO IS THE SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID TO THE STAGE 
          ML IS THE MASS FLOW OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          MV IS THE MASS FLOW OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
          RHOL IS THE MASS DENSITY OF LIQUID FROM THE STAGE 
          RHOV IS THE MASS DENSITY OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
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          QV IS THE VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF VAPOR TO THE STAGE 
 
 
                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
    1         395.15            404.74     
    2         404.74            404.75     
    4         404.76            404.77     
    5         404.77            404.78     
    6         404.78            404.79     
   43         405.74            405.98     
   44         405.98            406.48     
   45         406.40            406.48     
   46         406.48            406.61     
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                     TEMPERATURE 
                         F    
 STAGE       LIQUID FROM       VAPOR TO 
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   50         408.46            411.67     
   51         411.67            411.67     
 
 
             MASS FLOW                VOLUME FLOW         MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
              LB/HR                    CUFT/HR  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO   LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO 
    1   64211.      64211.      1490.3      89116.      120.20      120.20     
    2   56728.      66738.      1328.4      92615.      120.21      120.21     
    4   56732.      66741.      1328.6      92606.      120.21      120.21     
    5   56733.      66743.      1328.7      92600.      120.22      120.22     
    6   56735.      66744.      1328.8      92595.      120.22      120.22     
   43   56913.      66923.      1344.1      92223.      120.91      120.80     
   44   56883.      66892.      1345.3      92116.      121.08      120.95     
   45   70176.      63186.      1663.5      86971.      121.38      120.98     
   46   70199.      63209.      1665.3      86946.      121.45      121.05     
   50   70025.      63034.      1682.7      85908.      122.91      122.67     
   51   6990.4      0.0000      170.55      0.0000      125.12     
 
 
               DENSITY                  VISCOSITY         SURFACE TENSION 
               LB/CUFT                   CP                  DYNE/CM  
 STAGE LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO     LIQUID FROM  VAPOR TO      LIQUID FROM 
    1   43.085      0.72054      0.19528      0.10076E-01    11.782     
    2   42.705      0.72059      0.19085      0.10076E-01    11.306     
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    4   42.702      0.72071      0.19084      0.10076E-01    11.304     
    5   42.700      0.72077      0.19084      0.10076E-01    11.303     
    6   42.698      0.72082      0.19083      0.10076E-01    11.302     
   43   42.344      0.72566      0.18975      0.10052E-01    11.122     
   44   42.284      0.72618      0.18963      0.10050E-01    11.095     
   45   42.187      0.72652      0.18946      0.10047E-01    11.050     
   46   42.153      0.72699      0.18936      0.10044E-01    11.035     
   50   41.613      0.73374      0.18806      0.10009E-01    10.818     
   51   40.988                   0.18681                     10.721     
 
 
       MARANGONI INDEX   FLOW PARAM          QR          REDUCED F-FACTOR 
 STAGE    DYNE/CM                          CUFT/HR       (LB-CUFT)**.5/HR 
    1                    0.12932           11622.           75646.     
    2   -.47584          0.11042           12133.           78619.     
    4   -.94733E-03      0.11043           12134.           78617.     
    5   -.10215E-02      0.11044           12134.           78616.     
    6   -.10850E-02      0.11045           12134.           78614.     
   43   -.16842E-01      0.11133           12178.           78561.     
   44   -.27307E-01      0.11144           12177.           78497.     
   45   -.10490E-01      0.14575           11513.           74130.     
   46   -.15308E-01      0.14585           11518.           74133.     
   50   -.12885          0.14751           11509.           73588.     
   51   -.96571E-01                        0.0000           0.0000     
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                 ************************************  
                 ***** TRAY SIZING CALCULATIONS *****  
                 ************************************  
 
 
    ******************* 
    *** SECTION   1 *** 
    ******************* 
 
    STARTING STAGE NUMBER                                         2 
    ENDING STAGE NUMBER                                          39 
    FLOODING CALCULATION METHOD                               GLITSCH  
 
    DESIGN PARAMETERS              
    -----------------              
    PEAK CAPACITY FACTOR                                      1.00000     
    SYSTEM FOAMING FACTOR                                     1.00000     
    FLOODING FACTOR                                           0.80000     
    MINIMUM COLUMN DIAMETER         FT                        1.00000     
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    MINIMUM DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                               0.100000    
    HOLE AREA/ACTIVE AREA                                     0.12000     
 
    TRAY SPECIFICATIONS         
    -------------------         
    TRAY TYPE                                                 SIEVE        
    NUMBER OF PASSES                                              1 
    TRAY SPACING                    FT                        2.00000     
 
 
            ***** SIZING RESULTS @ STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER ***** 
 
    STAGE WITH MAXIMUM DIAMETER                                  39 
    COLUMN DIAMETER                 FT                        4.12115     
    DC AREA/COLUMN AREA                                       0.100000    
    DOWNCOMER VELOCITY              FT/SEC                    0.27909     
    FLOW PATH LENGTH                FT                        2.83143     
    SIDE DOWNCOMER WIDTH            FT                        0.64486     
    SIDE WEIR LENGTH                FT                        2.99447     
    CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH          FT                        0.0         
    CENTER WEIR LENGTH              FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER DOWNCOMER WIDTH      FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER SHORT WEIR LENGTH    FT                        0.0         
    OFF-CENTER LONG WEIR LENGTH     FT                        0.0         
    TRAY CENTER TO OCDC CENTER      FT                        0.0         





                          **** SIZING PROFILES **** 
 
       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
          2       4.1132        13.288       10.630        1.3288     
          3       4.1132        13.288       10.630        1.3288     
          4       4.1133        13.288       10.631        1.3288     
          5       4.1133        13.288       10.631        1.3288     
          6       4.1133        13.289       10.631        1.3289     
          7       4.1134        13.289       10.631        1.3289     
          8       4.1134        13.289       10.631        1.3289     
          9       4.1135        13.290       10.632        1.3290     
         10       4.1135        13.290       10.632        1.3290     
         11       4.1136        13.290       10.632        1.3290     
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       STAGE    DIAMETER      TOTAL AREA   ACTIVE AREA   SIDE DC AREA 
                  FT            SQFT         SQFT           SQFT     
         12       4.1137        13.291       10.633        1.3291     
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         13       4.1138        13.291       10.633        1.3291     
         14       4.1139        13.292       10.634        1.3292     
         15       4.1140        13.293       10.634        1.3293     
         16       4.1141        13.293       10.635        1.3293     
         17       4.1142        13.294       10.635        1.3294     
         18       4.1143        13.295       10.636        1.3295     
         19       4.1144        13.296       10.637        1.3296     
         20       4.1146        13.297       10.637        1.3297     
         21       4.1147        13.298       10.638        1.3298     
         22       4.1149        13.299       10.639        1.3299     
         23       4.1151        13.300       10.640        1.3300     
         24       4.1153        13.301       10.641        1.3301     
         25       4.1155        13.303       10.642        1.3303     
         26       4.1158        13.304       10.643        1.3304     
         27       4.1160        13.306       10.645        1.3306     
         28       4.1163        13.308       10.646        1.3308     
         29       4.1166        13.310       10.648        1.3310     
         30       4.1169        13.312       10.649        1.3312     
         31       4.1173        13.314       10.651        1.3314     
         32       4.1177        13.316       10.653        1.3316     
         33       4.1181        13.319       10.655        1.3319     
         34       4.1185        13.322       10.657        1.3322     
         35       4.1189        13.325       10.660        1.3325     
         36       4.1194        13.328       10.662        1.3328     
         37       4.1200        13.331       10.665        1.3331     
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         38       4.1205        13.335       10.668        1.3335     
         39       4.1211        13.339       10.671        1.3339     
 
 BLOCK:  V-100    MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         S4          S16      
   OUTLET STREAM:         S5       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PENG-ROB  STANDARD PR EQUATION OF STATE                
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(LBMOL/HR)            3343.09         3343.09         0.00000     
       MASS(LB/HR   )            408040.         408040.        0.285304E-15 
       ENTHALPY(BTU/HR  )      -0.678136E+08   -0.678136E+08   -0.219737E-15 
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                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      LB/HR            
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      LB/HR            
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      LB/HR            
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      LB/HR            
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      LB/HR            
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.000100000 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
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 S1 S10 S11 S14 S15                               
 ------------------ 
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 STREAM ID               S1         S10        S11        S14        S15      
 FROM :                  ----       ----       R-100      B23        B11      
 TO   :                  B4         R-100      B23        T-100      B4       
 
 
 MAX CONV. ERROR:         0.0        0.0     6.0956-05     0.0        0.0    
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE                 0.0        8.3199  3161.5481  3161.5481  7.4430-03 
   ETHYL-01             454.1274     0.0     1816.2271  1816.2271  1816.1565 
   1-HEX-01               0.0        0.0       45.8643    45.8643     0.4586 
   1-OCT-01               0.0        0.0       68.8653    68.8653  2.3269-02 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01               0.0        0.0       88.6763    88.6763  3.0191-08 
   1-DEC-01               0.0        0.0      108.5962   108.5962  1.7324-05 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0     5.4211-03     0.1270     0.1270  1.2603-29 
   METHAL                 0.0        1.1294     1.1319     1.1319  1.4496-03 
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   CRACAC                 0.0     2.4167-03  5.6612-02  5.6612-02  1.4781-17 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.0        0.8797     0.5975     0.5975  4.0971-06 
   ETHYL-01               1.0000     0.0        0.3433     0.3433     0.9997 
   1-HEX-01               0.0        0.0     8.6682-03  8.6682-03  2.5247-04 
   1-OCT-01               0.0        0.0     1.3015-02  1.3015-02  1.2809-05 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01               0.0        0.0     1.6760-02  1.6760-02  1.6619-11 
   1-DEC-01               0.0        0.0     2.0524-02  2.0524-02  9.5363-09 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0     5.7323-04  2.4001-05  2.4001-05  6.9374-33 
   METHAL                 0.0        0.1194  2.1393-04  2.1393-04  7.9794-07 
   CRACAC                 0.0     2.5554-04  1.0699-05  1.0699-05  8.1365-21 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE                 0.0     1000.0000  3.8000+05  3.8000+05     0.8946 
   ETHYL-01            1.2740+04     0.0     5.0952+04  5.0952+04  5.0950+04 
   1-HEX-01               0.0        0.0     3860.0000  3860.0000    38.6000 
   1-OCT-01               0.0        0.0     7727.7190  7727.7190     2.6111 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   1-DOD-01               0.0        0.0     1.4926+04  1.4926+04  5.0819-06 
   1-DEC-01               0.0        0.0     1.5233+04  1.5233+04  2.4300-03 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 S1 S10 S11 S14 S15 (CONTINUED)                       
 
 STREAM ID               S1         S10        S11        S14        S15      
 
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        2.3615    55.3184    55.3184  5.4898-27 
   METHAL                 0.0       65.5300    65.6728    65.6728  8.4105-02 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.8442    19.7757    19.7757  5.1634-15 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.0        0.9357     0.8037     0.8037  1.7544-05 
   ETHYL-01               1.0000     0.0        0.1078     0.1078     0.9992 
   1-HEX-01               0.0        0.0     8.1634-03  8.1634-03  7.5698-04 
   1-OCT-01               0.0        0.0     1.6343-02  1.6343-02  5.1206-05 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01               0.0        0.0     3.1567-02  3.1567-02  9.9660-11 
   1-DEC-01               0.0        0.0     3.2215-02  3.2215-02  4.7655-08 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0     2.2096-03  1.1699-04  1.1699-04  1.0766-31 
   METHAL                 0.0     6.1315-02  1.3889-04  1.3889-04  1.6494-06 
   CRACAC                 0.0     7.8990-04  4.1823-05  4.1823-05  1.0126-19 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR             454.1274     9.4571  5291.0928  5291.0928  1816.6473 
   LB/HR               1.2740+04  1068.7356  4.7284+05  4.7284+05  5.0992+04 
   CUFT/HR             2570.0070    20.3403  1.0174+04  1.0175+04  1.0273+04 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F              95.0000   113.0000   113.0000   113.1292    95.0000 
   PRES   PSIA          707.7842   652.6698   652.6698   627.6698   707.7800 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     0.0        0.0        0.0        1.0000 
   LFRAC                  0.0        1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL           2.1585+04 -1.2218+04 -6482.3884 -6482.3884  2.1573+04 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   BTU/LB               769.4321  -108.1179   -72.5382   -72.5382   768.5484 
   BTU/HR              9.8026+06 -1.1555+05 -3.4299+07 -3.4299+07  3.9190+07 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -21.6316  -119.2907   -97.2967   -97.2822   -21.6538 
   BTU/LB-R              -0.7711    -1.0556    -1.0888    -1.0886    -0.7714 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.1767     0.4649     0.5201     0.5200     0.1768 
   LB/CUFT                4.9572    52.5429    46.4748    46.4709     4.9636 
 AVG MW                  28.0538   113.0083    89.3652    89.3652    28.0694 
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 S16 S17 S18 S19 S2                               
 ------------------ 
 
 STREAM ID               S16        S17        S18        S19        S2       
 FROM :                  B5         T-100      B18        C-101      B4       
 TO   :                  V-100      B18        C-101      B19        B9       
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              3113.9810  7.4430-03  7.4430-03  7.4430-03  7.4430-03 
   ETHYL-01               0.0     1708.9663  1708.9663  1708.9663  2270.2839 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
818 
 
   1-HEX-01            3.8830-12     0.4586     0.4586     0.4586     0.4586 
   1-OCT-01               0.7336  2.3269-02  2.3269-02  2.3269-02  2.3269-02 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01              84.8972  3.0191-08  3.0191-08  3.0191-08  3.0191-08 
   1-DEC-01             104.0621  1.7324-05  1.7324-05  1.7324-05  1.7324-05 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.1216  1.2603-29  1.2603-29  1.2603-29  1.2603-29 
   METHAL              1.0141-03  1.4496-03  1.4496-03  1.4496-03  1.4496-03 
   CRACAC              5.4198-02  1.4781-17  1.4781-17  1.4781-17  1.4781-17 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9425  4.3540-06  4.3540-06  4.3540-06  3.2777-06 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.9997     0.9997     0.9997     0.9998 
   1-HEX-01            1.1753-15  2.6830-04  2.6830-04  2.6830-04  2.0198-04 
   1-OCT-01            2.2206-04  1.3612-05  1.3612-05  1.3612-05  1.0247-05 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.5696-02  1.7661-11  1.7661-11  1.7661-11  1.3296-11 
   1-DEC-01            3.1497-02  1.0134-08  1.0134-08  1.0134-08  7.6291-09 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              3.6799-05  7.3724-33  7.3724-33  7.3724-33  5.5500-33 
   METHAL              3.0695-07  8.4798-07  8.4798-07  8.4798-07  6.3836-07 
   CRACAC              1.6405-05  8.6467-21  8.6467-21  8.6467-21  6.5093-21 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              3.7428+05     0.8946     0.8946     0.8946     0.8946 
   ETHYL-01               0.0     4.7943+04  4.7943+04  4.7943+04  6.3690+04 
   1-HEX-01            3.2680-10    38.6000    38.6000    38.6000    38.6000 
   1-OCT-01              82.3265     2.6111     2.6111     2.6111     2.6111 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.4290+04  5.0819-06  5.0819-06  5.0819-06  5.0819-06 
   1-DEC-01            1.4597+04  2.4300-03  2.4300-03  2.4300-03  2.4300-03 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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 STREAM ID               S16        S17        S18        S19        S2       
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                52.9599  5.4898-27  5.4898-27  5.4898-27  5.4898-27 
   METHAL              5.8838-02  8.4105-02  8.4105-02  8.4105-02  8.4105-02 
   CRACAC                18.9325  5.1634-15  5.1634-15  5.1634-15  5.1634-15 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9280  1.8643-05  1.8643-05  1.8643-05  1.4037-05 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.9991     0.9991     0.9991     0.9993 
   1-HEX-01            8.1027-16  8.0442-04  8.0442-04  8.0442-04  6.0566-04 
   1-OCT-01            2.0412-04  5.4415-05  5.4415-05  5.4415-05  4.0970-05 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.5431-02  1.0591-10  1.0591-10  1.0591-10  7.9738-11 
   1-DEC-01            3.6191-02  5.0641-08  5.0641-08  5.0641-08  3.8129-08 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.3131-04  1.1441-31  1.1441-31  1.1441-31  8.6138-32 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   METHAL              1.4588-07  1.7527-06  1.7527-06  1.7527-06  1.3197-06 
   CRACAC              4.6941-05  1.0760-19  1.0760-19  1.0760-19  8.1017-20 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            3303.8508  1709.4571  1709.4571  1709.4571  2270.7747 
   LB/HR               4.0332+05  4.7985+04  4.7985+04  4.7985+04  6.3732+04 
   CUFT/HR             7673.4418  1.0692+05  1.7179+05  1.8388+04  1.2843+04 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F              86.3839   -41.6662   -47.4231   344.2620    94.9998 
   PRES   PSIA           15.0000    67.2693    42.2693   737.7800   707.7800 
   VFRAC                  0.0        1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -2.0335+04  2.1294+04  2.1294+04  2.5255+04  2.1575+04 
   BTU/LB              -166.5717   758.5810   758.5810   899.7094   768.7250 
   BTU/HR             -6.7182+07  3.6401+07  3.6401+07  4.3173+07  4.8993+07 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R         -137.3603   -18.3890   -17.5126   -16.2269   -21.6493 
   BTU/LB-R              -1.1252    -0.6551    -0.6239    -0.5781    -0.7714 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.4306  1.5988-02  9.9508-03  9.2967-02     0.1768 
   LB/CUFT               52.5610     0.4488     0.2793     2.6096     4.9623 
 AVG MW                 122.0769    28.0704    28.0704    28.0704    28.0663 
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 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24                              
 ------------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               S20        S21        S22        S23        S24      
 FROM :                  B19        E-116      T-100      P-102      B16      
 TO   :                  E-116      B11        P-102      B16        E-102    
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      VAPOR      LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              7.4430-03  7.4430-03    94.8365    94.8365    94.8365 
   ETHYL-01            1708.9663  1708.9663   107.2615   107.2615   107.2615 
   1-HEX-01               0.4586     0.4586    45.4059    45.4059    45.4059 
   1-OCT-01            2.3269-02  2.3269-02    68.1769    68.1769    68.1769 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.0191-08  3.0191-08  3.8734-02  3.8734-02  3.8734-02 
   1-DEC-01            1.7324-05  1.7324-05     1.1753     1.1753     1.1753 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.2603-29  1.2603-29  1.4625-14  1.4625-14  1.4625-14 
   METHAL              1.4496-03  1.4496-03     1.1296     1.1296     1.1296 
   CRACAC              1.4781-17  1.4781-17  3.7612-09  3.7612-09  3.7612-09 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE              4.3540-06  4.3540-06     0.2982     0.2982     0.2982 
   ETHYL-01               0.9997     0.9997     0.3373     0.3373     0.3373 
   1-HEX-01            2.6830-04  2.6830-04     0.1428     0.1428     0.1428 
   1-OCT-01            1.3612-05  1.3612-05     0.2144     0.2144     0.2144 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.7661-11  1.7661-11  1.2180-04  1.2180-04  1.2180-04 
   1-DEC-01            1.0134-08  1.0134-08  3.6955-03  3.6955-03  3.6955-03 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              7.3724-33  7.3724-33  4.5987-17  4.5987-17  4.5987-17 
   METHAL              8.4798-07  8.4798-07  3.5519-03  3.5519-03  3.5519-03 
   CRACAC              8.6467-21  8.6467-21  1.1827-11  1.1827-11  1.1827-11 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE                 0.8946     0.8946  1.1399+04  1.1399+04  1.1399+04 
   ETHYL-01            4.7943+04  4.7943+04  3009.0888  3009.0888  3009.0888 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   1-HEX-01              38.6000    38.6000  3821.4225  3821.4225  3821.4225 
   1-OCT-01               2.6111     2.6111  7650.4694  7650.4694  7650.4694 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            5.0819-06  5.0819-06     6.5198     6.5198     6.5198 
   1-DEC-01            2.4300-03  2.4300-03   164.8513   164.8513   164.8513 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 (CONTINUED)                      
 
 STREAM ID               S20        S21        S22        S23        S24      
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              5.4898-27  5.4898-27  6.3706-12  6.3706-12  6.3706-12 
   METHAL              8.4105-02  8.4105-02    65.5381    65.5381    65.5381 
   CRACAC              5.1634-15  5.1634-15  1.3139-06  1.3139-06  1.3139-06 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE              1.8643-05  1.8643-05     0.4365     0.4365     0.4365 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   ETHYL-01               0.9991     0.9991     0.1152     0.1152     0.1152 
   1-HEX-01            8.0442-04  8.0442-04     0.1463     0.1463     0.1463 
   1-OCT-01            5.4415-05  5.4415-05     0.2929     0.2929     0.2929 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.0591-10  1.0591-10  2.4964-04  2.4964-04  2.4964-04 
   1-DEC-01            5.0641-08  5.0641-08  6.3121-03  6.3121-03  6.3121-03 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.1441-31  1.1441-31  2.4393-16  2.4393-16  2.4393-16 
   METHAL              1.7527-06  1.7527-06  2.5094-03  2.5094-03  2.5094-03 
   CRACAC              1.0760-19  1.0760-19  5.0307-11  5.0307-11  5.0307-11 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            1709.4571  1709.4571   318.0243   318.0243   318.0243 
   LB/HR               4.7985+04  4.7985+04  2.6117+04  2.6117+04  2.6117+04 
   CUFT/HR             1.9044+04  9666.6494   551.2909   551.9797   552.0418 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             343.0932    95.0000   -41.6662   -39.5516   -39.3617 
   PRES   PSIA          712.7800   707.7800    67.2693   239.8300   214.8300 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LFRAC                  0.0        0.0        1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
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   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL           2.5255+04  2.1572+04 -1.9072+04 -1.8958+04 -1.8958+04 
   BTU/LB               899.7094   768.4930  -232.2398  -230.8504  -230.8504 
   BTU/HR              4.3173+07  3.6876+07 -6.0653+06 -6.0290+06 -6.0290+06 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -16.1638   -21.6552  -111.6094  -111.4682  -111.4492 
   BTU/LB-R              -0.5758    -0.7715    -1.3591    -1.3574    -1.3571 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT          8.9763-02     0.1768     0.5769     0.5762     0.5761 
   LB/CUFT                2.5197     4.9640    47.3737    47.3146    47.3093 
 AVG MW                  28.0704    28.0704    82.1217    82.1217    82.1217 
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 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29                              
 ------------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               S25        S26        S27        S28        S29      
 FROM :                  E-102      T-101      B17        C-100      B20      
 TO   :                  T-101      B17        C-100      B20        E-115    
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR   
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
827 
 
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE                94.8365  4.9474-19  4.9474-19  4.9474-19  4.9474-19 
   ETHYL-01             107.2615   107.1902   107.1902   107.1902   107.1902 
   1-HEX-01              45.4059  2.0183-10  2.0183-10  2.0183-10  2.0183-10 
   1-OCT-01              68.1769  7.3222-17  7.3222-17  7.3222-17  7.3222-17 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.8734-02  1.7710-32  1.7710-32  1.7710-32  1.7710-32 
   1-DEC-01               1.1753  6.0915-25  6.0915-25  6.0915-25  6.0915-25 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.4625-14     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL                 1.1296  2.3205-15  2.3205-15  2.3205-15  2.3205-15 
   CRACAC              3.7612-09     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.2982  4.6155-21  4.6155-21  4.6155-21  4.6155-21 
   ETHYL-01               0.3373     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   1-HEX-01               0.1428  1.8830-12  1.8830-12  1.8830-12  1.8830-12 
   1-OCT-01               0.2144  6.8310-19  6.8310-19  6.8310-19  6.8310-19 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.2180-04  1.6522-34  1.6522-34  1.6522-34  1.6522-34 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
828 
 
   1-DEC-01            3.6955-03  5.6829-27  5.6829-27  5.6829-27  5.6829-27 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              4.5987-17     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              3.5519-03  2.1648-17  2.1648-17  2.1648-17  2.1648-17 
   CRACAC              1.1827-11     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              1.1399+04  5.9465-17  5.9465-17  5.9465-17  5.9465-17 
   ETHYL-01            3009.0888  3007.0888  3007.0888  3007.0888  3007.0888 
   1-HEX-01            3821.4225  1.6987-08  1.6987-08  1.6987-08  1.6987-08 
   1-OCT-01            7650.4694  8.2166-15  8.2166-15  8.2166-15  8.2166-15 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01               6.5198  2.9810-30  2.9810-30  2.9810-30  2.9810-30 
   1-DEC-01             164.8513  8.5445-23  8.5445-23  8.5445-23  8.5445-23 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 (CONTINUED)                      
 
 STREAM ID               S25        S26        S27        S28        S29      
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              6.3706-12     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL                65.5381  1.3463-13  1.3463-13  1.3463-13  1.3463-13 
   CRACAC              1.3139-06     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.4365  1.9775-20  1.9775-20  1.9775-20  1.9775-20 
   ETHYL-01               0.1152     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   1-HEX-01               0.1463  5.6489-12  5.6489-12  5.6489-12  5.6489-12 
   1-OCT-01               0.2929  2.7324-18  2.7324-18  2.7324-18  2.7324-18 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.4964-04  9.9133-34  9.9133-34  9.9133-34  9.9133-34 
   1-DEC-01            6.3121-03  2.8415-26  2.8415-26  2.8415-26  2.8415-26 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
830 
 
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              2.4393-16     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              2.5094-03  4.4772-17  4.4772-17  4.4772-17  4.4772-17 
   CRACAC              5.0307-11     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR             318.0243   107.1902   107.1902   107.1902   107.1902 
   LB/HR               2.6117+04  3007.0888  3007.0888  3007.0888  3007.0888 
   CUFT/HR              568.1278  2268.0279  2693.7047   768.5249   796.7161 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F               7.6105   -53.0144   -59.7488   164.9923   162.6796 
   PRES   PSIA          209.8300   168.3605   143.3605   737.7800   712.7800 
   VFRAC                  0.0        1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -1.7358+04  2.0944+04  2.0944+04  2.2633+04  2.2633+04 
   BTU/LB              -211.3694   746.5629   746.5629   806.7885   806.7885 
   BTU/HR             -5.5203+06  2.2450+06  2.2450+06  2.4261+06  2.4261+06 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R         -107.8389   -20.8669   -20.6025   -19.9106   -19.8565 
   BTU/LB-R              -1.3132    -0.7438    -0.7344    -0.7097    -0.7078 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.5598  4.7261-02  3.9793-02     0.1395     0.1345 
   LB/CUFT               45.9697     1.3259     1.1163     3.9128     3.7744 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
831 
 
 AVG MW                  82.1217    28.0538    28.0538    28.0538    28.0538 
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 S3 S30 S31 S32 S33                               
 ------------------ 
 
 STREAM ID               S3         S30        S31        S32        S33      
 FROM :                  B9         E-115      T-100      P-103      B25      
 TO   :                  M-100      B11        P-103      B25        B29      
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      VAPOR      LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              7.4430-03  4.9474-19  3066.7030  3066.7030  3066.7030 
   ETHYL-01            2270.2839   107.1902     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01               0.4586  2.0183-10  7.2953-15  7.2953-15  7.2953-15 
   1-OCT-01            2.3269-02  7.3222-17     0.6655     0.6655     0.6655 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.0191-08  1.7710-32    88.6375    88.6375    88.6375 
   1-DEC-01            1.7324-05  6.0915-25   107.4209   107.4209   107.4209 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
832 
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.2603-29     0.0        0.1270     0.1270     0.1270 
   METHAL              1.4496-03  2.3205-15  8.7835-04  8.7835-04  8.7835-04 
   CRACAC              1.4781-17     0.0     5.6612-02  5.6612-02  5.6612-02 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE              3.2777-06  4.6155-21     0.9397     0.9397     0.9397 
   ETHYL-01               0.9998     1.0000     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01            2.0198-04  1.8830-12  2.2353-18  2.2353-18  2.2353-18 
   1-OCT-01            1.0247-05  6.8310-19  2.0393-04  2.0393-04  2.0393-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.3296-11  1.6522-34  2.7159-02  2.7159-02  2.7159-02 
   1-DEC-01            7.6291-09  5.6829-27  3.2915-02  3.2915-02  3.2915-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              5.5500-33     0.0     3.8912-05  3.8912-05  3.8912-05 
   METHAL              6.3836-07  2.1648-17  2.6913-07  2.6913-07  2.6913-07 
   CRACAC              6.5093-21     0.0     1.7346-05  1.7346-05  1.7346-05 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
833 
 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE                 0.8946  5.9465-17  3.6860+05  3.6860+05  3.6860+05 
   ETHYL-01            6.3690+04  3007.0888     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01              38.6000  1.6987-08  6.1398-13  6.1398-13  6.1398-13 
   1-OCT-01               2.6111  8.2166-15    74.6836    74.6836    74.6836 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            5.0819-06  2.9810-30  1.4920+04  1.4920+04  1.4920+04 
   1-DEC-01            2.4300-03  8.5445-23  1.5068+04  1.5068+04  1.5068+04 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 S3 S30 S31 S32 S33 (CONTINUED)                       
 
 STREAM ID               S3         S30        S31        S32        S33      
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              5.4898-27     0.0       55.3183    55.3183    55.3183 
   METHAL              8.4105-02  1.3463-13  5.0962-02  5.0962-02  5.0962-02 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
834 
 
   CRACAC              5.1634-15     0.0       19.7756    19.7756    19.7756 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE              1.4037-05  1.9775-20     0.9244     0.9244     0.9244 
   ETHYL-01               0.9993     1.0000     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01            6.0566-04  5.6489-12  1.5398-18  1.5398-18  1.5398-18 
   1-OCT-01            4.0970-05  2.7324-18  1.8730-04  1.8730-04  1.8730-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            7.9738-11  9.9133-34  3.7417-02  3.7417-02  3.7417-02 
   1-DEC-01            3.8129-08  2.8415-26  3.7789-02  3.7789-02  3.7789-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              8.6138-32     0.0     1.3873-04  1.3873-04  1.3873-04 
   METHAL              1.3197-06  4.4772-17  1.2781-07  1.2781-07  1.2781-07 
   CRACAC              8.1017-20     0.0     4.9596-05  4.9596-05  4.9596-05 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            2270.7747   107.1902  3263.6114  3263.6114  3263.6114 
   LB/HR               6.3732+04  3007.0888  3.9874+05  3.9874+05  3.9874+05 
   CUFT/HR             1.3338+04   606.6187  9913.8511  9919.6778  9919.2766 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F              91.6987    95.0000   450.0073   450.5555   450.5177 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
835 
 
   PRES   PSIA          682.7800   707.7800    77.5893   127.5893   102.3193 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LFRAC                  0.0        0.0        1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL           2.1575+04  2.1585+04  1940.5389  1976.3071  1976.3071 
   BTU/LB               768.7250   769.4324    15.8830    16.1758    16.1758 
   BTU/HR              4.8993+07  2.3138+06  6.3332+06  6.4499+06  6.4499+06 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -21.6011   -21.6316  -106.7534  -106.7454  -106.7296 
   BTU/LB-R              -0.7696    -0.7711    -0.8738    -0.8737    -0.8736 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.1702     0.1767     0.3292     0.3290     0.3290 
   LB/CUFT                4.7781     4.9571    40.2202    40.1966    40.1982 
 AVG MW                  28.0663    28.0538   122.1768   122.1768   122.1768 
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 S34 S35 S36 S37 S38                              
 ------------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               S34        S35        S36        S37        S38      
 FROM :                  B29        B26        E-118      B29        B34      
 TO   :                  B26        E-118      B5         B34        T-105    




 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     MIXED      LIQUID     LIQUID     MIXED   
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              2935.9554  2935.9554  2935.9554   130.7476   130.7476 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01            6.9843-15  6.9843-15  6.9843-15  3.1103-16  3.1103-16 
   1-OCT-01               0.6372     0.6372     0.6372  2.8375-02  2.8375-02 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01              84.8585    84.8585    84.8585     3.7790     3.7790 
   1-DEC-01             102.8410   102.8410   102.8410     4.5798     4.5798 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.1216     0.1216     0.1216  5.4143-03  5.4143-03 
   METHAL              8.4090-04  8.4090-04  8.4090-04  3.7448-05  3.7448-05 
   CRACAC              5.4198-02  5.4198-02  5.4198-02  2.4136-03  2.4136-03 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9397     0.9397     0.9397     0.9397     0.9397 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01            2.2353-18  2.2353-18  2.2353-18  2.2353-18  2.2353-18 
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
837 
 
   1-OCT-01            2.0393-04  2.0393-04  2.0393-04  2.0393-04  2.0393-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.7159-02  2.7159-02  2.7159-02  2.7159-02  2.7159-02 
   1-DEC-01            3.2915-02  3.2915-02  3.2915-02  3.2915-02  3.2915-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              3.8912-05  3.8912-05  3.8912-05  3.8912-05  3.8912-05 
   METHAL              2.6913-07  2.6913-07  2.6913-07  2.6913-07  2.6913-07 
   CRACAC              1.7346-05  1.7346-05  1.7346-05  1.7346-05  1.7346-05 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              3.5289+05  3.5289+05  3.5289+05  1.5715+04  1.5715+04 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01            5.8780-13  5.8780-13  5.8780-13  2.6177-14  2.6177-14 
   1-OCT-01              71.4995    71.4995    71.4995     3.1841     3.1841 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.4284+04  1.4284+04  1.4284+04   636.0947   636.0947 
   1-DEC-01            1.4425+04  1.4425+04  1.4425+04   642.4090   642.4090 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
Ethylene to Linear Alpha Olefins  APPENDIX 
838 
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 S34 S35 S36 S37 S38 (CONTINUED)                      
 
 STREAM ID               S34        S35        S36        S37        S38      
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                52.9599    52.9599    52.9599     2.3585     2.3585 
   METHAL              4.8789-02  4.8789-02  4.8789-02  2.1727-03  2.1727-03 
   CRACAC                18.9325    18.9325    18.9325     0.8431     0.8431 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9244     0.9244     0.9244     0.9244     0.9244 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01            1.5398-18  1.5398-18  1.5398-18  1.5398-18  1.5398-18 
   1-OCT-01            1.8730-04  1.8730-04  1.8730-04  1.8730-04  1.8730-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.7417-02  3.7417-02  3.7417-02  3.7417-02  3.7417-02 
   1-DEC-01            3.7789-02  3.7789-02  3.7789-02  3.7789-02  3.7789-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              1.3873-04  1.3873-04  1.3873-04  1.3873-04  1.3873-04 
   METHAL              1.2781-07  1.2781-07  1.2781-07  1.2781-07  1.2781-07 
   CRACAC              4.9596-05  4.9596-05  4.9596-05  4.9596-05  4.9596-05 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            3124.4687  3124.4687  3124.4687   139.1427   139.1427 
   LB/HR               3.8174+05  3.8174+05  3.8174+05  1.7000+04  1.7000+04 
   CUFT/HR             9496.3726  1.1017+04  7266.0999   422.9041   490.6198 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             450.5177   449.6575    86.0000   450.5177   449.6575 
   PRES   PSIA          102.3193    77.3193    72.3193   102.3193    77.3193 
   VFRAC                  0.0     4.6450-03     0.0        0.0     4.6450-03 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     0.9954     1.0000     1.0000     0.9954 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL           1976.3071  1976.3071 -2.0529+04  1976.3071  1976.3071 
   BTU/LB                16.1758    16.1758  -168.0262    16.1758    16.1758 
   BTU/HR              6.1749+06  6.1749+06 -6.4142+07  2.7499+05  2.7499+05 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R         -106.7296  -106.7139  -137.7195  -106.7296  -106.7139 
   BTU/LB-R              -0.8736    -0.8734    -1.1272    -0.8736    -0.8734 
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 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.3290     0.2836     0.4300     0.3290     0.2836 
   LB/CUFT               40.1982    34.6501    52.5368    40.1982    34.6501 
 AVG MW                 122.1768   122.1768   122.1768   122.1768   122.1768 
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 STREAM ID               S39        S4         S40        S41        S42      
 FROM :                  T-105      ----       B32        E-114      T-101    
 TO   :                  B32        V-100      E-114      B5         B14      
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     MIXED      LIQUID     LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE                83.1986    39.2398    83.1986    83.1986    94.8365 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     7.1292-02 
   1-HEX-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0       45.4059 
   1-OCT-01            2.8320-02     0.0     2.8320-02  2.8320-02    68.1769 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.7498-18     0.0     1.7498-18  1.7498-18  3.8734-02 
   1-DEC-01            4.5798-02     0.0     4.5798-02  4.5798-02     1.1753 
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   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              3.7412-05     0.0     3.7412-05  3.7412-05     1.1296 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     3.7612-09 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9991     1.0000     0.9991     0.9991     0.4498 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     3.3814-04 
   1-HEX-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.2154 
   1-OCT-01            3.4009-04     0.0     3.4009-04  3.4009-04     0.3234 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.1013-20     0.0     2.1013-20  2.1013-20  1.8372-04 
   1-DEC-01            5.4998-04     0.0     5.4998-04  5.4998-04  5.5743-03 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              4.4927-07     0.0     4.4927-07  4.4927-07  5.3577-03 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     1.7840-11 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              9999.9996  4716.3975  9999.9996  9999.9996  1.1399+04 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        2.0000 
   1-HEX-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     3821.4225 
   1-OCT-01               3.1779     0.0        3.1779     3.1779  7650.4694 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.9453-16     0.0     2.9453-16  2.9453-16     6.5198 
   1-DEC-01               6.4241     0.0        6.4241     6.4241   164.8513 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               S39        S4         S40        S41        S42      
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              2.1706-03     0.0     2.1706-03  2.1706-03    65.5381 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     1.3139-06 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9990     1.0000     0.9990     0.9990     0.4932 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     8.6544-05 
   1-HEX-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.1654 
   1-OCT-01            3.1749-04     0.0     3.1749-04  3.1749-04     0.3311 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.9424-20     0.0     2.9424-20  2.9424-20  2.8213-04 
   1-DEC-01            6.4179-04     0.0     6.4179-04  6.4179-04  7.1335-03 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              2.1686-07     0.0     2.1686-07  2.1686-07  2.8360-03 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     5.6854-11 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR              83.2728    39.2398    83.2728    83.2728   210.8341 
   LB/HR               1.0010+04  4716.3975  1.0010+04  1.0010+04  2.3110+04 
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   CUFT/HR              232.3223    88.9346  9668.4643   187.8626   673.3869 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             395.1543    95.0000   328.7368    86.0000   450.0003 
   PRES   PSIA           45.0000    45.0000    20.0000    15.0000   174.6205 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.2843     0.0        0.0    
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     0.7157     1.0000     1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL           1322.3694 -1.6088+04  1322.3694 -1.6569+04 -8770.8483 
   BTU/LB                11.0012  -133.8508    11.0012  -137.8431   -80.0184 
   BTU/HR              1.1012+05 -6.3129+05  1.1012+05 -1.3798+06 -1.8492+06 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R         -105.8614  -130.6316  -105.6193  -131.4537  -110.7009 
   BTU/LB-R              -0.8807    -1.0868    -0.8787    -1.0936    -1.0099 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.3584     0.4412  8.6128-03     0.4433     0.3131 
   LB/CUFT               43.0850    53.0322     1.0353    53.2815    34.3185 
 AVG MW                 120.2026   120.1943   120.2026   120.2026   109.6103 
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 STREAM ID               S43        S44        S45        S46        S47      
 FROM :                  B14        T-102      T-102      T-103      B27      
 TO   :                  T-102      ----       T-103      B27        E-117    
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  MIXED      LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     MIXED   
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE                94.8365  2.2408-06    94.8365    94.8270    94.8270 
   ETHYL-01            7.1292-02  7.1292-02  5.5238-17     0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01              45.4059    44.9519     0.4541  3.8760-12  3.8760-12 
   1-OCT-01              68.1769  1.0376-02    68.1665  6.8165-02  6.8165-02 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.8734-02  6.1418-19  3.8734-02  3.8734-02  3.8734-02 
   1-DEC-01               1.1753  3.9556-11     1.1753     1.1753     1.1753 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL                 1.1296  1.0727-02     1.1189  1.3579-04  1.3579-04 
   CRACAC              3.7612-09     0.0     3.7612-09  3.7612-09  3.7612-09 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
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   CUMENE                 0.4498  4.9746-08     0.5720     0.9867     0.9867 
   ETHYL-01            3.3814-04  1.5827-03  3.3318-19     0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01               0.2154     0.9979  2.7388-03  4.0330-14  4.0330-14 
   1-OCT-01               0.3234  2.3036-04     0.4112  7.0924-04  7.0924-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.8372-04  1.3635-20  2.3363-04  4.0302-04  4.0302-04 
   1-DEC-01            5.5743-03  8.7816-13  7.0888-03  1.2228-02  1.2228-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              5.3577-03  2.3814-04  6.7486-03  1.4129-06  1.4129-06 
   CRACAC              1.7840-11     0.0     2.2687-11  3.9135-11  3.9135-11 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              1.1399+04  2.6933-04  1.1399+04  1.1398+04  1.1398+04 
   ETHYL-01               2.0000     2.0000  1.5496-15     0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01            3821.4225  3783.2081    38.2143  3.2621-10  3.2621-10 
   1-OCT-01            7650.4694     1.1644  7649.3050     7.6491     7.6491 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01               6.5198  1.0338-16     6.5198     6.5198     6.5198 
   1-DEC-01             164.8513  5.5485-09   164.8513   164.8513   164.8513 
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   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               S43        S44        S45        S46        S47      
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL                65.5381     0.6224    64.9157  7.8786-03  7.8786-03 
   CRACAC              1.3139-06     0.0     1.3139-06  1.3139-06  1.3139-06 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.4932  7.1119-08     0.5899     0.9845     0.9845 
   ETHYL-01            8.6544-05  5.2812-04  8.0199-20     0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01               0.1654     0.9990  1.9777-03  2.8178-14  2.8178-14 
   1-OCT-01               0.3311  3.0747-04     0.3959  6.6074-04  6.6074-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            2.8213-04  2.7299-20  3.3742-04  5.6319-04  5.6319-04 
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   1-DEC-01            7.1335-03  1.4651-12  8.5315-03  1.4240-02  1.4240-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              2.8360-03  1.6435-04  3.3596-03  6.8056-07  6.8056-07 
   CRACAC              5.6854-11     0.0     6.7996-11  1.1349-10  1.1349-10 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR             210.8341    45.0443   165.7898    96.1093    96.1093 
   LB/HR               2.3110+04  3786.9952  1.9323+04  1.1577+04  1.1577+04 
   CUFT/HR             3531.0103   112.0527   531.6442   274.3809  6483.8149 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             418.6266   283.2011   450.0001   414.3522   361.5809 
   PRES   PSIA          120.7405   104.0378   112.9578    55.3200    30.3200 
   VFRAC                  0.2264     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.2417 
   LFRAC                  0.7736     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     0.7583 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -8770.8483 -2.0938+04 -8227.2258  2049.7789  2049.7789 
   BTU/LB               -80.0184  -249.0439   -70.5904    17.0172    17.0172 
   BTU/HR             -1.8492+06 -9.4313+05 -1.3640+06  1.9700+05  1.9700+05 
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 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R         -110.5995  -108.9367  -115.7106  -105.1965  -105.0432 
   BTU/LB-R              -1.0090    -1.2957    -0.9928    -0.8733    -0.8721 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT          5.9709-02     0.4020     0.3118     0.3503  1.4823-02 
   LB/CUFT                6.5448    33.7966    36.3450    42.1920     1.7855 
 AVG MW                 109.6103    84.0727   116.5488   120.4534   120.4534 
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 STREAM ID               S48        S49        S5         S50        S51      
 FROM :                  E-117      T-103      V-100      P-105      B13      
 TO   :                  B5         P-105      P-100      B13        T-104    
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE                94.8270  9.4822-03  3153.2208  9.4822-03  9.4822-03 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01            3.8760-12     0.4541  3.8830-12     0.4541     0.4541 
   1-OCT-01            6.8165-02    68.0983     0.7336    68.0983    68.0983 
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   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.8734-02  7.4780-20    84.8972  7.4780-20  7.4780-20 
   1-DEC-01               1.1753  8.3754-09   104.0621  8.3754-09  8.3754-09 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        0.1216     0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              1.3579-04     1.1187  1.0141-03     1.1187     1.1187 
   CRACAC              3.7612-09     0.0     5.4198-02     0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9867  1.3608-04     0.9432  1.3608-04  1.3608-04 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01            4.0330-14  6.5163-03  1.1615-15  6.5163-03  6.5163-03 
   1-OCT-01            7.0924-04     0.9773  2.1945-04     0.9773     0.9773 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            4.0302-04  1.0732-21  2.5395-02  1.0732-21  1.0732-21 
   1-DEC-01            1.2228-02  1.2020-10  3.1128-02  1.2020-10  1.2020-10 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     3.6367-05     0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              1.4129-06  1.6055-02  3.0334-07  1.6055-02  1.6055-02 
   CRACAC              3.9135-11     0.0     1.6212-05     0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              1.1398+04     1.1397  3.7900+05     1.1397     1.1397 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01            3.2621-10    38.2143  3.2680-10    38.2143    38.2143 
   1-OCT-01               7.6491  7641.6558    82.3265  7641.6558  7641.6558 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01               6.5198  1.2587-17  1.4290+04  1.2587-17  1.2587-17 
   1-DEC-01             164.8513  1.1748-06  1.4597+04  1.1748-06  1.1748-06 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               S48        S49        S5         S50        S51      
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   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0       52.9599     0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              7.8786-03    64.9078  5.8838-02    64.9078    64.9078 
   CRACAC              1.3139-06     0.0       18.9325     0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.9845  1.4714-04     0.9288  1.4714-04  1.4714-04 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-HEX-01            2.8178-14  4.9335-03  8.0090-16  4.9335-03  4.9335-03 
   1-OCT-01            6.6074-04     0.9865  2.0176-04     0.9865     0.9865 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            5.6319-04  1.6250-21  3.5021-02  1.6250-21  1.6250-21 
   1-DEC-01            1.4240-02  1.5167-10  3.5773-02  1.5167-10  1.5167-10 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     1.2979-04     0.0        0.0    
   METHAL              6.8056-07  8.3796-03  1.4420-07  8.3796-03  8.3796-03 
   CRACAC              1.1349-10     0.0     4.6399-05     0.0        0.0    
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 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR              96.1093    69.6806  3343.0906    69.6806    69.6806 
   LB/HR               1.1577+04  7745.9177  4.0804+05  7745.9177  7745.9177 
   CUFT/HR              217.8423   215.0610  7762.3945   215.2186   215.2193 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F              86.0000   329.8050    86.4843   330.4843   330.4856 
   PRES   PSIA           25.3200    45.0000    15.0000    75.0000    50.0000 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -1.7279+04 -3.5423+04 -2.0285+04 -3.5373+04 -3.5373+04 
   BTU/LB              -143.4502  -318.6533  -166.1935  -318.2052  -318.2052 
   BTU/HR             -1.6607+06 -2.4683+06 -6.7814+07 -2.4648+06 -2.4648+06 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R         -132.4769  -148.3391  -137.2797  -148.2975  -148.2796 
   BTU/LB-R              -1.0998    -1.3344    -1.1247    -1.3341    -1.3339 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.4412     0.3240     0.4307     0.3238     0.3238 
   LB/CUFT               53.1425    36.0173    52.5663    35.9909    35.9908 
 AVG MW                 120.4534   111.1632   122.0548   111.1632   111.1632 
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 S52 S53 S54 S6 S7                                
 ----------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               S52        S53        S54        S6         S7       
 FROM :                  T-104      T-104      T-105      P-100      M-100    
 TO   :                  ----       ----       ----       M-100      B8       
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              6.3883-08  9.4821-03    47.5489  3153.2208  3153.2283 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     2270.2839 
   1-HEX-01               0.2647     0.1893     0.0     3.8830-12     0.4586 
   1-OCT-01               3.4049    64.6934  5.5050-05     0.7336     0.7569 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01               0.0        0.0        3.7790    84.8972    84.8972 
   1-DEC-01            2.6717-18  8.3754-09     4.5340   104.0621   104.0621 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     5.4143-03     0.1216     0.1216 
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   METHAL                 0.1491     0.9696  3.6113-08  1.0141-03  2.4637-03 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0     2.4136-03  5.4198-02  5.4198-02 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE              1.6729-08  1.4397-04     0.8511     0.9432     0.5617 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.4044 
   1-HEX-01            6.9324-02  2.8746-03     0.0     1.1615-15  8.1698-05 
   1-OCT-01               0.8916     0.9823  9.8533-07  2.1945-04  1.3483-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01               0.0        0.0     6.7640-02  2.5395-02  1.5123-02 
   1-DEC-01            6.9963-19  1.2717-10  8.1154-02  3.1128-02  1.8537-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     9.6909-05  3.6367-05  2.1657-05 
   METHAL              3.9054-02  1.4721-02  6.4638-10  3.0334-07  4.3886-07 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0     4.3201-05  1.6212-05  9.6543-06 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              7.6783-06     1.1397  5715.1088  3.7900+05  3.7900+05 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     6.3690+04 
   1-HEX-01              22.2803    15.9340     0.0     3.2680-10    38.6000 
   1-OCT-01             382.0807  7259.5751  6.1774-03    82.3265    84.9376 
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   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01               0.0        0.0      636.0947  1.4290+04  1.4290+04 
   1-DEC-01            3.7476-16  1.1748-06   635.9849  1.4597+04  1.4597+04 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               S52        S53        S54        S6         S7       
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0        2.3585    52.9599    52.9599 
   METHAL                 8.6529    56.2549  2.0953-06  5.8838-02     0.1429 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0        0.8431    18.9325    18.9325 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE              1.8591-08  1.5542-04     0.8176     0.9288     0.8034 
   ETHYL-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.1350 
   1-HEX-01            5.3946-02  2.1729-03     0.0     8.0090-16  8.1819-05 
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   1-OCT-01               0.9251     0.9900  8.8370-07  2.0176-04  1.8004-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01               0.0        0.0     9.0996-02  3.5021-02  3.0290-02 
   1-DEC-01            9.0737-19  1.6021-10  9.0980-02  3.5773-02  3.0940-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.0        0.0     3.3739-04  1.2979-04  1.1226-04 
   METHAL              2.0951-02  7.6716-03  2.9974-10  1.4420-07  3.0299-07 
   CRACAC                 0.0        0.0     1.2061-04  4.6399-05  4.0131-05 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR               3.8188    65.8618    55.8699  3343.0906  5613.8653 
   LB/HR                413.0140  7332.9037  6990.3962  4.0804+05  4.7177+05 
   CUFT/HR               11.3531   205.7341   170.5454  7774.6089  1.0420+04 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             317.4580   339.5196   411.6708    89.3940   125.3560 
   PRES   PSIA           45.0000    50.1400    50.1400   681.6774   681.6774 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
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   BTU/LBMOL          -3.3963+04 -3.4842+04 -5953.0353 -1.9912+04 -3130.5176 
   BTU/LB              -314.0224  -312.9385   -47.5789  -163.1379   -37.2517 
   BTU/HR             -1.2970+05 -2.2947+06 -3.3260+05 -6.6567+07 -1.7574+07 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R         -143.5108  -147.8022  -118.2680  -137.1332   -89.6013 
   BTU/LB-R              -1.3269    -1.3275    -0.9452    -1.1235    -1.0662 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.3364     0.3201     0.3276     0.4300     0.5388 
   LB/CUFT               36.3789    35.6426    40.9885    52.4837    45.2764 
 AVG MW                 108.1537   111.3377   125.1192   122.0548    84.0370 
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 S8 S9                                            
 ----- 
 
 STREAM ID               S8         S9       
 FROM :                  B8         E-100    
 TO   :                  E-100      R-100    
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: LBMOL/HR         
   CUMENE              3153.2283  3153.2283 
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   ETHYL-01            2270.2839  2270.2839 
   1-HEX-01               0.4586     0.4586 
   1-OCT-01               0.7569     0.7569 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01              84.8972    84.8972 
   1-DEC-01             104.0621   104.0621 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                 0.1216     0.1216 
   METHAL              2.4637-03  2.4637-03 
   CRACAC              5.4198-02  5.4198-02 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.5617     0.5617 
   ETHYL-01               0.4044     0.4044 
   1-HEX-01            8.1698-05  8.1698-05 
   1-OCT-01            1.3483-04  1.3483-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.5123-02  1.5123-02 
   1-DEC-01            1.8537-02  1.8537-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0    
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   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND              2.1657-05  2.1657-05 
   METHAL              4.3886-07  4.3886-07 
   CRACAC              9.6543-06  9.6543-06 
 COMPONENTS: LB/HR            
   CUMENE              3.7900+05  3.7900+05 
   ETHYL-01            6.3690+04  6.3690+04 
   1-HEX-01              38.6000    38.6000 
   1-OCT-01              84.9376    84.9376 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            1.4290+04  1.4290+04 
   1-DEC-01            1.4597+04  1.4597+04 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0    
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 S8 S9 (CONTINUED)                                    




 STREAM ID               S8         S9       
 
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0    
   LIGAND                52.9599    52.9599 
   METHAL                 0.1429     0.1429 
   CRACAC                18.9325    18.9325 
 COMPONENTS: MASS FRAC        
   CUMENE                 0.8034     0.8034 
   ETHYL-01               0.1350     0.1350 
   1-HEX-01            8.1819-05  8.1819-05 
   1-OCT-01            1.8004-04  1.8004-04 
   1-NON-01               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-01            3.0290-02  3.0290-02 
   1-DEC-01            3.0940-02  3.0940-02 
   ACETY-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-01               0.0        0.0    
   TRANS-02               0.0        0.0    
   1-DOD-02               0.0        0.0    
   OXYGE-01               0.0        0.0    
   CARBO-01               0.0        0.0    
   WATER                  0.0        0.0    
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   LIGAND              1.1226-04  1.1226-04 
   METHAL              3.0299-07  3.0299-07 
   CRACAC              4.0131-05  4.0131-05 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   LBMOL/HR            5613.8653  5613.8653 
   LB/HR               4.7177+05  4.7177+05 
   CUFT/HR             1.0421+04  1.0331+04 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   F             125.4854   113.0000 
   PRES   PSIA          656.6774   652.6694 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0    
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   BTU/LBMOL          -3130.5176 -3601.2949 
   BTU/LB               -37.2517   -42.8537 
   BTU/HR             -1.7574+07 -2.0217+07 
 ENTROPY:         
   BTU/LBMOL-R          -89.5868   -90.3977 
   BTU/LB-R              -1.0660    -1.0757 
 DENSITY:         
   LBMOL/CUFT             0.5387     0.5434 
   LB/CUFT               45.2723    45.6661 
 AVG MW                  84.0370    84.0370 
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 *                                                                          * 
 * Calculations were completed normally                                     * 
 *                                                                          * 
 * All Unit Operation blocks were completed normally                        * 
 *                                                                          * 
 * All streams were flashed normally                                        * 
 *                                                                          * 
 * All Convergence blocks were completed normally                           * 
 *                                                                          * 
 **************************************************************************** 
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